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DATA-ENABLED DESIGN
JANNE VAN KOLLENBURG & SANDER BOGERS

An increasing amount of interactive products and services, that people 

interact with on a daily basis, collect data about how they are being 

used. This enables these products to gain a detailed and nuanced 

understanding of their user(s) and the context they are situated in, 

based on which they can adapt their behavior and interaction. Next  

to this, the increased connectivity of these products and services  

makes that they become part of larger ecosystems in which multiple 

users, products and services interact. We refer to this new generation  

of intelligent and connected products as intelligent ecosystems.

Our research investigates how data, that is a crucial part of 

intelligent ecosystems, can be utilized when designing for them.

This dissertation starts by presenting a user-experience oriented 

perspective and an experimental prototype-centric perspective. These 

perspectives are used as the main building blocks for the data-enabled 

design methodology that we set out to develop. After that, we present 

three design case studies that explore how data can be employed to 

design for intelligent ecosystems, in the context of baby feeding, baby 

health and personal health. These case studies, that were executed at 

Philips Design, are used to iteratively advance the data-enabled design 

methodology and our understanding of intelligent ecosystems.

Where well-known approaches, that use data in design assign a more 

evaluative and directive role to data, data-enabled design argues for 

more explorative and creative situated design explorations. To guide 

design researchers and practitioners in the setup and execution of  

the methodology we present a framework for data-enabled design.  

This framework presents a situated design approach, provides clear 

handles on the role data plays in situated design explorations, and 

explains how different explorations can be orchestrated in the design 

process to design for intelligent ecosystems.

››

JANNE VAN KOLLENBURG & SANDER BOGERS

A situated design approach that  
uses data as creative material when 
designing for intelligent ecosystems
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A joint dissertation

This dissertation presents the PhD research of Janne van Kollenburg and Sander Bogers. In 

2014, we both started our PhD projects within the Impuls Perinatology programme, a strategic 

collaboration of Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e), Philips and Máxima Medical Centre 

(MMC). For the design-related challenges in this program, the department of Industrial Design  

of the TU/e, Philips Design and the MMC collaborated in the area of Mother and Child Care. 

From an academic perspective, the former Designing Quality in Interaction group (DQI) at the 

department of Industrial Design, TU/e, that we were part of, was interested in developing novel design 

methodologies that could be employed to design for intelligent products, services and systems. Philips 

Design shared that methodological interest but was also interested in how these could be integrated 

into design practice. The Máxima Medical Center contributed an extensive body of domain expertise 

and was interested in outcomes that could benefit the health of newborn babies and their families. 

As the Impuls program was a co-funded academic-industrial collaboration, PhD students were 

strongly encouraged to situate their research in industry-relevant projects. In our case, this meant that 

we started working together on the same case studies at Philips Design. Although we both graduated 

from Industrial Design at the TU/e and were both pursuing the same research question, our different 

backgrounds, initial employers and skill sets resulted in two distinctly different perspectives on this 

research. Our initial explorations were executed individually. This is presented in the two chapters that 

describe our individual perspectives (chapter 2 and 3). In short, Janne works from a user-experience 

perspective that sets out to investigate how participants can be involved in designing for intelligent 

ecosystems. Sander uses an experimental and prototype-centered perspective, investigating how 

experiential prototypes can be used in in-situ experiments to design for intelligent ecosystems.

Once we started working more intensively together in the same project (i.e. the Connected Baby Bottle 

case study of chapter 4), something exciting happened. The tools and methods that emerged from the 

critical dialogue between our perspectives were very different, but complementary to the tools and 

methods from our individual perspectives. Once we constructed the first version of our data-enabled 

design methodology (chapter 5), it became clear that both perspectives were necessary building 

blocks for this methodology. From that point onwards we joined forces in developing a data-enabled 

design methodology to design for intelligent ecosystems. Although we do present our individual 

perspectives and their contributions to this thesis (chapter 2 and 10 for Janne and chapter 3 and 11 for 

Sander), we believe that the true uniqueness of our work lies in this joint work on data-enabled design 

which cannot be explained from one of the two perspectives without explaining the other perspective. 

For this reason, we choose to combine our research in this joint-dissertation on data-enabled design.   

In case individual contributions are described outside our individual chapters, lines are placed in front 

of the text to highlight these individual contributions. 

Contributions from Janne’s user-experience oriented perspective are highlighted with a grey dashed 

line in front of the text.

 

Contributions from Sander’s experimental, prototype-centric perspective are highlighted with a solid 

grey line in front of the text.
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Data-enabled Design (summary)

Contemporary interactive products and services have the ability to become more intelligent, as they 

can use the data they collect to gain a detailed and nuanced understanding about its user and the 

context they are situated in. Based on this understanding they can learn over time, to adapt their 

interactions accordingly. We refer to this new generation of products and services as intelligent 

solutions. At the same time, products and services have become increasingly connected. This 

connectivity allows them to share data, by which they become part of larger networks of products, 

services and people. We refer to these networks as ecosystems. When intelligent solutions come 

together in ecosystems, we refer to these as intelligent ecosystems. This integration allows intelligent 

solutions to share their abilities across different elements in the ecosystem, to deliver personal and 

context-dependent interactions. Our first objective is to further develop our understanding of these 

intelligent ecosystems, by designing exemplars of them. 

Data plays a crucial role in these intelligent ecosystems and can be regarded as the material of this 

new generation of solutions. We argue that a design methodology – that can be employed to design 

for intelligent ecosystems – should assign a similarly important role to this data. State of the art 

design approaches, that already use data in the design process (e.g. data-driven, data-informed and 

data-aware design), mostly utilize data for evaluative purposes. However, we argue that the openness 

and complexity that is associated with designing for intelligent ecosystems requires a more creative 

and generative approach, in which data can be utilized as a creative design material. This frames the 

second and main challenge of our research, which is to develop a data-enabled design methodology. 

For this research, we employ a Constructive Design Research approach that allows us to iteratively 

advance the data-enabled design methodology (chapter 5, 7, 9) based on multiple case studies 

(chapter 4, 6, 8). As we set out to develop a data-enabled design methodology that has merit in 

design practise, we use case studies that we ran at Philips Design as vehicles for our investigation.

This research is grounded in a user-experience oriented perspective and an experimental prototype-

centric perspective on designing for intelligent ecosystems, which also represent our individual 

contributions to this research. We use chapter 2 & 3 and chapter 10 & 11 to respectively introduce  

and review these perspectives, in relation to the primary and secondary research objectives.

In chapter 2, Janne van Kollenburg introduces a user-experience oriented perspective on designing 

intelligent ecosystems. Based on three case studies she shares her skills, ways of working and interests 

in relation to using data in designing for intelligent ecosystems, which are later framed in the larger 

body of user-experience research and design literature. Her perspective articulates the role that users 

and designers can play in the design process, as she questions whether established user experience 

research and design methods still apply when employed to design for intelligent ecosystems. 

Her perspective is rooted in qualitative and ethnographic techniques and emphasizes that user 

experiences are different from person to person, from setting to setting.  

In chapter 3, Sander Bogers introduces an experimental, prototype-centric perspective on designing 

intelligent ecosystems. The chapter outlines four case studies, that are also used to illustrate his skills, 

ways of working and interests related to the research question. These examples are used to position 

his perspective in an experimental design part and an explorative prototyping part, which are both 
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grounded in literature. The experimental design part argues for the value of in-situ design studies, 

while the explorative prototyping part argues for more hands-on explorations as a means for inquiry. 

For both parts the potential role of data is discussed. The experimental design part emphasizes that 

prototypes that collect data can serve as instruments to gain insights. The explorative prototyping part 

shows how data could be used as a design material, to facilitate designerly explorations with data. 

The first case study of a Connected Baby Bottle (chapter 4) builds on the two perspectives. It set out 

to explore how data can be employed in designing for intelligent solutions. This case study serves as 

a stepping stone towards designing for intelligent ecosystems. It started with a contextual exploration, 

that showed how a combination of sensor data and qualitative data could be used to remotely gain 

detailed and nuanced contextual, behavioral and experiential insights from an everyday life setting. 

To do so, we placed a sensor-equipped prototype, together with a variety of qualitative techniques, 

in the homes of 5 families for 2 weeks. A following informed exploration expanded on these insights 

by designing for a personalized Connected Baby Bottle solution. In this step, a functional prototype 

of the solution was deployed in the homes of 9 new participating families, for 3 weeks. By utilizing 

a wizard-of-oz approach, we could provide realistic experiences without having to prototype the 

intelligent behavior of the solution. This informed exploration showed how data could be used to 

facilitate continuous and remote design explorations. This is advocated by the fact that the Connected 

Baby Bottle solution was continuously further developed, while it remained in the everyday setting of 

the participating families.     

In chapter 5 we use the results from the Connected Baby Bottle case study to draft a first version of 

our data-enabled design methodology and to frame this is related work. Based on the fact that the 

most valuable findings emerged at the intersection of our two perspectives (chapter 2 and 3), we argue 

for a joint contribution on the data-enabled design methodology. To do so, we introduce four lenses 

(with associated models), that we use as a framework for the data-enabled design methodology (i.e. 

the situated design approach lens, the role of data lens, the design process lens and the intelligent 

ecosystems lens). Based on insights from these lenses, we pose challenges for the next case study.

The first lens introduces the value of a situated design approach; through which we argue for a remote 

design approach. In this approach, the user remains in their everyday life setting and the design 

researcher in the design studio. This way, the contextual richness of the everyday setting becomes 

part of our design process, while we maintain the ability to quickly explore. We sketch a landscape 

of design research approaches, to highlight how data-enabled design sets out to utilize a different 

interaction between the design (research) studio and the everyday life of participants than established 

design research approaches. Here, we also introduce our concept of situated design explorations, 

which stresses that in-situ studies can be explorative rather than evaluative.  

The second lens is used to discuss the role of data in different phases of a situated design exploration. 

We discuss how sensor data and qualitative data enrich each other to yield contextual, behavioral and 

experiential insights and explain how these insights can become part of the solution. This way, we 

show how data can be used as creative design material and how insights in the data can become part 

of the understanding of the intelligent solution. 

Through the third lens, we discuss how different situated design explorations come together in the 

design process. Based on our findings from the Connected Baby Bottle study, we introduce a two-

step model. The first step is a research-oriented (contextual) step, that sets out to gain a detailed and 

nuanced contextual, behavioral and experiential understanding of the design space. The second step 

is a design-oriented (informed) step, that utilizes these insights to continuously and remotely explore 
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(new) aspects of the intelligent solution. To facilitate these remote design explorations we strongly argue  

for an open and malleable collection of physical and digital tools, i.e. the data-enabled design canvas.    

Through the fourth lens we discuss our intelligent ecosystems insights. We connect practice to theory 

and introduce a characterization of intelligent ecosystems. The first part of this characterization builds 

on information ecology theory. It zooms in on the relationships in the ecosystem, how ecosystem 

elements co-evolve over time, how diverse the ecosystem is, what keystone species are, and how 

people make meaning in this ecosystem. The second part of the characterization introduces the 

abilities of intelligent solutions to understand, learn and adapt. Here, we use interaction design theory 

to describe how people make meaning in interaction and how intelligent solutions can  adapt to that. 

Chapter 6 presents the uGrow+ Professional case study. In this case study we set out to design an 

ecosystem that supports parent–healthcare professional interactions, through parent-tracked baby 

data. Instead of starting from sensor data, we investigate how manually tracked qualitative data can 

become part of the solution as well. To do so, we developed a physical toolkit that allowed parents 

to collect data they deem relevant. The healthcare professional got remote insights in this data. This 

triggered a dialogue about altering or further detailing of the data collection process. We invited 3 

different types of healthcare professionals and 5 families with newborns, for 5 weeks of situated design 

explorations. In these situated design explorations we continuously and remotely developed towards 

two concepts. The ‘my care question’ concept focussed on preventative care and allowed parents to 

attach data to their question. The ‘care paths’ concept focussed on higher levels of care and enabled 

healthcare professionals to be in charge of what data was collected for specific health issues.   

 

Chapter 7 uses insights from the uGrow+ Professional case study (chapter 6) to confirm and expand  

on the methodological framing of chapter 5. 

Where the Connected Baby Bottle case study primarily focused on the intelligent solution challenge, 

the uGrow+ case mostly addressed the ecosystem challenge. We further detail the intelligent eco-

system lens by making a distinction between functional relationships (e.g., the alarm clock can control 

the coffee maker) and contextual relationships, which describe relationships between elements that 

are part of the same context or address the same topic (e.g., two manual trackers that are used to log 

‘falling asleep’ and ‘waking up’). We conclude that although the uGrow+ ecosystems is dynamic and 

versatile on a contextual level, it can still improve on a functional level. 

In the situated design approach lens we confirm the value of the situated approach to gain  

a comprehensive perspective on the complex and versatile domain of designing for ecosystems.  

We expand our lens by giving extra attention to the role different stakeholders in the ecosystem can 

have and discuss the implications of running situated design explorations in the medical domain. 

Through the role of data lens, we emphasize the qualities of manually tracked data. We discuss how 

this approach has both implications for the contextual, behavioral and experiential insights design 

researchers can gain as for the data that the solution can utilize. 

Last, we use the design process lens to revisit our two-step approach. Given data-enabled design’s 

dynamic character, we argue that it is more meaningful to label the individual situated design 

explorations as contextual or informed, rather than the full sequence of explorations in one study. As 

a result, we suggest a multi-step model, where each step introduces a new group of participants, but 

where it can also contain multiple contextual and informed situated design explorations. Early steps 

are likely to be more contextually oriented, where later steps contain more informed explorations. 
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Chapter 8 presents the Caring Home case study, aiming to design for intelligent ecosystems around 

personal health. To do so, we utilize the suggested multi-step approach. In the first step, we introduced 

a small ecosystem of personal health products (e.g. a toothbrush, shaver and face cleansing brush) 

that we expanded over the course of the situated design explorations of 8 weeks, based on insights 

gained from 4 participating families. From the collection of insights from these contextual and 

informed explorations we formulated three design opportunities, which we further elaborated on in 

the second step. The first argued for a intelligent ecosystem that can act on different levels of care (i.e., 

I am fine, I am worried and I have or need (professional) help). The second articulated the value of an 

intelligent ecosystem that can understand when it matters to be there. The last opportunity showed 

the potential for personalized growth of the intelligent ecosystems. In the second step, we designed an 

open and dynamic ecosystem for personal health. This allowed a new group of 4 participating families 

to adapt the ecosystem to themselves and their own context. This step, with a duration of 4 weeks, 

presented a novel combination of connected devices, open-ended data trackers and a conversational 

user interface, that leveraged each other's abilities to understand and learn, and to adapt their 

interaction. We explain how remotely collected insights inspired and informed continuous design 

interventions of ‘care modules’. ‘Care modules’ are plans that describe how different elements of the 

ecosystem can adapt their content, interaction and role, based on a detailed and nuanced (dynamic) 

understanding of the user and context of usage. 

 

Chapter 9 uses insights from the Caring Home case study (chapter 8) to inform and revisit the earlier 

framing of the data-enabled design methodology (chapter 5 and 7). 

Through the intelligent ecosystem lens, we articulate how the intelligent solution and ecosystem 

challenge have come together in this case study. Based on that, we explain how the intelligent eco-

system of the Caring Home study is dynamic, both in terms of functional relationships as in terms of 

contextual relationships. We describe how different products and services were dynamically added to 

- and removed from - the ecosystem, while they also dynamically changed the topics they addressed 

(e.g., from ‘cavities’ to ‘bad breath’). 

Following up on these discussions, we explain how a remote and situated design approach allows 

for the investigation of the complex relationships in the ecosystem. The situated design explorations 

enable design researchers to unravel differences and similarities between people. These insights can 

be then be used to design the intelligent ecosystem in such a way that it can come to emphasize these 

personal perspectives. Where we previously simulated the intelligent solutions through a wizard-of-oz 

approach, we conclude that a combination of that wizard-of-oz approach and a functional (intelligent) 

prototype can aid in shaping realistic boundaries for exploration. 

Through the role of data lens, we discuss how data-enabled design combines detailed behavioral 

insights with more holistic experiential insights, that support in gaining an understanding of the design  

space. The combination of sensor data and manually collected data is instrumental in this. It allows 

participants to explore which data is relevant for their situation, while also more detailed data is tracked  

about behaviors they are often unaware of. We conclude that qualitative data can become solution 

data. This enables intelligent ecosystems to encompass a more nuanced experiential perspective. 

We use the design process lens to compare the design processes of the different case studies.  

This highlights the value of a multi-step approach where each step can be a dynamic orchestration  

of contextual and informed explorations. Last, we conclude on the instrumental role of the data-

enabled design canvas, as key enabler for allowing a broad variety of both contextual and informed 

situated design explorations. 
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In chapter 10, Janne reviews her user-experience oriented perspective on designing for intelligent 

ecosystems. To do so, she discusses how data-enabled design can be framed in the related work  

she introduced in chapter 2. From this, she concludes that the dynamic approach of involving users  

as subjects and partners in both research-led (in contextual explorations) and design-led (in informed 

explorations) situated design explorations is instrumental in developing intelligent ecosystems that  

are highly personal. For each combination of the participants’ role (i.e., as subject or partner) and 

design researchers’ aim (i.e., research-led or design-led) (i.e. 4 quadrants) she contributes with an 

explanation of how data-enabled design breaks with or builds on existing methods. Additionally,  

she describes how these roles and aims can be combined during situated design explorations,  

so that qualities of the one quadrant can enhance activities in the other. 

In chapter 11, Sander reviews how his experimental, prototype-centric perspective (chapter 3) has 

contributed to the development of data-enabled design and intelligent ecosystems. First, he explains 

how data-enabled design has used prototypes in situated design explorations as a means of inquiry. 

In this explanation, he further elaborates on how these prototypes mainly target the exploration of the 

role they play in everyday life. Based on that, he discusses the different qualities that these prototypes 

are required to have to facilitate exploration. Second, he discusses how the activity of prototyping 

is used as a vehicle for inquiry in data-enabled design. In this discussion he outlines how data has 

started to serve as a design material and how a different mindset to prototyping is instrumental in 

facilitating that. To conclude, he shows how both parts of his perspective have started to intertwine  

in data-enabled design and that the largest contribution of his perspective is found in that integration, 

as it allows for in-situ design explorations of intelligent ecosystems. 

Looking back at our research objectives, we conclude in chapter 12 how the objective to develop a 

new data-enabled design methodology and the objective to develop our understanding of intelligent 

ecosystems have intertwined. A renewed understanding of what to design for had implications for the 

methodology, while new methodological insights also affected what was designed. To conclude, we 

integrate the four lenses that we developed in chapter 5, 7 and 9, into a comprehensive framework  

for data-enabled design. 

This framework first uses the intelligent ecosystems lens. By articulating the characteristics of eco-

systems and of intelligent solutions separately, we allow design researchers to reflect on the qualities 

of the intelligent ecosystems they design. Second, the framework highlights our situated design 

approach to designing for intelligent ecosystems. Here, we use the ‘8-shape model’ to explain how 

design researchers in the design (research) studio continuously interact with participants, which are 

situated in their everyday life setting. We also use the ‘8-shape model’ to highlight how data plays 

a role in different stages of this interaction. It illustrates how data can serve both as a way to gain 

contextual, behavioral and experiential insights, but also to enable design researchers to remotely 

conceptualize and deploy new design interventions in which data is used as a creative design material. 

Last, the framework articulates how situated design explorations can have a contextual or informed 

character. Although these explorations can run in parallel and continuously follow up on each other, 

we stress the importance of a multi-step design process where a new group of participants is regularly 

introduced. This allows design researchers to develop intelligent ecosystems that are not bespoke,  

but can become personal on a large scale. 

With this data-enabled design framework we provide design researchers with handles that help them 

in adopting a situated design approach, in which data can be used as creative design material, when 

designing for intelligent ecosystems. 
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1. A data-enabled design methodology
The primary contribution of this dissertation is the data-enabled design methodology. 

Founded at the intersection of a user-experience oriented perspective and an 

experimental prototype-centric perspective, this methodology proposes a situated design 

approach that uses data as creative design material. Where well-known approaches, that 

use data in design assign a more evaluative and directive role to data, data-enabled design 

argues for more explorative and creative situated design explorations. To guide design 

researchers and practitioners in the setup and execution of the methodology we present a 

framework for data-enabled design. This framework provides an extensive overview of the 

situated design approach, provides clear handles on the role data plays in situated design 

explorations and how different explorations are orchestrated in the design process.

2. A characterization of intelligent ecosystems
The second contribution is a characterization of a new generation of solutions, that we 

refer to as intelligent ecosystems. An intelligent ecosystem is comprised of a collection 

of products and services, that can together gain a detailed and nuanced understanding 

of the user and context. This understanding allows the intelligent ecosystem to adapt, to 

deliver experiences at the moment and place where they matter most. The characterization 

addresses intelligent solutions and ecosystems individually, while it also addresses how 

these parts intertwine. It can be used by design researchers to reflect upon the solutions 

that data-enabled design project deliver.

3. Design case studies in the personal health and healthcare domain
This dissertation presents three extensive, longitudinal and situated case studies that 

addressed real-world problems. These case studies are significant contributions by 

themselves. On the one hand, they present detailed examples of how data-enabled design 

case studies can be organized, what is required to run them, and how that relates to the 

data-enabled design framework. On the other hand, the case studies contribute to their 

respective applications domains, as they present meaningful knowledge and solutions 

that show the value of intelligent ecosystems. This is made evident by their influence on 

business strategy, product introductions and filed patents. 

Contributions
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Introduction

Chapter 1

Parts of this chapter are based on:

Sander Bogers, Janne van Kollenburg, Eva Deckers, Joep Frens, and Caroline Hummels. 2018.  

A Situated Exploration of Designing for Personal Health Ecosystems through Data-enabled Design.  

In Proceedings of the 2018 Designing Interactive Systems Conference (DIS ’18). ACM, New York, NY, 

USA, pp.109-120.
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In 2014, at the start of our PhD research, there was a rapid increase in ‘smart’ and ‘connected’ devices. 

Popularly known examples are the Fitbit (Fitbit, 2018), Withings weight scale (Nokia, 2018a) or the 

Philips Hue light bulbs (Signify, 2018). These products, services and the digital ecosystems they are 

part of, were the result of more recent advances in a variety of different fields. For example, new 

opportunities to integrate sensors in daily activities followed from new sensor technology and steps  

in miniaturization; wireless connectivity was enabled through new low-energy solutions; and data 

could be interpreted at scale because of recent advances in the fields of big data and artificial 

intelligence (AI). This new generation of products and services was identified by many and popularly 

referred to as the ‘Information Age’ (Prahalad & Krishnan, 1999), ‘Knowledge Economy’ (Brand & 

Rocchi, 2011), ‘Industry 4.0’ (Baur & Wee, 2015) or the ‘Internet of Things’ (Ashton, 2009; Gubbi et 

al., 2013). For our research, this new realm of smart and connected solutions offered interesting new 

opportunities. The first generation of solutions only seemed to scratch the surface of its full potential 

as the solutions often followed from technological opportunities rather than the value they could 

provide for their users.

 

In this chapter, we further elaborate on these developments, by outlining how we envision and set out 

to investigate a transition from smart to intelligent solutions (chapter 1.1) and from connected products 

to ecosystems of products and services (chapter 1.2). As these challenges intertwine, we argue for a 

focus on intelligent ecosystems (chapter 1.3). After that, we identify the crucial role data plays in these 

intelligent ecosystems and outline how others started to integrate data in their design process (chapter 

1.4). Based on this related work, we argue for the need for a new design methodology, that uses data 

as creative design material (chapter 1.5). Next, we explain the setup of our research, as we introduce 

how we use a Constructive Design Research (Koskinen et al., 2011) approach, by which we iteratively 

construct new knowledge through series of case studies (chapter 1.6). We conclude this chapter with  

a short introduction of the industry context in which this research was carried out (chapter 1.7). 

 

1.1 From smart solutions to intelligent solutions
A first generation of smart products can be characterized as a hybrid of a physical device, enhanced 

with digital sensing capabilities, and an associated mobile application that provides insight into the  

data it gathers (Schifferstein et al., 2015). The sensing capabilities of the smart products are often 

ubiquitous, as they naturally blend with the functionality of the device. The Philips Sonicare toothbrush  

(Philips, 2018a), for example, has motion and pressure sensors embedded that collect data about how 

the device is being used. These smart products build on the belief that personal data, presented in an 

understandable manner to the user (Mentis et al., 2017), provides value on its own (Li et al., 2012). The 

presentation of this data can come via multiple formats. Most smart products display data overviews 

or send simple messages based on this data (e.g., “your last toothbrush session took 2 minutes and 5 

seconds”). Only a small subset of these products uses personal data to provide on-device feedback. 

For example, the blinking red top part of the Netatmo indoor weather station warns when there is too 

much CO2 in the room (Netatmo, 2018), or the Nokia Activité Steel watch that has a dedicated dial for 

daily activity (Nokia, 2018b). 

With recent technological advancements, interactive products and services are expanding their 

abilities and functionalities to become more intelligent (Schifferstein et al., 2015). Moving beyond 

simple interpretations and representations of personal data, these solutions set out to deliver personal 

product interactions and services. To facilitate this personalization, these solutions utilize personal 

data, Artificial Intelligence (AI) and other algorithms to gain understanding of the user and its context 

(Churchill, 2013). Where early solutions cluster similar users in a number of archetypes and serve 

them with different content, a new generation of intelligent solutions sets out for a truly personal 
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understanding (van Velsen et al., 2008). While delivering the personalized offers these products  

and services continue to gather data and thereby learn about the effect of their decisions. This way, 

they can further alter their delivery to make it more specific to the user, to a specific context, and to  

a specific moment in time. 

Stitch Fix (2018) and Bear Naked (2018) are examples of services that use user profiling and AI to  

deliver highly personalized products. Stitch Fix, for example, uses a personal style profile of the user  

to deliver clothes that best suit his or her preferences. Bear Naked uses a similar strategy, for a different 

market, as it creates a taste profile of a user in order to deliver a box of personalized granola blends. 

After delivering these products, these services include feedback from the user to further optimize the 

personal profile, but also the service in general. 

Next to the uprise of more intelligent services, we also see more intelligent products. The Nest 

thermostat (2018) is an example of a product that uses personal data to adapt its interactions. When 

setting the room temperature Nest gathers data about the interaction of the user with the thermostat. 

Data of this interaction gives input to understand the heating preferences of the user and thereby 

allows Nest to learn and predict what temperature fits best at a specific moment in time. When Nest 

sets that temperature and the user manually adapts it, Nest will update its understanding to deliver 

a heating setting that may suit better next time. Although these profiles are less advanced than the 

profiles that were used for the intelligent services (e.g., it does not take into account household setup, 

awareness of energy consumption or activities that take place), they do show how personal data can 

become valuable in interactions with intelligent products. 

We value this new generation of more intelligent products and services, as their detailed and nuanced 

understanding enables them to adapt in a highly personal manner. Although these intelligent products 

and services are often also referred to as smart products, they are significantly different from the first 

generation of smart products. Therefore, we refer to this new generation of intelligent products and 

services as intelligent solutions. 

 An intelligent solution is a product or service, or a combination of these, that uses data and 

artificial intelligence and algorithms to gain a detailed and nuanced understanding of its  

context and user. It can develop this understanding over time and can adapt to personalize  

its interactions and services.* 

This new generation of solutions had not only received significant commercial attention. It has  

also been a popular topic of investigation in human-computer interaction and design research 

community, which brings forward new opportunities and challenges acquainted with these solutions. 

These studies, for example, investigate how people use these solutions (Li et al., 2010) when for 

example applied to behavior change challenges (Kersten-van Dijk et al., 2017) and investigate how 

different data representations can become valuable (Mentis et al., 2017). Next to the interaction 

and value of these devices, this research gives the required attention to important topics such as 

ethics (Fritsch et al., 2018), privacy (Mortier et al., 2014), trust (Elsden et al., 2017), comprehensibility 

(Yarosh & Zave, 2017; Mortier et al., 2014) and inclusiveness (Epstein et al., 2017). The explicit attention 

that academia gives to these topics is valuable, as it is often less specifically emphasized by the 

commercial parties involved.

*  note: The terminology sheet at page 283 provides an overview of all the definitions that we introduce 

throughout this dissertation.
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1.2 From connected products to ecosystems of products and services
While we introduced our envisioned shift from smart to intelligent solutions, we already touched  

upon the connected character of many of these devices. In this section, we introduce the concept  

of connectivity and explain why we set out to move from connected devices towards ecosystems  

of products, services and people. We use figure 1.1 to explain. 

 

Figure 1.1.a shows a stand-alone product which has no direct relations with any other product. It does 

have a relation to its user. We illustrate this human-artifact interaction with the bidirectional arrow. 

Non-technological products (e.g., baby baths, recycling bins, chef’s knives) are the obvious examples 

here, but also digitally-enhanced products can fall in this category (e.g., an alarm clock). These can  

be interactive products (e.g., an electronic dartboard), but can also be more intelligent solutions (e.g., 

an alarm clock learns about a user routine and adapts its sound accordingly). 

 

Figure 1.1.b represents the simplest version of a connected product. We refer to this as a one-to-one 

connected product as there is only one direct relation. The vast majority of one-to-one connected 

products concerns a connected product to smartphone relationship which is mostly one-directional. 

In the previous section about intelligent solutions, we already introduced quite a few examples of this 

category, as most smart products are one-to-one connected products. Some of the many examples 

are, the Vessyl smart cup (Verge, 2014), that connects with an app to provide insight into hydration, 

or the Philips Sonicare for kids (Philips, 2018c), whose associated app playfully motivates children to 

brush better and longer. Often these connected products provide value on their own, but this value 

gets enriched through the associated app. The one-directional relationship in figure 1.1.b indicates this. 

The functionality of the app is usually limited without the connected device. For the user, the added 

value of the connectivity is mainly found in their interaction with the app, where the data is displayed.

 

Figure 1.1.c shows a step towards a more integrated collection of one-to-one connected products. 

As larger companies start to build more one-to-one connected devices of their own, they see 

value in integrating these in a single app, to provide a more unified experience. We refer to these 

as multiple-to-one connected products. The relationships in this multiple-to-one setup are mostly 

one-directional, as data from the device moves into the application. Besides the straightforward 

usability benefits that integration of the multiple products has, it has little effect on what the one-to-

one connected products can deliver. A good example here is the Nokia Health app (formerly called 

Withings Health) (Nokia, 2018c) that integrates, amongst other things, the physical activity from the 

watch, weight from the weight scale and blood pressure from the wireless blood pressure monitor. 

These products are represented in different views in a single app but do not necessarily build on 

each others’ knowledge. Most of these multiple-to-one connected systems (figure 1.1.c) only include 

A B C D

Figure 1.1. Schematic illustration of stages of connectivity: (a) stand-alone; (b) one-to-one connected; (c) multiple-to-one 

connected; (d) ecosystem. 
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one-directional relationships as the sensor-equipped devices are used to collect data but their output 

abilities remain unchanged. Although the user can directly interact with all of the devices and services 

in this multiple-to-one connected solution, the value of this connected character mostly manifests 

itself through their interactions with the app.

 

Finally, Figure 1.1.d presents a schematic overview of what we regard to be an ecosystem. Multiple 

products and services are connected with each other, build on an understanding of multiple users, 

and form bidirectional relationships. Additionally, the products and systems are able to leverage 

each other’s strengths and knowledge, through bidirectional relationships. A connected stove 

could, for example, take into account data from a connected fridge and the user’s diet to provide 

suitable recipes. In return, the connected stove could monitor which meals have been prepared and 

thereby inform the dieting application about the number of calories taken. These ecosystems also 

revolve around multiple users, as they, for example, involve multiple family members, a caretaker 

or a colleague. Our definition of the popularly used term ecosystem follows from Nardi and O’Day’s 

definition of information ecologies (Nardi & O’Day, 1999). Building on the biological metaphor,  

ecology in their work refers to the study of relationships and interactions between elements in the 

ecology, which we also emphasize here. Next to this metaphorical reference, the term ecosystems  

is a commonly used term in industry to describe complex networks of products, services and people 

(Mukherjee, 2017; Porter & Heppelmann, 2014; Chen & Crilly, 2016; Cila et al., 2017, Gardien et al., 2014).

 

 Ecosystems are compositions of interrelated products, services and people. The relationships 

between these products, services and people are dynamically formed and evolve over time. 

 

 With elements of ecosystems, we refer to the individual entities or nodes that are part  

of ecosystems. An element can be a product, a service or a person. 

 

Most examples that we find of ecosystems follow from the opportunities they provide for automation. 

In the domain of smart homes, there are numerous examples of services (e.g. IFTTT (2018), Apple 

Homekit (Apple, 2018) or Google Assistant (Google, 2018b)) that control connected products (e.g., 

Philips Hue Lights (Signify, 2018), IKEA blinds (CBS Interactive, 2018)). These ecosystems are complex, 

as multiple products and services created by different companies interact. Other companies, in other 

domains (e.g., mining and agriculture), create their own ecosystems. John Deere (2018), for example, 

build a connected fleet of agricultural machines and services, that can exchange knowledge and 

abilities. For example, a service can scan the condition of different crops, based on which an irrigation 

machine can act. Although these ecosystems give valuable insight in how connected products and 

services can leverage each other’s’ strengths, they do not necessarily revolve around a user. 

1.3 Intelligent ecosystems
Although we made a split between the intelligent solutions and ecosystems opportunity, for the clarity 

of argumentation, these two challenges are more intertwined than suggested there.

 

With intelligent solutions, we aim for solutions that adapt themselves to their users. However, one-to-

one or multiple-to-one connected products often struggle with the fact that the (extensive amount 

of) data they collect only provides a narrow view of the situation. They set out to help people improve 

their lives (e.g., their general health), but only have a limited understanding of a very specific part of 

that person’s life (e.g., number of steps a day). We do not suggest that these solutions need a complete 

understanding before they can truly add value, but a better contextual understanding could help these 

solutions adapt, to make them more meaningful for people. To gain a more holistic understanding,  
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we see value in an ecosystem approach to intelligent products and services. The variety of devices  

and services in an ecosystem could in principle provide a more holistic understanding of the user  

and could provide more varied ways of interaction. 

In addition, the shift towards ecosystems could move interaction styles beyond the traditional “one 

person - one product dictum” (Frens & Overbeeke, 2009, p. 1500), as interaction with one product may 

have consequences for another product. As the products and services also mutually interact, they can 

leverage other outlets in the ecosystem to interact in ways that make more sense to the user in that 

particular place or time.

This could allow these intelligent ecosystems to become more personal, as users are enabled to 

shape the ecosystem in a way that it fits into their everyday life. Hence, these intelligent ecosystems 

will be different for each person, in each context. Therefore, we deliberately refer to our challenge as 

designing for intelligent ecosystems, instead of designing intelligent ecosystems. In other words, we 

design for the intelligent ecosystems to emerge rather than designing one version of it. 

 With intelligent ecosystems we refer to dynamic compositions of interrelated products,  

services and people. These products and services can use data and artificial intelligence to  

gain a detailed and nuanced understanding of its context and user. An intelligent ecosystems 

can develop this understanding over time and can adapt to personalize its interactions.

1.4 Data and design
In this section, we first introduce how the worlds of data and design often start from different 

perspectives, which are not always naturally compatible. After that, we outline other design 

approaches that revolve around data. Last, we introduce our ambitions as we reflect on how these 

approaches could be appropriated to design for intelligent ecosystems.

 

Although interaction design and data science both have roots in similar fields (e.g., computer science, 

psychology), their ways of working, mindsets and approaches to challenges are often quite different. 

To better illustrate these differences, we briefly introduce the perspectives below. We are well aware 

that these perspectives might not accurately fit all designers or all data scientists as we use this 

generalization to articulate some of the more fundamental differences.

 

Data science, also referred to as data-driven science, is concerned with developing models, 

algorithms, processes and systems to extract insights from large collections of data. This work often 

starts from a defined problem brief that sets out to prove a specific hypothesis or answer a specific  

question. This can for example either be work that aims to confirm the impact of certain features 

or more exploratory work that sets out to find certain behavioral insights in large datasets. In 

addition, similar to other problem-solving approaches, data science mainly focuses on gaining an 

understanding of that which already exists (Cross, 2001). Data science processes are regarded to be 

well proceduralized, where scientific rigor leads to accurate results and therefore to certainty. It is seen 

as a trustworthy and precise craft. Data is rational and numbers are irrefutable (King et al., 2017).

 

Design focuses on that what can be instead of that what is (Zimmerman et al., 2007). Design can 

generate solutions “in an unknown or only particularly known situation, with demanding and stressed 

clients and users, with insufficient information, with new technology and new materials, with limited 

time and resources ... Dealing with such messy and ‘wicked’ situations constitutes the normal and 

everyday context of any design practice” (Stolterman, 2008). Designers use their empathic skills, 
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creativity, reflective skills (Schön, 1983) and domain knowledge in iterative design explorations to  

build new knowledge to design for meaningful user experiences. The processes applied in design 

projects are often nonlinear, fluid and creative. Designers who successfully handle complex situations 

use an approach frequently labeled as the designerly way (Nelson & Stolterman, 2012; Cross, 2001; 

Buxton, 2007; Moggridge, 2007) which argues that next to recognized scientific and scholarly ways  

of knowledge generation (which also have an established position in design), there are more patic 

and tacit ways of knowing (van Manen, 2007; Polanyi, 1983; Stienstra, 2016). Using the designerly way, 

designers are enabled to tackle ill-defined problems, in a constructive and solution-focused manner.

 

Due to their different aims and traditions, both disciplines sometimes struggle to collaborate. Designers 

are worried that data will reduce their creative freedom and will introduce a reductive approach, 

whereas designers are interested in unique and holistic perspectives. From a user experience point  

of view, there is concern that this quantitative approach will reduce human behavior and experiences 

to ‘just numbers’ and thereby overemphasizes the minutiae and optimization of small variations in the 

design (i.e., incremental innovation, King et al., 2017). Similar (yet opposite) worries apply when data 

scientists are asked to involve design. Data-scientists value concrete and well-defined problems that 

the data can provide an answer to. Not only do designers bring along ill-defined problems, but these 

problems are also dynamic and continuously change.

Despite their differences, design and data science work toward a common goal. As argued by King 

and colleagues (2017), “design and data-science both aim to create understanding of the world 

to craft meaningful applications for them” (King et al., 2017, p. xii). Although both fields could have 

complementary qualities, approaches that integrate them are less established. For designers to adopt 

the use of data in their processes, a more designerly take on data is required. This would enable them 

to utilize the qualities of the data approaches while being respectful of designerly ways of working.

 

Design approaches using data
Here we discuss two recent frameworks of designing with data: King, Churchill and Tan (2017), 

and Speed & Oberlander (2016). In their book Designing with Data, King et al. (2017) outline three 

approaches to designing with data. Their investigation of these approaches is strongly rooted in 

industry-based approaches in the predominantly digital sphere, as it builds on various examples from 

digital companies as Airbnb, Skyscanner, Spotify, Google and Coursera. They identify three ways to 

think about designing with data: data-driven design, data-informed design and data-aware design.

 

Data-driven Design

In data-driven design, large-scale online experiments are used to collect data to validate a specific 

hypothesis or to compare the impact of different features. The simplest example of this method 

is the A/B testing of two colors of ‘subscribe’ buttons, to find out which one has the highest ‘click-

through rate’. A web company would provide a selection of say 100.000 users with option A and 

another 100.000 users with option B and measures the number of clicks in either situation. This 

is a well-defined experiment, with a measurable success criterion, a representative audience and 

straightforward statistical analysis (Georgiev, 2018), where the data gives a definitive answer. The  

users that ‘participate’ in these research studies are often unaware of the fact that they are part of  

a study, as the experiment are well integrated into the current solution.

For most digital companies this quick and iterative way of optimizing the product has become an 

integral part of their way of working. Google, for example, experimented with 41 shades of the blue  

in its logo and found its perfect color based on those analytics (Bowman, 2009). Designers were even 

asked to find proof for when they wanted to change a border from 3 to 4 pixels wide (Hern, 2014).  
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A former visual design lead at Google famously quit his job blaming a “design philosophy that lives or 

dies strictly by the sword of data” that allowed for very little artistic freedom (Shankland, 2009, p. 1).  

Similar examples are available for Facebook (e.g., large-scale experiments with different timelines 

(Rowinski, 2013)), Airbnb (e.g., design of the best price range slider (Overgoor, 2014)), Skyscanner, (e.g., 

hotel search screen design (Campa, 2018)) and others. However, data-driven design is not limited to 

digital endeavors. Lechner, Simonoff and Harrington (2010) show how similar strategies can be applied 

to utilize color analytics to inform, inspire and validate design decisions in the domain of medication, 

as they used it to design pills in such a way that they were most likely to be taken.

As the data-driven design approach strongly builds on experiments that are concrete and measurable, 

it is focused more on validation, local optimization and redesign of existing features than radically new 

design directions. In this, it shares much of its approach with evidence-based design which argues for 

using statistical evidence to drive design decisions (Joseph et al., 2014). For these reasons, data-driven 

design arguably leans more towards the data side than the design side. 

 

Data-informed Design

As a response to the reductive and analytical nature of data-driven design, companies have started to 

adopt data-informed design (Simpson, 2015; Meada, 2017; Overgoor, 2014). By stressing the informative 

instead of driving characteristic of the data, they argue for the fact that design decisions are often 

more nuanced than the definite answers provided by data-driven design. Therefore, in data-informed 

design data from (large-scale) experiments is only used as guidance for design decisions. Other user 

experience research methods that gather qualitative data are used in parallel. Within this approach, 

the designer does not have to be as targeted and concrete as in data-driven design, because it leaves 

some room for interpretation. The major difference between the two approaches is that data-driven 

design starts from a specific question, that can be unequivocally answered by the data. In data-

informed design, the question can be broader, and data is only used to inform the answer, as the 

designer can also use insights from other techniques.

 

Data-aware Design

Data-aware design (King et al., 2017) argues for a more designerly approach. It posits that data can 

not only help in making decisions, but that design as a creative practice should also think about the 

data itself. The way in which a product or service is instrumented, what data is collected and how it 

is combined are design problems that define what can be done with the data. Compared to previous 

ways of involving data, King et al. (2017) argue that data-aware design is a more multidisciplinary 

approach that involves designers, data scientists, developers and business managers to actively 

design systems that directly inform future strategies. A data-aware mindset means that the designer 

is well aware of what other data could be relevant and available and how it can help in solving the 

problem. Therefore, it is a mindset or ‘philosophy about design’ rather than a concrete approach.

 

Design from, with and by data

Whereas King et al.’s framework for involving data in the design process mainly focused on industry-

based approaches in the digital domain, Speed & Oberlander (2016) present a framework that is more 

tailored towards the design research community. They introduce design from data, design with data 

(not to be confused with King et al.’s book title) and design by data.

Design from data means that there is data that inspires the design process. This can be any type  

of data. For example, data about how much time people spend in a restaurant, to inform the design  

of a new restaurant chair or sales data from a series of watches to inform the design of a new watch.

Design with data describes a design process in which data is used as material to design with.  
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This category mostly concerns data visualization approaches, in which data is used in the process  

to explore and experiment what data visualizations are most insightful.

 

Last, design by data presents a more futuristic scenario in which data, supported by algorithms, will 

become the designer. Parametric Design (Woodbury, 2010) and Generative Design (McCormack et al., 

2004) are examples of approaches that use algorithms and data to design by data. Based on data,  

for example from product usage, the product could update or (re)design itself. As these become self-

learning and self-developing solutions, data starts to play an evident role in this process.

 

Reflection on data design approaches
All of the introduced approaches have clear merits for their specific objectives, at the different stages 

of the process they are employed in. Where the perspective of King et al. is closer to business and 

puts more emphasis on data from (semi) controlled experiments (i.e., a more HCI approach), Speed’s 

perspective is more grounded in design research and argues for a more supportive role of data. Here, 

we discuss them in the light of our intelligent ecosystem design challenge.

 

When reflecting on the work of King et al., we argue that their data-driven design approach is likely  

less suitable for the complexity and broadness of our design challenge, as our design challenge 

requires a more explorative than evaluative approach. Data-informed design leaves more freedom 

to the designer and thereby allows for more open questions, but still starts from a rather defined 

objective (which design’s more fuzzy and wicked problems often do not have (Rittel & Webber, 1973)). 

For our challenges, we see clear value in the data-aware philosophy as it considers the role of data 

from the start and throughout the process. However, this philosophy is only briefly introduced. 

 

In Speed’s work, we do see value in all three ways of involving data. As all three approaches use data 

to inspire and inform the starting point of the design process, the data can help in scoping some of 

our more fuzzy, broad and complex challenges. At the same time, involving this data throughout 

the process could help us to better grasp what we are designing with (i.e., data-aware), which could 

iteratively inform new interventions. However, design with data is, in their work, more focused on 

designing data visualizations (i.e., the manifestation of data itself) than designing for intelligent eco-

system solutions that learn and adapt based on this data. Last, design by data provides interesting 

future potential but describes more of a solution in itself than an approach that can be used by 

designers to design for intelligent ecosystems. 

 

What is important to note here, is that the different data design approaches utilize different types  

of data. In most examples from King’s book, an additional layer of logging or sensing is added to  

a (digital) product or service, for the sole purpose of answering a research question. The data that  

is used is not part of the solution itself. We refer to this data as research data.

 

 Research data is an additional layer of data added to a solution, for the sole purpose  

of answering a research question posed by a design research team. 

Although not explicitly articulated as such, in the work of Speed & Oberlander (2016) data is used in  

a different manner. Their examples include data that is already part of the solution or will become part 

of the solution. This is different from the research data that is utilized by King and colleagues. Solution 

data can come in different formats; it can come as raw data (e.g., directly from sensors), but can also 

be metadata that algorithms generate from the raw data (e.g., duration of event). It is also the data 

that is shared across devices and services in the intelligent ecosystem and thereby also affects the 

interactions in the ecosystem. Although research data is never used to drive the solution, solution data 
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can be valuable for research purposes. For example, Netflix tracks the browsing behavior of users to 

determine which movies are of interest. This solution data can also be used by the design researcher 

(i.e. as research data), for example, to gain insight into how the taste of users advances over time. 

 Solution data is data that is an integral part of the solution; it drives interactions in the intelligent 

ecosystem. Removing or changing it would directly affect interactions.

So far, we introduced how different approaches employ data in different ways. Thereby, their 

perspectives on what data is, and what its qualities are, are also different. In data-driven design,  

data is seen as an objective and irrefutable measure. In this case, the same data always has the same 

meaning. This, for example, allows for an objective comparison of the click-through rate for a scenario 

A and B. In cases where the data can be singled out, to provide an unconditional answer, this is a 

valuable perspective on data that can be used for the evaluation of product features. Data-informed 

design presents a perspective on data that leaves more room for subjectivity and interpretation. In 

this case, qualitative data is combined with quantitative measures to provide a more contextualized 

understanding of the data. This approach argues that the quantitative measures alone never tell the 

full story, as the meaning of numbers is context dependant.  

Although both of these approaches focus on research data, the different perspectives they introduce 

can also be valuable for solution data. Current smart products are often designed in such a way 

that they are more reminiscent of how data-driven design looks at data. The numbers are treated 

as accurate measures that have meaning on their own. For example, the Fitbit (2018) prescribes that 

10.000 steps a day is ‘good’. It presents this data and sends a message when the goal is reached.

In designing for intelligent ecosystems, that aim to be personal and adaptive to the rich and versatile 

lives of people, we see value in a more contextual and personal perspective on data. This shows more 

similarities with how data-informed design treats data as the meaning of the data is (partially) created 

by the interpreter. This way, the same data can mean something different for different people, in 

different settings. For example, 10.000 steps during a city trip would be a lazy day, where 10.000 steps 

during a day of thesis writing would be extraordinary. Lupi (2017), for example, argues along similar 

lines as her work beautifully shows the value of a focus on the (personal) stories that are hidden in the 

data, rather than on the numbers themselves. This broader and more contextual definition of solution 

data can help in developing intelligent ecosystems that are personal and context-dependant, as this 

perspective is more respectful of individual uniqueness and contextual richness. 

1.5 Research objective 
In the first part of this chapter we introduced our ambition to shift from designing smart products to 

designing intelligent solutions and from designing one-to-one connected products to designing for 

ecosystems. As we identified new opportunities for the combination of these, we argued for a focus 

on intelligent ecosystems. After that, we further elaborated on the crucial role (solution) data plays in 

these intelligent ecosystems. It is the fuel that drives them and can be considered as one of the main 

materials of these intelligent ecosystems. Given this instrumental role, we outlined how design has 

started to adopt it in its design processes. However, the discussion of related work shows that using 

data is mostly assigned with an evaluative or directive role. We are interested in how this data can  

be used as an enabler for design exploration. This brings us to the following research question: 

 How can data, that is a crucial part of intelligent ecosystems, be utilized  
when designing for these intelligent ecosystems?
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Through this question we set out to investigate and develop a data-enabled design methodology, that 

embeds data in the design process and capitalizes on the strengths of data, while remaining respectful 

of designerly ways of knowing (Cross, 2001). With our focus on a new methodology we take a broad 

perspective, to see which elements of the design process have to change to facilitate this new and 

data-enabled way of working. By doing so, we aim to address how methods, tools, mindsets and ways 

of working have to change. This way, data-enabled design ambitions to go beyond being another 

tool in the designers toolbox. Although we approach the development of this data-enabled design 

methodology from an academic stance, we also set out to make it an actionable one that can be 

applied in design practice.

At the same time, we set out to further advance our understanding of intelligent ecosystems. Evidently, 

this objective interacts with the methodological one, as a renewed understanding of what to design for 

will have implications for the methodology, while new methodological insights also affect what can be 

designed with it. For this reason, we choose to address both in parallel, as it allows us to capitalize on 

their relationship. 

In short, the research question introduces the following two research objectives:

 The first objective is to present a new generation of networked and intelligent solutions  
that we refer to as intelligent ecosystems.

 The second (and main) objective is to develop a data-enabled design methodology that  
can be employed when designing for these intelligent ecosystems. 

1.6 Research setup
This section explains the approach we take to develop data-enabled design together with our 

understanding of intelligent ecosystems. 

 

Design research
Many in the field of Human Computer Interaction (HCI) have struggled to integrate the worlds of design 

and research, as they often seem contradictory. On the one hand, scientific research emphasizes 

the existing and universal (i.e., the true, Nelson & Stolterman, 2012), while on the other hand, design 

practice is oriented towards the non-existing and the ultimate particular (Stolterman, 2008) (i.e., 

the real, Nelson & Stolterman, 2012). Frayling first identified three types of interactions between 

research and design: research into design, research for design and research through design (Frayling, 

1993). Research into design concerns fundamental research into theoretical perspectives on design. 

Research for design, on the other end, is a highly applied form of research that intends to inspire or 

inform design. Finally, Research through Design (RtD) utilizes design (practice) activities to play a 

formative role in the generation of knowledge (Zimmerman et al., 2007; Brandt, 2004; Brandt & Binder, 

2007; Zimmerman & Forlizzi, 2014).

 

RtD is a reflective practice, that is open for a continuous reinterpretation and reframing of a situation, 

through a process of making and critiquing artifacts that function as proposed solutions (Rittel & 

Webber, 1973; Schön, 1983). In other words, RtD leverages designerly skills as a way to explore complex 

problems or ‘messy’ situations (Schön, 1983) that can hardly be modeled (Hatala & Wakkary, 2005). 

Whereas a reductionist approach would obviate the relevance of its generalizable approach, design 

research preserves attention for detail, richness and nuance (Zimmerman et al., 2007). 
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After Frayling’s influential paper (1993), many approaches followed that have expanded on his 

definition of RtD. Examples are Experimental Design Research (Brandt & Binder, 2007), Research-

oriented Design (Fallman, 2007), Inquiry-driven Research through Design (Odom & Wakkary, 2015) 

and Constructive Design Research (Koskinen et al., 2011). These approaches have a prominent 

role for design practice, with all of its methods, practices, processes, tools and techniques. Their 

primary objective is to generate new knowledge (e.g., domain-specific knowledge or new design 

methodologies), where design studies are used as vehicles for inquiry (Matthews & Wensveen, 2014). 

The way in which these approaches combine design and research fits well to our design challenges 

and context. It allows us to use case studies from design practice, as vehicles for developing our  

data-enabled design methodology.

 

As these approaches originate from the same work, they are largely based on the same values. For our 

research, we choose to go with Koskinen, Zimmerman, Binder, Redstrom and Wensveen’s Constructive 

Design Research version, as it deliberately emphasizes that the constructed design can generate 

knowledge in the form of methods or theories, ‘beyond' the design (i.e., artifact) itself.

 

Case studies from industry as vehicles for design research
Part of our methodological challenge is to develop it in such a way that it can be employed in design 

practise. Following the Constructive Design Research approach, we therefore embed our case studies 

in the context at which our methodology is targeted. In our case, this means that we use case studies 

that we ran at Philips Design as vehicles to investigate how our data-enabled design methodology  

can be applied in industry.

 

This way, our case studies serve two purposes. For this research, they serve their role as research 

vehicles, to explore and expand on our data-enabled design methodology. At the same time, they  

are industry-based projects that have their own goals, targets, stakeholders, opportunities and 

constraints and require concrete results. This combination offers new opportunities, as the results  

of our research can get adopted on a larger scale, which allows us to showcase the the relevance of 

our research. Additionally, these practise based case studies are often larger and allow us to work with 

experts from different fields, which gives us the ability to run larger studies. However, these roles can 

also conflict at points, for example in cases where an academic interests is not direct beneficial for the 

project deliverables. To address this, the practice-based setting and our academic interests are clearly 

described for each case study. 

Openness and drift
Constructive Design Research draws on the strength of design as a reflective practice. Inherently this 

means that it has a nature of “drifting" (Krogh et al., 2015). We use the concept of drift to refer to the 

phenomenon that the direction of a design research project (e.g., the research question) is iteratively 

adjusted based on new insights. Traditionally, in the scientific literature, drifting is regarded as a 

negative effect governed by randomness, the uncontrolled, illogical and inconsistent. However, in 

design practice and design research, drifting is at the heart of one’s work (ibid.). It is an embedded way 

of arriving at relevant and high-quality work.

 

Next to the fact that our research question develops hand in hand with our understanding of intelligent 

ecosystems, we see the concept of drift as an important phenomenon to cope with the rapidly 

evolving landscape around us. As our research takes place in the uncharted field of design and data, 

that is quickly evolving, we run the risk of quickly becoming obsolete. Therefore, we value drift as a way 

to adjust to these new developments and make them part of our research endeavors.
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How our research is organized and documented in this dissertation
Following a Constructive Design Research approach, our research revolves around a series of case 

studies that iteratively advance our methodology and our understanding of intelligent ecosystems. 

To provide an academic framing for the starting point of these case studies, we first introduce two 

perspectives on designing for intelligent ecosystems (chapter 2 and 3). These are the user-experience 

oriented perspective and the experimental, prototype-centric perspective, which respectively 

represent Janne’s and Sander’s individual contribution to this research. These perspectives are framed 

in related work and both introduce an initial set of challenges to inform the first case study.  

The middle part of this dissertation (chapter 4 to 9) presents case study chapters (chapter 4, 6, 8) 

that are followed by methodological framing chapters (chapter 5, 7, 9). We present three extensive, 

longitudinal and situated case studies, which represent only a subset of the case studies that we 

have been involved in. These studies were selected from a pool of five major cases, that we ran at 

Philips Design, and several smaller cases and activities (e.g., a data-enabled workshop at the DIS’16 

conference (Bogers et al., 2016), follow-up projects of the major cases, and case studies we were 

not primarily responsible for. In these cases and activities, we had various levels of control over the 

process and how we could integrate our research. The three case studies that we present in this 

dissertation are the ones we had most control over and best illustrate how we iteratively developed 

our methodology and understanding of intelligent ecosystems. 

The first case study gives insight in the design process of a Connected Baby Bottle (Chapter 4) and 

shows how data can play a role in the design for an intelligent solution. The next case explores the 

value of parent-tracked data for healthcare professionals (Chapter 6) and sets out to design for 

ecosystems by introducing a broader variety of data trackers and multiple people. The last, Caring 

Home case study integrates both of these objectives, as we present how we designed for and 

intelligent ecosystem around personal health (chapter 8). 

We choose to describe these case studies on a detailed level for two reasons. First, because this 

gives insight in a broad variety of aspects that are related to running data-enabled design studies and 

thereby gives insight in how to setup and organize these studies. Second, because these case studies 

contain valuable contributions in themselves, as they present new solutions and knowledge for their 

respective domain of investigation (i.e., baby feeding, infant health, personal health). 

Each case study is followed by a chapter that discusses the methodological insights and our insights 

on intelligent ecosystems (chapter 5, 7, 9). In chapter 5 we draft a framework for data-enabled design 

and intelligent ecosystems, which contains four lenses. This framework, and our framing of the 

individual lenses, iteratively advances throughout chapter 7 and 9 as we use it to address case studies 

with different objectives (i.e. intelligent solutions, ecosystems, intelligent ecosystems). 

After this middle part, we review our perspectives to see how they have contributed to data-enabled 

design and intelligent ecosystems and how our research has contributed to the fields underlying these 

perspectives (chapter 10 and 11). 

To conclude our research objectives (chapter 12), we integrate our methodological insights into a 

comprehensive framework for data-enabled design and intelligent ecosystems. With this framework 

we provide design researchers with handles that help them in adopting a situated design approach,  

in which data can be used as creative design material, when designing for intelligent ecosystems. 
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1.7 Industry-based design research (at Philips Design)
The case studies presented in this thesis was carried out within Philips Design. We briefly introduce 

Philips and Philips Design here, as their heritage, mission, organizational structure and its ongoing 

transformation provides context for our case studies.

 

Philips is a 125 year old Dutch multinational. Having started as a lighting company, and becoming 

known across the world for its light bulbs and later its CDs and consumer electronics (e.g., TVs, vacuum 

cleaners, electric shavers), Philips has more recently transitioned into a (digital) Health Technology 

company. The company’s current mission is to make the world healthier and more sustainable through 

innovation. The goal is to improve the lives of 3 billion people a year by 2025.

 

Philips’s established position in both the (medical) healthcare domain (e.g., MRI and CT scanners) and 

the personal health and wellbeing domain (e.g., shavers, air fryers) provide a unique opportunity to 

empower people to live healthier across the so called ‘health continuum’. This includes all stages from 

healthy living, to disease prevention, diagnosis, treatment and home care (see figure 1.2).

 

At this moment, Philips is going through a transformation from a pure hardware manufacturer to a more 

digital solution-driven company. This is a challenging transition, as many employees are still trained 

and experienced in disciplines that target hardware challenges (Gardien, 2015).

 

Philips’ portfolio is grouped into 3 major clusters: Personal Health, Diagnosis & Treatment, and 

Connected Care & Health Informatics. Within these clusters, business units are brought together in 

business groups. For example, the Oral Healthcare business unit is part of the Health and Wellness 

business group that is part of the Personal Health cluster. In total there are 15 business groups with a 

varying number of business units. Where business groups used to work mostly independently of one 

another, they are now challenged to develop and integrate their solutions along a continuum of care. 

Each business addresses their domain-specific challenges. Therefore they are experts in knowing their 

users’ and stakeholders’ needs, how to drive sales or manage their product portfolios. To cope with the 

challenges at hand, they employ a broad variety of domain experts, mechanical engineers, software 

developers, electrical engineers, business developers and marketers. 

 

Our research is mostly related to the domain of fertility, pregnancy and parenting. The health space 

focuses on all solutions regarding baby and parenting-related activities in the first 1000 days of a child, 

starting from pregnancy. These solutions in this horizontal space can range from consumer products 

(e.g., baby bottles, breast pumps, pacifiers, baby monitors) to professional healthcare solutions (e.g., 

fetal and maternal monitoring, ultrasound). Hence, this health space brings together businesses 

Healthy living Prevention Diagnosis Treatment Home care

Connected care and health informatics

Figure 1.2. Philips’s care continuum visualized – figure © Philips.
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that operate in Neonatal Intensive Care, Pregnancy Monitoring, Maternal and Fetal Monitoring and 

Pediatric Care as well as the consumer-focused Philips AVENT business.

Across these businesses and closely working together with them is a Strategy and Innovation group, 

consisting of a research (i.e., Philips Research), intellectual property, group strategy and design 

department (i.e., Philips Design). These departments develop new solutions and technologies to 

support these solutions, across businesses. Philips Design has an experience design perspective, 

whereas Philips Research focuses primarily on technology.

 

Philips Design
Philips’ creative force has been around for more than 90 years now and has grown into an 

internationally renowned design studio of substantial proportion (about 400+ employees across  

16 different locations). Over the years, Philips Design has been challenged by multiple paradigm shifts. 

It started off as the ‘artistic propaganda team’ in the mid-1920s, to support Philips’s marketing division, 

with mostly graphic design tasks (Marzano, 2006). This later expanded into product design and user 

experience research-related academics, such as sociologists, anthropologists and ethnographers  

to dive deeper into human behavior. When computers became more important, user interface 

designers became part of the team. Since the company is now transitioning from a predominantly 

hardware-oriented focus to a more digitally driven company, also more digitally savvy designers,  

such as service designers and prototyping experts are employed. At the start of this PhD project, 

Philips Design already had a small group of data visualization designers that focused on interactive 

data visualizations to give insight in big (medical) datasets.

 

At the moment, Philips Design employees are organized in competence groups such as usability 

engineering, product design, people research and strategic design. In contrast to small enterprises 

where a designer may take many different roles, designers at Philips Design develop their own 

expertise. Because they are experts in their respective fields, they get involved in different types of 

projects and focus on different stages of the development process. For example, a strategic designer 

is often involved in earlier stages to give shape to new projects, whereas the usability engineer is, for 

example, involved in later stages of the project for heuristic evaluations.

 

One of the major challenges Philips Design is currently concerned with is the challenge to transition 

from designing stand-alone products and experiences to designing ecosystems of products and 

services that supersede the individual businesses (Carney, 2014). In a world that gets more connected 

and more digital, solutions are no longer limited to one domain as they become part of the same 

ecosystem. Philips Design has an good position to integrate and unite these different experiences,  

as it is positioned across business groups.

 

Our position within Philips Design
Philips Design is organized around three programs: design to optimize, design to differentiate and 

design to innovate (Gardien, 2015). Globally, designers that work on the first two operate relatively 

close to the present-day challenges of their business groups (i.e., challenges on the short-term 

roadmap). Projects in the design to innovate program have a longer-term roadmap than the others.  

As a result, they leave more room for explorations of new future solutions, strategies and ways of 

working that are not necessarily tailored to one business. As our research question and scope aligned 

well with the challenges and freedom provided by the projects in the design to innovate program,  

it provided a valuable playground for our research. The work presented in this thesis mostly revolves 

around design to innovate projects.
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A user-experience 
oriented perspective

Chapter 2

by Janne van Kollenburg

Parts of this chapter are based on: 

Janne van Kollenburg, Sander Bogers, Eva Deckers, Joep Frens and Caroline Hummels. 2017. How 

design-inclusive UXR influenced the integration of project activities. Three design cases from industry. 

In proceedings of the 2017 Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI’17), 1408-1418. 

Janne van Kollenburg, Eva Deckers, Paul Gardien and Caroline Hummels. 2015. People research for  

eco-system propositions: a theoretical framework towards the future of interaction design. In 

Proceedings of the Conference on Design and Semantics of Form and Movement (DeSForM’15), 102-110. 
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2.0 Chapter outline
In this chapter, Janne van Kollenburg introduces a user-experience oriented perspective on designing 

for intelligent ecosystems. First, she introduces her background and motivation for this research 

(section 2.1). After that, she presents three case studies that illustrate her skills, ways of working and  

the challenges that she identifies in designing for intelligent ecosystems (section 2.2). To substantiate 

the relevance of this perspective, she frames it in literature that discusses how users and designers 

take different roles in user-experience research and design (section 2.3). The chapter concludes with  

a set of challenges (section 2.4) that guide her explorations in the first case study (chapter 4).

  

2.1 Background and motivation
During my final year in high-school I developed the Adapter Fix (Wouters, 2008): a simple system that 

would prevent power cables from becoming entangled. I identified this problem based on a personal 

frustration and used my creative and crafting skills to find a solution. As soon as I presented the first 

prototypes of the design, I found everybody around me excited. Apparently, my personal frustration 

was one experienced by many. Later, I registered for design education as I wanted to be able to design 

things that could really address some of the (bigger) issues people struggled with in their daily lives.

 

During my Bachelor and Master education at Industrial Design at Eindhoven University of Technology 

(TU/e), I developed a strong interest and expertise in highly empathic field work. Through home visits, 

on-site interviews and focus groups I learned to unravel rich and nuanced stories to inspire and inform 

my design process. After my earlier mostly functional ambitions, like the Adapter Fix, I shifted my focus 

to designing for experiences. Formulating design challenges based on experiences of everyday life, 

and developing design solutions that touch the lives of those people, is what inspired me. 

 

After graduating, I joined Philips Design in the capacity of People Researcher (i.e., Philips Design’s 

equivalent of a User-Experience Researcher ((Kuniavsky, 2003)). As part of that team, my role in 

projects was to gain insight into people’s everyday experiences, to inform the design of meaningful 

solutions. I mostly got involved either at the very start or near the end of innovation projects. In 

early stages, activities consisted of unraveling and mapping out existing experiences and context 

by employing ethnographic techniques (i.e., observing or participating in the situation under study) 

and empathic skills (Thomas & McDonagh, 2013). In later stages, my colleagues and I gained an 

understanding of how people experience and use new concepts or prototypes. These insights 

were then documented using different methods and shared with a variety of stakeholders. As a 

consequence, researchers from the people research team are often the strongest ‘user advocates’.  

Although I enjoyed the activities where I was closely connected to participants, I deplored the fact  

that people researchers were not involved throughout the design process, but only at the beginning 

and/or the end. My insights served merely as input for others in the team who had the role of 

designers, whereas I felt I could also utilize my design background more. By being involved in the 

synthesis of these insights and the development of new concepts, I could potentially bridge the gap 

between these often separate activities, without losing the richness and nuance of the user insights.

 

The fact that these projects had realistic industry-relevant constraints, and were likely to lead to 

products, services and ecosystems people would be using at scale, engaged me. On the other hand, 

the methods and approaches people researchers used in the design process were often challenged 

when design opportunities shifted towards more intelligent solutions. In the next section, I introduce 

three projects the user-experience oriented way of working followed by an introduction of related 

work in this area, and challenges that gave direction to my perspective.
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2.2 Examples of my design approach
The projects presented in this section serve two goals. First, they showcase and characterize my user-

experience oriented perspective in a designerly manner. Second, as these projects aim for the creation 

of intelligent solutions, they exemplify how current approaches are challenged. These case studies 

were often a team effort. When I refer to ‘we’ in these case studies, I refer to the team and myself.  

The expertise involved in the team are outlined in the project overviews.

 

Case 1: Everyday Living

The Everyday Living project was my first year Master’s project. It set out to design for interactive 

solutions that connect people, things and information in everyday life. The geographical scope of the 

project was the Strijp-S region in Eindhoven. This was a rapidly changing context in which technology 

and art would be connected within three pillars: work, living and recreation. The resulting design had  

to become a valuable data system which would change along with the developing context.

 
For this project, I chose to focus on the social cohesion in the area. In early fieldwork, I visited the area 

while trying to portray its atmosphere through a series of photographs. This way, I observed a sheer 

contrast between the open and creative atmosphere the area wants to showcase and the introvert 

design of the buildings and shouting signs that try to communicate everything one can and cannot  

do. It was a major challenge for outsiders to find the location or person they were looking for, let alone 

to understand what was going on in the area. Some doors that seemed main entrances appeared to  

be never used, while people continuously appeared from little hidden doors.

 

As an experiment to get insight into these ‘hidden traces’, I placed large sheets of paper in front 

of many of these doors. This allowed me to gain insight into how people approached and moved 

throughout the Strijp-S area (see figure 2.1). The sand and mud, extensively present as it was partly  

a construction area, helped a little in making the movement patterns insightful. This creative form  

of data collection did help in gaining an understanding of movement behavior through the area, but 

gave little insight into who these people actually were and how they experienced the area. In addition 

to using the probes, I got in touch with many people from the area. Through casual conversations 

with residents, visitors and employers in the street, in the elevators of buildings, or when visiting their 

offices, I came across many great and unique stories people told about themselves and the area.

 

As a first design intervention, I created an exhibition of objects (that were provided by the people  

I met) that showcased these unique personal stories (see figure 2.2). This exposition at Strijp-S became 

a conversation starter, to further explore with residents how my understanding of the area could be 

translated into concepts that would help others to build a similarly rich understanding.

 

This empathic and in-the-field approach aided in starting design explorations from a broad yet 

detailed understanding. This way I iteratively developed a concept in which elevators of Strijp-S 

would capture little snippets of information about their visitors (e.g., the color of clothes together with 

personal notes). These snippets combined the highly qualitative input (leading to rich stories) I valued 

earlier, but also presented a way to make the hidden traces more visible. See figure 2.3 for an example 

that combined these two data types. To provide people with the experiences I envisioned, I acted as 

the system myself. In this manner, I rapidly learned what types of information people were willing to 

share and what triggered them when seeing the collections. Finally, I used these insights to further 

improve details of the concept such as the building of the data traces and the questions that were 

designed to trigger the richest responses.
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Timing: January 2012 - July 2012 
Setting:  Master’s project at Industrial Design department 
 of Eindhoven University of Technology
Team: Janne van Kollenburg (part time)
User-involvement setup: Ethnographic design research
Prototypes:                          Situational data collection materials
Participants: 30+ residents
Outcome:                             Elevator concept that helps you get to know people (in an area) 

Figure 2.1. 

The physical 

data collection 

probes.

 

Figure 2.2. 

Object exhibition 

at Strijp S.

Figure 2.3. Concept Colors of Strijp-S (left: booklet as result, right: booklet in detail). 
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Case 2: Baby Sleep

Researchers from the Philips Research department had developed a computer vision algorithm for the 

Philips Baby Monitor that was able to identify whether a baby was in bed, out of bed, awake or asleep. 

The design challenge of this project was to come up with a meaningful product, service or system 

that helped parents in monitoring and possibly improving their child’s sleep. At that moment (in 2013) 

Philips was interested in expanding their digital (i.e., app) portfolio in the contemporary landscape of 

connected devices with associated apps. 

 

As a first step, the project team set out to gain a nuanced understanding of the sleeping baby context 

and the experiences of the parents or caregivers. In my role as a people research consultant, I was asked  

to identify the existing context of baby sleep and related experiences of parents. To do so, I studied 

parenting blogs and forums that discussed issues related to the sleep of newborns. I constructed 

detailed experience flows (figure 2.4) (Philips Design, 2014) and a number of user personas (Pruitt & 

Adlin, 2010; Miaskiewicz & Kozar, 2011) that represented different types of users and styles of parenting. 

This helped to communicate my insights to the rest of the team.

  

These user-experience insights, together with the technical opportunities and limitations of the 

computer vision system, served as input for the designers to further envision the service proposition. 

They designed an app that showed baby sleep data as an overlay on the video stream (figure 2.5a), 

presented visualizations of baby sleep data over a longer period (figure 2.5b), and provided  

parents with advice, either generated by the system or through online remote expert consultations 

(figure 2.5c).

 

After this activity, I mapped the app concept onto my earlier created user experience flow. This 

step served both as a way to evaluate the concept and as a way to uncover novel opportunities 

for meaningful user experiences. Based on insights from this exercise, designers introduced three 

categories of advice: from experts, friends and the community. Based on insights from this activity  

the design team adapted some parts of the app, which was then prototyped into a clickable demo  

app by an off-site development team.

 

At the time, most parents had never used such a data-tracking application. Therefore, we set out to 

involve parents in the design process to gain an understanding of how these data-intensive products 

would resonate. I set up a focus group session with (prospective) users, who already used baby 

cameras and smartphones, to evaluate the potential of the design. 

The concept of being able to see ‘something’, through abstract data that was previously invisible,  

was hard to grasp by the participants of the focus group. By creating a simple user interface (UI) mock-

up, we aimed to provide parents with a concrete manifestation of the concept, a stimulus they could 

respond to. These UI prototypes contained different screen designs, representing sleep data collected 

in earlier lab tests in different manners. By making our ideas concrete, we hoped to enable parents to 

imagine possible use cases and how they could be valuable to them.

 
Twenty parents participated in my two consecutive focus group sessions. During their first visit, the 

clickable demo app (figure 2.5) was presented, accompanied by four scenarios of use. This way, we 

for example found that the chart on the video overlay should not cover the image of the baby and 

therefore introduced the option to remove the chart by swiping it out of the view (see the two dots 

in figure 2.5.a). The new designs were then presented to this focus group to reflect on whether the 

suggestions were correctly understood.
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The Baby Sleep project has served as a starting point for multiple baby sleep-related projects in 

Philips. Insights from these projects have informed how the commercially available Philips Avent 

uGrow app and the Philips Avent Baby monitor app treat their baby sleep data.
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Key principles: 
- not tell what to do
- insightful
- give reassurance
- encouragement
- even a child can do it
- support
- gives options/coach
- fun/bonding
- anticipation

“Of course I expect to catch less sleep, but we will be in fine.”

“I am exhausted, have difficulties sleeping with the big belly.”

“I prepare the babyroom with the best products.”

“I want to understand my baby’s routines”

“We 
“I want to understand my baby’s routines” “I want to fit my infant into my daily routines ” “I want my toddler to build a new routine”

SLEEPING ROUTINE

Persona Experience Flow

Measure Monitor Motivate Measure Monitor Motivate Measure Monitor Motivate

Exhausted and dominated by the baby

I need to sleep better

Where do they get their information from between pre-post birth?

I am following 
my baby:
feeding is dominant

Infants follow feeding rhythm, circadian rhythm develops later

Exhausted and dominated 
by the baby

Sleep in the same room

Easy for breastfeeding

Wake my partner

Does the baby show same character as parents or is it just me? Circadian rhythm develops

How do I build a routine (method should approach discipline)

I need control

The baby of my friend sleeps much better

What is right/wrong

Mothers sleep when husband is back from work

Exert in�uence over sleepNeed to sleep more

Seek information

Are the “myths” right?

Move to own room

Why is my baby not sleeping?

Insecure 

Insecure 

Develop a routine

Should I take him out of 
the bed or not?

Unravelling reasons of 
baby sleeping/non sleeping
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Figure 2.4. Part of the experience flow about baby sleep.

Timing:          March 2013 - May 2013
Setting:          Philips project
Team:            Part time: Joep Janssen (new product development AVENT), 
  Jikke Sikkema (marketing & research), George Tokaya (design strategy)
  Janne van Kollenburg (people research).
  Minor involvement: Sanya Khanna (people research), 
  Maarten Brugmans (prototyping), and Loek Canton (prototyping).
User-involvement setup:  Focus groups
Prototypes:   Clickable demo app, four scenarios of use
Participants:     20 parents
Outcome:      Smart Baby Sleep proposition 

Figure 2.5. screenshots of baby sleep application mock-up. (a) Baby sleep data visualization (with computer-generated data) 

while the baby is in bed and (b) over a longer period of time. (c) pop-up view for advice.
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Case 3: Active Pregnancy

Until this Active Pregnancy project, my role within the people research group was limited to either 

early-phase explorative work, that helped in scoping further design action, or to evaluate designs 

mostly defined by others. This Active Pregnancy project was my first in-situ design study where my 

design background and people research role well merged in the industrial context of Philips Design.  

At the same time, this was also the first case study that was part of my Ph.D. research.

 

The project investigated how an app with different coaching strategies could be designed to stimulate 

women to move/walk enough during their pregnancy. Through desk research activities we, people 

researchers, identified current behaviors and experiences of pregnant women concerning physical 

activity. Also, we found three scientifically proven motivational strategies (i.e., competition, group 

coaching, expert coaching) that formed the foundation of our design.

 

Based on both of these, I created an experience flow accompanied by personas that each matched 

one of the coaching strategies. The experience flow and personas were evaluated and updated 

based on interviews with six pregnant women and four healthcare professionals (i.e., physiotherapist, 

pregnancy physical activity coach, pregnancy mental coach, midwife).

 

As a follow-up, the project team, with UXR and design members, designed a first mobile application  

by which pregnant women can be coached according to the different coaching strategies (see figure 

2.6). In this concept, we assigned participants to a particular coaching strategy and a personal goal 

(number of steps to take per day). In case this strategy was not effective (i.e., the step count did not 

increase), the participant would either be presented with a different coaching strategy or their step 

goal would be adapted.

  
Through an in-context study with 19 participants, we explored how the different coaching strategies 

could take shape. We believed that understanding the users and seeing how their lives are organized 

would be key to successful design intervention. Acting on that would, however, require a high level of 

customization and personalization. To explore this personalized approach we set out to first manually 

act as the system sending out the coaching messages, instead of fully developing this system 

technically. This approach, in which participants interact with an artifact that seems to be autonomous, 

but which is actually operated or partially operated by an unseen human being, is referred to as a 

wizard-of-oz approach (Kelley, 1984; Dow et al., 2005).

 

To enable experiences in context, the project team (i.e., both the people researchers and the design 

team members), specified the features of an experiential prototype. Based on that, an external 

software development team built a simple wizard-of-oz prototype of the mobile application. This 

app collected and visualized the number of steps taken and displayed coaching messages. The data 

analysis, coaching messages and monitoring of the progress (increased steps) were not automated. 

Instead, data of each walking session was sent to the project team. In line with the coaching strategy 

assigned to the participant, the team could reply with coaching messages. This way, we remotely built 

empathy through the data and conversations, to find and tailor the right coaching strategy for each of 

the pregnant women.

 

In a four-week field study with 19 pregnant women, the envisioned coaching strategies were evaluated. 

The participants started with a collective introductory meeting in which the functionality of the app 

was explained. Participants were not informed about the wizard-of-oz nature of the prototype. After 

every week, participants individually filled out online questionnaires. These evaluated the pregnant 
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women’s experiences of both their physical activity level and the coaching they received. Based 

on these insights we adjusted the coaching messages we sent. Although the project was relatively 

well defined at the start, there was still room for exploration of the coaching strategies. The in-app 

messages that women sent to us were extremely relevant in figuring out aspects of their personalities 

and lives and what they were thinking. For example, we learned that one of the women was very 

social and could become highly motivated by collaborating with others and sharing responsibility in 

achieving a common goal. The step counts that she received at the end of the day were less valuable 

for her. The study ended with a collective evaluation session in which the pregnant women reflected 

on their experiences with the coaching application.

 

The coaching strategies and motivational messages that resulted from this exploration were 

transferred to the behavior change group of Philips Research. Although there was no follow-up  

on the design itself, these coaching techniques informed the design of several other coaching 

applications within Philips.

 

Timing:          July 2014 - December 2014
Setting:          Philips Research project
Team:            Part time: Hoi-Kee Wong (people research), Masja Notenboom (people research),
  Janne van Kollenburg (people research), Floor Borgonjen (design strategy), 
  Tim Tijs (research scientist), Peggy Nagtegaal (research scientist), 
  and Mark Spanbroek (developer). Minor involvement: Joyce Westerink 
  (research scientist) and Felix Klaar (creative copywriter).
User-involvement setup: In-situ design study of 4 weeks
Prototypes:   Experiential prototypes; application with wizard-of-oz back-end
Participants:  19 pregnant women
Outcome:      Insights for pregnancy-specific coaching programs

Figure 2.6. Three coaching strategies (from left to right): competition, group coaching and expert coaching.
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2.3 A user-experience oriented perspective
Over time multiple perspectives arose on what user experiences entail. In my work I follow Hassenzahl 

& Tractinsky’s (2006) definition that “UX is about technology that fulfills more than just instrumental 

needs in a way that acknowledges its use as a subjective, situated, complex and dynamic encounter. 

User experience is a consequence of a user’s internal state, the characteristics of the design system 

and the context within with the interaction occurs” (ibid., p. 95). This way, they argue for a large role  

for design, the user, the context of use and the interaction between these. The fact that my perspective 

is closely in line with this definition is clearly reflected by my case studies. 

Through the three case studies and my motivation section, I gave insight into the empathic user-

experience approach I employed during the design research processes. These studies showed 

multiple ways in which participants can be involved in design research. By utilizing a variety of user-

involvement techniques, the studies emphasized the value of starting from a detailed and nuanced 

understanding of the user. Building on this, design iterations were informed by rich and versatile 

insights from everyday use cases and experiences. No matter what stage of the process I was involved 

in, participants played a central role in those activities. For example, in the Everyday Living project 

I used observations in early stages of the process, in the Baby Sleep project I involved participants 

to evaluate concepts and in the Active Pregnancy project participants were involved in in-context 

studies with experiential prototypes. In those activities, my design background helped to go beyond 

observations of the current lives of users, by introducing designed artifacts to elicit responses and 

further develop designs with the user in mind. When comparing the projects I ran at Philips (Baby 

Sleep and Active Pregnancy) with the university project I had full control over (Everyday Living), a 

major difference concerns the level of proceduralization of the design process. Indeed, I found that  

the less proceduralized approach I was able to use in the university project allowed for a more creative 

application of user-involvement techniques that left room for personal interpretation and tailoring 

to the challenges at hand. This way, the insights from the Everyday Living project were often more 

unexpected and surprising than those from the two case studies conducted at Philips. Although  

very different, the case studies show how my explorations helped in investigating meaningful  

user experiences over merely functional design requirements.

 

All three case studies revolved around data, which showed promising potential in creating solutions 

that become more personal as they adapt to their user (see intelligent ecosystems in chapter 1.1). At  

the same time, the case studies have shown me how established user-experience research techniques 

sometimes fell short in exploring these new challenges. From the Baby Sleep study, I learned that 

most participants had little to no experience with personal data solutions, as in 2013 these were not 

yet adopted by the general public. This limited frame of reference made it hard for participants to 

respond to stimuli generated by these solutions. Participants first had to understand what insights 

were conveyed by the data (which was not at their disposal). After that, they had to imagine what the 

value of the insights from the data could be in their everyday life. The resulting responses of these 

imaginative sessions were quite limited in terms of user experiences and mainly highlighted usability 

aspects. For example, when interpreting the data, participants had difficulties reading the graph. 

When taking a wizard-of-oz approach in the Active Pregnancy project, which allowed participants to 

experience the intelligent solution in their everyday setting, the user-experience insights were much 

more nuanced and detailed. Yet, since human operators responded intuitively to events, the prototype 

had more empathic characteristics than an intelligent ecosystem (without a human operator) could 

provide. Therefore, I questioned the business relevance of these user-experience insights.

 

These experiences gave me an early indication of the need for new user-involvement methods for  

the design process of intelligent ecosystems.  
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Below, I discuss the setup of the user-involvement techniques that I used in the case studies, ground 

these in related work and introduce other related work in this area to further articulate and drive the 

research for my perspective. 

 

The role of the user in design processes
In this section, I sketch the currently existing landscape of user-involvement techniques with its variety 

in roles for the user, focus for insights (e.g., targeted at user-experience insights or more at usability) 

and the role of design in these. This overview helps to position the approaches of the case studies 

and provides a basis to discuss my perspective. Based on these discussions I introduce challenges, 

specifically for my user-experience perspective, for this Ph.D. research.

 

As a stepping stone for positioning my perspective, I use the topography of design research methods 

(see figure 2.7) introduced by Sanders and Stappers (2008). This framework gives an overview of 

how different design research methods assign different roles to the user and the designer (Sanders, 

2006; Sanders & Stappers, 2008). The horizontal axis plots the role of the user, ranging from ‘users as 

subjects’ to ‘users as partners’. The vertical axis describes a research-led approach (bottom) versus 

a design-led approach (top). As this landscape of design research methodologies is always in flux, 

so are the methods and techniques depicted in the topology. Below, I briefly discuss methods and 

techniques that fall within the categories of user involvement highlighted by Sanders (2006), but also 

add methods and techniques developed more recently.

Research-Led

Expert
Mindset

users
seen as

subjects

Participatory
Mindset
users
seen as 
partners

Critical 
Design

Participatory
Design

Probes

Usability
Testing

Data
Driven
Design

Context
Mapping

User Experience Research

Cultural Probes

Technology Probes

Identity Probes

Empathy Probes

Urban Probes

Experiential Probes

Design Inclusive
User Experience Research CoX

Human factors
and Ergonomics

Contextual
Inquiry

Generative
Tools

‘Scandinavian’
Methods

User Centered Design

Co-re�ection

Co-create

Co-design

Design-Led

Design and
Emotion

User Experience Design

Applied
Ethnography

Lead user
Innovation

Figure 2.7. Topography of design research, adopted from Sanders (2006) and enriched with recently developed 

methods and techniques (black font).
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Users seen as subjects

The first quadrant (bottom left) involves users as subjects (reactive informers) and utilizes a research-

led approach. Methods and techniques from a longstanding tradition of User Centered Design (UCD) 

are good examples of this area (Norman & Draper, 1986; Ritter et al., 2014). Using these methods, 

participants are asked questions or are requested to use and respond to certain stimuli (e.g., mock-

ups, interactive prototypes). In investigative phases of UCD process (i.e. understand context and user) 

these methods help to collect insights into user needs. In more evaluative phases user involvement 

allows for assessment of the outcomes against the users’ context and earlier defined requirements. 

These usability evaluations (Preece et al., 2002), human factor analysis, ergonomics studies (Albras 

et al., 2004) and or task analysis (Annett & Neville, 2000) take either place in controlled settings (e.g., 

laboratory studies, van Velsen et al., 2008) or in the envisioned context of use (e.g., field trials (Brown, 

2011)). The earlier introduced data-driven design approaches (chapter 1.4) can also be positioned in 

this quadrant. In most UCD methods participants are reactive informers and are not empowered to 

co-create (Sanders, 2006). The methods and techniques from these fields have proven to be valuable 

in developing highly optimized, pleasurable, error-free and efficient designs (Ritter et al., 2014). They 

are mostly applied in later stages of the design process and less for early-phase explorative research. 

These evaluative techniques are also less relevant for this research, as designing for intelligent 

ecosystems requires a more explorative approach (see chapter 1.5). Therefore, these User Centered 

Design methods for evaluation and optimization are not within my research scope for now. 

The top left-hand quadrant concerns design-led techniques which involve users as subjects. This 

quadrant includes different probing techniques (Boehner et al., 2007), such as cultural probes (Gaver, 

1999), identity probes (Candy, 2003), technology probes (Hutchinson et al., 2003), urban probes 

(Paulos & Jenkins, 2005), empathy probes (Mattelmäki & Battarbee, 2002) and the more recent 

experiential probes (Peeters et al., 2013). In these probing techniques, the participant receives a set  

of ambiguous materials that are intended to evoke inspirational responses for the design process 

rather than to provide a comprehensive understanding of the participant (Gaver et al., 2004).

 

Reflection

Probes provide an interesting take on user involvement that is tailored towards design inspiration  

and not limited to building understanding. This approach embraces the richness and versatility of 

everyday life. The Everyday Living project, where the ‘role’ of participants in the public space was to 

leave traces on the white sheets of paper, exemplified this probing approach. Traces that showed up 

in unexpected places or sheets that were clearly punctured by high heels, served as inspiration for 

new design iterations. By utilizing these qualities, probes can play a prominent role in designing for 

intelligent ecosystems.  

Users seen as partners 

The right-hand side of figure 2.7 holds methods where users are involved as partners (active co-

creators) in the design process. Participatory Design (Ehn, 1988; Spinuzzi, 2005), different Co-X 

(Mattelmäki & Sleeswijk Visser, 2011) methods such as Co-design (Sanders & Stappers, 2014), Co-

create (Sanders & Stappers, 2008) and Co-reflection (Tomico et al., 2009) are all examples of such 

methods. Design researchers here invite the people that will eventually benefit from the solution into 

the design process as partners. Together, they co-create the future. On the research-led side (bottom 

right), participatory design (PD) is a good example. In PD sessions different stakeholders together 

discuss the design space, highlight opportunities and problems, and share new ideas (Mattelmäki & 

Sleeswijk Visser, 2011). On the design-led side (top right), tools are created by the designer to facilitate 

participants’ involvement in the design process. This allows users to utilize their creative skills through 

more hands-on design sessions.
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Mattelmäki & Sleeswijk Visser (2011) introduced four strategies for designers and non-designers to 

collaborate: (1) users are experts in their own experience, designers gain insights into this experience 

and utilize these in the design process; (2) users are equipped with tools to contribute to the design 

process whereas designers are mere facilitators; (3) users and designers collectively contribute to 

the design process, the designer both participates and facilitates; (4) users and other non-designer 

stakeholders collaborate, designers facilitate and participate. Sanders et al. (2010) argue that users  

can participate in different manners within these strategies. Participants can be asked to make 

things (i.e., collages, mappings, mock-ups) to elect their latent and tacit needs. They can be invited 

to tell about their specific needs (e.g., through storyboards, diaries, card sorting). And/or they can 

enact to express observable needs (e.g., playing games, improvisation exercises). The types of 

user engagement described in PD often happen in a series of repetitive workshop sessions, where 

designers and co-designers sketch and try out possibilities together. These can either be individual 

sessions or collaborative session and can either be face-to-face or online (ibid.).

Reflection

The first focus group of the Baby Sleep project also set out to co-create with participants, following  

the second collaborative strategy of Mattelmäki & Sleeswijk Visser (2011). Participants were asked  

to make changes to the mock-up and to tell how such a concept could fit their lives. I recognized the 

value of giving users an active voice in the design process in many projects before. But in the Baby 

Sleep project, which set out for intelligent solutions, this approach did not flourish. The data-intensive 

design challenge of intelligent solutions, which most participants had no experience with at that point 

(i.e., data tracking apps), proved challenging and only resulted in superficial responses (about look and 

feel). The supporting materials that were provided to the participants to form a frame of reference (i.e., 

mock-up with artificial data and accompanying scenario) were not sufficient to make participants co-

creators in the design process. This illustrates that new tools and approaches are needed to facilitate  

a partner role for participants in the design process of intelligent ecosystems. 

 

Users seen as subject and partner

In the (horizontal) center of figure 2.7 methods are positioned that are less clearly directed towards 

the subject or partner side, such as Applied Ethnography (Dourish, 2006) and Contextual Inquiry 

(Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1997). For example, Applied Ethnography is on the edge between User Centered 

Design and Participatory Design as it combines values of both. These approaches move away from 

merely involving users as subjects as they employ a combination of field observations and sessions 

that allow participants to actively think along and share their ideas. Another example of these hybrid 

roles for users is Context Mapping (Sleeswijk Visser et al., 2005). This is a set of techniques that is  

often used in the early phases of the design process. It helps to get a comprehensive understanding  

of the design space, context and user. Results can be experience flows (Philips Design, 2014), 

stakeholder landscapes (Den Ouden, 2012) or personas (Pruitt & Adlin, 2010), that set out to provide  

a comprehensive overview of the insights for other team members.

 

The above-mentioned techniques can be positioned in the center of the model, as they involve users 

both in a subject and partner role. The expert evaluation session in the Active Pregnancy project is an 

example of this. In experience flows I have captured the journey of user experience from expectation, 

to first impression, then through discovery, usage and finally to memory. In stakeholder landscapes  

I have sketched the position of the user in a network of surrounding influencers (e.g., how a patient  

is surrounded by family members, doctors, insurance companies, employer). And, through personas  

I have created archetype profiles representative of a group of users displayed through demographics, 

goals, wishes, problems, abilities and constraints. All of these techniques aim to create a view of 

users and their surroundings that is representing a larger population. Having a sound understanding 
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of the commonalities of that user segment, that is represented in the archetype, allows designers to 

create solutions that fit the user group. Moving towards designing personalized intelligent ecosystems 

requests a more individual perspective on the user and thereby puts pressure on the segmentation 

perspective that is used in techniques focussing on the ‘average’ user, as for example personas do. 

This tension between personalization and scale brings forward the challenge of developing a personal 

yet generic perspective to intelligent solutions. 

 

Compared to User Centered Design approaches, these approaches in the middle of the topology focus 

more on the design and/or research for User Experiences than for obtaining functional requirements 

(Hassenzahl & Tractinsky, 2006; Forlizzi & Ford, 2000; Kuniavsky, 2003; Robinson et al., 2018; Bargas-

Avila &Hornbæk, 2011; Law et al., 2009; Vermeeren et al., 2016). In addition, the middle section is 

populated with experience-centric approaches such as Design and Emotion (Koskinen et al., 2003), 

User-Experience Research (Hassenzahl & Tractinsky, 2006) and User Experience Design (Hassenzahl, 

2010; Buxton, 2007). 

In the UXR field, Vermeeren et al. (2016) further stress the relevance of design in UXR through their 

design-inclusive UXR approach. They distill opportunities for the UXR discipline to be (more) involved 

in generative phases of design projects, by using design prototypes as vehicles for asking questions. 

Along the lines of design research, they argue that gaining user-experience insights that are directly 

related to embodied design opportunities (prototypes) has two benefits. First, it helps to frame and 

gain insight into the user experiences which are otherwise hard to grasp, and second, it iteratively 

advances the design itself (ibid.).

Reflection 

The focus on user experiences, with techniques in which users are both subject and partner is  

very apparent in my work and perspective. Especially when these techniques start including design 

activities. For example, the Active Pregnancy study introduced a design intervention in the form  

of the coaching application. This experiential approach delivered many insights that were useful for 

the concept. However, the purpose of the study was to evaluate the usability or functionality of the 

application and to investigate how the different women would experience the different coaching 

strategies (as subjects) than to explore and shape user experiences together with participants. 

Therefore, I challenge the evaluative ways of working in which users are involved as subjective  

and partner, to see how these roles can be used for more exploratory purposes. 

 

The role of the design researcher in designing for intelligent solutions
Next to my people research or user-experience research perspective, I emphasized the value of a 

design perspective in my studies. It allowed me to collect nuanced insight into people’s experiences, 

but also to use my creative skills to translate these insights into new designs that had people at heart. 

Thereby, design and people research activities have become inherently intertwined. I set out to design 

new solutions and experiences for people, and user-experience research plays an important but 

supporting role in that. Therefore, my skills build on a variety of methods from the UXR field but also 

utilize my fluency in methods and techniques from the design discipline.

 

This is also evident in the presented case studies. In the Everyday Living project, and other projects 

throughout my education, I mainly worked solo and was therefore responsible for all activities in the 

project. In these projects I would characterize myself as a designer with an affinity for user-involvement 

techniques as well as prototyping skills. When I moved to Philips and became part of the people 

research team, my role in projects shifted towards user-experience researcher. I mainly executed 

research activities and communicated (e.g., via personas or user experience flows) my insights to 
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other team members (e.g., designers). In the Active Pregnancy project we improved on this segmented 

approach as the designers and user-experience researchers together conducted the field experiments. 

My role in that project is best described as design researcher, being a hybrid between designer and 

researcher, executing research for design through design (Frayling, 1993; Stappers & Giaccardi, 2017). 

In this design research role I valued studying user experiences by changing them. For example, by 

introducing an experiential prototype in the active pregnancy project, we evoked user experiences 

(and thereby insights) beyond the frame of reference of the participants at that time. This new setting 

put forward fruitful insights (e.g., the pleasure of seeing the step count increase as you walk) that 

would have been more difficult to gain by studying the ‘unchanged’ user experiences.

 

By having a stronger presence in more phases of the design process (like in the Active Pregnancy 

project), I was better able to advocate the user-experience perspective throughout. This ensured  

that the level of detail and nuance from the user insights were preserved and kept informing the design 

process. Although these advantages of having the person(s) involved in all stages of the design process 

are widely accepted in the design research community, I experienced this not to be the case in a large 

company like Philips, where each aspect has its own expert. For this PhD research, I’m interested in 

further integrating the design and research perspectives, building on both my experiences of design 

and user-experience research. Thus in developing user-involvement methodologies, I aim to relate 

these to the design process so that the methodology starts to form an integral part of the design 

process (i.e., are not separate activities). Thereby the user-involvement methodology will relate to 

design, prototyping, software development, ethics and all other competences contributing to the 

design and development of intelligent solutions.

 

2.4 Reflection and challenges
Through the case studies and related work, I have introduced a user-experience perspective and  

have shown how the case studies have utilized a broad variety of methods and techniques, that 

had already attained a well-established position in design research. Although these methods and 

techniques are broadly applied, I often experienced how they were challenged when designing for 

intelligent solutions. The challenges outlined below serve as starting points for my Ph.D. research.

 

1. Explore a personal yet generic perspective on intelligent solutions

Most of the techniques I used (e.g., persona’s, user experience flows, stakeholder maps) produce  

a generic understanding of the user group. Intelligent solutions, however, have the ability to create  

a model of the user and can tailor themselves accordingly. It is questionable whether the techniques 

aimed at generic understanding can be used to design such adaptive solutions. On the other hand,  

the insights that result from the ethnographic and empathic techniques (e.g., the field visits of  

Everyday Living) do showcase the beauty and quality of these rich and nuanced personal 

perspectives. However, these insights often inspire particular designs (one-off versions) that are not 

scalable. Given my position in Philips, the scalability argument is especially important as our solutions 

are implemented on a large, global scale. The first challenge I want to address in my Ph.D. research 

is, therefore, to bring both approaches together, combining the personal touch of the qualitative 

approaches and the scalability of the ‘mass’ approaches, to design for intelligent ecosystems.

 

2. Explore how users can be involved as subject and partner in designing for intelligent ecosystems

The case studies illustrated that the role of the user often dynamically changes throughout the design 

process, ranging from the user as subject to the user as partner. Moreover, the case studies showed 

that both roles have their merits and drawbacks and suggested that the same will hold when designing 

for intelligent ecosystems. My second challenge is to combine both participant and subject roles in the 
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design process, emphasizing two aspects that are of particular importance to designing for intelligent 

ecosystems. First, because intelligent solutions are generally far outside the frame of reference of 

participants, experiential prototypes play an essential role to stimulate discussions around (new) 

experiences. Second, because qualitative approaches involving users as partners are essential to 

produce rich and nuanced personal stories for design to depart from. 

 

3. Explore how data can be used to gain insight into user experiences

From my user-experience perspective I am interested in what user experiences are elicited by design. 

The data that intelligent solutions continuously gather (i.e., solution data) potentially provides handles 

for understanding user experiences without interfering in these experiences or having to conduct 

labor-intensive user-experience research. However, how to extract these insights from data is largely 

unknown and may differ from case to case. My third challenge is, therefore, to explore how data can  

be used to gain insight into user experiences.

 

4. Preserve explorative experiential insights throughout the process by integrating activities from 

user-experience research and design

The case studies showed that the design process benefits from having user-experience research and 

design working closely together throughout all stages of the design process. This benefit arose for two 

reasons. First of all, the case studies showed that, as far as different stages can be distinguished at 

all, none of the stages was optimally covered by only one discipline. Second, keeping the same team 

throughout the process precludes the rich and nuanced knowledge and insights gathered from being 

lost during the handover to another team (member). My final challenge is therefore to explore how to 

preserve explorative experiential insights throughout the process by integrating activities from user-

experience research and design.
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3.0 Chapter outline 
In this chapter, Sander Bogers introduces an experimental, prototype-centric perspective on designing 

for intelligent ecosystems. First, he outlines his background and motivation for this research (section 

3.1). Thereafter, the chapter outlines four case studies to illustrate his skills and ways of working and 

highlight first opportunities for involving data in the design process (section 3.2). These cases are used 

to position his perspective in both an experimental design part and an explorative prototyping part, 

which are both positioned in their respective bodies of related work (section 3.3). Both parts discuss 

the role data could play in them, based on which an initial set of challenges is presented (section 3.4).

3.1 Background and motivation
My initial enthusiasm for design came from the opportunity it provided to combine my passion for 

crafting and making things with solving complex challenges. Throughout my Bachelor’s in Industrial 

Design at Eindhoven University of Technology, I have expanded my physical making skills with digital 

making skills, such as programming and electronics. This enabled me to not only build physical 

models, but also to build functional and experiential interactive prototypes. This allowed me to go 

more in depth, as these prototypes forced me to concretize ideas further, find their flaws and think 

about otherwise easily overlooked details. In addition, the experiential prototypes provided a way for 

others (i.e., users) to experience concepts that were often far outside their current frame of reference.

 

Initially, I integrated prototyping activities in a traditional manner in my design process. For example, 

ideas were first generated on paper, then a selection of these ideas was made through rating and 

clustering techniques, which were then further developed into a concept. Only when the specifications 

and details were clear, a prototype was developed. This prototype could then be used in user studies 

to evaluate the concept. Later, in the Master program, I discovered how my prototyping activities could 

become a way to explore interaction ideas early on in the process, rather than to prototype based  

on specifications. As I got more skilled in high-paced physical-digital explorations, I no longer had  

to spend time detailing out ideas and requirements on paper before initializing prototyping activities. 

Instead, these prototyping activities allowed me to iteratively develop the design. 

 

During my study and after finishing my Master’s, I was involved in a variety of sports-related projects 

as a freelance designer. For example, I designed and developed an auditory feedback system for 

Olympic ring gymnasts and a video feedback system for ice skaters. These large-scale projects taught 

me valuable skills and lessons in what it takes to push prototypes to a high level of fidelity. Seeing the 

products evolve into stable, robust, complex systems positioned in everyday life excited me. It gave  

me the confidence to study behavioral implications of design on a large scale in longitudinal setups. 

Yet, the pure prototyping role that was assigned to me by clients, excluding conceptual challenges, 

failed to give me much energy. It made me conclude that I preferred a career as a design researcher 

with special skills in prototyping, rather than a prototyping engineer with design research affinity.  

 

3.2 Examples of my design approach
To clarify my perspective, I introduce two case studies I executed prior to my Ph.D. research, and 

two case studies I ran at the start. Each of these case studies introduces a valuable building block 

of my perspective. First, the Meeting Manager case gives insight into my fluency in prototyping for 

exploration. Second, the Wearable Team Coach project illustrates how prototypes are used to study 

the impact of design interventions on a larger-scale. Third, the Social Stairs shows how data can be 

used to study the longer-term societal impact of design interventions. Finally, the Jawbone case  

study presents some of my initial ideas concerning the use of data in the design process.
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Case 1: The Meeting Manager

In a world where physical and digital realms start to intertwine through, for example, digitally 

enhanced physical products (e.g., the Nest Thermostat (Nest, 2018)) or movement based game 

controllers (e.g., The Microsoft Kinect), the question arises what the qualities of both are in interaction. 

This question has received significant attention from both perspectives, but these perspectives mostly 

argue for a larger presence of their own (Terrenghi et al., 2007; Hornecker & Buur, 2006; Ishii & Ullmer, 

1997). With supervisors from the Designing Quality in Interaction group at the TU/e (i.e., the physical 

perspective) and the Socio-Digital Systems group of Microsoft Research (i.e., the digital perspective),  

I set out for an exploration of the qualities of both the physical and digital perspective.

 

In a first exploration, I built a series of physical artifacts that I aimed to translate into their digital 

equivalents. A spring-loaded wooden rotary knob (figure 3.1, left), for example, became a touch screen 

wheel that gave the suggestion of force, by applying gravity-like algorithms (figure 3.1, right). I also 

explored this the other way around, where I first designed engaging digital interactions that I then 

translated into their physical counterparts. Bubbles randomly floating around a screen were translated 

as plastic coins floating around in a tray filled with water. This setup enabled me to explore which 

qualities remained and which got lost in translation. This allowed me to actually compare physical and 

digital equivalents, whereas most prior discussions were based on a comparison of different designs 

(e.g., what a hammer could do that an iPad could not). Moreover, my explorative approach did not only 

facilitate a comparison of ‘that what is’, but also allowed me to push the boundaries of how certain 

qualities can also be present in the other realm.

 

Based on insights from these explorations, I built new (physical or digital) artifacts that further 

elaborated on some of these qualities (e.g., the role of force feedback and motion combined, see figure 

3.2), through which also the research question continuously evolved. Whereas these first explorations 

separately explored interactive qualities without a functional purpose, the second part of this project 

set out to further explore these qualities in the design for a novel meeting manager.

 

In short, the meeting manager set out to move away from a predominantly time-based model, towards 

a priority and social relationship-based model. The system would learn based on the interactions of 

the people in the system and adapt accordingly. For example, a professor would be more leading in 

setting up a meeting with a student than the student himself. The system learned this, which could 

then mean that it was much harder for a student to ‘push through’ a meeting than it was for the 

professor. As this design was a way to further elaborate on the research question mentioned above,  

I again built a physical ‘meeting manager’ (see figure 3.3) and a digital ‘meeting manager’ that had the 

exact same functionality and similar interactions. This way, they provided valuable anchor points for 

discussions with experts on the qualities of both realms in interaction.

 

Figure 3.1. (left) a physical spring 

loaded knob; (right) its digital 

equivalent.
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Timing:                             September 2011 - July 2012                         
Setting: Final Master Project at Industrial Design, Eindhoven University of Technology
Team:                                   Sander Bogers                                 
User-involvement setup: Informal feedback sessions
Prototypes:                          +/- 25 physical and digital models, 4 meeting manager prototypes 
Participants:                         +/- 10            
Outcome:                             Insights into the qualities of physical and digital realms in interaction (research  
 question), a new concept for arranging meetings (design)

Figure 3.3. The digital appointment manager (left) and the physical appointment manager (right).

Figure 3.2. Force feedback and motion combined. The inner cylinder would move up based on an arriving notification.  

When pushed down, it would provide a level of resistance, that could be different per notification.
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Case 2: Wearable Team Coach 

This project from my Master’s shows my interest in behavioral design challenges. It also shows  

how I applied my making approach to facilitate a large-scale, in-context study on the impact of  

my design interventions.

 

Whereas, at the time, most interactive sports products on the market (e.g., Adidas MiCoach, Nike+, 

Moov) focussed on individual athletes, the challenge of the project was to design for sports teams. 

In my quest to move away from performance measures, I decided to focus on team dynamics in high 

school sports teams. These teams typically have to deal with unbalanced engagement due to skill 

level differences. This can impede attaining the goals of these PE classes, which is to raise young 

people’s enthusiasm for a variety of sports and to teach them how to work together as a team. This 

project explored a design solution aimed at balancing engagement in these mixed-level sports teams, 

through an interactive system of connected jerseys.

 

After a series of observations and interviews with youngsters, I created a system of 6 connected 

basketball jerseys. Each jersey contained 5 light stripes that could light up (figure 3.4). Bracelets 

connected to the jerseys were able to measure ball contact. The data from the jerseys was transmitted 

in real time to a laptop on the side of the court. Using this system, I set out to evaluate how different 

concepts (e.g., visualization of ball possession percentage, different game rules, etc.) could impact the 

team dynamics. An interface that I made for myself gave me insight into how ball possession changed 

over time (figure 3.5).

 

A series of pilot games with 8 youngsters indicated that the most simple concept (i.e., the visualization 

of ball possession percentages, without additional rules) showed the most potential. In this concept, 

the number of light stripes on each players jersey would represent how often he received the ball. By 

making this explicit, I hoped to achieve that youngsters would start passing the ball more often to the 

less involved players. I set up and ran a larger-scale study in a real-life context, to quantitatively and 

qualitatively evaluate the impact of my design interventions. It was important to run these experiments 

in their real-life context, as the social dynamics of these high school sports teams were so complex 

and nuanced that they could hardly be studied otherwise. In total, more than 150 high school students 

from two different schools participated in basketball games in which my interactive jerseys were worn. 

This way, I could not only evaluate my designs based on qualitative responses (i.e., what the students 

told me and what I observed), but I could actually see if the balance in ball possession percentages 

(i.e., the data measured by the interactive prototype) changed based on my intervention.

 

The students were positive about the system and on many occasions indicated that it affected their 

choices during the game. They responded that they had become more conscious about the social 

aspects of the gameplay through the interactive jerseys. There are some strong hints in the data 

that show these decision moments, but with the limited duration of the experiments, it was difficult 

to substantiate this claim. Besides, the experiments gave valuable insights into other factors (e.g., 

usability aspects such as visibility of the stripes) that could be further improved to stimulate balanced 

engagement. The project has been presented on multiple sports and physical activity events and 

people are generally most excited about the fact that the social aspects of the design were prioritized 

over performance aspects.
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Timing:                            September 2010 - July 2011
Setting: Master’s Project at Industrial Design, Eindhoven University of Technology
Team:                                   Sander Bogers
User involvement setup:  Prototype deployed in high school Physical Education (PE) classes
Prototypes:                          6 interactive light jerseys, integrated system, dashboard
Participants:             +/- 150 (40 teams of about 4 players average)
Outcome:                             Research on the effect of the light jerseys on the social balance in sports teams
Outcome:                             Insight into how different concepts influence behavior on the stairs

Figure 3.4. Picture of interactive jerseys taken during the basketball game. 

Figure 3.5. 

The design 

researcher 

dashboard. 
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Case 3: Social Stairs

In reaction to the trend of an increasingly sedentary lifestyle, the Social Stairs project (Wolfs et 

al., 2013) investigated the effects of an interactive musical staircase on office workers’ physical 

activity during a working day. It built on the well-known concept of interactive piano stairs, that had 

already been shown to enthuse people (Volkswagen, 2009). Social Stairs added to this concept by 

investigating the long-term changes in behavior and exploring how design interventions can affect this. 

Through different (interactive) soundscapes, Social Stairs aimed to evoke different types of behaviors 

while remaining engaging over time. For example, a soundscape that creates richer sounds when people  

collaborate may stimulate social behavior, whereas a drum soundscape may elicit more playful and 

unconstrained behavior, either individually or socially.

 

The project started as part of the Ph.D. research of Carl Megens and Michel Peeters on Experiential 

Design Landscapes (Peeters & Megens, 2014). I joined the research team in which my responsibility 

was twofold. First, my role was to build a robust prototype system that would survive extensive  

long-term use. Second, the challenge was to track data from this prototype and provide insight into 

how people used it. In earlier explorations, insights were mostly gathered qualitatively (i.e., through 

informal conversations with people using the stairs). To facilitate detailed longitudinal insights into 

behavior, we set out to utilize data from the prototype. Since the interactive functionality of the 

musical stairs already required sensor-equipped steps, it was relatively easy to collect data about 

how they were used. This remote data tracking enabled us as design researchers to disappear from 

the design scene, while still being able to get insight into how people behaved on the stairs with the 

different soundscapes.

 

From a prototype perspective, this project was challenging because the prototype needed to be 

robust and needed to facilitate various unplanned design explorations over a long period. Additionally,  

it needed to be adjustable so new soundscapes could be added and new insights could be gained.

 

From a data point of view, it was also challenging because collecting such an extensive amount of 

data was new for me and something not many people in design had much experience with. More 

commonly used analytic and visualization techniques outside the field of design did not provide 

the insights at the behavioral level we were looking for. Therefore, I explored a combination of data 

visualization techniques to provide insights at a detailed behavioral level and custom-built analytics 

that would classify different usage sessions so the effects could be monitored over time. Figure 3.6 

presents a printed overview of a large number of Social Stairs usage sessions. This overview was used 

for visual inspection, to get a first understanding of what this data could tell. Later, this understanding 

was integrated into first algorithms for automatic classification. In a new version of the Social Stairs that 

was deployed in the main building of the KPN headquarters in The Hague, we made the data part of 

the solution. By building a system that was able to indicate which usage sessions showed playful or 

social behavior, we let the system experiment by itself how the soundscape could change to achieve 

the best results (assuming that people enjoyed playful sessions over non-playful ones). This approach 

was my first experience with what we in chapter 1.4 referred to as design by data. As a large part of the 

concept was already defined before I joined, I was intrigued by the opportunity for the system to have 

explorative qualities that enabled it to optimize itself.

 

The Social Stairs has been deployed on multiple locations. The data collected from the prototypes 

has helped to gain an understanding of the consequences of design interventions which aided in 

designing for long-term behavioral changes.
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Figure 3.6. Sample of visualizations of staircase use sessions. 

Timing:                                    August 2013 - March 2014                         
Setting: Industrial Design faculty of Eindhoven University of Technology
Team:                                   Sander Bogers (Design Research and Prototyping), 
 Carl Megens (Design Research),   
 Michel Peeters (Design Research)
User involvement setup:  Installation installed in everyday life                     
Prototypes:                          An interactive musical staircase (TU/e main building, KPN headquarters)
Participants:  Estimated around 2000 unique visitors
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Case 4: Jawbone physical activity

In the Wearable Team Coach and Social Stairs projects, I used data to gain insight into behavior 

that would otherwise be difficult to obtain at such a detailed and realistic level. Although the data 

mostly served an evaluative purpose, the level of behavioral detail in the visualizations was also very 

inspirational. In this small Jawbone exploration, I set out to start the design process from data instead 

of using data only for evaluative purposes. The goal of the exploration was to come up with new 

concepts to stimulate everyday physical activity.  

 

For this exploration, I asked colleagues to wear a Jawbone activity tracker for a couple of weeks, while 

continuing with their normal activities. I also decided to wear one myself, as I expected this to later 

help me understand the data better. Through the Jawbone API, it was possible to retrieve detailed step 

data. This way I was able to collect data about everyday activities without having to build a prototype 

first. The (raw) data allowed me to make custom data visualizations and because I could also load my 

own data, it was relatively easy to gain a basic understanding of the data (though not yet its meaning). 

Through the visualizations, I could explore, together with the participants, different behavioral 

perspectives on the data, without having to define clear questions first (i.e., exploratory data analysis 

(Tukey, 1977)).

 

The initial explorations investigated daily and weekly patterns at an individual level (figure 3.7). 

Interestingly, these detailed visualizations (i.e., when how many steps are taken) triggered various 

questions at a higher behavioral level for the participants and me. For example: Why is he usually more 

active on Thursdays? He frequently goes for after-lunch walks, what determines whether he goes or 

not? After a night with a lot of steps, the step count the day after suffers a lot. Why is that?

 

In discussions with my colleagues, we set out to find answers to these questions, as they could provide 

relevant context. What intrigued us most in the activity data were the sudden peaks of high activity. 

Understanding what triggered them could potentially help in building concepts that stimulated activity.

 

From a more social perspective, I built a series of visualizations that aggregated the daily activity 

of three friends for a number of days, (figure 3.9). These gave insight into how the different people 

had different daily routines and how physical activity was integrated into those routines. In a group 

discussion the participants argued that aligning some of these routines could help us to get involved 

in more spontaneous events involving physical activity (e.g., lunch walks, sports). For example, if 

someone would start later in the morning, his lunch would probably shift to a later moment, reducing 

the likelihood of meeting up for a lunch walk. At this point Idowu Ayoola joined this exploration, to 

explore how we could integrate these insights into an intelligent system. We set out to develop an 

algorithm that would be able to classify how many days of different people were alike (see figure 

3.8). These outcomes could then potentially serve as input for a system or app that provided social 

motivational strategies. To achieve this, we used a two-step approach. First, the data was translated 

into a data visualization that emphasized the unique activity features. This data visualization then 

served as input for an algorithm that visually compared the days allowing for time shifting (i.e., rotating 

the different circles back and forth).
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Timing:                                    March 2014 - July 2014                         
Setting: PhD project, Industrial Design faculty of Eindhoven University of Technology
Team:                                   Sander Bogers (Design Research and Prototyping), 
 Idowu Ayoola (Design research and Prototyping)
User involvement setup: We are our users                    
Prototypes:                          5 off-the-shelf Jawbone activity trackers
Outcome: Opportunities for designing with data, first concepts for (social) motivation strategies  
 for physical activity

Figure 3.7. 

Visualization of 

days of activity. 

In the horizontal 

direction, 3 

different users 

are represented. 

In the vertical 

direction two 

different days. 

The circle 

represents a 

24-hour clock, 

with midnight 

on top. The red 

stripes indicate 

moments of 

physical activity. 

Figure 3.8. 

Comparison 

of patterns of 

physical activity, 

allowing for 

time shifts. 

Each of the six 

panels contains 

a visualization 

of the reference 

day (left-hand 

circle and dots), 

a visualization 

of another day 

(right-hand 

circe and dots) 

and a number 

expressing their 

similarity, with 

zero and one 

representing 

perfect 

dissimilarity and 

perfect similarity, 

respectively.
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Figure 3.9. Visualization of physical activity data of 3 participants, each represented by a different color. 3 consecutive days 

are superimposed to get a better understanding of daily routines. Again, the circle represents a 24-hour clock, with midnight 

on top. Each circle represents an activity moment. (e.g., the blue circles on the top right midnight activities - a festival visit in 

this case). The bigger the circle, the more steps this activity contains. The distance from the center shows the intensity of this 

activity in terms of walking/running speed (e.g., the circles on the left top show running activities.) 
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3.3 An experimental, prototype-centric perspective
In all of the presented case studies, I explored how interaction could be redefined through interactive 

technology. The Meeting Manager case study explored a new way of arranging meetings, which was 

facilitated by the physical handles or digital interface. The Wearable Team Coach project aimed to 

change group dynamics in sports teams by introducing interactive jerseys. The Social Stairs study 

introduced an interactive musical staircase to make people more physically active during office  

hours, and the Jawbone case study explored how physical activity data (i.e., steps) could be used  

to stimulate active behavior amongst friends.

 

This (technological) artifact-centered perspective is in line with Verbeek’s work on technological 

mediation (Verbeek, 2006). As advocated by his work, the presented case studies also look at the 

interaction between the human and the world through the lens of the technological artifact. They do  

so to understand how these new designs can change our interactions with the world. This approach  

is rooted in work on phenomenology (Merleau-Ponty, 1962), that argues that relationships between 

the human and the world are created in the interaction between both. There is a major body of work  

in design research and Human Computer Interaction (HCI) that builds on phenomenology (Merleau-

Ponty, 1962), pragmatism (Dewey, 1934) and other related embodied cognition theories (Van Dijk et 

al. 2014), such as the ecological theory of perception (Gibson, 1979), enactment (Torrance, 2006) and 

socially situated practices (Suchman, 2007). These works emphasize the uniqueness of human ability 

and the influence of context in human interactions with the world. Suchman (1987), for example, 

presented influential work on situated action. This highlights the “the emergent, contingent nature  

of human activity, the way activity grows directly out of the particularities of a given situation”  

(Nardi, 1996, p. 35). This body of work emphasizes that meaning is made in interaction (Overbeeke  

& Frens, 2009) and is thereby highly person and context dependent.

 

This work is valuable for my perspective, as it addresses the need for a situated design approach to 

understand the impact of design interventions. This emphasis is especially relevant for my interest 

in changing behavior through designs, as these behaviors are strongly shaped by personality traits 

and everyday context. The designs of the meeting managers had the potential to change the way 

people arrange meetings, but since it was never deployed in an everyday setting, it was impossible 

to understand how people would interact with it and how it could actually change their concept of 

arranging meetings. In contrast, the Wearable Team Coach and Social Stairs case studies did use this 

situated approach and thereby gave a much more detailed understanding of how people interacted 

with the designs and how they affected their actions and behavior.

 

Through the case studies (3.2) and my background section (3.1), I showed how prototyping and 

prototypes have played an essential role in my approach. They were the means to make designs 

experiential, so that people could create meaning for it in their everyday life, but they were also 

vehicles to explore and construct new knowledge.

 

In this section I first discuss the role prototypes play in in-situ studies. Related to this I discuss the 

different roles prototypes can serve in general, I present different ways of looking at their fidelity,  

and show how they can be used as instruments to gain insight. After this, I discuss the role of 

prototyping as a design research activity. In that section, I further elaborate on how Research  

through Design approaches utilize prototyping as a vehicle for inquiry (Matthews & Wensveen, 2014) 

and outline how design exploration is about having a dialogue with material, and, how data can 

become a design material. Last, I present a new perspective on how prototyping tools can facilitate 

design explorations.
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Experiential prototypes to study design interventions in everyday life
In my case studies, I used prototypes that were deployed in everyday situations to gain an 

understanding of the complexity of human behavior, by iteratively changing it. The data, collected 

from these interventions, gave insight into their impact on everyday life. This way, the understanding 

of how meaning was made in interaction developed hand in hand with the understanding of how to 

design for interventions that can change behavior.

 

Research approaches like these, that set out to study social constructs by disrupting and changing 

them, have strong roots in Action Research (Reason & Bradbury, 2007). However, Action Research 

experiments do not necessarily contain a product, service or system perspective and are often of a 

different character (e.g., political, social or environmental). Methods like Experimental Design Research 

(Brandt & Binder, 2007) build on Action Research, but introduce a more artifact and design-oriented 

approach. Their objective is often to understand and gain knowledge about the situation. Like in my 

case studies, Experiential Design Research deploys experiential prototypes (Buchenau & Suri, 2000) 

in in-situ experiments to study their interactions with its context and user. This knowledge then informs 

new generations of prototypes that are again deployed in everyday life in iterative cycles.

 

In design research, field studies - often also referred to as field trials or home placement tests -  

with experiential prototypes are often utilized as a way to validate or evaluate design decisions (Korn 

& Bødker, 2012). The prototype is deployed in an everyday setting and the resulting experiences are 

captured, often through qualitative means. Throughout the case studies, I have shown how I started 

to utilize the sensor data that is part of these interactive designs to gain insight into how people 

behave in reaction to a design intervention. The Wearable Team Coach project, for example, showed 

how the passing behavior changed when applying different game modes, and the Social Stairs data 

showed how people behaved differently on the stairs when soundscapes changed. This instrumented 

approach strongly builds on my involvement in the research on Experiential Design Landscapes  

(EDLs; Peeters & Megens, 2014). “The EDL method is a design research method aimed at designing 

for and with ‘real’ people in their natural environments, to find ways to structurally change people’s 

behavior on a local scale, to address global societal issues in the long run” (Peeters & Megens, 2014,  

p. 81). This method sets out to optimize ecological validity (i.e., how representative the experiment is 

for its real-world setting) while retaining experimental control (Peeters et al., 2013b). Thereby,  

it investigates how designs function in the messy setting of everyday life.

 

As prototypes play a major role in these in-situ design approaches, below I introduce related work  

on the roles prototypes can play and how these roles influence their fidelity. Thereafter, I continue  

the discussion on the role sensor data can play in these in-situ experiments.

 

The purpose of the prototype

Prototypes come in many different forms. Houde & Hill (1997) highlighted three dimensions for 

prototypes, based on experiences in their work at Apple: the role, the look and feel, and the 

implementation. The role dimension refers to the position of an artifact in the life of the users; how  

it becomes relevant to them. In early phases of the design process, artifacts that explore this role can 

be scenarios, videos or roleplays. In later phases, they can be wizard-of-oz prototypes placed in the 

homes of future users for a longer period, to observe how they become part of their everyday life.  

The look and feel dimension addresses the sensory experience of an artifact. Prototypes emphasizing 

this dimension can range from aesthetic mock-ups to sketches, to final design renderings or refined 

interaction prototypes. Last, the implementation dimension refers to the technical composition of  

the (interactive) design. In early versions, this dimension can bear on a technical proof of concept  

(e.g., a new type of sensor), whereas later on, it can refer to fully functional prototypes.
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When I use this framework to discuss the purpose of the prototypes in my case studies, it is clear that 

the ‘role’ dimension receives the most attention. The prototypes are used to study how they impact 

behavior and thereby the role they get to play in the daily lives of people. The focus on this ‘role’ 

dimension is also the most prominent reason for arguing for experiments in everyday life. However,  

I also paid attention to the ‘look and feel’ and ‘implementation’. For example, in the Social Stairs project, 

I developed a new step sensor that could be placed underneath the carpet, and I developed software 

to generate different soundscapes (i.e., implementation). In the Wearable Team Coach project, the 

shirts were designed so that they would fit the expectations students have of sports jerseys regarding 

look and feel. The fact that these case studies pay significant attention to all 3 dimensions is a direct 

consequence of the ambition to develop experiential prototypes. All three influence the experience 

and thereby impact how people make sense of them in their everyday life.

 

Fidelity of prototypes

Traditionally prototypes are developed to mock up the final product. The more realistic they are, the 

better (Sanders, 2005). More recently, design research has adopted prototypes for different purposes 

and argued that the fidelity of the prototype should fit its purpose and stage in the design process.  

A prototype can be too low-fi, in which cases it can not adequately be used to evaluate aspects of the 

design. It can also be too high-fi, in which cases too much time is spent on building it, or, because the 

higher fidelity triggers undesired discussions (e.g., on look and feel where the focus was on the role, 

Sauer & Sonderegger, 2009). Hengeveld, Frens and Deckers (2016) refer to this as an artifact that is 

‘good enough’.

 

Finding the right balance in this is a challenge, as it is difficult to predict the impact of a particular 

emphasis. A detail that seems insignificant at some point, such as the appearance of the jerseys in 

Wearable Team Coach, may later prove to play a dominant role in the experiences of the participants. 

It is easy to get lost in details, already before being able to evaluate the general concepts. The 

Wearable Team Coach showed a good balance in this, where the first studies used a manual way 

of tracking ball contact (i.e., by an observer), whereas later versions had the automated version 

implemented. Also, I focused on the experience during the games and did not pay much attention  

to setting up a game (e.g., changing jerseys or setting up the system). Finding a balance between high 

and low-fidelity prototypes introduces challenges in designing for intelligent ecosystems, as low-fi 

prototyping tools are missing in this domain.

 

Prototypes as instruments to gain insight

So far, I argued for experiential prototypes, to allow participants to experience and give meaning 

to new concepts in their everyday life. In addition, I touched upon a new role for prototypes: as 

instruments that can monitor everyday artifact interactions and, by extension, human behavior.

 

Through the Wearable Team Coach and Social Stairs case studies I showed how instrumented 

prototypes can collect sensor data that provide detailed insight into behavior. The data visualizations 

played an instrumental role in the process of understanding this data. The visualizations from the 

Wearable Team Coach, for example, gave insight into how balanced the team play was during the 

different games. Another example is how the step data visualizations from the Social Stairs gave 

detailed insight into how people’s behavior depended on the soundscape that was activated.  

This way, the sensor data collected from the prototypes allowed design researchers to remotely  

gain insights, that were difficult to obtain otherwise.

Not only does this sensor data provide more detailed insight into behavior, it also introduces new 

opportunities for more longitudinal and large-scale experiments. As the design researcher does  
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not have to be present to observe, the behavior of multiple participants can be monitored for a longer 

period. This opportunity for longitudinal research is especially relevant for designs that aim to change 

behavior, as the systemic consequences of the design interventions need to be studied over a longer 

period. The Social Stairs study already exemplifies this more longitudinal approach. Regarding scale, 

there are new opportunities in deploying multiple versions of the same prototype, as for example 

happens in batch design methods (Boucher & Gaver, 2017). In this case, data can be collected and used 

to gain a more diverse perspective on how the design is applied in different use cases. Additionally, 

different design interventions could be applied to different (distributed) prototypes, to quickly gain 

insight into what works and what does not.

 

Prototyping as a vehicle for inquiry
The previous section introduced the role of prototypes as a means of inquiry (Matthews & Wensveen, 

2014), focusing on the role the prototypes play in in-situ experiments. In this section, I further elaborate 

on the role of prototyping as a “vehicle for inquiry” (ibid., p. 262) and discuss how our intelligent 

ecosystem ambition challenges established ways of prototyping.

 

Research through Design

The role of prototyping as a vehicle for inquiry has received the most attention in the Research 

through Design (RtD) community (Zimmerman et al., 2010; Frayling, 1993; Gaver, 2012). In short, 

RtD aims at exploring speculative futures and thereby focuses on exploring ‘that what can be’ over 

investigating ‘that what currently is’ (Zimmerman & Forlizzi, 2014). To be able to do that, it employs a 

highly iterative and hands-on design approach in which making artifacts plays a central role. RtD is a 

reflective practice, as reflection-in-action and reflection-on-action are used in this process of creation 

to iteratively advance the generation of new knowledge (Schön, 1983). The insights from design 

explorations iteratively inspire and inform new explorations that challenge and redefine the research 

question (Hengeveld, 2011). Thereby, RtD is a flexible rather than a rigid approach, a reflective rather 

than prescriptive one and is problem-setting rather than problem-solving (Schön, 1983). As a result, 

experiments in RtD focus more on the generation of new knowledge through prototyping, than on using 

the prototype as an experimental component to validate design ideas (Matthews & Wensveen, 2014).

 

To design and construct these new futures, RtD utilizes a hands-on approach in which new artifacts 

are crafted to facilitate ongoing reflections. To do so, it strongly builds on skills and methods from 

design practice. The process of prototyping (or making) is commonly regarded as a way to think 

(Sennett, 2008). It is thereby employed as a vehicle to traverse the design space and to generate new 

knowledge (Lim et al., 2008). In RtD, “Construction – be it a product, system, space, media – takes 

center place and becomes the key means in constructing knowledge” (Koskinen et al., 2011, p. 5).  

This way, prototyping is used as a generative technique, where the previous section showed how it 

was used as an evaluative study component.

 

Prototypes versus prototyping

The distinction between this exploratory role and the previously introduced evaluative role of 

prototyping and prototypes has been a popular topic of discussion in design research. Although often 

different terminology has been used, this research mostly argues along similar lines. For example: Lim 

and colleagues (2008) describe the explorative role as “prototypes used for traversing a design space, 

leading to the creation of meaningful knowledge about the final design as envisioned in the process 

of design” and the evaluative role as “prototypes as purposefully formed manifestations of design 

ideas” (Lim et al., 2008, p. 1). Buxton (2007) refers to the explorative role as sketching and evaluative 

role as prototyping. In his definition, sketching goes beyond pencils and paper as it is used to articulate 

the openness and fluency of exploring with materials. He states that designers ‘sketch’ to get to the 
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‘right design’ whereas they prototype to get the ‘design right’. A less explicit yet still recognizable 

split is also advocated in the earlier introduced work of Houde & Hill (1997), who make a distinction 

between prototyping as an act of ‘examining design problems’, i.e., the explorative role, and ‘evaluating 

solutions’, i.e., the evaluative role. This related work illustrates that both of the presented roles serve 

their own purpose, and community, and both have an established function in design research. The 

evaluative role has been emphasized in the previous section. Here, I further elaborate on how this 

explorative role is valuable for my perspective.

 

Prototyping and the dialogue with design material

In my case studies, the Wearable Team Coach and Social Stairs best represent the evaluative role, 

whereas the Meeting Manager and Jawbone case best exemplify the explorative approach. The latter 

two show how prototyping can become a way to have a reflective dialogue with physical and digital 

design material to explore and generate new knowledge (Frens & Hengeveld, 2013). Although RtD 

artifacts are often physical, the data visualizations in the Jawbone project can also be considered 

artifacts enabling a dialogue with the design material. New data visualizations yielded new questions 

that were further explored in new visualizations. The way in which the scope of the research evolved 

towards stimulating social active behavior was a direct result of insights from earlier explorations.

 

To explore is to be able to manipulate and have a dialogue with design material, to find new 

opportunities in how it can be shaped and applied. As materials ‘talk back to the designer’ (Schön, 

1983), prototyping is a way for designers to make room for conversations with these materials (Bødker 

& Christiansen, 2004). This dynamic conversation is characterized by working back and forth between 

the “wholeness and ideas about the design” and the “practical manifestation of materials, textures, 

and details” (Wiberg, 2014, p. 626). The notion of ‘materiality’ works as a theoretical lens for discussing 

how these materials are blended into designs (Wiberg, 2014; Vallgårda & Redström, 2007; Stienstra et 

al., 2012) and how these designs are perceived as an integrated whole (Jung & Stolterman, 2012; Wiberg 

et al., 2012). From this stance, materials considerably affect the prototyping activities and thereby also 

directly influence what knowledge and solutions can be generated (Tholander et al., 2012).

 

Development of new materials, such as computational materials, has begun to influence design 

(Vallgårda & Redström, 2007). The traditional design materials like pen and paper, clay and woodworks 

have been expanded with software and hardware materials such as digital code, interactive materials, 

sensors, actuators, and computer chips. What started as an exploration of software as design 

material (since graphic user interfaces were fixed forms) (Jung & Stolerman, 2012) has in recent years 

come to include hardware, as artifacts became more complex compositions of physical and digital 

design materials. Sketching in hardware (Moussette & Banks, 2010) and Hybrid Crafting (Golsteijn et 

al., 2014) are examples of approaches that set out to integrate physical and digital design materials 

in the prototyping process. Working with a technology as a material does not only provide realistic 

boundaries for designers, but can also be a source of creative inspiration (Sundström et al., 2011).

 

Data as the design material of intelligent ecosystems

Evidently different designs utilize different materials that have different qualities. Thereby, the way in 

which a designer approaches a new challenge is profoundly affected by the material. Through my case 

studies, I have shown how I explored with physical materials, software and computing as materials, 

and sensors and actuators that bridged the gap between the digital and physical. The more computing 

was involved, the larger the role of data became in these interactive products. The Meeting Manager 

project, for example, showed how the resistance of the physical handle could depend on the business 

of the other person’s agenda (i.e., a data point).
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Although data played a role in the prototypes of the first three cases studies, the data itself was 

never regarded as a design material. It was mostly used for evaluative purposes. However, the fourth, 

Jawbone case study did present a first endeavor that explored how sensor data could be used as 

material to design with. Data visualizations were used to gain insight into the data, which in turn was 

used to inspire the design process. Not only did these insights inspire the design process, they also 

gave a better understanding of the potential and limitations of the sensor data. For example, I could 

see when friends were active together, but not which activities they were undertaking. 

In chapter 1 we introduced the challenge to use data to design for intelligent ecosystems and showed 

how data plays a crucial role in this. As a starting point for this investigation, I see a large potential for 

this data-inspired approach. The data functioned as a rich source of inspiration, as it provided detailed 

insight into behavior. Additionally, by regarding data as a design material, I explored new ways to  

have a dialogue with it (e.g., through the data visualizations), which gave new insights in how it can  

be meaningfully applied in new designs.

 

The role of tools in the prototyping process

In the previous section, I argued that the material, that is designed with, heavily influences the 

prototyping process. In this section, I argue that the same holds for the tools that are used, but also 

how they are used.

 

Different challenges require different tools to enable a meaningful dialogue with the design material. 

For digital design challenges, tools like Adobe Illustrator (Adobe, 2018b), Sketch (Bohemian, 2018)  

or paper prototyping (Snyder, 2003), allow designers to prototype and develop new user experience 

flows and user interface designs. For more physical design challenges tools like clay modeling, 3D 

printing or Cardboard Modeling (Markopoulos et al., 2016) are often applied. In interaction design, 

which focuses on the combination of physical and digital, tools like Arduino (Arduino, 2018), or 

Advanced Cardboard Modelling (Frens & Campenhout, 2014) can be more suitable. Clearly, new 

challenges have brought forward new tools, that were custom-developed to fit their purpose.

 

However, in our paper on Designerly Handles (Stienstra, Bogers & Frens, 2015), we argued that  

these off-the-shelf tools should only be regarded as building blocks. Each design project presents  

its own challenges and therefore requires custom-built tools to facilitate explorations of the solution.  

We referred to these challenge-specific customized tools as Designerly Handles (ibid.).

 

An example of a designerly handle is a tool that I developed in the Meeting Manager project, that 

allowed me to quickly explore different dynamic and tangible behaviors of the physical levers. We did 

not only argue for developing these project-specific tools but also argued that these project-specific 

tools should become more dynamic, as new directions require new tools for exploration. These new 

tools offer new opportunities and thereby again inspire future directions. We referred to this as the 

Double Loop of Exploration (ibid.). In this process, the understanding of the solution develops hand in 

hand with the exploration of new tools (see figure 3.10).

        

In designing for intelligent ecosystems, this approach introduces new challenges. Although some tools 

are available when it comes to designing with data (e.g., data visualization libraries, WIFI-connected 

prototyping boards, backend server infrastructures), using these tools requires technical knowledge 

that most designers do not have. Where I showed how different communities have developed their 

specific subsets of tools, knowledge, and materials, a new ‘data-enabled design’ community would  

yet have to develop these.
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3.4 Reflection and challenges
In this chapter, I introduced two major roles for prototypes and prototyping. In the first role, proto-

types are used to make concepts experiential for participants but are simultaneously also used as 

instruments to understand the impact of design interventions. I presented a dominantly behavior-

centered approach for this, where data is used to understand how the design interventions impact 

everyday actions. In the second role, prototyping is used as an activity to explore. Knowledge is 

created in this hands-on exploration process. This role is embedded in Research through Design 

approaches. I elaborated on the role that design materials and tools play in the prototyping process, 

and how that related to the challenges associated with designing for intelligent ecosystems. In this 

section, I make the challenges more specific and explain how I set out to address them in the next  

case study (chapter 4).

 

1. Explore new ways of embedding the explorative character of prototyping in the in-situ experiments

The design challenges associated with designing for intelligent solutions have become increasingly 

complex. Therefore, I argued for in-situ experiments, to be able to preserve this complexity while 

building an understanding of the impact of design interventions. I used such in-situ experiments 

in the Wearable Team Coach and Social Stairs case studies. These in-situ experiments had an 

evaluative character, especially when compared to the explorative approach I used in the non-in-situ 

studies of the Jawbone project and the Meeting Manager. I described the qualities of evaluative and 

explorative approaches separately, as the four case studies present little integration of the two. In the 

present Ph.D. research, I want to investigate how the explorative approach can be applied in in-situ 

experiments. This would facilitate more open-ended experiments, where designers still have the 

ability to act and adapt prototypes based on their insights. For the next case study, I further investigate 

this by exploring how in-situ experiments can revolve around dynamic prototypes.

2. Explore how data collected from multiple, distributed versions of the same prototype can be  

used to gain insight into behavioral details

In the section that discussed the role of prototypes in in-situ experiments, I argued for a large-

scale and more longitudinal approach. By doing so, I aimed to gain a better understanding of the 

implications of design interventions, both across different users and on the longer term. The data 

collected through instrumented prototypes could enable this approach. To explore this in the next 

case study, I set out to build and deploy multiple versions of the same prototype. By sensor-equipping 

these prototypes, the data may be used to gain insight into behavior, especially into whether, and 

ex
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Figure 3.10. The double loop of exploration (Stienstra et al., 2015)
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how, different people adopt the design in different ways. In addition to using conventional statistical 

analytics, I am interested in how (interactive) data visualization techniques can be employed to 

provide better insight into the behavioral details present in the data.

 

3. Explore how data can already play a role from the start of the design process

Data has mostly been used to serve evaluative purposes, at later stages in the design process. 

However, I showed how it has in recent years also become the material of intelligent solutions. For 

design, the question is therefore how data can be adopted as a design material. The Jawbone case 

study presented a first exploration of this, but this exploration was limited to a very early stage of the 

design process. Nevertheless, it showed the potential of an approach that utilized data from the start. 

In the next case study (chapter 4), I aim to develop this approach further, to see how this potential  

can be utilized in different stages of the design process. To do so, I set out to involve data as early  

as possible.

 

4. Explore and create new tools that enable design explorations with data

In the section on prototyping tools, I concluded that (as yet) not many tools are available that are 

tailored towards designing with data. Tools from other domains can be repurposed, but tools specific 

to data design challenges do not exist. As a result, extensive technical knowledge is required to 

prototype with data. In addition, the lack of proper tools slows down the pace of exploration. Instead 

of reusing common components, new tools would need custom implementations that need to be built 

from scratch. As open and dynamic tools play an important role in my approach, I set out to investigate 

how new tools can be created to enable design explorations with data. My goal is not to develop new 

technologies for this, but to integrate different existing components, to construct project-specific tools 

that allow for exploration within the boundaries of that project.
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Parts of this chapter are based on: 

Sander Bogers, Joep Frens, Janne van Kollenburg, Eva Deckers and Caroline Hummels. 2016. 

Connected Baby Bottle: A design case study towards a framework for data-enabled design.  

In Proceedings of the Conference on Designing Interactive Systems (DIS’16), 301-311. 

Connected Baby Bottle

Chapter 4

Designing an intelligent infant feeding solution
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4.0 Chapter outline 
This chapter presents the case study of a Connected Baby Bottle. It builds on the user-experience 

oriented perspective and the experimental, prototype-centric perspective to investigate how data be 

employed to design for intelligent solutions. The chapter starts with an introduction of the background 

of this project, both in terms of how it relates to our design practice context as our academic objectives  

(section 4.1). After that, it presents a contextual exploration that shows how a combination of sensor 

data and qualitative data can be used to remotely gain detailed and nuanced contextual, behavioral 

and experiential insights (section 4.2). A following designerly exploration expands on these insights 

by designing for a personalized Connected Baby Bottle solution. Through these situated explorations, 

we give insights into how our insights have continuously informed and inspired remote design 

explorations (section 4.3). To conclude this chapter we give insight into how this case study has 

contributed to design practice (section 4.4). The methodological insights from this case study are 

discussed in the next chapter (chapter 5). 

4.1 Initiation of the project
The use of connected products and data trackers was on the rise in 2014 (Howard, 2015). Philips 

AVENT responded to this trend by investing heavily in a digital parenting platform. As the Mother and 

Child Care brand of Philips, AVENT was until then mainly responsible for physical products (e.g., baby 

bottles, pacifiers, bottle warmers and breast pumps). Now a new generation of parents - ‘the digital 

natives’ (Palfrey & Gasser, 2008) - was emerging, new business opportunities arose in connected 

devices that would help parents in their exciting but uncertain journey of raising a child. In several of 

the ideation sessions within the AVENT business (i.e., amongst product managers and marketing staff), 

the concept of a Connected Baby Bottle came up. However, it was only vaguely described on sticky 

notes, and not further acted upon later. Although baby bottles are at the heart of AVENT’s product 

portfolio, more attention was paid to, for example, the connected baby mattress or to a personal 

informatics app that allowed parents to manually track their baby’s data. A combination of these 

endeavors would later be combined in the uGrow digital parenting platform (Philips AVENT, 2018a).

Project-specific research ambitions
As the concept of the Connected Baby Bottle was unexplored at that time, and AVENT was moving in the 

direction of a multiple-to-one connected solution (i.e., the uGrow platform), it provided an interesting 

landscape for a first case study in our Ph.D. research. There was clear business relevance, as bottles were 

close to the heart of AVENT. This provided a realistic industry context for our research, with committed, 

excited stakeholders, while still offering enough freedom to explore methodological challenges.

 

The project presents clear opportunities for the challenges that were introduced by both perspectives 

(chapter 2.4 and 3.4). From the user-experience oriented perspective, it enabled investigations of 

how user experience research and design competencies could be combined, while using data to 

gain insight in user experiences, in designing personal intelligent solutions. As it seemed a relatively 

suitable context for in-situ studies, it would allow explorations into how users could be involved in the 

process. From the experimental, prototype-centric perspective, the project presented the opportunity 

to include data from the beginning of the design process, and to investigate how it could be used to 

facilitate exploration in-situ, and what tools would be required to do so. 

Although the project was a joint effort, we both had distinct responsibilities that were closely 

connected to our perspectives. Janne gave direction to team members with user-experience (UX) 

research competences, and mainly carried out activities that revolved around user experiences. 

Sander oversaw the activities of team members with data and prototyping backgrounds, and 
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predominantly carried out prototyping and experimentation activities. We shared responsibilities  

for methodological explorations and general design activities. We use the earlier introduced margin 

lines to indicate these individual contributions (i.e., the dotted line represents Janne’s contributions, 

the solid line Sander’s contributions). 

 

Project setup
This project had two steps. The first step (section 4.2) set out to gain insight into present-day 

baby bottle feeding routines and experiences. The second step (section 4.3) aimed to design 

new experiences around an intelligent baby bottle solution. In both steps, we ran situated design 

explorations, each with its own group of participants. This two-step setup was not pre-planned,  

but was the result of our investigation of how data can be used in the design processes employed  

to design for intelligent solutions. We use this chapter to present the design case study, while  

chapter 5 discusses it from a methodological point of view.

4.2 The first step
The situated design explorations of the first step set out to gain insight into current baby bottle  

feeding routines and experiences through a sensor-equipped baby bottle sleeve, combined with 

qualitative user experience research. In this section, we introduce our activities in setting up the 

project, the development of the sensor-equipped baby bottle sleeve, the setup and execution of  

the situated exploration, and the insights we generated as a result.

 

Approach
In chapter 1 we explained how data plays a crucial role in intelligent ecosystems. We argued that 

designing for these intelligent ecosystems should, therefore, be inherent to our design methodology. 

To give data a more prominent role, we explored how it could be employed from the beginning of 

the design process. To do so, we started from both sensor data and qualitative data. In the following 

section, we explain how the data collection for both types was organized, after which we explain  

how they were utilized in our study setup. The objective of this step was to gain insight into the 

behavior and experiences of parents related to baby bottle feeding, which could be used to later 

inspire and inform new designs.

 

Awareness of the design space
Part of the initial challenge was to identify which data should be tracked during the situated design 

explorations. As we had limited knowledge about bottle feeding, we consulted with baby feeding 

experts from Philips AVENT, who had an extensive body of user research available. Although this 

research mostly consisted of evaluations of new products features (e.g., new materials, teat shape, look 

and feel), it also gave valuable insight into some of the issues parents had, and how feeding routines 

were organized. Based on these consultations, the UX researchers in the team constructed a first 

experience flow (figure 4.1). This showed the challenges and experiences new parents face in their first 

year, and described what feeding sessions look like as the baby gets older. For example, it highlights 

moments when mothers start working again, or when parents want to switch from milk to solid foods.  

It also provides insight into how this may affect preparation, feeding, cleaning and storing the bottle. 

Sensor data 
We used this initial awareness of the design space to define a first set of sensors. We evaluated  

what data these sensors could provide and how that matched some of the activities identified in the 

experience flow. The data from a 3-axis accelerometer could potentially accommodate most of the 

identified functional steps (e.g., how long does preparation take? Is the bottle cleaned afterward?).  
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A temperature sensor was also integrated because the team of experts indicated that milk temperature 

was one of the factors parents were most concerned about. Volume would have been an obvious 

metric to measure, but we decided to leave it out of this first exploration, as no simple means were 

found to keep track of it. Given the explorative nature of this study, we preferred not to get bogged 

down in technical challenges without first understanding their potential value.

 

The first prototype (see figures 4.2 and 4.3) consisted of a sensor board, placed in a small 3D-printed 

PLA casing, which in turn was housed in a custom-made, flexible silicone sleeve that fitted tightly 

around the plastic bottles used in the study. The sensor board, responsible for data collection, 

consisted of a LightBlue Bean (Punch Through Design, 2018) (i.e., an Arduino-based microcontroller 

with a 3-axis accelerometer to measure the angle of the bottle), an infrared temperature sensor 

to measure bottle content temperature, an SD card to log data and a battery. To enable effortless 

charging of the battery during the experiment, a custom contact charger was built. Through a cut-out 

on the bottom of the PLA casing, the battery connected to two charging pins. It had to be charged 

once a week. When we refer to ‘sensor sleeve’ later, we mean the assembled package of elements; the 

Figure 4.1. Detail of the baby bottle feeding experience flow. Figure 4.2. The hardware used for the first prototype.
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sensor board, PLA casing and flexible silicone sleeve. This package enabled tracking of the following 

parameters for all bottle feedings: time of the day (hours, minutes, seconds), duration (seconds), angle 

of the bottle (degrees) and temperature of the bottle content (with 0.2 degrees Celsius accuracy). 

All data was saved on the SD card. As this selection of sensors was at best an educated guess, we 

designed the hardware in such a way that modifications could easily be made later on. Without much 

effort, sensors could be added and removed without having to redesign and build the prototype.

 

We designed the sensor sleeve to be as unobtrusive as possible, because we wanted to have the 

least possible impact on participants’ current bottle feeding routines. The electronics were always on, 

so parents didn’t have to worry about forgetting to turn it on and off. The sensor sleeve could always 

remain attached to the bottle, except for when it was put in the microwave. The prototypes were 

successfully tested in our controlled lab setting before being deployed.

Qualitative data
Our prior case studies (chapter 2.2 and 3.2) showed how qualitative data could provide rich and 

nuanced insights into experiences. However, in the user-experience oriented perspective we also 

pointed out that these qualitative techniques are often challenged when it comes to projects that 

involve personal data (e.g., as shown in the baby sleep project). We therefore also explored how 

this qualitative approach could be adapted to address these challenges. To do so, we conducted 

interviews to understand how parents experience bottle feeding in general. We also carried out 

contextual inquiries to better understand how these parents fed their babies (and which different 

methods are used) and handed out questionnaire booklets (figure 4.4) to generate more detailed 

insight in these routines. As the focus of these techniques changed at different points in the study,  

we describe them alongside the setup of the situated design exploration.

Situated design explorations setup
The situated design explorations aimed to explore how the sensor data and qualitative data could 

be used to gain insight into behaviors and experiences related to baby bottle feeding. We set out to 

investigate these behaviors and experiences in everyday settings to maintain high levels of ecological 

validity. For the first exploration, we decided to start with a small number of participants, considering 

the amount of time required to build prototypes, the effort involved in recruiting participants, and the 

belief that we would generate sufficient insights with a limited number of participants. We recruited five 

families (all Dutch natives) with babies ranging from 2 to 11 months old. Recruitment was done through 

a Facebook group of a neighborhood where many young parents were living. We selected participants 

who were already feeding using AVENT bottles, as we wanted to understand present-day routines. 

As we expected feeding routines to vary depending on the day of the week, we decided to run the 

exploration for at least two weeks. This also allowed parents to adjust to our intervention so that its 

impact was minimal. The setup of the exploration varied per week.

Week 1

During the individual introductions, which took place in the participants’ homes, an informal semi-

structured interview was used to generate a profile (e.g., occupation, number of children, roles in the 

family, why they bottle feed). The interview aimed to give us deeper insights into their experiences 

related to bottle feeding (e.g., when do you feed? What works well for your baby? What do you enjoy 

most?). During the interview, the prototype was introduced as a ‘sensor sleeve’ that would collect data 

about how the bottle was being used. Participants, both father and mother, were trained in how to use 

the sleeve: to charge it every evening and to remove it before placing the bottle in the microwave or 

dishwasher. Participants were encouraged to use the bottle in the same way they normally would.
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During the first week, participants were asked to fill out a booklet with questions about their bottle-

feeding experiences. In this way, we could gather extra information about issues like what bottle 

feeding meant for the parents, how often they fed, who else was involved in the process and how  

they would describe their way of feeding (see figure 4.4).

 

At the end of the first week, team members visited all participants to check if the prototype was still 

in working order and to retrieve the collected data from the SD card. During this visit, the filled-in 

booklets were discussed, and new booklets for the second week were introduced.

 

Week 2

The diary booklet for the second week asked participants to fill in more detailed information about 

bottle feeding. For all of the different steps of the process (i.e., preparation, feeding, disassembling, 

cleaning, storing) they were asked to describe in detail who was involved and what challenges they 

came across.

 

During the final interview (after week 2), we first discussed the second week’s booklet with the 

participants. Until then, the participants had not received a detailed explanation of what the sensor 

sleeve measured, nor had they seen any data. Based on their experiences and thoughts, we asked 

them to speculate about what the sensor sleeve could be and what it might mean for them. We then 

explained what it had been tracking and gave insights into the data from the first week.

 

Ethical committee

Getting approval for this situated design exploration from the Philips Ethical Committee (ICBE) 

brought challenges of its own. The explorative nature of this study somewhat clashed with the rigid 

and proceduralized nature of the ethical committee. The board expected our proposal to clearly 

state what we expected to find out through this exploration, and produce a clear hypothesis. Yet our 

goal was to find out how this approach could lead to different types of insights. Part of the ICBE’s 

task was to evaluate whether the burden on participants could be justified, or whether another less 

intrusive method could be employed to reach the same results (e.g., desk research combined with 

interview sessions). To address this concern, we agreed to use a phased-in approach, in which not all 

participants started at the same time (i.e., a few days apart). This allowed us to evaluate the impact in 

the beginning and make changes to the situated design explorations if it was considered too invasive 

for the insights we were able to collect.

 

Our exploratory prototypes also introduced some challenges. The ethical board had extensive 

experience with home placement tests of (almost) production-ready prototypes. The rules and 

regulations for safety, developed for CE- approved products, also applied to these prototypes. 

Figure 4.4. An example of a diary booklet
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Fortunately, AVENT had extensive risk assessments available for its baby bottles, which could be 

extended with our modifications. For example, to prevent the risk of a flammable battery being placed 

in the microwave, we gave participants a sticker to put on the microwave door, which emphatically 

stated that the sleeve had to be removed before the bottle was put in. In addition, we instructed 

participants not to give the bottle with sensor sleeve to people who had not signed consent forms 

and who were not familiar with the safety instructions (e.g., daycare staff). On top of all this, we 

had to address data privacy and security. The data was initially saved on the SD card and was later 

transferred to Philips servers, keeping it separate from the diary and interview data. As the sensor  

data itself could not be linked to individual participants, this presented no extra challenges.

 

Situated design explorations results
During the situated design explorations, the five participating families logged 183 feedings with the 

sensor sleeve. We also held 15 interview sessions and collected 10 filled-out booklets. Our team came 

together to analyze the data, to align the UX results and sensor analysis.

 

Participants were positive about the idea of a technology-enhanced baby bottle. Some participants’ 

quotes clearly illustrate this:

 

"I don’t think this ‘raw’ data is interesting for people, but it is interesting to see how I act differently 

each time. There is clearly value in that.” – Family D, mother 

 

“Our little one has loose stools at the moment, maybe because of the way we clean our bottles.  

I would be curious to find out.” – Family A, father

 

“I like to see what I do. How do I feed my baby? What do I do differently compared to other mothers? 

Do we have specific routines? I can imagine that mothers might want information about foam and  

air bubbles since these might cause stomach ache.” – Family C, mother

 

In all cases, it was the mother who was most actively involved in the study. However, most fathers 

were also interested and joined the interviews. Through the booklets and interviews, our team gained 

a better understanding of experiences and values associated with feeding a baby. This showed us that 

the emotional aspects of the parents bonding with the baby were very important.

Figure 4.5. Two rows of plotted data. The x-axis is a time axis. Green lines refer to Z-position of the bottle (the longer the line, 

the more upside down the bottle is). The black lines represent the milk temperature ( the longer the line, the warmer the milk).
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“I find it important to really take time for the bottle feeding moment to get in touch with her by making 

eye contact and stroking her head. Now that we have moved from breast to bottle, my partner is also 

involved in these moments.” – Family B, mother (quote from booklet)

 

“I would not appreciate if this sensor sleeve would interfere with the nice moment in which I am 

peacefully feeding my baby.” – Family C, mother

 

Although the sleeve prototypes were carefully tested in our controlled lab setting, we discovered on 

collecting them from the families’ homes after the experiments that approximately 75% of the 5 million 

data points collected had incorrect timestamps (i.e., the time codes associated with the sensor data log).  

This meant that it became difficult to gain insight into daily and weekly routines, although it was still 

possible to compare the feeding events themselves. We identified this problem already shortly after 

the first family started. However, we were unable to solve it before the other participants started.

 

In response, we modified the second-week booklet of all participants. Next to the booklet tasks, 

participants were now asked to keep a diary of when they were feeding. This also gave us the 

opportunity to collect some more qualitative data, as we asked participants to also document who 

was feeding and how they experienced those individual feedings.  

A behavior perspective

As shown in figure 4.5, the first week’s data overview presented a timeline of all data collected by the 

sensor sleeve, which only stored data when it was being moved. Due to the uncontrolled everyday-

life setting, a number of data points were difficult to interpret at first glance and were valuable starting 

points to dive into the real-life complexity. Based on the simple visualization, it was already easy to 

distinguish different feedings from one another and from other events. A single feeding event could 

easily be visually identified by a temperature increase, followed by the bottle being held under a 

certain angle and a temperature decrease near the end of the event (figure 4.5). Data across feedings 

of the same family were often similar, even though nuances were clearly visible over time. Differences 

between participating families were easily recognizable. Although it was relatively straightforward 

to interpret the data at this more general level, a variety of details triggered questions for us while 

reviewing the data. For example,

 

• Why does the angle in which the bottle is held, differ so much from feeding to feeding?

• Sometimes the end of a feeding shows a rapid temperature drop, sometimes not.  

What causes this variation?
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• Some feedings show more breaks (i.e., when the bottle is put straight up again) than others.  

What influences this?

• Beside feedings, what other events can we identify from the sensor data?

• Afternoon feedings often take longer than others, why is that?

 

Being able to compare the data of different participants proved valuable in understanding the 

meaning of the data. This way it became possible to gain an understanding of what was ‘standard 

behavior’ (i.e., often occurring and repeating) and what was deviating behavior. We expected that 

this approach would bring us closer in understanding what a ‘perfect feeding’ was comprised of (e.g., 

best temperature, amount of interruptions, preparation technique). Although the data from the sensor 

sleeve did give us detailed insight into how the bottle was used, it did not suggest what caused and 

influenced these use cases. Since the data was also quite different from family to family, it seemed 

impossible to find a generic definition of ‘a perfect feeding’ in terms of the data itself.

 

An experience perspective

The home visits, interviews and questionnaire booklets naturally gave a more emotional and 

experiential perspective than the sensor data. For example, parents explained why they were bottle 

feeding, which could range from practical arguments (e.g., others being able to feed when I am off 

to work) to more physiological or emotional arguments (e.g., not being able to breastfeed). They 

also told their stories of how the weeks went by and thereby touched upon multiple challenges and 

difficulties related to their bottle-feeding experiences (e.g., the baby crying excessively while the bottle 

is not ready yet, the teat leaking milk while shaking, struggling to find the right teat size, struggling 

to go from 5 to 4 bottles a day to be able to sleep through the night, or how feeding by others is 

experienced). These stories provided a rich collection of insights into the insecurities of new parents. 

We also discussed the experiential side of the ‘perfect feeding’. Although parents highlighted different 

elements that were essential to a good feeding (e.g., a finished bottle, the baby drinking peacefully 

instead of crying much in between, falling asleep satisfied after), they mostly agreed that ‘such a thing 

as a perfect feed does not exist’.

 
The behavior and experience perspective combined
For the evaluation interviews, we brought printed-out versions of the data overviews of the first week 

of that family (figure 4.6). Guided by these raw data visualizations, parents could explain in detail 

what their bottle-handling flow was and even act out their actions (figure 4.7). Interestingly these 

explanations were much more nuanced than we received earlier in the introduction interview. We 

captured these detailed walk-through sessions in personal bottle-feeding handling flows (figure 4.8). 

These flows could help data analysis and feeding detection classification afterward (Eck et al., 2017).

Parents gave very detailed explanations of their bottle-feeding behavior through rich and nuanced 

stories. Where our analysis of the data gave insight in bottle usage and the initial interviews gave 

insight into values and experiences around bottle feeding, the data overview discussions brought 

out details and insights that neither could have been produced in isolation. For example changes 

in temperature data made parents keen to show how they set their microwave programs set with 

high precision. From the temperature data, others started explaining how they store their bottles in 

the fridge because they have high hygienic standards. Data about the angle of the bottle became a 

conversation starter about, for instance, balancing attention between children, pets causing feeding 

interruptions and babies playing with the bottle after feeding. Other topics we tapped into were the 

use of bottle cleaning bristle (see figure 4.6), different feeding approaches of informal caretakers and 

how a baby used the mother’s pinkie to drink by herself while not being able to hold the bottle herself. 

The stories were a combination of actions (e.g., swirling or shaking), intentions (e.g., I put a drop of milk 
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on my wrist to see if it is too warm), emotions (e.g., when I’m in a rush, I’m less patient when it comes to 

finishing a bottle, like the ones you see in the morning) and values (e.g., hygiene routines not so strict).

 

“The interruptions you can recognize in this feed probably come from the diaper change or from my 

oldest who often wakes up during the morning bottle.” – Family C, mother

 

“Now [name of child] is growing and becoming more heavy you see my arm loses strength to hold  

her upright. I think the angle shows my sagging arm.” – Family A, mother

 

“I recognize we feed at different temperatures. [Name partner], what microwave program do you set? 

….. That’s 5 seconds more than me!” – Family D, mother

 

Most refreshing were the discussions about unaware behavioral aspects. Examples were discussions 

about the exact angle at which you feed (unaware behavior), the temperature of milk (hard to identify 

without measurement instruments) and changing feeding patterns (differences over time are often 

hard to recall). Besides, these discussions highlighted the importance of context, which heavily 

influenced how feedings went and how parents experienced them. For example, the timeline shows  

a number of consecutive feedings, with some occasional short events in between. Then, at some  

point it shows a longer session (+/- 45 minutes) where the bottle shows seemingly random movement. 

It seems too rapid to be a feeding and the bottle is not held upside down. Parents elaborated:

 

“Probably this is the long car ride to my sister in law last Sunday. I took the bottle with me in a bag  

and this must be that shaking pattern. The bottle feeding that comes after is one given by my mother 

in law.” – Family D, mother  

Out of context, the feeding before and after the car ride look similar although for these parents they  

tell a completely different story. The data from the sensor sleeve suggested some of this context, but 

never all of it. Only when the parents brought in their context, the picture became personal, rich and 

understandable.

 

As described, we followed a phased-in approach for participants to join our situated design 

explorations. Consequently, there was some time available between the evaluation interview of the 

first participant and the one of the last participant. This time interval was reflected in the material we 

were able to bring to these interviews and how they were prepared. Whereas we used a simple data 

overview during the first interview, the last interview session contained more detailed and different 

data visualizations. The later data visualizations built on an algorithm that we created to summarize 

motion events into feeds (see figure 4.9).

Figure 4.9. Raw sensor data showing feedings and a car ride. (a) temperature plot (inverted y-axis), (b) X-direction 

movement of bottle, (c) Y-direction movement of bottle, (d) Z-direction movement of bottle.
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As could be expected, the type of visualization strongly influenced the discussion. Emphasizing details 

triggered stories about specific actions, whereas the emphasis on the routine triggered stories about 

daily routines. Figure 4.10, for example, shows all the short events between the major feeding bubbles, 

when bottles were, for example, moved, cleaned or just touched. These visualizations triggered 

interesting discussions about when different parents cleaned the bottle properly, before or after the 

feeding. Also the fact that morning feedings seemed more efficient (i.e., the orange part is relatively 

larger) than evening feedings raised some questions.

 

Examples like these show that looking at the available sensor data from different perspectives enabled 

the participants and us to elaborate on what the data is capturing and to dig deeper into the reasons 

behind different actions. By understanding these perspectives better, the data transformed from raw 

sensor data to contextualized, behavioral and experiential data.

Conclusions from the first step
The situated design explorations resulted in an extensive collection of detailed and nuanced insights 

in context, behavior and experiences, of which the most prominent ones were presented here. 

Reflecting on these insights, we recognized three opportunities for future iterations. We outline these 

opportunities here as they directly informed the second step of the project, that set out to translate 

these insights into new baby bottle feeding concepts. 

 

Combining sensor data and qualitative data

The insights we collected through a combination of the sensor data and interviews provided a more 

realistic perspective on bottle feeding than the more traditional techniques used by AVENT (focus 

groups, interviews, diary studies, observations) had been able to provide. Combining the two types 

of information gave detailed insight into a magnitude of interesting use cases, user experiences and 

behaviors that inspired new design directions.

Figure 4.10. A routine data visualization for one of the families. The vertical axis represents different days. The horizontal axis 

represents the time during the day, running from midnight to midnight 24 hours later. Each of the larger circles indicates a 

feeding. The radius of the black circle indicates the total time of a feeding session, as it shows for how long the bottle is being 

moved. The orange circle shows the time the bottle angle was larger than 90 degrees (bottle pointing down). As 90 degrees 

being the minimal angle to be able to feed, the black/orange combination gives a good indication of how long a feeding 

event took, and which proportion of the feeding the baby was actually drinking.
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Bottle feeding is an emotional topic

The exploration made us realize that our initial perspective on bottle feeding was a rather functional 

one. Throughout the interviews, we came across a wide variety of contextual and experiential factors 

that were easily as important (e.g., when I am not home, that changes everything about a feeding) as 

the functional details of bottle feeding (e.g., exact temperature of the milk). Where we attempted to 

describe the ‘perfect feed’ in terms of these technical details (e.g., temperature, angle, interruptions, 

timing) parents described their feedings as emotional activities with many contextual influencers.  

In a follow-up, these emotional elements require extra attention.

 

Bottle feeding data is not only relevant for design researchers, but also for parents

The responses and questions we got from parents when discussing the data with them, showed that 

there were many interesting elements hidden in the data, that parents would like to know more about. 

Unexpectedly, most of them responded very positively about the idea of having a sensor-equipped 

baby bottle. Because the data overviews we came back with contained data about their actions, they 

could easily relate to. This allowed them to, from their personal perspective, imagine how this could 

become helpful for them personally.

4.3 The second step 
Besides the valuable insights for our data-enabled design methodology (further elaborated upon in 

chapter 5), the first step of the project gave detailed and nuanced insight into the design space. During 

the home visits and interviews, we came across a wide variety of perspectives, challenges and issues 

that these parents would appreciate knowing more about. The data overviews we brought to the 

interviews enabled these questions to become more explicit. This made it clear that the collected data 

itself could help in providing valuable insights concerning the questions these parents asked. Similar to 

the variety of these questions, also the data collected from different participants was widely different. 

Not only were there clear differences between participants (e.g., the position of feeding, duration of 

feeding, the content of the bottle), also the data from one participant could change overnight (e.g., 

changing routine from 5 to 4 bottles a day).

 

In the in-situ design explorations of this step, we aimed to use the nuanced and personal stories 

that we discovered in the data to create an intelligent bottle feeding solution. Unlike the previous 

exploration, which set out to use a sensor-equipped bottle as a means to observe current bottle-

feeding behavior and experiences, these situated design explorations set out to iteratively build  

an experiential Connected Baby Bottle that presents a new experiential reality for our participants.

 

The findings of the first step were received with great enthusiasm, both by people from Philips Design 

as Philips AVENT. The approach presented a novel way to collect user (experience) insights and the 

detailed usage data was something researchers from AVENT had never seen before. As the challenge 

of designing connected devices was quickly gaining importance within Philips, we were funded for a 

next step in the baby bottle project. Where we ran the previous exploration with some additional UX 

research and data support, this funding allowed us to expand our team further. The project overview 

(figure 4.0) gives insight into the team setup of this second step.

Approach
In the first step of the project, we highly valued the data-enabled interview sessions that brought 

together detailed insight into behavioral patterns and nuanced experiential stories about them. This 

helped in translating our sensor data into contextual, behavioral and experiential insights. However, 

we also observed that the time gap between collecting and reviewing the data (more than a week), 
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frequently made it difficult for parents to recall specific events. To avoid such loss of valuable memories 

in this designerly exploration, we set out to sample experiences closer to the moment they occurred.

This real-time experience-sampling approach (Vastenburg & Herrera, 2010) required real-time access 

to the data we collected from the sensor sleeve. Visualizing this real-time data would then enable us, 

as design researchers, to inspect the data to find patterns that inspired and triggered new questions 

and feed these back to the parents. This could all happen quickly so that the related events were still 

fresh in the memories of the parents. This also dictated the need for an interface that allowed us to 

ask these questions quickly and remotely, while enabling parents to respond appropriately. This way, 

we intended to create a continuous and remote way to collect insights that would further inspire and 

inform our design actions.

 

As we could yet only vaguely define the concept of a Connected Baby Bottle, it was likely that this 

continuous stream of insights would quickly show initial flaws or new opportunities, based on the 

interactions parents had with the experiential prototype. From a designer’s perspective, it would be 

aggravating to have continuous insights without being able to act upon them. Therefore, we set out 

to design this experiment so that it allowed for continuous remote explorations. Instead of using the 

prototype as a static means of inquiry, it would have to become malleable and open for changes,  

while it remained experiential in the field. 

We set up our prototype system as if it were a blank canvas, which could be colored and further 

detailed over the course of the situated design explorations. This canvas was informed by insights  

from the first step and our awareness of the design space, which provided an initial focus. The 

elements that we found to resonate with parents in the explorations of the first step (e.g., a sensor 

sleeve, an application which guides parents in feeding their child became the building blocks of our 

data-enabled design canvas, while other elements (e.g., content of dashboard data visuals, type of 

in-app messages or ways of representing data) stayed open for exploration.

A data-enabled design canvas
The data-enabled design canvas facilitated a dialogue through data and textual interaction between 

the design research team and families. It was composed of: a sensor-equipped sensor sleeve (figure 

4.11 and 4.13), an iOS application (figure 4.12), and a researcher dashboard (figure 4.14). The researcher 

dashboard was only visible for the design researchers, the app and sleeve were deployed to the 

participants of the study. Below we describe these elements in detail.

The sensor sleeve

The sensor sleeve used for these situated design explorations was a modified version of the sensor 

sleeve prototype from the first step (see figure 4.11). To facilitate real-time data gathering, Bluetooth 

connectivity was added to the sensor board. This also immediately solved the timestamp issue 

mentioned earlier, as timestamps could now be managed by the app. In response to interest from 

participants, a custom weight sensor was developed to measure how much the baby drank. Because 

the earlier situated design explorations had shown that feeding is about more than the technicalities 

of the feed (e.g., temperature, duration, angle), we also added some contextual sensors, i.e., an 

environmental sound sensor and an ambient light sensor. We also logged the Bluetooth signal strength 

(RSSI) to measure the distance between the baby bottle sleeve and the application. When the sensor 

sleeve did not appear within reach, we could advise parents to move the application closer so that 

data could be gathered. The charging mechanism was replaced with an inductive one for effortless 

charging. Lastly, we changed the physical design of the sleeve (see figure 4.13), to accommodate these 

changes and to better stick to the bottle. We also added LEDs showing the bottle status (i.e., blue blink 

indicating empty battery, red blink indicating no Bluetooth connection with the application).
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The iOS application

The app (figure 4.12) that was running on an Apple iPod Touch (that we provided to the participants) 

had multiple roles. First, its role as an experiential prototype for bottle feeding guidance. The 

application could display a ‘newsfeed’ (figure 4.12a) which was a sequence of ‘insight cards’ (figure 

4.12b) and data overviews based on the data gathered by the sensor sleeve. At this point, these insight 

cards were not further defined than a blank frame inside the app that could contain any form of 

content (e.g., messages, images, charts).  

The second role of the application was being a research vehicle that facilitated a dialogue between the 

design research team and the participants. Dialogues could either be started by the design research 

team and would then come in a card format or could be started by the participant via the in-app 

‘share your thoughts’-button (figure 4.12c). When the participant clicked this button a communication 

channel would be opened where they could leave their comments, questions or remarks concerning 

the concept.

 

The third role was to collect data from the ‘sensor sleeve’ through Bluetooth and send this to the 

researcher dashboard. The data would not be filtered or analyzed in the app, but would be aggregated 

and transmitted to the server.

 

Lastly, to further emphasize our personalized approach, we asked four questions after every feeding 

to gain a better contextual understanding of our data. We asked “Who was feeding?”, “What was in the 

bottle?”,“How satisfied was your baby after the feed?” and “How satisfied were you with this feed?”. 

The after-feeding questions were sent automatically, directly after every feeding. We designed the 

questions so that together they would take less than 10 seconds to answer. 

The researcher dashboard

The researcher dashboard collected, stored, analyzed and gave insight into all collected data.

 

When new data arrived, a custom algorithm would analyze the incoming data and classify it as 

feedings or non-feedings. This algorithm was built based on insights and data from the situated design 

explorations from the first step. After a data pattern was classified as a feeding, the algorithm would 

generate a summary for that feeding, containing feeding duration, number of interruptions, duration 

of interruptions, average angle of the bottle, average temperature, average sound level, average light 

level, who is feeding, content of the bottle (e.g., porridge or breast milk), baby happiness and volume.

Figure 4.11. Sensor board of new sensor sleeve. Figure 4.12. The iOS application with (a) newsfeed of (b) 

insight cards and (c) ‘share your thoughts’ button.

(c)

(b)

(a)
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The summaries generated by the feeding algorithm were used to build feeding data visualizations 

(see figure 4.14). Next to the data overviews from previous explorations, these visualizations enabled 

us to quickly compare feedings without having to dig through the detailed sensor data. The researcher 

dashboard also generated multiple other dynamic data visualizations, to enable the design research 

team to explore the collected data in different ways. These could be further expanded on during the 

situated design exploration based on new insights and interests. Instead of choosing for an off-

the-shelf available visualization solution (e.g., Tableau), we decided to build this ourselves, to also 

experiment with how qualitative and quantitative data could come together in an interactive interface 

that would allow us to remotely manipulate the prototypes. 

Next to providing a way to get insight into the data, the researcher dashboard contained a section 

where new cards could be created and sent out to participants. The cards contained plain PNG images 

that we made using Adobe Illustrator. This section also allowed us to ask questions (next to the 

automated after-feeding questions) that would appear in the app, to provide a means for qualitative 

insight gathering.

 

This collection of tools enabled us to remotely gain insight into the data, ask questions and to 

manually act as the system (wizard-of-oz approach (Dow et al., 2005)). Designed to be (remotely) 

malleable and dynamic, we used this data-enabled design canvas to facilitate a series of remote 

design explorations.  

Figure 4.13. The new sensor sleeve tightly fit around the baby bottle. (* manual input via app, ** both sensor and manual)

Temperature

Feeding Duration

Time of Feed

Angle of Feed

Volume**

Number of Interruptions

Light intensity

Sound intensity

Feeder*

Happiness*

Bottle Content*
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Situated design explorations setup
We set out to deploy the data-enabled design canvas in the everyday life of participating families to 

design for personal and meaningful feeding insights. As explained here, we had developed our data-

enabled design canvas in such a way that we would be able to utilize personal data, both qualitative 

and sensor data, to make informed design decisions and collect personally relevant bottle feeding 

insights. We set up the situated design explorations in a way that every week a new major design 

update would be released. During the first week of the experiment, we would collect data about the 

participants, which would enable us to remotely build empathy. As more (insight in) personal data 

would be required to build insight cards, participants would not yet receive content during the first 

week. Instead, we provided them with data feedback (e.g., an overview of bottle feeding routine).  

The second and third week aimed at exploring design opportunities for meaningful, personalized 

insights. During these weeks both the in-app data visualizations and insight cards were explored,  

while the researcher dashboard was further developed to cope with these new challenges.

 

While preserving the diversity in participating families from the previous step, we recruited 9 new 

families and extended the experiment to 3 weeks to facilitate time for design interventions. We looked 

for babies that were being fed with AVENT Natural series bottles, since switching bottle brand can 

Figure 4.14. Researcher dashboard, showing data visualization with multiple feeds (green dots). The dimensions of the 

visualization can be dynamically changed to facilitate exploration. Currently, the x-axis shows different days. The y-axis 

shows the time of the day (from top to bottom: midnight, noon, midnight). The size of the circle represents the duration of  

a feeding. Hovering over a dot shows a summary of that feed.
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be unpleasant for children. We, therefore, recruited parents via the Dutch AVENT facebook group 

and the Dutch Philips facebook group (figure 4.15). Based on 47 replies, we selected families whose 

baby was younger than 11 months, who were not supervised by a pediatrician for nutrition, health or 

developmental problems, who were interested in new baby products and had a basic level of English. 

Except for one of the 9 participating families (all Dutch) it was the mother who signed up, in the other 

case the father did. Participating babies were aged between 2 and 11 months. 

During a collective kick-off meeting at the design studio, all participating parents were briefed on 

how to use the app and sensor sleeve. Microwave and charging routines were explained as they were 

most likely to give problems. We provided all participating families with an Apple iPod Touch, with the 

app pre-installed. We explained the basic functionality of the Connected Baby Bottle but discussed 

no details. In a short semi-structured interview, following this introduction, we invited the parents to 

discuss their personal values associated with bottle feeding. We did so by reusing a combination of  

the earlier booklets used in the first step of the project. When parents filled out the booklets, we used 

their answers for a group discussion about those values.

 
In the following weeks, participants were requested to use the bottle sleeve as much as possible. 

After someone else (e.g., a grandparent) received an instruction from the participating parent, they 

could sign an informed consent and thereby were allowed to use it. Unless technical errors occurred, 

participants would not be visited during the experiment. We distributed a weekly online questionnaire 

to gain feedback in a more reflective and formal way. These questionnaires were tailored to the 

insights the design team was looking for at that moment.

After the third week participants visited the design studio (or we visited their home depending on 

availability of transport) for a semi-structured interview targeting their experiences, overall opinions, 

and ideas for future developments. We chose for this individual approach because it enabled us to 

fully explore the personal experiences of usage. At this point also the researcher dashboard, to which 

the participants had had no access, was shown and discussed in detail (figure 4.16).

Getting approval from our Internal Committee Biomedical Experiments (ICBE) was easier this  

time, because the aim of the situated design explorations was more clear and we could build on 

knowledge and documentation from the previous step. However, since the app would be giving 

Figure 4.15. Facebook recruitment ad. Figure 4.16. Evaluation session at design studio, review of collected data. 
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feedback in different ways, the ICBE initially asked for the feedback we would be sending out. As we 

explained that these would be empirically defined, we agreed on a more detailed description of the 

boundaries of our feedback. Because our team did not include a medical expert, we were not allowed 

to send conclusive feeding advice. Instead, we could reuse existing content (e.g., from World Health 

Organization or AVENT-verified tips and tricks) and we were allowed to provide insight  

into the data.

 

For the Connected Baby Bottle sleeve, we could reuse most of the previous risk protocol (e.g., micro-

wave stickers). However, there were more strict privacy and security rules as this new sensor sleeve 

transmitted its data over Bluetooth to an iPod, which sent it over WIFI to an online server. The risk of 

others gaining access to the data made it necessary for us to make the data anonymous. Not only the 

sensor data and messages could contain identifiable content, but also device details could do so (e.g., 

phone numbers, device names, IP addresses, mac addresses, locations). Therefore we agreed to use 

Philips-provided iPods in this study. The devices were collected and wiped after the study.

Situated design explorations results
In these three weeks of situated design explorations, a total of 2594 data events arrived at the 

researchers’ dashboard, of which 365 were algorithmically classified as feedings. In total, the design 

research team manually sent 88 question cards and 287 cards containing personalized insights.

 

In the evaluation interviews, most parents reported enthusiastically about their experiences with the 

Connected Baby Bottle. Their enthusiasm was mostly related to the ease of logging feedings and their 

detailed characteristics, the reassurance it gave them that they were doing well no matter who was 

feeding, and that it provided personalized insights that they could use to draw their own conclusions. 

“It is an app that detects when and how a feeding went.” – Family 9, mother

 

“Gut feeling is not always enough to change something; now I have a clear example that makes  

me decide to change.” – Family 2, mother 

 

“The cards with correlations are very helpful. It’s difficult or even impossible to make those relations 

yourself. The sleeve and app help with that.” – Family 6, mother

In this section, we address how our open and adaptive approach has used situated insights to 

continuously develop and further explore the value of a Connected Baby Bottle. The insights we 

present here were either derived from experiences shared via the application, interviews, online 

questionnaires or from the data collected by the sensor sleeve. We present these insights and design 

updates in chronological order, to provide insight into the challenges we came across and how these 

insights inspired new design interventions. Through this, we show how we moved from simple data 

overviews to educational insights, to personalized insights.

Week 1: Data overviews

During the first days after the introductory meeting, the parents got to know the sleeve and application 

and integrated its use in their everyday activities. As soon as their first feeding showed up on our 

dashboard, we (as the system) send a first ‘welcome’ card (figure 4.18a). The card explained how they 

could review their feeding data, through various data overviews. Initially, two views were presented, a 

summary overview (figure 4.17a) and a trend overview (figure 4.17b). Shortly after, a caregivers overview 

was added, that showed which caregivers gave which feeding (figure 4.17c).
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The following days we received multiple messages from different participants that used the ‘share your 

thoughts’ messenger functionality (figure 4.12c). Although originally intended as a way to give feedback 

and share new ideas, it was initially mostly used to ask questions and report problems. These mainly 

related to usability issues or technical issues.

 

“The sleeve and charger are at my bedside, but the charging light is so bright I could hardly sleep last 

night." – Family 2, mother

“Every day I have to charge the iPod, probably because the screen is constantly turned on. Can I lock 

the iPod in between feeds?” – Family 4, mother 

 

“The bottle keeps blinking red and I do not see any feeding in the data overview.” – Family 1, father 

Most difficulties could be solved remotely. For example, we sent a software update to lower the light 

intensity of the bottle LED lights, we sent feedback cards with tips and tricks for app usage (figure 

4.18b), or, we made a troubleshoot menu in the application for participants to quickly solve frequently 

asked questions. After resolving most technical issues, there was a persistent issue for one family:

“Sometimes I do not receive a summary of a feeding I gave. It still seems to work but occasionally  

it misses one.” – Family 1, father 

As all other data and connectivity looked fine, it was hard to establish the reason for this issue. During 

a troubleshooting conversation over the phone, we found out that this family gave cold porridge. Our 

algorithm, mostly constructed and tested based on feedings from the previous exploration, required 

a minimum average temperature to classify something as a feeding. As this event was not classified 

as such, no feeding was saved (and therefore not displayed). At the same time, we came across more 

limitations of our algorithm.

Figure 4.17.  Data overviews sent to the parents. From left ot right:. (a) Summary overview of all feeds with 

time of day, duration, average temperature, amount of interruptions, baby satisfaction and caregivers 

satisfaction after a feed. (b) Trend overview of feeds per day, the size of the ‘feeding dot’ referring to the 

duration of a feed (bigger is longer) and the color referring to the number of interruptions (darker is more 

interruptions). (c) Caregivers overview showing the total time spent feeding per day with red referring to 

mum, green to dad and orange to other caregivers.
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Parents reported:

“The amount of interruptions, indicated by the system, is way too high. One feeding had 34 of them, 

where I only counted 2.” – Family 3, mother

When more closely reviewed, it was clear that the first part of the feeding went well and only showed 

2 interruptions. Near the end, the bottle kept moving, and many of these movements were counted as 

interruptions. Based on a question we asked in the applications parents explained that the child often 

kept playing with the bottle after a feeding. This showed a need for more people-specific algorithms. 

Where one family would not call a quick break to burp an interruption, another would. Although this 

could later be automated, for now we manually adjusted the parameters of the algorithm at a personal 

level, to provide a more tailored experience and collect more accurate measurements.

During the first week, most of the people involved in the technical side of the project were fully 

occupied with solving technical challenges. Examples of technical problems were difficulties charging 

the sensor sleeves, applications that stopped data gathering in the middle of the feed or applications 

that occasionally crashed. Other team members were also dragged in, as solving these issues 

frequently meant picking up a bottle or iPod to replace it with a new one.

 

Due to these technical difficulties, we concluded at the end of the first week that we had not yet spent 

much time on new design explorations, as we had been trying to optimize technical details. At that 

point, we decided to limit the technical tasks to the minimum level required to keep the prototypes 

running. As a consequence, we for example asked parents to manually enter the amount of milk the 

baby drank after each feeding, instead of solving complex issues associated with the volume sensor. 

With all the challenges associated with the design of the Connected Baby Bottle, we deliberately 

prioritized the conceptual ones over the others.

As logging volume had thereby become a manual and conscious task, we soon received questions 

and feedback that the data they logged not presented in the app. Within a day, we added a new 

data overview view, visualizing the volumes drank per feeding (see figure 4.19). Interestingly, although 

Figure 4.18. Examples of the long version cards that opened upon clicking on the short version. (FLTR) (a) warm 

welcome message. (b) tips and tricks for usage. (c) educational content about speed of drinking.
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participants deliberately asked for it, the app usage data showed that this visualization received 

very little attention. When questioning this behavior in the online questionnaire of that week, the 

participants indicated that keeping track of volumes was very important for parents, but it was ‘actually 

less important in the stage their baby was currently in’. Although we were primarily interested in very 

personal perspectives to guide our development, parents also volunteered knowledge from others or 

past experiences.  

“I can imagine that the volume chart could be interesting for parents with babies that have a very 

varied drinking pattern. Given that [name] always drinks the same makes it less interesting for me 

personally.” – Family 2, mother

 

Week 2: Educational insights

In the online questionnaire after the first week, parents were asked to reflect on their experiences. 

These quotes well represented the general tendency. 

“I would describe it as a tool to gain more insight in my routine and rhythm of feeding.” – Family 8, 

mother

 

“By now I’m getting used to using the sensor sleeve and making sure the iPod is charged and around, 

it has become a new part of my feeding.” – Family 4, mother

Through our data dashboard, we set out to gain a personalized understanding of the collected sensor 

data of the different participants. As on average about 4 feedings a day were logged per participating 

family, there was already substantial data to reflect on by the end of the first week. In this data, we 

searched for commonalities between feedings, but also for differences and deviating patterns we 

could potentially respond to. However, this search proved challenging as we had little idea about  

what was standard behavior. Bottle feeding literature (NHS, 2018) presented feeding guidelines, 

but these were never as detailed as the insights we could gain from this data. For example, there is 

no mention in the literature of anything like the ‘expected amount of interruptions’, or the literature 

suggested a feeding duration of 20 minutes is best, whereas most of these parents did not even pass 

the 10-minute line.

 

In our attempt to understand what was typical and atypical behavior, we started to compare data 

across different feedings, across different families. As our initial visualizations only allowed us to review 

one family at a time, we built a new visualization that allowed us to overlay data from multiple families 

to more easily reflect on differences between them (see figure 4.20). This visualization also integrated 

all the messages from participants, together with the cards that were sent out (see figure 4.21). This 

gave a better overview of temporal relationships between insights and interventions, or between 

interventions and changes in feeding behavior.

Figure 4.19. Feeding volume overview
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Background research conducted before the situated design explorations had yielded a list of possible 

content that we could use in personalized messages (some examples are shown in figure 4.22). As  

a start, we tried to find leads in the data to which family-specific content could apply. For example,  

Figure 4.20. Feeding data from all families in the same overview (different colors indicate different families). The x-axis 

indicates different days. The y-axis indicates the time during the day (top is midnight, middle is noon, bottom is midnight). 

The size of the circle indicates the feeding duration. Icons refer to cards.

Figure 4.21. Overview of data, questions and cards in one view. Individual feeding sessions are clickable in order to compare 

feeding details. 
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a family with very long or short feedings would receive the ‘Sprint or Marathon’ card (figure 4.18c)  

or a family with many interruptions would receive a ‘Steady Feeding’ card (figure 4.22). The cards  

could be opened to show more educational content. 

In the weekly online questionnaires, parents reported positively to this personalized content.  

Without knowing our intentions, they often rated the content as relevant. There were, however,  

also mismatches.

“I received many messages with useful information that were really actionable for me.”  

– Family 8, mother

 

“The content is personal information that is relevant for your own situation.” – Family 1, father

  

“Although it’s informative, some cards are more relevant than others.” – Family 4, mother

 

Over the course of the week, we sent multiple messages based on data patterns. Although this manual 

approach was originally intended mostly to circumvent a time-consuming automation step, it proved 

valuable in understanding the human side of our algorithm. However, after sending out a series of 

these educational cards, we strongly felt like strict observers who repeatedly told the participants how 

they could maybe do better, without empathy for the tough and fun job parents had, let alone the 

insecurity and responsibility acquainted with their new role. This role was also perceived by some  

of the participants.

“We already have a breastfeeding mafia [referring to preventative care nurses who stimulate 

breastfeeding], that forces us to breastfeed and do it exactly as prescribed. The last thing we need  

is a bottle-feeding mafia.” – Family 6, mother  

As a next exploration we started mixing in more positive and fun messages (see figure 4.23).

Figure 4.22. Content card topics. 

Figure 4.23. Positive messages.
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Figure 4.24. 

Weekdays 

(x-axis) and 

hours of the day 

(y-axis) showing 

a structured 

feeding routine 

of 5 feeds a 

day. Dot size 

represents 

feeding duration. 

Figure 4.25. 

Average bottle 

temperature 

(x-axis) versus 

who is feeding 

(y-axis) (top: 

grandparents, 

middle: mother, 

bottom: father). 

Dot size 

represents 

feeding duration.

Figure 4.26. 

Insight cards 

that combine 

personal data 

and education 

content.
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Week 3 - Personalized insights

In the second week, we personalized the topics we addressed. On the basis of the data, we selected 

the ones that seemed most relevant to each individual family. Although not always spot on, parents 

were enthusiastic when topics met their current situation. Inspired by this, we used the third week to 

further expand on personalized content.

In previous weeks the design researchers in the team had to repeatedly refresh the data dashboards, 

to see if new data had arrived that could be acted upon. In this week, we integrated an email 

notification feature. As soon as a new feeding was logged, the team would receive an email with a 

summary of that feeding. This allowed them to act much more promptly (e.g., an insight card could 

arrive within an hour after the feeding instead of 5 or 6 hours later).

 

As we wanted to go beyond mere temporal relations and routines (figure 4.24), we modified the data 

dashboard’s feeding visualization so the axis could be changed. It would, for example, be able to 

plot which caregiver gave the bottle versus average bottle temperature (figure 4.25), or average bottle 

temperature versus the number of interruptions. As we yet had little idea of what made this data 

personal and what data could be of interest, this tool enabled us to dig deeper into possible interesting 

patterns and relations in the data. To also be able to quickly switch between this routine visualization 

and the detailed sensor data, the feeding sessions were made clickable. Clicking a feeding bubble 

would open the session detail (figure 4.21) where hovering the mouse over the feeding bubble would 

display the summary of the session (figure 4.14). 

By exploring the data from different perspectives, we found multiple relationships that could 

potentially be interesting for parents. In exploring these, we focussed on larger deviations, either 

between families or between days or feedings within families. These relations were by no means 

statistically significant correlations or trends, but we did also not treat them as such. They only 

served as starting points for explorations. Based on the situated design explorations of the first step 

we concluded that data never tells the full story. Therefore, we left it to the parents to interpret the 

relations we found (see figure 4.26).

Figure 4.27. Data insight cards regarding interruptions sent to different families, showing the personalized approach. 
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The more we got to know about the parents, the more we could personalize our insights. This 

developed up to a level where we got to understand that the same data meant something different 

for different families. For example, data about interruptions became helpful in discussing topics. For 

one family this data related to distractions (figure 4.27 left), for others to feeding routines (figure 4.27 

middle) or dad’s experiences of bottle feeding (figure 4.27 right).

Parents responded highly positively to these more personalized insights.

 

“It is interesting to see my data next to some information. Every child is unique, and the textbook 

guidelines are not always realistic. This allows me to find my own way.” – Family 6, mother 

 

“These insights are much better than last week because they are more personal. Guidelines I can  

get from so many other sources. ” – Family 9, mother 

5 out of 9 parents indicated they had changed aspects of their bottle-feeding routine based on these 

personalized insights. For example, changing the teat size, extending the duration of the feeding 

based on drinking pace insights, and changing the feeding environment based on insights into the role 

of environmental sound to the number of interruptions during the feeding.

 

“I had the feeling environmental noise influenced the feed but never took action. This insight helped 

me realize and change environment.” – Family 2, mother

 

These feeding routine modifications did not only surface in the evaluation interviews but were also 

apparent in the data. Although we do not want to make any general claims based on this small sample 

size, we did see strong indications (both in the data and in the interviews) that parents took the 

personalized insights seriously and acted upon them where they saw fit.

 

The evaluation interviews also produced a clear example of a more medical use case of the Connected 

Baby Bottle. The mother of family 1 explained that her baby was increasingly struggling with finding 

the right drinking pace. He often seemed out of breath and therefore often needed a short break. This 

issue came up in the second week, and after a few days, she visited her family doctor. The boy was 

diagnosed with acute bronchitis, which he received medication for. In retrospect, the mother could 

easily pinpoint the days in the data that were worst (i.e., longer feeding durations, more interruptions) 

and how it slowly improved after using the prescribed medication. This provides an interesting 

viewpoint for the Connected Baby Bottle: to be of help for parents in caring for their baby’s growth  

in the broadest sense of the word.

Conclusions from the second step
The situated design explorations in this second step built on the insight that the data collected 

by the sensor sleeve could provide meaningful insights for parents which were gained in the first 

step. We started by presenting generic data visualizations that parents could review to draw their 

own conclusions. This proved difficult and parents were quickly discouraged when they could not 

find anything relevant. As a result, they hardly returned to these views. Throughout the designerly 

explorations, we found that a more personal approach to the data insights was more relevant for 

parents, as they argued for the uniqueness of their context and baby. The resulting personal insight 

cards were appreciated by the participants and stayed engaging throughout the remainder of the 

experiment. Participants indicated that the personal insights allowed them to create meaning through 

the data over time. This did not happen earlier when they could only look at data visualizations from 

which insights were hard to deduct. With the notion that parents were satisfied with finding some 

factors promoting a good feeding, as opposed to striving for a ‘perfect feeding’ (an insight from the 
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first step), we probed a matching coaching style. Instead of coaching the parents towards a perfect 

feeding with tips and tricks, we shared the insights we discovered in the data and let the parent decide 

whether or not to act on these insights. The positive responses of the parents in the exit interviews 

about these highly personal cards, as well as data indicating that routines changed based on these 

cards, confirmed the relevance of this personal Connected Baby Bottle design. 

4.4 A Connected Baby Bottle for AVENT
The Philips AVENT team was excited about the design of the Connected Baby Bottle as it was well  

in line with both their scientific and digital ambitions.

For brands like AVENT, being considered a scientific powerhouse in the feeding domain is important for 

building a trustworthy brand. However, feeding experts from AVENT indicated that none of the existing 

research includes similar levels of richness and detail about how parents feed as our Connected Baby 

Bottle did. From AVENT’s scientific perspective, our sensor data already challenged the status quo 

in various ways. For example, the UK National Health Services (NHS) suggests a drinking duration of 

approximately 20 minutes (NHS, 2018). Philips AVENT adheres to this guideline when designing their 

bottles. This guideline was never questioned until our data gave detailed and more longitudinal insight 

into the fact that none of the participants came close to this guideline (i.e. all shorter). Collecting the 

type of data our solution did, longitudinal and at scale, could provide such detailed insight in feeding 

routines, so that these insights could easily be considered as a competitive advantage.

 

Next to this, AVENT was about to launch uGrow at that point (Philips AVENT, 2018a). uGrow is a digital  

platform that revolves around child development. The app allows parents to manually and automatically  

track data about their child. The Connected Baby Bottle could be connected to enrich this platform. 

The fact that the case study had built towards a concrete solution, that parents got to experience and 

respond upon, helped in communicating the benefits to AVENT. As a result, the AVENT leadership team 

decided to place the development of a Connected Baby Bottle on their business roadmap.

Figure 4.28. The Connected Bottle Sleeve’ Press Release photo for IFA 2017 – photo © Philips.
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“The Connected Baby Bottle project resulted in a clear proposition with real-life examples. And more 

interestingly, the consumer benefits were evident: people not only said they liked the proposition, but 

the data-driven insights also changed their feeding behaviors with a better outcome for the child and 

parent. Given the results, we plan to bring this to the market.” – Aliette van der Wal, Vice President and 

General Manager Mother & Child Care (AVENT) (- at the time of the study)

A second generation prototype, developed by AVENT, (see figure 4.28) was presented at CES 2016 

(Philips, 2016), IFA 2017 (Philips, 2017a) and CES 2017 (Philips, 2017b). The Connected Baby Bottle is 

now available online in limited supply. We patented the interaction between the feeding data and 

the after feeding questions to gain competitive advantage through a technique that combined sensor 

data with qualitative insights (van Kollenburg, Bogers, Buharali, and Lovei, 2016). We were extensively 

involved in the handover of this project (with all of its insights) to the AVENT team, as they gradually 

took over.
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5.0 Chapter outline
In this chapter we use our insights from the Connected Baby Bottle case study, documented in the 

previous chapter, to draft a first version of our data-enabled design methodology. First, we discuss 

how our two perspectives have advanced and contributed to our understanding of what it means 

to use data in the design process. Based on the fact that the most valuable findings emerged at the 

intersection of our two perspectives, we argue for a joint contribution on the data-enabled design 

methodology (section 5.1). To introduce our methodological framing, and to position it in literature from 

the field, we introduce a data-enabled design framework (section 5.2). This framework consists of four 

lenses. In the following sections we further elaborate on each of these lenses individually. In section 

5.3 we introduce the situated design approach lens, in section 5.4 the role of data lens, in section 5.4 

the design process lens, and in section 5.5 the intelligent ecosystem lens. Based on our insights from 

each of these lenses, we pose challenges for the next case study (chapter 6).

5.1 Two perspectives building on each other
In this section we first discuss how the activities of the Connected Baby Bottle case study have 

served our initially individual explorations. We do this based on the challenges that we introduced 

for our perspectives (chapter 2.4 and 3.4). After that, we give insight in how explorations from our two 

perspectives started to cross-over and how they have intertwined to provide a joint perspective on 

data-enabled design and intelligent ecosystems. 

Explorations from a user-experience oriented perspective 
In this section, I (Janne) discuss which activities and insights from the Connected Baby Bottle case 

study contributed to my four challenges. 

1. Explore a personal yet generic perspective on intelligent solutions

Building on prior work from the Philips AVENT group, concerning generic descriptions of bottle-

feeding and parenting styles, I set out to gain a more personal understanding that could become part 

of intelligent solutions. I used semi-structured interviews (Cohen & Crabtree, 2006), home visits and 

contextual inquiries (Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1997) to gain this understanding and to built bottle-feeding 

handling flows (figure 4.8) from these insights. I aimed to use these bottle-feeding handling flows to 

start thinking about which aspects of bottle feeding approaches can be different per family. The flow 

was a helpful tool to identify different steps of bottle feeding routines. This was then used to identify 

which variations there could be within these routines and it also gave insight in how sensor data could 

be used to gain insight in these routines. However, I found through the fieldwork that the flow poorly 

encompassed the richness and idiosyncrasies of the participants. They showed how families fed their 

baby differently, but not why they choose that particular manner nor what they valued or disliked in it. 

This made me realize that intelligent solutions need to collect data that gives insights beyond actions 

and routines to build a personal understanding. The relevance of qualitative data and an experience 

point of view on the data are further elaborated upon in chapter 5.4 and 5.6.

2. Explore how users can be involved as subject and partner in designing for intelligent ecosystems

I set out to combine participants’ contributions as subject (i.e. reactive informers) and partners (i.e. 

active co-creators) as these both showed to have their distinct qualities, at different stages in the 

design process. In the first step of the study, we used the unobtrusive data gathering process to 

involve users as subjects. In the second step, they were also involved as subjects, as we studied their 

interactions with the Connected Baby Bottle app. Data was collected about the context, behavior  

and experience of their baby bottle feeding moments. 
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Next to this, I qualitatively investigated what parents liked and disliked about the solution we were 

designing. During home visits and interviews participants got a more active role and were asked 

to contribute with new ideas based on their own experiences (i.e. partners). In this role, they also 

contributed by explaining what specific patterns in the data meant and how their experiences were 

represented by these patterns. 

Switching between the two roles was often difficult for participants. It was, for example, sometimes  

not clear whether a question in the app was a question that was required for the solution to build a 

better understanding (i.e. solution data), or whether it was a researcher trying to figure something out 

(i.e. research data). However, both roles helped in generating personal data (i.e. in the subject role ) 

and in understanding how the solution could utilize it (i.e. in the subject and partner role). In upcoming 

case studies this dual role requires more attention as it is a struggle that comes with our approach. 

3. Explore how data can be used to gain insight into user experiences

This challenge followed from the question whether data, that is inherently part of intelligent solutions, 

can also help design researchers  in gaining insight in user experiences. In the semi-structured 

interviews of the first  step, we used the sensor data to facilitate more in-depth discussions about the 

user’s context, behavior and experience. The data visualisations allowed participants to tell stories 

about specific events in their routines, as the data highlighted these. These stories gave detailed 

and nuanced insight in experiences that related to baby bottle feeding (see chapter 4.2 & 5.4). In 

the second step I explored how some of this experiential understanding could become part of the 

intelligent solution we were designing. The ‘after-feeding questions’ (e.g., the feeding score that could 

be entered by the parents in the app) showed how subjective and manually collected data could start 

to play a role in the solution. This more subjective perspective offers new opportunities and is worthy 

of further exploration in the upcoming case studies. 

4. Preserve explorative experiential insights throughout the process by integrating activities from 

user-experience research and design.

The first step of the Connected Baby Bottle study shows how design and user-experience research 

competences were both involved from the start and throughout the whole project. Although they had 

their own focus, they worked towards a common goal. In the first step, this goal was to gain insight in 

feeding context, behavior and experience. In the second step, the goal was to develop an intelligent 

baby bottle solution. 

As the team was small, there was a continuous dialogue between these disciplines. The situated 

design explorations of the second step show that designing for intelligent ecosystems requires a 

multidisciplinary approach. Besides design and user-experience research disciplines, we involved 

domain experts, data scientists, software and hardware developers (see figure 4.0). The high-paced 

character of the situated design explorations forced these disciplines to work closely together, as new 

explorations needed input from all disciplines. A new type of insight card, for example, required the 

designer’s conceptual input, the data-scientist’s input to understand the pattern in the data, the UX 

researcher to understand the connected experiences, the developer to implement the ideas, and the 

domain expert to corroborate it with established domain knowledge. 

This shows how the explorative, high-paced setup of these projects necessitates the integration of 

these different disciplines. This reduced the number of handover moments, which I earlier argued to be 

the cause for losing detail and nuance in insights. This multidisciplinary approach does introduce some 

challenges, as the disciplines that have to work together often have different mindsets and ways of 

working. Therefore, we further investigate this in the upcoming case studies. 
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Explorations from an experimental, prototype-centered perspective
In this section, I (Sander) discuss how the Connected Baby Bottle case study contributed to my  

four challenges.

1. Explore new ways of embedding the explorative character of prototyping in the in-situ experiments 

The prototypes developed in the first step of the Connected Baby Bottle project missed an explorative 

character. The prototypes were deployed in the families’ homes and were only retrieved and discussed 

at the end of the study. In the second step, designerly exploration was unmistakably present as we 

continuously and remotely updated the data-enabled design canvas. 

The situated design explorations of the second step (chapter 4.3) showed how insights have 

continuously led to new design interventions and how these have again led to new insights. Many 

aspects of the prototype dynamically changed throughout the second exploration. Sometimes even 

multiple changes were made in one day. Building aspects of the data-enabled design canvas in such  

a way that they could be remotely updated enabled us to remotely deploy design interventions. 

Chapter 5.3 further elaborates on this remote and situated design approach. 

2. Explore how data collected from multiple, distributed versions of the same prototype can be used 

to gain insight into behavioral details.

The data that was collected by the first prototypes was difficult to understand, as nobody in the team 

knew what to look for. The qualitative input allowed to better understand the data and find behavioral 

patterns (e.g., interruptions, shaking the bottle and different routines). Although the first step gave 

detailed insights at a personal (family) level, it was still difficult to compare families based on the initial 

data visualizations that I built (figure 4.5, 4.9 and 4.10). However, the data dashboards (figure 4.14) of the 

situated design explorations of the second step made it possible to compare behavior across families. 

Differences between families could easily be identified in terms of daily routines, session routines, 

e.g., how people organize the feeding itself, or differences between caregivers. Although the studies 

were limited to just a few weeks, the data already gave insight in how dynamic feeding routines were, 

as they quickly changed over time (e.g., from 5 to 4 feedings a day). These examples show how data 

visualization techniques were used to gain detailed insight in the behavioral differences between 

people, based on data collected from sensor-equipped prototypes. In chapter 5.4 we further elaborate 

on the value of these data visualizations.

 

3. Explore how data can already play a role from the start of the design process

This challenge built on the conclusion that in most design research approaches (research) data is  

used for evaluative purposes, later in the process. In the first step of the Connected Baby Bottle study, 

a sensor-equipped prototype was introduced from the start. This was not as a means to collect data 

for evaluative purposes, but to collect data that could inspire and inform the design process. As the 

prototype was introduced from the start, and later expanded with additional sensors, the data became 

an inherent part of the design process. The data played such a prominent role, that the team was 

continuously encouraged to think about the data itself, what it could mean, and how the data could  

be redesigned to better encompass behaviors. This enabled a data-aware mindset (King et al., 2017).  

In the second step, we further elaborated on this, as the data become part of the solution. It kept 

playing a crucial role throughout the process, as the understanding of the data developed hand in 

hand with the definition of the solution. New ideas for the solution changed which data was collected, 

how it was collected and how it was analyzed. But this also worked the other way around. New insights in 

the data triggered new ideas, that for example inspired the insight cards of the second step. In chapter 

5.4, the role of sensor data as creative design material in the design process is further discussed. 
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4. Explore and create new tools that enable design explorations with data

From the start of the project, when creating the sensor-equipped bottle sleeve, it was evident that 

existing prototyping tools did not or did only poorly facilitate prototyping with data. There were bits 

and pieces available that solved parts of the prototyping challenge, but there was nothing available 

that tied these pieces together in a platform that allowed for exploratory prototyping with data. For 

example, the Bluetooth enabled Arduino (i.e., the Lightblue Bean board) made it possible to build a 

connected sensor-equipped prototype, but this then required a lot of custom software development 

to implement in the app. Also, the d3.js (d3, 2018) data visualization library allowed us to explore 

different data visualizations to gain insight in the sensor data, but we had to custom build their 

connection to an online database. In the design of the data-enabled design canvas, we brought 

together these tools in a way that allowed for designerly exploration. The different tools and elements 

were designed to be flexible so that they could be adjusted based on new insights. Chapter 5.5 

describes more about the role of the data-enabled design canvas in the design process.

Perspective crossovers
Although aspects of the Connected Baby Bottle explorations clearly originate from one of the two 

perspectives, the case study also presented numerous examples where the activities and perspective 

of one of us has directly informed and affected the activities and insights of the other.     

For example, the first series of semi-structured interviews, by Janne, were rich in terms of experience 

nuance (e.g., what bottle feeding meant for parents) but frequently lacked detail. Parents were only 

partially aware of their actions and how contextual factors might influence their bottle feeding. 

Without such level of detail, it was hard to identify individual uniquenesses. The insights from the 

initial interviews of the situated design explorations of the first step exemplify this. Sander’s behavior 

perspective that utilized the sensor data to, for example, give insight in when people were feeding, 

for how long, and in what manner, did provide this detailed perspective. In successive interviews, 

these detailed behavioral insights started to function as interview topics that discussed a more 

detailed, action-centric, level. This helped Janne in her challenge to use data to gain insight into user 

experiences.

From Sander’s perspective, similar crossovers can easily be identified. The sensor data gave detailed, 

real-time and remote insight in everyday behavior. Its detail showed how different families used the 

bottle in different manners. However, without Janne’s qualitative perspective, it remained challenging 

to unravel what this data represented. At first, the qualitative perspective helped in understanding 

how the data represented context, behavior and experience. Building on this understanding, it later 

enabled Sander to discover more nuanced stories in the data that were relevant inspiration for new 

design interventions. These cross-pollinations helped in his challenge of how data could already  

play a role right from the start of the design process. 

Examples like these show how activities from both of us started to contribute to each other's activities. 

However, until that point, our perspectives could still be identified as two distinct ones. 

A joint perspective
Throughout the Connected Baby Bottle study, the boundaries between our perspectives started to 

blur as we collaborated and shared activities. For example, we noticed that participants had difficulties 

recalling their experiences of earlier bottle feeding moments in interviews. As a result, we often missed 

out on relevant user-experience insights that were related to specific data patterns. To address this 

challenge, we inquired about these experiences closer to their moment of expression. 
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In building a remote inquiry method, our complementary skills of sensor data prototyping and 

qualitative data inquiry came together in remote experience-sampling techniques. The after-feeding 

questions (chapter 4.3) exemplify this. Only when the connection between the sensor data and 

qualitative data was well orchestrated, it could yield meaningful insights in context, behavior and 

experience (see chapter 5.4). 

As the boundaries between our perspectives blurred, we noticed how tools and methods that 

emerged from the dialogue between us were very different from, but complementary to the tools 

and methods that we brought in from our two individual perspectives. They gave more detailed and 

nuanced insights in context, behavior and experience and allowed us to continuously deploy design 

interventions, on a distance. The remote experience sampling technique (Vastenburg & Herrera,  

2010) and wizard-of-oz approach (Dow et al., 2005) of the second step of the case study exemplify 

this. This way, the case study showed us that the most promising research directions, for building  

a methodology that uses data as design material in designing for intelligent ecosystems, emerged  

not within but at the intersection of our perspectives. From that point onwards, we decided to build  

a data-enabled design methodology together, while gradually integrating both perspectives up to  

a point where they could hardly be separated.

The best argument for the integration of these perspectives is advocated by the data-enabled design 

methodology itself. In the remainder of this chapter we introduce this methodology. We choose to 

not emphasize our individual perspectives and present the methodology as a shared contribution. 

However, when reading this chapter with our perspectives in mind, one can recognize the influence 

of the initially individual research endeavours. This is for example visible in the way our academic 

framings start to overlap in the methodology or through how a sensor data and a qualitative data 

perspective come together. As a consequence, we no longer emphasize our individual challenges,  

as we identify new challenges based on our joint-perspective. In chapter 10 and 11 we come  

back to our individual perspectives as we discuss how our joint work can be framed back in our  

own perspectives. 

5.2 Lenses for reflection
The Connected Baby Bottle study shows how our data-enabled approach had implications on various 

aspects of the design process. Instead of focusing on one of these aspects, we present a framework 

for reflecting on our data-enabled design methodology and intelligent ecosystems. This framework 

consists of four lenses, that each present a different point of view. These lenses resulted from a 

grouping of the most important insights and, thereby, represent the most fundamental building blocks 

for data-enabled design and how it can be employed to design for intelligent ecosystems. 

Three of these lenses, i.e. the situated design approach lens, the role of data lens, and the design 

process lens, focus on the data-enabled design methodology. 

The fourth lens, i.e. the intelligent ecosystem lens, is used to position and reflect upon the solutions 

that the data-enabled design methodology is aiming for. 

In the following sections we introduce these 4 lenses separately. Each lens builds on a combination  

of related work and insights from the Connected Baby Bottle study to provide a first framing for that 

lens. Additionally, we also highlight the most important challenges that remain and how we set out  

to address these in the case studies to come.  
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5.3 A situated design approach 
In the perspectives, we both argued for experiential prototypes placed in the everyday life of 

participants. These prototypes (Buchenau & Suri, 2000) were instrumental in gaining insight in how 

people responded to designs, in the rich and complex context the products and services became part 

of. More specifically, Sander argued for a less present role of the designer in such experiments, and a 

stronger role of prototypes, to allow for more longitudinal experiments. Janne argued for a wizard-of-

oz approach (Kelley, 1984; Dow et al., 2005) to enable participants to actively participate in a design 

that is often new and still ungraspable for them. 

In the Connected Baby Bottle case study we used this situated and experiential approach but, 

compared to the work described in chapters 2 and 3, we altered it in two ways. First, we employed 

the situated approach from the start of the project, when we were still exploring the design space. 

This explorative character was different from earlier projects where we mostly employed a situated 

approach in the evaluative phases of the design processes. Second, when putting design interventions 

in context we used a more dynamic approach. Earlier we predefined a concept, built an experiential 

prototype and evaluated that concept in context. Now, we designed our experiential prototype so that 

it allowed for remote review and updates. This way, we gained insights while the experiential prototype 

was still in context, so that we could directly update it, to evaluate the consequences of ourchanges. 

In this section, we further discuss the characteristics of our situated design approach. We start with an 

overview of related approaches and the value we recognize in these. After that, we further detail our 

approach and position it back in the earlier introduced related work.

Sketching a landscape of approaches
Over the years, design research has produced an extensive body of work that explores how (future) 

users can be involved in the explorative design process, to capitalize on the richness and nuance 

of their lives in the design processes. These design research methods show different ways in which 

designers (or design researchers) and users interact, and what the role of prototypes is in this 

interaction. Reviewing these, we recognize two distinct groups of approaches. 

(1) The first group brings contextual richness into the design (research) studio. This is achieved either 

by taking participants out of their context and bringing them into the design (research) studio, or by 
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Figure 5.1. Schematic of interaction between design (research) studio and in-situ context for multiple design research 

approaches. The grey and yellow arrow represent how designers or users move into situ or the design (research) studio  

to gain contextualized insights. The black arrows represent where the artifacts / prototypes live. 
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observing the existing context and bringing the resulting situated insights into the design (research) 

studio. With design (research) studio we refer to the physical location where designers and design 

researchers ideate, explore and create concepts, products and services. 

(2) The second group of approaches sets out to put experiential prototypes in everyday life. These 

approaches make designs part of everyday life and embrace the contextual richness by creating 

experiential prototypes.

In the following sections we elaborate on both groups and discuss the values we see in both.  

We are aware that the approaches we introduce have been documented and applied in a variety  

of ways, all with their own nuances. In our reflections we stay close to their core principles. 

(1) Bringing the everyday to the design (research) studio 
In the group of approaches that brings contextual richness into the design (research) studio,  

we recognize four important streams of work: (a) a lab approach, (b) ethnographic methods,  

(c) co-X methods and (d) probes.

(a) Lab approach

In Design Research Through Practice, Koskinen et al. (2011) describe a lab approach of which  

design activities mostly take place in the design (research) studio. Well-known examples of the  

lab approaches are Wensveen’s Alarm Clock (Wensveen et al., 2002), Frens’ Rich Interaction Camera 

(Frens, 2006), Keller’s interactive cabinet (Keller, 2005), Gavers’s drift table (Gaver et al., 2004b), 

Deckers’ perceptive light rug (Deckers, 2013) or Ross’ interactive luminaire (Ross, 2008). The lab 

approach strongly builds on designerly skills of making and analyzing in order to iteratively concretize 

and explore new ideas (Koskinen et al., 2011). This is a high-paced explorative process that allows for 

failures. The exploration itself is as much part of the knowledge generation process as the reflections 

and evaluations of the resulting prototypes (Hengeveld et al., 2016). In figure 5.1a we describe this 

iterative process, which takes place in the design (research) studio, with the circular black arrows. 

In this work, participants are brought to the design (research) studio to validate, evaluative or reflect 

on prototypes that result from design explorations (Koskinen et al., 2011). They are often asked to 

perform a set of given tasks that puts forward research data (e.g., eye tracking data) that enables 

design researchers to build generalizable theories and frameworks that can be used in many settings. 

A controlled setup, which is a research setting outside of the constraints of everyday living, and a 

homogeneous groups of participants, promote the generalizability of results. As these lab approaches 
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take designs out of their everyday context in order to minimize contextual influencers in favor of 

generalizability of results, they exclude much contextual richness. For that reason we illustrate this 

approach in figure 5.1a without an arrow indicating transfer of contextual richness from the everyday 

life side (top) to the design (research) studio side (bottom). 

It should be mentioned that contextual richness is not necessarily completely excluded in lab 

approaches. These approaches are often combined with ethnographic methods or cultural probes  

that do bring in situated insights. We discuss these approaches in more detail later.

 

The approach of making as an activity for knowledge creation and design explorations in a high-paced 

manner is what we value in the lab approach. This was in fact one of the foundations of Sander’s 

experimental prototype-centric perspective (chapter 3). Yet, what we miss in the lab approaches is 

how the contextual richness of everyday life is represented in the design process. The studies are 

decontextualized and therefore tell less about their everyday implications. 

(b) Design ethnography

In Janne’s perspective (chapter 2) she already introduced ethnographic approaches such as applied 

ethnography (Dourish, 2006) and contextual inquiry (Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1997). These approaches, 

mostly with roots in social sciences, set out to gain a contextualized and nuanced understanding 

of the design space, without necessarily involving a design intervention. Key to most ethnographic 

approaches is that participants remain in their natural habitat. 

There is an extensive variety of design ethnographic techniques available ranging from more 

established techniques, like shadowing, diary studies and questionnaires (IDEO, 2003), to advanced 

techniques that strongly build on recent digital technologies. The latter are often referred to as 

computer-mediated ethnography and consists for example of digital ethnography (Masten & 

Plowman, 2003), virtual ethnography (Hine, 2008), cyber ethnography (Keeley-Browne, 2010) and 

adaptive experience sampling method (A-ESM) (Vastenburg & Herrera, 2010). Digital, virtual and 

cyber ethnography present an open and flexible approach to inquiry into contextual richness. A-ESM 

is a method of data collection in which participants respond to repeated assessments at different 

moments in time while functioning within their everyday setting. Most of these computer-mediated 

approaches include social interaction research techniques that are remote and adaptable. Their 

remote quality enables the design researcher to be absent from the context, while still being able to 

collect insights, whereas the adaptable qualities facilitate the dynamic nature of the questions that  

the (design) researcher wants to ask. 

Another design ethnography approach uses an object-centered perspective. In ‘things as co-

ethnographers’ Giaccardi and colleagues use ‘autographers’: small cameras equipped with sensors 

which can be tied to an object with a neck strap or clip (Giaccardi et al., 2016). The videos these 

autographers make from an object perspective and the data that these sensors collect give a insight 

in the detailed use cases the objects are involved in. This data is used to gain insight into the existing 

context that can inform the design process.

In figure 5.1b we represent the process of gathering contextual richness by an upwards- pointing grey 

arrow from the design (research) studio to the everyday life side, to emphasize that designers become 

part of the in-situ environment. In more traditional approaches the contextual richness is gained 

by a visit to the context. In these cases, only the grey arrow is present. Next to this, we explained 

how computer-mediated approaches use technological artifacts as ethnographers (Giaccardi et al., 

2016). This technology-mediated approach is represented by the black arrow in figure 5.1b. Design 
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ethnography approaches are mostly used to inspire and inform the design process. It is thereby mostly 

organized as an initial or separate activity that is relatively disconnected from the iterative design 

process. As shown in Janne’s case studies, these activities are often performed on a consultancy basis. 

As a result, the design researchers that are responsible for the collection of insights are often not the 

ones who are involved in the design process. Because of this disconnection from the (iterative) design 

process, the black line in ethnography figure (figure 5.1b) does not create a loop. 

We value the immersive qualities of ethnographic techniques to provide the design process with 

contextual richness. We also recognize the potential of remote and dynamic computer-mediated 

approaches. However, we argue for a more direct connection between these insights and the design 

process and aim for these to further entangle.

(c) Co-x methods

Methods like co-design (Sanders & Stappers, 2008), co-creation (Prahalad & Ramaswamy, 2004), 

co-x (Mattelmäki & Sleeswijk Visser, 2011), co-reflection (Tomico et al., 2009) and participatory design 

(Ehn,1988; Spinuzzi, 2005) bring users (and stakeholders) into creative sessions and discussions. 

Incorporating those who were traditionally not part of design process, gives voice to the “users as 

experts of their experiences” (Mattelmäki & Sleeswijk Visser, 2011 p.3) who eventually will be affected 

by the design. In these sessions they become active contributors in design activities. This engagement 

often happens in series of workshop sessions, where designers and co-designers (i.e. users and 

stakeholders) sketch and try out possibilities together (Sanders et al., 2010). Most often these 

sessions take place it the design (research) studio. More recent examples show how these sessions 

can also take place in everyday life (e.g., in a community centre). However, the workshop setup is 

often comparable with the design (research) studio layout. In these sessions, participants can be 

asked to make things (e.g., collages, mappings, mock-ups) to elicit their latent and tacit needs. They 

can be invited to tell about their explicit needs (e.g., through storyboards, diaries, card sorting). And 

they be requested to enact a particular situation bringing out observable needs (e.g., playing games, 

improvisation exercises) (ibid.).

In other words, co-x approaches aim to bring contextual understanding directly into the design 

activities performed at the design (research) studio. In figure 5.1c we represent the integration of  

the contextual richness of the everyday life setting, in the design (research) studio, with a downward-

pointing yellow arrow. We represent the design exploration that happens with participants, in the 

design (research) studio with circular black arrows. 

We value the collaborative approach and the way these approaches give an active voice to users 

and their experiences. However, Janne already described (in chapter 2), it that it is often hard for 

participants to actively think along about intelligent ecosystems, as it is difficult to imagine their value 

without experiencing something alike first. Therefore, we aim for a more situated approach where 

participants can also actively contribute based on situated experiences. An additional challenge for 

our research is that tools are missing for collaborative sessions revolving around data. Developing 

these collaborative data tools is a must for these approaches to flourish when employed to design  

for intelligent ecosystems.

(d) Probes

Probes are designed objects containing open-ended tasks. Participants are asked to execute these 

often provocative tasks in their everyday context and to send the results back to the design (research) 

studio (Gaver et al., 1999). The data tickling in from this distributed participant engagement inspires 

the design process. In pioneering work on cultural probes, Gaver and colleagues (Gaver et al., 1999) 
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used aesthetically well-designed packages of tools (e.g., a camera, postcards, maps), including 

specific tasks as photographing specific scenes or answering questions on postcards, to investigate 

elderly communities in European cities. These cultural probes set out to capture a more creative and 

experiential perspective, instead of a mere functional one, to better understand (cultural) values, that 

further inspire design (Gaver et al., 2004a). 

Since the first work on probes, a broad variety of probing techniques has been developed that utilize 

design as a means to gain rich contextualized understanding (Boehner et al., 2007). For example, 

Hulkko et al. (2004) introduced mobile probes that could log their sensor data but also offered the 

opportunity to remotely ask questions. Gaver et al. (2004b) introduced domestic probes, a more 

open and varied version of cultural probes to research domestic life. And Paulos and Jenkins (2005) 

introduced urban probes, to deconstruct urban situations and understand people’s emotional 

reactions to new designs. Mattelmäki (2006) reviewed a variety of probing techniques and concluded 

that they can serve four purposes, as she outlines how they can be used for inspiration, information, 

stimulating a dialogue and enabling participation. 

Building on opportunities created by technological advancements, Hutchinson et al. (2003) enriched 

the spectrum of probes with technology probes. Technology probes “are simple, flexible, adaptable 

technologies introduced into families' homes with three interdisciplinary goals: the social science 

goal of collecting data about the use of the technology in a real-world setting, the engineering goal 

of field-testing the technology, and the design goal of inspiring users and designers to think about 

new technologies.” (ibid., p.17). These technology probes are simple in functionality and open to be 

used in whatever manner participants wish to. How these probes get a role in the everyday life of the 

participants provides inspiration for the design process.

Probing techniques have been used for experimental, evocative, and subjective research (Gaver et 

al., 1999; Boehner et al., 2007). We illustrate the design process located in the design (research) studio 

with the circular black arrows and use the black arrow moving into everyday life and back to the design 

(research) studio to show how probes are deployed in everyday life.  This visualization emphasizes 

that most of the iterative design work is located in the design (research) studio, as the probes that 

are deployed in the everyday life do not iteratively evolve. Situated probes yield insights for design 

researchers, while both design researchers and participants stay on their side of the model. Hence,  

the yellow and grey arrows are not present in figure 5.1c.

We value how probes use situated designerly inquiry to gain insight into the contextual richness of 

the design space and appreciate how this inspirational material feeds into the design process. Also, 

the way in which probes can collect insights in context without presence of the designer (or design 

researcher) is what we aspire to do. However, as probes are used to inspire they dominantly serve 

in early parts of the design process. Although they are (designed) research vehicles, they should 

not be confused with designs that iteratively evolve over time. We are interested in how probes, as 

explorative means to investigate the design space, can go together with prototypes as more concrete 

manifestations of design concepts.

(2) Bringing the design (research) studio into the everyday
In the previous section we outlined how different approaches aim to bring contextual richness into the 

design process. In this section we outline how other methods set out to bring the design (research) 

studio into the everyday, to make that contextual richness an inherent part of the design challenges. 

We introduce Living Labs (e) and Experiential Design Landscapes (EDLs) (f) as the most prominent 

examples of this work.
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(e) Living Labs

A Living Lab is an open and user-centered innovation approach that integrates (design) research and 

innovation processes within public-private-people partnerships (Almirall & Wareham, 2008). Thereby it 

includes a variety of perspectives from the design space in the design process. This way, the approach 

sets out to make the contextual richness of the design space an inherent part of the design process 

and allows for experimentation in a (close to) everyday setting. When it comes to how these living 

labs are organized we recognize two directions. The first, most traditional direction recreates (parts 

of) everyday environments in the design (research) studio. The second positions the design (research) 

studio in an everyday environment and equips that public space or part of society with instruments to 

gain insight into design interventions. This latter direction is in line with what Koskinen and colleagues 

(2011) describe as a field approach.

In the more traditional setup, Living Labs are artificial environments that mimic real-life settings so 

that participants can experience design ideas in a close to real context. These environments are 

equipped with sensors and measuring devices to gain insight into how people act and behave around 

new design interventions (Almirall & Wareham, 2008). Well-known examples of original Living Lab 

approaches are the Philips Research Experience Lab and the MIT PlaceLab (Larson & Topping, 2013). 

User involvement in these examples is mostly limited to session-based evaluations. This approach  

is similar to the lab approach, apart from the fact that the lab is turned into a space that resembles  

the users’ real-life context.   

The newer generation of Living Labs aims for closer embedding in the everyday, to provide a more 

longitudinal means of controlled but natural observation (Schaffers et al., 2011). The design (research) 

studio is often located inside the situated Living Lab and allows the design process to be directly 

influenced by the context. In other words, designs are developed and deployed in the everyday 

environment for further analysis and evaluation. Examples of these situated Living Labs are ENoLL 

(2012) and InnoSport Lab Sport & Movement (InnosportLab, 2018) in Eindhoven. As in the traditional 

Living Lab setup, these contexts are equipped with sensors and other observational technologies to 

study the impact of design interventions. We illustrate the situated Living Lab approach in figure 5.1e 

with black circular arrows displaying the design process that is located in-situ and present with the 

grey arrow how designers (or design researchers) step into the everyday context.

We value the new generation of Living Lab approaches for how design interventions become situated 

and experiential in everyday life. However, it is not always possible for the designer to become part of 

the everyday context, without changing it significantly or being obtrusive. Therefore, we aim for a more 

unobtrusive approach, while setting out to preserve detailed and nuanced insights into the richness of 

the everyday life setting. 

(f) Experiential Design Landscapes

In Sander’s perspective he already introduced his involvement in the Social Stairs case study (chapter 

3.2), which was part of ongoing research in Experiential Design Landscapes (EDLs). To shortly recap, 

EDLs are environments that are part of society, be it physical or virtual, that design researchers can  

use as their playground for in-situ investigation (Peeters & Megens, 2014). EDLs introduce the concept 

of experiential probes that are sensor-enhanced, networked product-service systems. Placed in-situ, 

the usage of experiential probes is captured through the data. This data is analyzed in detail and 

functions as a source of inspiration for future solutions. 

EDLs set out to push the limits of ecological validity while retaining experimental control (Peeters et al., 

2013). Whereas traditional research often prefers experimental control to be able to make sound claims 
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(i.e. rigor), design often argues for ecological validity (i.e. relevance). In other words, EDLs are not about 

how well things function in a controlled lab environment, but about how accurately findings represent 

real-life settings. EDLs mainly focus on longitudinal experiments that can eventually demonstrate the 

effects of design for behavior change (e.g., towards a healthy lifestyle).

In EDLs, design activities take place in the design (research) studio and in-situ. Ideation and creation 

of experiential probes mostly happens in the design (research) studio, whereas the insights for the 

design process come in from the field, where the experiential probes are situated. This makes that we 

in figure 5.1f illustrate the design process of EDLs (circular black arrow) on the intersection of the design 

(research) studio and the everyday. An understanding of the contextual richness is also gained by the 

designers that visit and install the experiential prototypes in-situ. This is represented with the grey 

upward-pointing arrow.

What we value in EDLs is that they combine an explorative character with in-situ experimentation. 

Based on situated insights they iteratively advance the design and deploy experiential probes 

accordingly. EDLs make a first step towards remotely collecting insights by sensor-equipping 

prototypes, but we argue this can be further advanced. Besides, the method only describes a way to 

remotely gain insight and not necessarily to remotely intervene. We see value in more remote design 

explorations, where the design does not need to be retrieved from context, as this allows for a more 

iterative approach that does not affect the everyday setting much. 

Situated design explorations within data-enabled design
Figure 5.2 illustrates how data-enabled design sets out to facilitate interaction between the design 

(research) studio and everyday life. We discuss how the different qualities are represented in the model. 

Through both of our perspectives we already argued for a crucial role of experiential prototypes, 

situated in the everyday life of users. In the Connected Baby Bottle study, this situated design 

approach enabled participants to become experts of experience instead of mere experts of context 

(Mattelmäki & Sleeswijk Visser, 2011). This allowed them to actively participate in discussions about 

designs that were previously far outside their frame of reference. By situating experiential prototypes 

in everyday life, we emphasize that meaning is made in interaction (Overbeeke & Wensveen, 2003) 

and that this creation of meaning is therefore strongly affected by people’s rich, versatile, complex and 

personal context. As we want people to build personal relationships with the designs we introduce, 

we deployed them for a longer period of time without continuously retracting them. This situated 

character represented in figure 5.2 by the top circle.  

On the other hand, we valued the design (research) studio-oriented approaches for their more 

explorative character, allowing for high-paced explorations as we valued designerly skills. In the 

Connected Baby Bottle study we, for example, showed how we explored new ways of gaining insight 

in the sensor data. We explored different data visualizations in the researcher dashboard and explored 

what insight cards could result from that. These designerly explorations, that take place in the design 

(research) studio, are represented by the bottom circle in figure 5.2. 

In the Connected Baby Bottle study we showed how we capitalized on the situated character even 

further. We argued that the prototype should remain in-situ and that the designer (design researcher) 

should disappear from that scene to make experiences more realistic and increase the ecological 

validity. In contrast to a lab approach (a), and co-x (c) approaches, we argue that participants should 

predominantly remain in their everyday setting and so should designers in the design (research) studio. 

On some occasions, participants can visit the design (research) studio, for example for collective study 
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introductions or study evaluations. This is represented by the yellow downward-pointing arrow in 

figure 5.2. The designer can visit participants in their everyday setting to gain insights the contextual 

richness by doing home visits, contextual inquiries or semi-structured interviews. This is represented 

by the grey upward-pointing arrow in figure 5.2. 

By utilizing data, we employed a remote design approach that enabled a continuous interaction 

between everyday life and the design studio. The prototype remained in everyday life (i.e. the top side 

of the 8 shape) while designers remotely gained insight, explored and remotely adapted the prototype 

to deploy new design interventions (i.e. the bottom side of the 8 shape). On the one hand, this enabled 

us to utilize the high-paced explorative qualities of the design (research) studio approaches. On the 

other hand, it also allowed us to experiment in an everyday setting to encompass the contextual 

richness of the design space. To emphasize this interaction, enabled through the data, both sides 

are connected. The 8-shape is used to emphasize the continuous character of the situated design 

explorations (figure 5.2). This is different from probes, that are not intended as designed solutions,  

and thereby do not set out to iteratively advance over time. 

This continuous and remote interaction between both sides of the model is what makes this 

approach novel. Other approaches, like living labs and EDLs, do also iteratively develop their design 

interventions. However, design changes are only made in between field studies. The functionality of 

the probe or prototype is fixed beforehand and does not change during the study. As a result, these 

studies are often employed only in later stages of the design process. With data-enabled design we 

argue for more dynamic and malleable prototypes, that can be continuously adapted remotely, based 

on remotely gained situated insights. 

Popularly used terms to describe existing in-situ activities are ‘field study’, ‘field-trial’, ‘home-

placement study’ or ‘test’. However, we argue that these terms are so heavily connoted with an static 

and evaluative approach and mindset, that we propose a different term. We introduce situated design 

explorations to emphasize the continuous, remote, explorative character of our in-situ activities:

 A situated design exploration is an explorative design (research) activity that is situated  

in the everyday life of participants. It allows design researchers to remotely gain insight and  

to remotely adapt designs, in a continuous manner. This way, situated design explorations 

combine the explorative qualities of design (research) studio approaches with the situatedness  

of field approaches. 

design 
(research)
studio

everyday life

Figure 5.2. The 8-shape model: 

interaction schematic between the design 

(research) studio and everyday life in 

data-enabled design. The yellow and 

grey arrow represent how people (i.e. 

participants or design researchers) move 

between sides to bring or gain contextual 

richness. The black arrows represent 

where artifacts/prototypes lives.
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Figure 5.3. The role of data visualized in the 8-shape model. 
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5.4 The role of data
We use this lens to discuss how data plays a crucial role in situated design explorations. As this role 

varies at different points in the loop we let the model we introduced in the situated design approach 

lens (figure 5.2) guide this discussion. Figure 5.3 annotates the different stages of the situated design 

exploration loop and illustrates how data plays a role in these. In the first step of the of the Connected 

Baby Bottle project we went through one of these loops. In the second step, we went through multiple 

situated design explorations, where these also started to run in parallel. We use the design process 

lens (section 5.5) to go in further detail on how these loops come together in the design process.  

Here, we address the different stages for one situated design exploration loop in more detail.  

(A) Prototypes situated in everyday life
In section 5.3 we already elaborated on the value of situating prototypes in everyday life.  

Part A of the model describes this situatedness.

(B) Collecting data
The way in which data was collected in the Connected Baby Bottle study built on both our individual 

perspectives (chapter 2 and 3). The experimental, prototype-centric perspective introduced continuously  

collected sensor data, which was collected in the Connected Baby Bottle study through the sensor-

equipped bottle sleeve. The user- experience oriented perspective introduced qualitative data through  

home visits, interviews and other ethnographic techniques. We elaborate on the qualities of both.

Sensor data

The Connected Baby Bottle case showed how data captured by sensor-equipped artifacts could be 

used to remotely gain detailed insight into personal behavioral patterns. For example, once data from 

the sensors was visualized through simple data visualizations, it gave insight in when a baby was being 

fed, how long that took and how regular that pattern was. The fact that sensor data could be collected 

(remotely), without the presence of the design researcher, enabled continuous longitudinal insights. 

This makes sensor data collection different from the majority of other design research methods that 

have been introduced, in which insights are only periodically collected (i.e., once in a while). 

Especially in the intimate domain of baby bottle feeding, this type of data allowed us to understand 

situated behaviors without interfering much. As the sensor data was continuously gathered 

(unobtrusively) and was highly detailed, it gave insight on both a routine level as on a highly detailed 

level by providing insight in what happened during the different feeding sessions. It was for example 

visible how parents’ shaking styles differed, how often they put the bottle straight up during a feeding 

session (i.e. zero degree angle and no motion) or how night feeding patterns were different from day 

feeding. Besides the fact that the design researchers did not have to be present to observe, the data 

also gave insights in aspects that would be difficult to observe by the human eye. For example, it would 

be difficult to observe how the temperature would decrease while the baby was drinking. 

The sensor data also had its limitations. From a behavioral point of view it was possible to understand 

the basic characteristics from a feeding (e.g., duration, starting time, breaks), but the data also triggered 

a large number of questions (e.g., what does this motion after the feeding mean). Generally speaking, 

the sensor data gave insight in how people did certain things, but gave no insight in why they did so or 

how they experienced them. For example, the sensor data showed that one feeding took much longer 

than the others. But the reason for this and how parents experienced it was not present in this data. 

A similar use of sensor data is found in a variety of technology-mediated probing techniques such 

as Mobile Probes (Hulkko et al., 2004), Urban Probes (Paulos & Jenkins, 2005), and Technology 
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Probes (Hutchinson et al., 2003), as these probes are sensor-equipped to collect data about how 

they are being used. Although the way in which data was collected in the Connected Baby Bottle 

study shows much similarities to how that is done in technology probes, it is collected with a different 

intention. In case of technology probes, data is collected to give insight in how people interact with 

technology. Therefore, the data is treated as research data. In our case, the data itself is a primary 

subject of investigation, as we explore how it can become solution data. As a consequence, which 

data is collected and in what manner evolves hand in hand with the solution. This way, it is much more 

dynamic than the data that is collected by technology probes. This dynamic character makes it less 

suitable as an evaluative means, but more suitable as a continuous source of inspiration. 

Qualitative data

The home-visits, semi-structured interviews, questionnaires, diary booklets and remote 

questionnaires together shaped the qualitative data perspective. In the situated design approach  

lens we introduced a number of well-established ethnographic techniques and co-x techniques that 

this perspective built on. Where the sensor data only provided insight into a limited number of aspects 

of these families lives (e.g., when or how long people feed their baby), the qualitative techniques 

provided a more holistic and experience-centered perspective. For example, it gave insight into 

how parents perceived bottle feeding, what they valued or disliked and what role it played in their 

everyday life. Through these qualitative sessions and techniques it was possible to create a full picture 

of the richness of the design space by discussing a variety of aspects. This, for example, gave insight 

into how different people gave a bottle, at what location the feeding happened, whether there were 

any brothers or sisters around, and whether there were other things in the house that could cause 

distractions while feeding. 

Qualitative methods often lacked detail in how parents were feeding, which could be provided by the 

sensor data. The initial interviews, for example, gave little insight in how parents actually bottle feed, 

what their routines were like and what caused deviations from this routines. Also ways of contextual 

inquiry (i.e. demonstrating and narrating how they prepare a bottle) did not provide the same level  

of detail the sensor data could. 

(C) Towards insights into context, behavior and experience 
So far we have introduced sensor and qualitative data as separate data streams, with their own 

qualities and shortcomings. Once they were transferred into the design (research) studio (i.e. part 

C), we found that they quickly started to leverage each other. They combined to give detailed and 

nuanced contextual, behavioral and experiential insights. 

The first time we were able to get insight in the sensor data, through simple overviews, we could 

easily identify basic behaviors. It was possible to classify different feedings, but also to describe 

characteristics of these feedings (e.g., duration, angle, temperature). Although the overviews gave 

detailed insight into these aspects, they also made clear how much we did not understand. For 

example, the bottle seemed empty at a certain point, so why would it keep moving this much 

afterwards? We could see short pauses during the feeding, what is happening during these moments? 

Do parents shake or swirl their bottle while mixing the formula? As soon as we brought these data 

overviews into the qualitative sessions with the parents, the sensor data and qualitative data started 

to intertwine. Parents started to tell rich and nuanced stories about the detailed events present in their 

sensor data, that way enriching and further identifying it. The level of detail present in the sensor data 

and the nuanced qualitative approach enriched each other, which resulted in interviews that were 

very different from earlier ones. The holistic perspective was still present, but the combination allowed 

parents to be much more concrete in how it affected their actions and visa versa.  
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For example:

“These feedings must be mine and these must be my husband’s, I can see it from the differences  

in duration of the feeding.” – family 1, mother

“This is a longer break because I needed to change the diaper” – family 3, mother. 

At the same time, this detailed understanding of how parents were feeding augmented our qualitative 

techniques. Where early interviews hardly discussed details, we learned it was now possible to 

question specific aspects of their behavior and more importantly the associated experiences. For 

example, parents explained that when there is motion long after the bottle is finished, the baby is still 

playing with the bottle. This did not happen often; only when “everything is peaceful and when we 

have all the time in the world” – family 2, father. Another good example comes from a mother whose 

data showed that she switched from giving 5 to 4 bottles a day. She later explained that this was an 

immense struggle to achieve this, which would finally allow her to sleep through the night. 

Where the raw sensor data was detailed, but was lacking in meaning, the qualitative data acted as a 

kind of ‘decoder’, providing nuanced insight in context, behavior and experience. From an experience 

perspective, detailed insight into previously unconscious and unnoticed behavior provided the 

opportunity to ask more detailed questions that gave insight into underlying context and experiences. 

From a behavior point of view, these qualitative insights helped in understanding the sensor data 

better but also provided a more nuanced perspective on what differences in the data mean. As our 

understanding of both of these types of data continuously developed, they further intertwined and 

leveraged each others qualities. For example, the first feeding data showed pauses in the data (i.e.  

the bottle was put straight up while not being moved). When asked, parents explained that these were 

simple breaks, that could be caused by a distracted or unhappy baby. We referred to these breaks as 

interruptions. Interruptions were generally seen as a reflection of how well a feeding went and were 

thereby important for their experience of that feeding. Based on this insight we decided that pauses 

were significant events and we further developed our system to automatically detect and count the 

number of interruptions. When we reflected on the automatically detected interruptions with parents, 

they argued that not every pause should be identified as one single interruption. When interruptions 

quickly followed each other, it made more sense to interpret this pattern as one interruption. 

In the first step of the bottle case (4.2), the qualitative sessions only took place after the exploration. 

We there argued for a more continuous approach to gathering both qualitative data and sensor data. 

This allowed participants to still vividly talk about their experiences based on this recently collected 

data, instead of having to remember what they experienced weeks ago. Figure 5.3.C shows the point 

where sensor data and qualitative data merged into detailed and nuanced contextual, behavioral and 

experiential insights. 

This approach also has effect on how the qualitative data is utilized. Before, we showed how 

qualitative data was dominantly utilized as research data. Now that it started to intertwine with the 

sensor data, which was utilized as solution data, it also started to become solution data. In the second 

step of the project (chapter 4.3) parents could, for example, use the app to share their personal bottle 

feeding experiences. This data was used in insight cards that showed how the amount of interruptions 

related to how satisfied parents were with the feeding. Although qualitative data was still dominantly 

treated as research data, we identify opportunities for a more qualitative approach to solution data. 

In summary, the synergy between the sensor data and qualitative data enables 1) better understanding 

of patterns in the sensor data, in terms of what happens and why it happens; 2) improved qualitative 
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techniques, because the sensor data inspire deeper and more detailed questions; 3) stronger 

engagement (of the parents) because they better understand the value of the data and prototypes;  

4) the building of algorithms for the automatic detection of meaningful events, such as interruptions;  

5) the use of qualitative data as solution data.

A ‘small’ data approach

Our approach to combining sensor data with qualitative techniques emphasizes the highly personal 

aspects of the data that intelligent solutions should come to emphasize. This presents a radically 

different perspective than established (big) data approaches that value data at a large scale. Their 

focus is on common denominators, whereas we emphasize people’s idiosyncrasies. What we do 

appreciate in these approaches is that they aim to develop strategies that apply to thousands of users. 

We have the same ambitions with our designs, but aim to achieve them without losing the personal 

perspectives. For early stages of the design process we argue for a small data approach, that values 

a highly detailed and nuanced understanding of personal data at a small scale over finding common 

denominators at a large scale. The question which data could be utilized is as important as how that 

data could become part of the solution. Therefore, we want to design the data collection in such a way 

that it encompasses idiosyncrasies, that we then set out to investigate and integrate further. Only once 

we start to understand the value of the data at this small scale, we set out to incrementally scale up 

the amount of users without losing the personal touch in that process. 

As a consequence of the differences in our aims, the way we treat data is also different from big  

data approaches. They generally use quantitative and statistical analysis techniques to gain insights. 

Besides the fact that our small data size does not allow for this approach, we treat the sensor data 

more as qualitative material because of the richness, complexity and versatility it embodies. We 

are interested in the stories that are hidden in this data that will give contextual, behavioral and 

experiential insights. Chapter 4 showcased multiple examples of how we used the sensor data of  

the bottle, together with qualitative (ethnographic) techniques, as qualitative material to unravel  

rich and personal stories. 

Data visualizations

The qualitative role of sensor data is enabled and reinforced by using data-visualization techniques. 

We identify two strategies for data visualization: exploratory data analysis and explanatory data 

analysis (Nussbaumer Knaflic, 2015). Exploratory data visualizations focuses on getting familiar with 

the data. It may involve a hypothesis or question but it can also be a process of delving into the 

data to determine what is interesting. You can compare it with turning over 100 rocks to find 1 or 2 

precious stones. Explanatory data analysis is applied when you want to show a specific insight to 

an audience. The visualization is aimed at sharing that insight (i.e. the 2 precious stones) in the best 

manner. Although we use explanatory data vaisualisations in the solutions we design, we mostly 

build on exploratory data analysis techniques in the design process. For example, in the situated 

design explorations we could look into how different parents were feeding, how interruptions related 

to environmental noise, or what weekly routines looked like. This way the visualizations allowed us 

to explore and formulate questions, that we could then discuss with participants, instead of merely 

using the visualizations to find answers. Although we did not involve a large group of participants 

in the situated design explorations, it proved insightful to compare data between participants. By 

comparing feedings within and across families, we started to understand better what was common 

and uncommon behavior. 

The first (raw) data visualizations (figure 4.5) showed how the detailed sensor data could be used as  

a means to facilitate participants to tell their personal stories. The plots that we used at the end of the 
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situated design exploration of the first step presented the raw sensor data with as little interpretation 

as possible. The absence of any intentional classification or clustering allowed us to interpret this 

data, in dialogue with participants. For design researcher dashboards, we therefore value raw and 

exploratory data visualizations over polished, elegant and cleaned-up overviews (i.e. explanatory 

visualizations). These are often packed with assumptions and interpretations of the designers, where 

we want to facilitate a collaborative meaning-making process. 

However, when we better understand the data throughout the process, the data-visualizations should 

move along. Specific aspects of interest can then be explored in more detail through topic-specific 

data visualizations. An example of this is the advancement we made from the raw data timelines to the 

summary overviews. As we came to better understand which details in this raw data were meaningful 

for parents, such as interruptions, daily routines, which caregiver was feeding, or starting temperature 

of the milk, we built in more automated analytics emphasizing these details. These would then 

become part of the data-visualizations again.  

(D) Design synthesis
The contextual, behavioral and experiential insights inspire and inform the design researcher. In 

chapter 1 we articulated how we set out to develop a methodology that was more respectful of the 

creative and synthesis skills of the design research team. For the more complex design challenges 

associated with designing for intelligent ecosystems, we argued that the design or design research 

team can adopt a holistic approach that encompasses more than what the data itself can provide, 

using designerly ways of knowing (Cross, 2001). As a result, data enables design but does not directly 

drive it. All project members and aspects of the design (research) studio, i.e. the designers, design 

researchers, stakeholders and setting, influence how the different sources of data are interpreted,  

what receives focus and what new ideas and concepts emerge. 

(E) Designerly explorations with data as creative design material
The Connected Baby Bottle case showed how insights from the data have continuously inspired and 

informed new design interventions. For example, differences in how often feedings were interrupted by 

different caregivers inspired new analytics and insight cards for parents which highlighted differences in 

feeding behavior. Another example is one where the data showed a sudden increase of the amount of 

interruptions. Combined with the qualitative data we discovered that this had a medical cause (acute 

bronchitis), which showed the potential value of the design in the medical domain. These examples 

show how contextual, behavioral and experiential insights have continuously inspired the design 

process. As a result, they have inspired new prototypes and informed updates on existing ones, which 

were then again situated in the everyday life of the participants. The situated design explorations 

of the second step, for example, introduced a new sensor sleeve, with an extended set of sensors. 

But also the insight cards were continuously informed by insights from the data and how people 

experienced these new cards. 

Besides utilizing the richness of the data to spark creativity, we also started employing data as 

material to design with. We continuously experimented with new data visualizations in the researcher 

dashboard, that could provide a different perspective on the data, yielding different contextual, 

behavioral and experiential insights. In addition, we explored which different data could play a 

relevant role in the intelligent solution and how it could start to do so. We did this both at a hardware 

level and at a software level, exploring what sensors could be embedded into the bottle sleeve, but 

also what analytics could meaningfully capture our insights in the data. Our contextual, behavioral and 

experiential insights did thereby not only serve a research purpose, but also enabled us to design a 

solution that leveraged this thorough understanding of the data. This way, the contextual, behavioral 
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and experiential insights (C) could be utilized to design algorithms. The intelligent solution could then 

use these algorithms to convert sensor data and qualitative data into contextual, behavioral and 

experiential data.   

 Contextual, behavioral and experiential data is an additional layer of metadata on top of 

the sensor data or qualitative data that the solution can use to gain a detailed and nuanced 

understanding. It is generated by algorithms that are developed based on earlier gained 

contextual, behavioral and experiential insights. 

To illustrate, we use the car ride example we gave in chapter 4 (figure 4.7). The sensor data showed  

a pattern that was clearly distinct from the normal feeding patterns. Merged with qualitative data we 

found that this was a car ride. But, more importantly, parents argued that the feeding that happened 

after the car ride was completely different than the others. They would travel somewhere which meant 

that the context was likely very different, there were different people around, who might even do the 

feeding. Therefore, the feeding after the car ride should not be treated in the same manner as the ones 

before. We could use this insight to develop new algorithms that would classify whether a session was 

a car ride. This way the raw sensor data turned into contextual data. Subsequently the system could 

utilize the insight of the car ride to share ways of heating a baby bottle on the go. 

In our definition of data as creative design material we see parallels with work on computing 

technology. Ozenc and colleagues (2010) also indicates that computing technology is a complicated 

material for many designers to work with, as it is a material that evolves over both space and time 

(Hallnäs & Redström, 2001). Ozenc argues that it is not enough to touch and feel this material in any 

given moment and thereby get to know its properties and potentials; instead the material has to reveal 

itself and its dynamic qualities when put together into a running system (Sundström et al., 2011). We 

argue along similar lines and, therefore, introduce a more continuous approach to gaining insight in  

the data (i.e. the loop in the model of figure 5.3).   

(F) Adapting the situated prototypes (remotely) 
This part of the model advocates that the situated prototypes can be (remotely) adapted. This can 

mean that new physical prototypes are introduced, such as a new sensor sleeve, but these adaptations 

mostly concern (remote) changes to the data and algorithms of the ecosystem. The new algorithms 

interpret data in a different way and thereby define how the intelligent ecosystem acts, which 

was designed in the previous part (E). These changed prototypes can be regarded as new design 

interventions, which enable new experiences for participants. 

In general, design interventions can serve different purposes at different stages in the design 

process. In the first step of the Connected Baby Bottle study, the prototype could be regarded as a 

design intervention, although we aimed to minimize its impact. This contextual ‘design intervention’ 

emphasized the knowledge that could be gained with them, whereas the interventions in the second 

step of the project were clearly more informed and targeted towards a possible solution. The flexibility 

of the situated prototypes plays a crucial role in facilitating this part of the model, as it defines the 

boundaries of what can be explored. We discuss both the different purposes as the flexibility of the 

tools in more detail in the design process lens (5.5). 

(G & H) The situated and design (research) studio loop
In section 5.3 we argued for a more continuous situated design approach, where the everyday life  

and in-design (research) studio explorations could run in parallel but were tightly connected.  
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For the situated loop (G) this means that prototypes are situated in everyday life (A) and collect data 

(B), which informs the intelligent ecosystem that can thereby continuously adapt itself (F). Although 

the connection to the design (research) studio loop is necessary to continuously evolve the design, 

the situated loop can also run independently. Note that we do not suggest here that the ecosystem 

redesigns itself, as is argued for in the design by data work (Speed & Oberlander, 2016) (see chapter 

1.4). With this loop we mean that the intelligent ecosystem evolves and responds differently based on 

newly acquired data. In the Connected Baby Bottle case study we did not technically implement this 

intelligent behavior, but did explore it through our wizard-of-oz approach. In section 5.6 we will  

further dive into the characteristics of the intelligent ecosystem to close this loop.    

We also argue for an independent loop in the design (research) studio. The data visualization 

explorations in the researcher dashboard present a good example of this. First, sensor data and 

qualitative data is gathered (B) and merged into contextual, behavioral and experiential data, 

already utilizing different data visualization formats (C). Based on these insights, new questions and 

ideas emerged that changed the designers perspective on the challenge (D). As a result, new data 

visualizations were built (F) that provided a different perspective on the data (C). 

Research data and solution data

In chapter 1 we introduced the difference between research data and solution data to highlight 

different roles data can play. In this 8-shape model we see how these two roles can intertwine.  

In part (B) of the model sensor data and qualitative data is gathered. When this data is utilized in the 

situated loop (G), it serves as solution data as it becomes the fuel for the solution to drive and or adapt 

interactions (F). When this data is transferred towards the design (research) studio side, (the same) data 

can be regarded as research data, as it is used to gain insight from (C) and is used as creative design 

material in the design process (D-E). 

5.5 The design process
So far we have introduced data-enabled design’s interaction between the design (research) studio 

and everyday life of participants (section 5.3) and elaborated on the role data plays in different parts 

of this interaction (section 5.4). There, one full loop in the 8-shape model (figure 5.3) represented one 

situated design exploration. We use this lens to discuss how different situated design explorations are 

orchestrated in the design process. As the goal of the situated design exploration of the first step was 

quite different from the goal of the second step, we introduce a two-step model for data-enabled 

design. We explain the scope and values of both steps and discuss how open and malleable tools  

are instrumental in facilitating continuous and remote design explorations. 

A two-step approach for data-enabled design
The first step of the proposed two-step model for data-enabled design is a ‘contextual’ step, the 

second step is an ‘informed’ step. These directly map to the first and second step that we described 

in the bottle case study. The first step is used to gain contextual understanding of the everyday life of 

participants, to thereby inspire and inform the second –informed– step. This second step sets out to 

shape and change the ‘current reality’ of participants through a design intervention, and this ‘changed 

reality’ is continuously explored through new (remotely deployed) design interventions. We refer to  

this unchanged versus changed version of a participants’ reality as the ‘current’ and ‘new reality’. 

 With ‘new reality’, as opposed to ‘current reality’, we refer to a new state where design has 

shaped new experiences and thereby changed how people give meaning to (part of) their lives. 
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The contextual step

The first, contextual, step is a research-oriented step that sets out to gain contextualized 

understanding of people’s ‘current’ reality. It does so by employing a sensor-equipped prototype, 

together with a range of qualitative techniques. This contextual step serves to inspire and inform 

the design process. Hence, we aim for experiential qualities that are expressed in small but richly 

annotated datasets rather than large datasets without these. This prevents from the serendipitous use 

of data that is often a major challenge for big data approaches. The results of this step present a rich 

and varied collection of insights that emphasize people’s uniqueness and how these are represented 

in data. Thereby, it does not only explore the design space, but also what data can play a role in the 

design of the intelligent ecosystem. 

The role of the prototype

The prototypes of the contextual step show much similarity with probes used by different probing 

techniques (Gaver, 1999; Hutchinson, 2003; Hulkko, 2004). These prototypes are also designed to 

provoke inspirational responses in designers (Gaver, 1999), incrementally build an understanding of 

the design space once new insights trickle in, and are designed and produced specifically for context, 

people and environment. The artifacts of the contextual step are different from probes, because they 

are more tightly connected to the solution we set out to design and can almost be considered as first 

generation exploratory prototypes. 

We acknowledge  that the design of the prototypes heavily influences the insights that can be gained 

with it. Different sensors highlight different aspects of context, behavior and experience that thereby 

inspire design in different manners. Subsequently, it is challenging to design the first prototypes without  

knowing what would be of interest. Therefore, we build on prior knowledge available about the domain 

(in our bottle case this was expert input from the AVENT team) and used an abundance of sensors to 

create a rich data landscape. This way, we aimed to create a valuable starting point that is broad and 

can be adapted. In next case studies (i.e. chapter 6 and 8) we aim to explore how the contextual step 

can be more dynamic so it becomes easier to adjust the contextual scope based on situated insights. 

Involving participants

As we set out to find idiosyncratic aspects of people in the data, we prefer to involve a small group 

of participants in whose data we can gain highly detailed insight, over involving a large group of 

participants for which we can not get to the same level of detail. As the contextual step serves to 

inspire, we emphasize diversity within this group. In the bottle study, we for example recruited families 

with different age ranges and did not select on the basis of education, background, or income. 

However, we are aware that there is still a large bias in our selection. Recruitment was limited to  

the Netherlands and there is a specific type of people that usually signs up for studies like these. 

As this step sets out to gain an understanding of people’s ‘current reality’, its setup aims to interfere 

as little as possible with this reality. Although we focus on the ‘current reality’ of the participants, it is 

good to be aware that participants’ lives are always somehow affected by the introduction of a study 

and even the use of a sensor-equipped prototype. As we set out to leave the everyday settings of the 

participants as untouched as possible we, for example, made the sleeve as unobtrusive as possible. 

This is in line with arguments on ecological validity we made earlier in the ‘situated design approach’ 

section (5.3). However, we also argued for the value of more qualitative data. As this data is often 

gained through home visits, contextual inquiries or interviews, the collection of this data does affect 

the behavior of participants. Therefore, a major challenge of this step is to find a balance between 

ecological validity and the qualitative study side. If design researchers visit more often, people 

are likely more engaged which makes it easier for them to ignore some usability flaws that are not 
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important yet. The data does provide some insight into the extent to which our interactions caused 

such new behaviors, for example by showing how consistently the sleeve was used. After home visits 

this consistency was boosted, after which it often slowly degraded. 

The informed step

The second, informed, step consists of multiple (simultaneous) situated design explorations. 

Compared to the contextual, step, these explorations are more design oriented and focus on 

developing the intelligent ecosystem. This informed step introduces new and experiential designs 

into participants’ lives, thereby creating a ‘new reality’ for them to experience. In this step, prototypes 

(or collections of prototypes) are deployed in everyday life, while design researchers remotely gain 

insights that inspire and inform new designs. These new designs are then further explored, prototyped 

and deployed in everyday life. We already elaborated on the different parts that can be identified 

in one of these situated design loops (in ‘the role of data’ section (5.4) through figure 5.3). Here, we 

further emphasize how multiple of these explorations are orchestrated. 

Figure 5.4 provides a schematic overview of how different situated design explorations were organized 

in both steps of the Connected Baby Bottle project. In this figure, one block represents one situated 

design exploration. It shows that the contextual step only consisted of one situated design exploration. 

This was the case because the sensor sleeve, that deployed in the everyday of the participants, was 

not changed during the study. The informed step shows a more dynamic and continuous orchestration 

of explorations. At the start, a first prototype is deployed. The ability to remotely collect sensor data 

and qualitative data allowed for continuous insights, which inspired and informed new prototypes.  

It is important to stress here that we use the term prototype in its broadest sense. It is not limited to the 

physical form or embedded sensors, but can also include prototypes of features or the algorithms of 

the solution. Examples are various methods to trigger insight cards or ways to tailor them to personal 

data. Along the process, deployed prototypes can be updated, new ones can be introduced, while 

others are removed. This dynamic setup also means that it becomes difficult to identify separate 

iterations as different situated design explorations run in parallel and follow up at a high pace. 

A wizard-of-oz approach
In the informed step we used a wizard-of-oz approach (Kelley, 1983; Dow et al., 2005). This allowed 

for quick explorations, of different concepts, without having to completely technically implement them 

first. In the words of Houde & Hill (1997), we could explore the role of the prototype without being 

too constrained by its implementation. Instead of building an algorithm that would interpret the data 

and using a predefined set of rules for what content to send, we could interpret the data through the 

researcher dashboard and hand-craft personal content. This forced us to consider more consciously 

what different data could mean and how insights from these could be best communicated.
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Figure 5.4. Schematic overview of explorative design cycles in the Connected Baby Bottle study, showing the 

different characters of the contextual and informed step.  
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This wizard-of-oz approach allowed us to provide participants with the experiences we envisioned for 

this intelligent solution. However, we also acknowledge that the level of personalization that could be 

achieved by the human operators would be more difficult to implement in an autonomous intelligent 

solution. This also had to do with the fact that we had access to different types of data, as we also 

unawarely utilized our insight from home visits and interviews. 

Based on this, we aim to explore new means to bridge the gap between our wizard-of-oz perspective 

and that what can be understood and acted upon by an intelligent solutions. To do so, we aim to 

integrate more of the intelligent behavior (i.e. algorithms) in our prototypes.

A data-enabled design canvas
The Connected Baby Bottle study showed that a flexible and open collection of tools was of vital 

importance to enable continuous and remote design explorations. This was not limited to for example 

the design of the hardware prototype, that enabled the design research team to quickly add or remove 

sensors from the sleeve, but was embedded throughout all tools. The researcher dashboard was 

designed so that new visualizations could easily be made. The app was a web page that could be 

updated remotely. Different analytics modules could readily be made and a design researcher could 

always take over tasks and act as a human operators. 

We emphasize the crucial role of these open and malleable tools, by referring to it as the data-enabled 

design canvas. 

 A data-enabled design canvas is an open and malleable collection of physical and digital tools 

that allow for exploration with data within the design space. Some of these tools are situated in 

everyday life, some in at the design (research) studio. The data-enabled design canvas allows 

the designer to continuously and remotely collect insights, but also to continuously explore and 

deploy new design interventions based on them.  

We use the canvas metaphor to stress that the collection of tools is an open yet defined starting point. 

It provides a canvas for exploration that gets colored throughout the situated design explorations. 

This is in line with earlier discussed work on data as design material (chapter 3), but also with work on 

sketching with interactive prototypes and technology (Buxton, 2007; Moussette & Banks, 2011). 

Insights from the contextual step inform the setup of this data-enabled design canvas. As a result,  

it is targeted but also offers freedom of exploration within the set boundaries. This enables the design 

research team to start the informed step from a concept that is still rather undefined but can be further 

shaped throughout the situated design explorations. The open and malleable character of the data-

enabled design canvas allows for our tools to grow together with our understanding of the solution. 

For the upcoming case studies it would be interesting to investigate how our continuous and remote 

design approach could extend beyond merely digital solutions, by involving more physical artifacts in 

the ecosystem.

In the Connected Baby Bottle project we only used a data-enabled design canvas in the informed 

step. For the following case studies, however, we also see opportunities for a data-enabled canvas in 

the contextual step. Using the canvas from the start could be a first step towards turning the contextual 

step into the more continuous and explorative step we want it to be. However, since the contextual 

step has so far been instrumental in shaping the canvas, (i.e. to define its boundaries but also its 

freedom) the question rises how this can be accommodated for. 
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5.6 Intelligent ecosystems
In chapter 1, we introduced our ambition to design for intelligent ecosystems. There are profound 

bodies of related work that relate to either the intelligent solution challenge and ecosystem challenge. 

Therefore, we introduce these two separately in this chapter. 

Ecosystems
In this section, we use related work to position what ecosystems of products and services are and what 

characterizes them. After that, we use these characteristics to discuss which ecosystem characteristics 

were already addressed in the Connected Baby Bottle case study and which ones need to be further 

addressed to move towards our intelligent ecosystem objective.

A theoretical framework 

There is an extensive body of work available that discusses compositions of products, services  

and people (Forlizzi, 2007; Blevis et al., 2015; Mortier et al., 2014; Nardi & O’Day, 1999; Clemmensen 

et al., 2016; Jung et al., 2008; Bødker & Klokmose, 2011; Frens & Overbeeke, 2009). Contributions 

to this discussion come from different angles and backgrounds, such as sociology (Forlizzi, 2007), 

biology (Briscoe et al., 2011) and psychology (Blevis et al., 2015). As we are not interested in a 

technical perspective on ecosystems, this selection of related work is limited to the ones that contain 

a conceptual contribution to what ecosystems are or how relationships can be formed in these 

ecosystems.

These related works bright forward a variety of valuable perspectives. We use Nardi & O’Day’s  

work on information ecologies as a framework for our discussions on ecosystems, and to provide  

a comprehensive framework for introducing other related work in this area (Nardi & O’Day, 1999).  

In their work on information ecologies, Nardi & O’Day introduce five characteristics that can be used  

to describe ecosystems (i.e., system, diversity, coevolution, keystone species and locality) (Nardi  

& O’Day, 1999). 

1. System

First, the system characteristic describes that there are strong interrelationships and dependencies 

between different elements (products, services and people) in the ecosystem. When one element is 

changed, changes can be felt throughout the ecosystem in often unpredictable manners. Different 

perspectives on these relationships are available, aiming to go beyond mere functional connections 

between ecosystem elements. Forlizzi et al. (2007) introduce their product ecology framework, which 

emphasizes extending pure functionality towards social and emotional relationships between different 

elements. Bødker and Klokmose (2011) put focus on the human-artifact relationship in their artifact 

ecologies and Jung et al. (2008) describe artifact-artifact relationships. 

2. Diversity

The second characteristic, diversity is used to emphasize the variety of roles and functions in the 

ecology, for humans as well as artifacts. These roles and functions are highly dynamic and depend  

on the situation at hand. The complexity of the ecology ensures there are always new niches that  

can be further explored. Diversity is necessary to accommodate the continuously changing nature  

of the ecosystem. 

3. Coevolution

Third, Nardi and O’Day argue that a healthy ecology is not static, as it continually co-evolves. Elements 

migrate to fill niches (see diversity), which affects other elements (see system). With constant change, 

even in apparent equilibrium, coevolution is always present. Especially for the technological systems 
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we discuss in our work, the pace at which new artifacts are introduced in the ecosystem is high.  

Frens and Overbeeke present a vision on ‘growing systems’ (Frens & Overbeeke, 2009; Frens, 2017). 

They take a strongly artifact-oriented perspective and focus on the (rich and embodied) interactions 

between different artifacts in the system, and how these can co-evolve. From a more analytical 

perspective, building on their human-artifact model, Bødker and Klokmose (2012) also describe the 

dynamics in artifact ecologies. Based on their ethnographic analysis of new iPhone users, they present 

different states to illustrate how experiences in the ecosystem evolve over time. As a result, they argue 

that a longitudinal approach is required to study coevolution. 

4. Keystone species

Fourth, every ecology has keystone species: ecosystem elements that are essential to the existence of 

the ecosystem. These can be artifacts or humans. A western-world hospital ecology can for example 

not do without the imaging equipment nor without the specialists controlling them. 

5. Locality

Fifth, locality is a particularly important attribute of ecosystems. It defines how people perceive 

these ecosystems and give meaning to them. A dentist’s drill plays a completely different role for a 

dentist than for the patient undergoing treatment. This characteristic has received a lot of attention 

in HCI and design, also outside this ecosystem context. Schütz’s work (1967) for example discusses 

intersubjectivity, arguing that our own subjective worlds influence the way we perceive things. This 

work builds on Merleau-Ponty’s (1962) work on phenomenology, that describes how the perceptive 

skills of our bodies enable meaning to emerge in the interaction between artifact and person, in 

context. Gibson (1977) argues that human action is constantly constructed and reconstructed through 

dynamic interactions with the world. Also here, meaning emerges in situated action. This work provides 

a valuable perspective on locality, although not necessarily specific to designing for ecosystems.  

Reflecting on the ecosystem qualities of the Connected Baby Bottle solution

Positioned in the 4 earlier introduced stages of ecosystems (i.e. figure 1.1), the Connected Baby  

Bottle solution would qualify as a one-to-one connected solution (figure 1.1b). We use figure 5.5 to 

elaborate. The first relationship (figure 5.5 I) shows a connection between the bottle sleeve and the 

phone running the bottle application. Like in figure 1.1b, the sleeve collects data that is used by the 

application to present insights. This is represented as a one-directional relationship as the phone 

could not influence any behaviors of the bottle sleeve. The second relationship (figure 5.5 II) describes 

the interaction between the phone application and the user. This relationship is similar to the one-to-

one connected solution described in figure 1.1b. It is a bidirectional relationship; the app provides the 

user with insights and the user can manually enter data or browse through data visualizations.  

A difference between figure 1.1.b and figure 5.5 is found in the fact that multiple users are represented  

in the ecosystem figure. The bottle study showed how multiple users were involved (e.g., mother, 

father, grandparent) in the baby bottle feeding. As the system did not make a distinction between 

those caregivers, we do not articulate them as different user perspectives in our model. Yet, by 

illustrating the users at the same spot in the ecosystem we want to emphasize that this ecosystem did 

involve multiple users within one family. The last relationship (figure 5.5. III) describes the connection 

between the user and the baby bottle sleeve. This is a relationship that was not articulated in figure 

1.1, as the sensor equipped device in most one-to-one connected setups does not have output 

modalities. However, the LED’s in the baby bottle sleeve provided the user with feedback about 

its state (e.g., bluetooth connectivity lost) and the temperature of the bottle. This way, users also 

experienced value in interacting with the baby bottle sleeve directly. This relationship is illustrated  

with a bidirectional arrow as users affected the data collection of the sleeve through their behavior. 
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1. System

In the Connected Baby Bottle the interrelationships and dependencies within the one-to-one 

connected setup were limited. Figure 5.5 shows only three relationships. Despite this limited set, the 

overview already gives interesting insight into the relevance of different points of interaction and how 

that can shape the interrelations and dependencies. For example, interactions that should happen in 

the moment (i.e. without a delay) proved to better fit on the sleeve (e.g., a light warning when the milk 

is too hot). The educational content and data insights were valuable on different times during the day. 

They were therefore better presented through insight cards in the app. This colocated character builds 

on Frens & Overbeeke’s (2009) view on system design, which argues that these systems break with 

the “one person – one product dictum”, as “inputs and outputs may be of different modality and [be 

located] in the different interactive ‘nodes’” (ibid., p.1500). To move towards designing for ecosystems 

we use to next case study to explore how the complexity of the relationship network can be increased. 

2. Diversity

Our Connected Baby Bottle solution was limited in its diversity. Its primary focus was on baby 

bottle feeding and did not reach beyond that topic initially. Earlier we discussed how we set out to 

encompass a broader perspective than what normally applies to one-to-one connected devices, to 

gain more holistic insight in context, behavior and experience. With that broader viewpoint, the bottle 

solution could supersede its direct application and enter into related domains. For example, the time 

between the last feeding of a day, and the first feeding in the morning could give quite a good estimate 

of a baby’s nightly sleep time. Following this, the system could give advice for ways to have the baby 

sleep through the night. Although the initial scope of the product (i.e. the baby bottle) was limited (i.e. 

bottle feeding), these examples showed how an ecosystem approach can broaden its diversity and 

extended into a variety of different areas. 

3. Coevolution 

The Connected Baby Bottle solution was rather static in terms of which elements were part of the 

ecosystem and what role the played. There was one app and one device, and this setup of the 

ecosystem did not change. However, the individual elements in this ecosystems could evolve. For 

example, the smartphone application could use the data that was gathered by the baby bottle sleeve 

to understand the situation and could develop this understanding over time. Based on this it could, for 

example, send more personal insight cards. In chapter 1, we already highlighted how the ecosystem 

and intelligence challenge were interrelated. How coevolution is facilitated by a solution that can 

understand, learn and adapts to its user is exemplified by this. 

(II)

(I)

(III)

Figure 5.5. Schematic of the intelligent Baby Bottle solution
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4. Keystone species

The Connected Baby Bottle solution only contained a small number of ecosystem elements and within 

this small ecosystem, they could all be considered keystone species. The bottle sleeve as a product 

would be meaningless without the (right) app (i.e. that provides insights that are personally relevant). 

Besides, the app would be meaningless without the (right) sleeve (i.e. the collection of sensors to give 

insight), and would have no purpose without a caregiver and baby to track data from, and to interact 

with.Also, non-keystone species are required to allow for more flexible and dynamic ecosystems.  

In the following case studies, we set out to further investigate this. 

5. Locality 

The different participant quotes in the case study show how people have given meaning to different 

aspects of the Connected Baby Bottle solution. Whereas some valued it as an easy way to keep track 

of feeding routines, others used it to gain insight into feeding behavior that could be further improved. 

Within the frame of reference provided by the solution, people could create their own meaning. We 

further elaborate on this meaning making process in the intelligent solutions section. 

For the next case study (i.e. chapter 6) we identify two main challenges for our ecosystems objective. 

First, we concluded that the complexity and dynamic character of this one-to-one solution did not yet 

come close to the dynamics, complexity and versatility that we envisioned for intelligent ecosystems. 

To investigate how to design for ecosystems we, set out to design a solution with more products, 

services and people with different roles. Second, we found that our Connected Baby Bottle solution 

was very specific towards one topic, i.e. bottle feeding, where topics like these do not live in isolation 

for parents. Therefore, we set out to broaden the scope of our ecosystem.

Intelligent solutions
In this section, we first build on prior work in design research that describes how users create meaning 

in interaction. Based on that potential, we introduce our characterization that describes the ability of 

intelligent solutions to understand, adapt and learn in more detail.  

A theoretical perspective on how meaning is made in interaction

Many interaction design researchers have discussed the level of richness, versatility and complexity 

that is involved in how users create meaning in interaction. These perspectives reach beyond usability 

arguments that reduce this complexity to a simple set of parameters, as it stresses the multitude of 

aspects that are involved in shaping an interaction. This can range from how the user is feeling at 

that moment and what the social situation is like, to how the characteristics of the place affect the 

interaction. Dourish (2004) further dives into this shaping of interaction with his definition of practice. 

The informal understanding of practice is “the detail of what people actually do” (ibid., p. 25). Practice 

is not limited to what people do, but it also includes how they experience what they do. Thereby, it 

provides a richer and holistic perspective on the situation than a reductionist approach that captures 

the interaction in a simple set of behavioral parameters. For example, finding a book in the library is  

a different experience when you are in a hurry than when you are in for a quiet time in the library.  

The way in which a particular interaction becomes meaningful is influenced by where and when it was 

performed, and by and with whom it took place and how people experienced it. In this way, context, 

behavior and experience come together. Dourish also argues that this meaning-making process is 

highly dynamic, as there is a constant renegotiation of context and meaning through the course of 

actions that are undertaken (Dourish, 2004). In the work on ‘practice’, both the user (experience) and 

the context should be considered as different people have different value. They look at the world in 

different ways, which are influenced by their skills and interests (Hassenzahl & Tractinsky, 2006). These 

personal perspectives affect how they interact with the world around them (Halko & Kientz, 2010). 
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Suchman’s (1987) description of situated actions underscores that users do not act following 

predefined plans but that they produce and find evidence for these plans in the situation these occur 

in. Thereby, the interaction is strongly situation dependent. Buxton (2018) also emphasizes this role of 

situatedness. With his perspective on ubiety, he argues for the role of place in different interactions. He 

observes that human-to-human interactions are completely different depending on place, but human-

to-artifact relationships are often not so dynamic. He, for example, argues that his phone should act 

differently in a car than in a meeting, as it plays a completely different role. This work shows that the 

interaction does not only depend on the user, but also the place and situatedness of the interaction. 

Also from a more embodied perspective, others (van Dijk et al., 2014; Varela et al., 1991) have described 

the complexity and richness of how meaning is made in interaction. This embodied perspective 

argues that all human skills and sensory abilities play a role in this interaction, not only cognitive 

skills. Dourish’ and Suchman’s work emphasizes the richness that is involved in the meaning-making 

process, and further emphasize the role of various human skills. This embodied perspective originates 

from Merleau-Ponty’s work on the phenomenology of perception (Merleau-Ponty, 1962) and Gibson’s 

ecological theory of perception (Gibson, 1979). 

Last, we find a valuable contribution for our work in Overbeeke and Wensveen’s (2003) perspective 

on how to design for these interactions. As meaning is made in interaction, designers can only create 

artifacts that evoke different interactions. These interactions can open up to a variety of meanings. 

However, they argue that meaning is not something that can be designed as it emerges in interactions.  

Intelligent solutions and their ability to understand, learn and adapt. 

We explained that the way in which people create meaning in interaction is unique and depends on 

their individuality, and is influenced by (the rich) context that users interact in. With intelligent solutions, 

we set out to design solutions that can adapt their interactions based on a detailed and nuanced 

understanding of the user and the context of the interaction. This way, we aim to design solutions that 

can adapt to the uniqueness of people, so they can serve their highly personal and situated needs. 

In other words, if an intelligent solution can come to understand how people create meaning in their 

interaction with it, it can potentially adapt its interactions to further facilitate this role. 

understand
context
behavior
experience

content
interactions
role

learning to learning to 
adapt

Figure 5.6. Intelligent solutions and 

their abilities of learning to understand 

and learning to adapt.
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In designing for intelligent solutions we define 3 main building blocks. The first is the intelligent 

solution’s ability to understand the aspects that influence how meaning is made in interaction.  

We cluster the related work on this in understanding context, understanding behavior and 

understanding experience. To do so, we build on a rich tradition of, amongst others, context-aware 

computing (e.g., Schilit et al., 1994), ambient intelligence (Aarts & Marzano, 2003), tangible and 

embodied interaction (Ishii & Ullmer, 1997) and user-experience research (Hassenzahl & Tractinsky, 

2006). The second building block describes how intelligent solutions can adapt their content, inter-

action and role, to become more personal and suitable for the context it is in. This framing is based 

on related work in the domain of digital adaptive systems (e.g., Burke, 2002) and personalization 

(Churchill, 2013). Last, we introduce how intelligent solutions can learn over time. This allows them 

to increase their understanding in the moment, but also to learn over time about the effects of their 

adaptations. This way, the intelligent solutions can provide a better fit over time, instead of always 

reasoning only from the moment itself. This learning character is described on the basis of Benyon  

and Murray’s (1993) levels of learning and recent advances in the domain of artificial intelligence  

(e.g., Russell & Norvig, 2003). 

In figure 5.6 we present a schematic overview of how an intelligent solution (in this case illustrated  

with the one-to-one connected solution of the Connected Baby Bottle) understands context, behavior 

and experience, to thereafter adapt its content, interactions and role. This is a constant loop where  

the intelligent solution’s ability to understand directs its adaptations possibilities. The adaptations  

affect the meaning made in interaction which consequently gives a new view on context, behavior  

and experience. The fact that these two functions are constantly refined through the solution's ability 

to learn is highlighted as ‘learning to understand’ and ‘learning to adapt’. 

In the next sections, we further elaborate on the intelligent solution’s characteristics to understand, 

adapt and learn.

Understand

In section 5.4 we explained how different types of data can be used by the design researcher to gain 

insight in context, behavior and experience. Here, we further elaborate on how context, behavior and 

experiences can be understood from a solution point of view. 

Understanding context

In the Connected Baby Bottle study, we showed how sensor data could be used by the solution 

to gain insight into context. For example, the sound sensor and light level sensor gave insight into 

the environmental conditions of the feeding. The sensor-based approach builds on a rich tradition 

of context-aware computing (Schilit et al., 1994; Chen & Kotz, 2000; Dey et al., 2001) in which 

technological artifacts are used to gain an understanding of context. Context-aware computing 

became especially relevant when computers became mobile and therefore their context became 

more dynamic. Developments in ubiquitous computing (Weiser, 1991) significantly contributed to 

this. Computers and computing are everywhere and have the ability to unobtrusively sense their 

environment. The ability to understand context is essential to our ecosystem perspective. Work on 

ambient intelligence (Aarts & Marzano, 2003) for example describes how different artifacts in the 

environment can utilize their sensing capabilities to construct an understanding of the context. In  

the Connected Baby Bottle study we approached this contextual understanding from a product point 

of view, as only the data from the sleeve was used to gain this contextual understanding. For a next 

case study, we set out to investigate how different elements in the ecosystem can be leveraged to  

gain a richer contextual understanding. 
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Understanding behavior

In the case study, we showed how the solution can utilize sensors to gain an understanding of user 

behavior. At first, this behavioral understanding mostly revolved around behaviors that were directly 

related to the sleeve. The solution, for example, had an understanding of the angle in which the bottle 

was held. Over time this perspective expanded. This way, the intelligent solution, for example, gained 

an understanding of when it was moved to a different location. In the case study, we explored this 

understanding through our wizard-of-oz approach, whereas other parts were automated. 

In the field of tangible and embodied interaction (Ishii & Ullmer, 1997; Hornecker & Buur, 2006) artifacts 

are well equipped to gain a detailed understanding of the user’s behavior. These artifacts can, for 

example, sense how a user approaches (e.g., Stienstra’s interactive door, (Stienstra, 2016)) and adapt 

accordingly. Our emphasis on details in the data mostly builds on research in this field. Having access 

to a more continuous stream of data, that can put forward more detailed insights, helps to better adapt 

designs to the users’ intentions (Deckers, 2013; Stienstra, 2016). However, most of the designs in this 

field have a relatively static coupling between input and output (Dubberly et al., 2009). In the learn 

section we further elaborate on what changes when solutions can learn about behavior over time. 

Understanding experience

In the introduction of intelligent solutions, we already emphasized the differences between people 

and how that makes them experience things in a different way. In the Connected Baby Bottle study, 

we emphasized the idiosyncratic perspectives of the different participants, as they had different 

challenges, different lives, social values, etc. Understanding how their different perspectives lead to 

different experiences is relevant for the solution to gain an understanding of how it could adapt to best 

fit the user and situation. 

Designing solutions that encompass these different perspectives has received significant attention 

in HCI. For example, persuasive technology (Fogg, 2002) and personal informatics systems (Li et al., 

2010; Epstein et al., 2015; Kersten-van Dijk et al., 2017) set out to gain an understanding of the user’s 

motivation and abilities, so that suitable interaction models can be formulated (Halko & Kientz, 2010). 

To embed these views into their designs, persuasive technologies often built on well-established 

frameworks from the field of sociology or psychology (e.g., Big Five factors of personality traits, 

(Goldberg, 1993)). In the Connected Baby Bottle study, we used the after-feeding questionnaires to 

allow for the solution to gain an understanding of user experiences. However, this was only a first step 

in understanding experiences. In the next case studies, we further investigate how intelligent solutions 

can gain an understanding of user experiences.

Although we discussed context, behavior and experience separately, we argued for an integration of 

these three. Data about behavior can give insight into user-artifact interactions, the contextual data 

can highlight where the interactions take place and the experiential data can be used to understand 

user intention and practice. Evidently, what sensor data and qualitative data is collected (i.e. is solution 

data) defines what the intelligent ecosystem can use to build its understanding. 

We would like to emphasize that we do not have the intention to design solutions that have an all-

encompassing understanding of the user and context. Everyday practice is richer than technology 

can (yet) understand. Therefore, we focus on the aspects that are most instrumental for the solution’s 

ability to adapt itself. Ultimately, the objective is to design solutions that better fit to the context and 

user; not to gain a better understanding of those for research sake.   
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Adapt

We already identified that the largest potential of our intelligent solutions lies in how they can adapt 

based on their understanding. In this section, we identify three different ways of adapting.

Adapting content

Enabled by recommender systems (Burke, 2002) and popularized through e-commerce and marketing 

techniques, most of today’s digital adaptive systems filter content that best fits a user’s taste and 

needs (Knijnenburg et al., 2012). For example, Skyscanner (2018) provides relevant flights for your 

destination and Google Now (Google, 2018b) tailors your news to your prior interests. Churchill 

(2013) identifies this concept of providing relevant content, or options, as outcome personalization. 

In the domain of smart products and services (see chapter 1.1) this type of adaptivity is commonly 

applied. For example, at five o’clock the Fitbit app sends the message, “Almost there! Get 500 more 

steps to hit your daily goal”. The Connected Baby Bottle study also includes examples of outcome 

personalization. For example, we sent cards to the app when a certain number of feedings was logged. 

In the Connected Baby Bottle case, we did, however, present a different perspective on outcome 

personalization, that built on our argument that an intelligent solution can never have an all-

encompassing view on the situation. Therefore, the content should leave room for personal 

interpretation. It should allow parents to give meaning to it in their everyday life setting. The tone in 

which the messages and insights in the app were delivered emphasized this. The insights were not 

conclusive or directive but gently presented insights and explained what triggered them. This approach 

is in line with reflective design (Sengers et al., 2005) that argues for supporting users in reflecting 

on their activities but also leaving space for users to reflect on, and perhaps reject, how technology 

influences their activities. Therefore, “technology that monitors and reports on user activity or 

experiences should be carefully designed to avoid making the technology, rather than the user,  

the final authority on what the user is doing.” (ibid., p. 55). 

Adapting interactions

A more advanced type of adaptivity is when the intelligent solution can adapt its interactions. Churchill 

(2013) refers to this as process personalization. This type of adaptivity acknowledges that not only 

content, but also its delivery needs to be personalized. For example, two users that both reach the 

same physical activity milestone (e.g., 1 million steps) receive the same content but the delivery is 

personalized. For an easy progressor the 1 million steps milestone content is presented in a rather 

formal format while another user, who had overcome hurdles in achieving that milestone, receives  

a more emotional and motivational coaching message. Note that in combination with the intelligent 

solution’s ability to understand context, behavior and experience, this personalization moves beyond 

segmentation of personality types. 

With this dichotomy of outcome and process personalization, Churchill shows that adaptivity is not 

only about understanding and selecting the pieces of information that best fit a user, but also about 

adapting the interaction. In chapter 4 (figure 4.19) we showed a series of content cards that followed 

this process personalization approach. All cards gave insight in the number of interruptions during 

different feedings. Although the cards contained similar content, they were framed and adapted to  

the earlier interests of the parents and their personal context. 

We presented examples of how we adapted digital interactions in the Connected Baby Bottle app. 

We also initiated some explorations (e.g., using light feedback in the baby bottle sleeve) where we 

explored this adaptivity for the physical domain. However, we also see opportunities for our intelligent 

solutions to adapt in the physical domain, which we aim to explore further in following case studies. 
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Adapting role

We see the highest level of adaptivity occurring when intelligent solutions can adapt their role. With 

role we refer to the function that an intelligent solution serves in the user’s everyday life; the way in 

which it is meaningful for people. Users are resourceful (Kuijer et al., 2017) and position artifacts in their 

lives according to their preferences. Some solutions that already allow for tailoring of interactions or 

content also facilitate an adaptive role. For example, notifications settings of the mobile phone can 

be set to fit the role of a phone for work. However, in this case, the user explicitly defines what this 

role should be. In intelligent solutions, the solution itself can adapt its role based on its understanding 

of user and context. Especially in the context of mobile or wearable devices, an adaptive role can be 

valuable to serve different purposes in different settings. For example, one moment you might use your 

phone for work, while the moment after it is the interface to reach out to your children. 

In the Connected Baby Bottle case, we have seen the solution taking up many different roles and 

concurrently adapting its interactions and content. For example, for one family it became a feeding 

guide for distraction-riddled feedings. It shared content about possible distractions. In its interactions, 

it aimed to give confidence to the insecure parents. A few days later it became a tool to phase out night 

feeds. It highlighted what routines existed and, in a professional tone of voice, it provided a step-

by-step program. For another family, it became a planning tool for caretakers. The routine overview 

highlighted what had happened during the last hours so that the caretaker could anticipate what could 

come next. In interaction, we explored (but did not implement) how the bottle sleeve light feedback 

could indicate to caretakers, in their periphery, when to start preparing the bottle.

Learn

In this section, we discuss the intelligent solution’s ability to continuously learn. This ability can be 

utilized to further advance its understanding, but also to learn about the effects of its adaptations. 

Learning to understand

With the understand ability we emphasized the solution’s understanding in the moment. The solution 

could, for example, understand that you started a feeding, finished it, that 5 interruptions occurred and 

that it was a joyful experience. The learn ability emphasizes that the intelligent solution can develop 

this understanding over time. It can, for example, learn about daily feeding routines and thereby 

detect when the user deviates from them. In the digital landscape of web and mobile applications, this 

self-learning ability is well developed. Online shopping platforms such as Amazon, Bol.com, Zalando, 

social media platforms like Facebook or dating platforms like OkCupid all use profiling techniques to 

learn about their user over time (van Velsen et al., 2008; Fischer, 2001). The user’s actions inform this 

(dynamic) profile, which is used to adapt the solution. In most of the cases this ability is used to provide 

different content - in many cases tailored advertisement, that thereby has a larger chance of success. 

We acknowledge that it is questionable whether these techniques are always used to the benefit of 

the user. In our case, we use this learning ability to create more personal interactions, that are more 

suitable for people and their context. We are aware that this learning or user-profiling ability introduces 

ethical questions. In chapter 12.2, we further discuss these ethical considerations and investigate how 

these solutions can become more transparent and can facilitate a dialogue around these issues.     

In the Connected Baby Bottle case study this learning ability was mostly covered by the human 

operator. New insights from sensor data and qualitative data improved the understanding of that user 

and his or her context. The different tones of voice that were used for different participants exemplify 

this. However, we already argued that this learning ability and level of understanding would be hard 

to translate into an autonomous intelligent solution. Therefore, we explore in next case studies how 
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we can utilize the wizard-of-oz approach to explore, but simultaneously also investigate new ways to 

translate these into automated intelligent solutions. As a first step, we set out to use the different types 

of data to create dynamic user profiles that can inform the intelligent solution. 

Learning to adapt

Next to the ability to learn about the user, intelligent solutions can also learn about themselves (i.e. 

how to best adapt). This ability to learn can come in different forms. Browne et al. (1990) described four 

levels of learning, which Benyon and Murray (1993) further extended. Although this research mostly 

focused on adaptive screen-based interfaces (Benyon, 1993), its learning strategies provide a valuable 

characterization of our intelligent solutions. Additionally, we use the work of Dubberly et al. (2009) to 

present an interaction design perspective to a similar characterisation of these systems. 

The first level describes simple adaptive systems (Benyon, 1993). In these systems, the output 

adapts in direct response to the input; the system is reactive (Dubberly et al., 2009) The adaptive 

mechanism is ‘hard-wired’ (e.g., ‘if this, then that’). Subsequently, these systems are also referred to 

as linear systems (ibid.). The second level describes self-regulating systems (Benyon, 1993; Dubberly 

et al., 2009). By creating a feedback loop, the solution can start to understand the effects of its 

own adaptations. Thereby it can use trial and error methods to optimize its own adaptations. Given 

a certain input, it can select from a range of possible outputs. In other words, the interactions are 

regulated (Dubberly et al., 2009). The third level introduces self-mediating systems (Benyon, 1993) 

or learning systems (Dubberly et al., 2009). These systems learn in relation to a model they have of 

the interaction. This strategy allows them to simulate adaptations and evaluate them against the 

model. Thereby, they can predict possible outcomes and adapt accordingly. The last level describes 

self-modifying systems, also referred to as conversing systems (Dubberly, 2009) and participative 

systems (Pangaro, 2000). These systems build on self-mediating systems, but also have the ability 

to learn and reason about how their interaction model could be improved. “The interaction builds on 

understanding to reach agreement and take action.” (Dubberly et al., 2009, p.9). These systems can, 

for example, create new inputs or outputs to facilitate new interactions. In this manner user and system 

can exchange information of common interest and coordinate goals and actions. 

The development of these self-learning solutions has become increasingly possible through recent 

developments in artificial intelligence (AI). The big data sets that these solutions generate can be used 

to inform the AI. Translated to the case of the Connected Baby Bottle, the solution’s ability to learn 

is not limited to one Connected Baby Bottle, but the AI can learn from all Connected Baby Bottles 

and use that understanding to adapt the design. Machine learning techniques are for example well 

suited for automating the way our human operator distilled insights from the sensor data. Instead of 

concretely defining the rules of what an interruption is, machine learning algorithms can be taught by 

example (Samuel, 1959). Also, intelligent agents (Russell & Norvig, 2003) and reinforcement learning 

techniques (NG & Russell, 2000) present exciting new means for self-regulating, self-mediating and 

self-modifying systems. We are aware that in other fields, such as psychology or data science, this self-

learning ability is much more established and different techniques have been researched extensively 

to facilitate this in different ways. As we are interested in how this provides new opportunities and 

implications for design research, an in-depth technical overview is out of scope. In design research, 

only few initial examples start to show that address how design might leverage AI (e.g., Dove et al., 

2017; Churchill et al., 2018). 

In the Connected Baby Bottle case study this learning ability was facilitated by our wizard-of-oz 

approach. In following steps we aim to formalize the generation of insights and the actions taken  

by the wizard-of-oz, so we can make them part of the intelligent solution.
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uGrow+ Professional

Chapter 6

Designing an ecosystem for data dialogues 

about infant health

Parts of this chapter are based on: 

Janne van Kollenburg, Sander Bogers, Heleen Rutjes, Eva Deckers, Joep Frens and Caroline Hummels. 

2018. Exploring the Value of Parent-Tracked Baby Data in Interactions with Healthcare Professionals: 

A Data-Enabled Design Exploration. In Proceedings of the 2018 CHI Conference on Human Factors in 

Computing Systems (CHI’18). Honorable Mention Award 
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Figure 6.0. Overview of the project that shows the involved competences and people, 

and summarizes the situated design explorations
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6.0 Chapter outline
This chapter presents the uGrow+ Professional case study, in which set out to design an ecosystem 

in which parent-tracked data could be used to support parent–healthcare professional interactions. 

First, we introduce how this project relates to our design setting and to our academic objectives 

(section 6.1), as we briefly recap on the challenges and opportunities that we identified for each of 

the lenses in chapter 5. After that, we provide a detailed description of the case study, that explores 

which data can be relevant in interactions between parents and healthcare professionals and how 

that data can be made relevant. To do so, we give insight into how our situated design explorations 

iteratively developed towards two concepts, that either put parents or the healthcare professional in 

control (section 6.2). To conclude this case study chapter, we give insight into how this case study has 

contributed in design practice (section 6.3). The methodological insights and ecosystem design of this 

case study are discussed in chapter 7. 

6.1 Initiation of the project
In 2016, Philips launched the uGrow baby development application. uGrow (Philips AVENT, 2018a) 

is a personal informatics system (Li et al., 2010; Epstein et al., 2015) that aims to help new parents in 

understanding and supporting their baby’s healthy development (figure 6.1). It provides personalized 

feedback, advises on what to expect at each stage of development, and gives reassurance that 

the baby’s development is on track. This is driven by data collected through manual trackers in the 

app (e.g., how long the baby sleeps, how much the baby is eating) or through a range of automated 

loggers in the form of connected products (e.g., Philips Avent (2018a) smart ear thermometer and 

smart baby monitor). Although there was a wide variety of baby development trackers available on 

the market when it was launched, uGrow was the first medical-grade baby tracker, allowing healthcare 

professionals to reliably use it in their everyday practice. This provided interesting opportunities, 

especially in Philips AVENT’s quest to bridge the gap between home and hospital and to further 

establish (healthcare) professional endorsement. 

 

Multiple research projects (Huba & Zhang, 2012; Kanis et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2017; Mentis et al.,  

2017) have shown that applying personal health informatics systems in the healthcare domain can 

be a valuable enabler of patient-provider collaboration through its data exchange. These solutions 

can support diagnosis, personalize treatment, increase patient motivation and accountability and 

highlight unarticulated patient goals (Chung et al., 2015). However, commercially-available personal 

informatics systems are generally not developed with a healthcare professional perspective in mind, 

and thereby often lack mechanisms for effective communication. The result is overwhelmed healthcare 

professionals and frustrated patients (Deering et al., 2013; Zhu et al., 2016).

Figure 6.1. The uGrow baby 

development application – 

picture © Philips.
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Thus, although the potential of data in the interaction between parents and healthcare professionals 

seemed evident, we did question whether a direct implementation of uGrow (developed for family 

use) in this more medical context serves the professional user and parent well. We, therefore, set out 

to investigate which parent-tracked baby data is and how it can be of value in the interaction between 

parents and healthcare professionals in order to design for these values.

  

Project-specific research ambitions
The primary research objective of this uGrow+ Professional case study was to apply our data-enabled 

design methodology in a new design setting, to explore and expand the framework we introduced in 

chapter 5. Besides, we identified more specific challenges in chapter 5 for each of the four lenses, to 

further develop the framework.

 

To recap, as a first challenge we set out to investigate how data-enabled design can facilitate 

designing for ecosystems that include more products, services and people. The second challenge was 

to apply data-enabled design to an ecosystem that included a broader range of topics (e.g., beyond 

bottle feeding). Besides that, we were inspired by the potential medical use cases from the Connected 

Baby Bottle (e.g., the bronchitis issue) and aimed to study how data-enabled design could manifest 

itself in a context of infant health. In the execution of the project, we again wanted to use the two- 

step approach but aimed to give the first step a more remote and continuous character. To do so,  

we challenged ourselves to integrate the data-enabled design canvas, with both digital and physical 

components, from the start. Another focus point in this step is to further strengthen the relationship 

between behavioral, contextual and experiential insights. Where the case of the Connected Baby 

Bottle showed how this integration mostly happened in the qualitative sessions, we wanted to explore 

a more continuous approach to merging these perspectives.  

Project setup
In short, in this project we first gained an understanding of the design space of infant healthcare 

and the role data already played in that context. From that, we started our data-enabled design 

exploration of how baby data collected in the home could be valuable in the interactions between 

parents and healthcare professionals. In this in-situ study with three healthcare professionals and  

five families over five weeks, they gathered data about topics of relevance. This gave us insight into 

which data is relevant and how it can be beneficial in the parent-healthcare professional interactions.  

These insights have led iteratively to new design implementations. With the flexibility of the data-

enabled design canvas, we fluently transitioned from explorations that help us to understand what 

value data can bring (earlier described as contextual explorations) to designerly explorations of new 

concepts (earlier described as informed explorations). We describe these sequences of explorations 

that have resulted in two concepts. All methodological insights resulting from this chapter are 

discussed in chapter 7.

6.2 The first step
In this section, we introduce the activities in setting up the project, the development of the data-

enabled design canvas, the setup and execution of the situated exploration, and the insights we 

generated as a result.

 

Awareness of the design space
We organized a series of exploratory interviews with 12 healthcare professionals in the Netherlands 

and USA, with widely different backgrounds, to unravel how they envisioned the role of data in their 

future practices (see table 6.2).
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In these 1.5 hour interviews, that we executed on-site, we gained insight into a broad variety of topics. 

We discussed organizational structures, healthcare professionals’ roles and responsibilities, their 

key performance indicators, daily activities, the required tools, training and experience, often heard 

questions and generic opportunities for improvement in their practice. This helped us to gain an 

understanding of their practice. Besides, we discussed the potential values of home-collected baby 

data and the role that would play in their interactions with parents. We highlight the most important 

findings that helped us in gaining awareness of the design space:

 

(1) The relationship with the patient is at the core of their work and differs depending on the roles of  

the healthcare professionals. In preventative care, the relationship is broader and less clinical; there  

is more attention paid to the home situation and social factors.

 

“Developing a relationship with your patient is important. When your nose is in the data, it is not in  

the patient.”  – Family practice doctor, USA

 

(2) The type of required data significantly differs per role. More specialized professionals (e.g., 

neonatologists) who deal with acute and severe problems heavily depend on high-quality objective 

medical measures (e.g., oxygen levels). Less specialized professionals (e.g., daycare staff) mainly rely 

on reports generated by the parents (e.g., diaper diaries).

 

“When I see a child with a fever, it would help me to see temperature data from the last few days.”  

– General practitioner, Netherlands

 

“I’d like to know about the activities and general well-being of a child; that gives me more information 

than the numbers.” – Consultation office nurse, Netherlands

 

(3) Most healthcare professionals we interviewed had few clear ideas about how parent-tracked baby 

data collected at home could be valuable in their daily practice. There was no consensus among them 

on the relevance of this data, or on what kind of data should be gathered. It is possible that there 

is no explicit need for this type of data, as current procedures such as intake sessions and physical 

examinations have been optimized throughout the years to provide all the information they need.

Professional Location

Neonatologist Maxima Medical Center, Eindhoven, the Netherlands

Neonatal Intensive Care Unit Specialist Maxima Medical Cener, Eindhoven, the Netherlands

Neonatal Intensive Care Unit Specialist Public sector, Boston, USA

Neonatal Intensive Care Unit Nurse Maxima Medical Center, Eindhoven, the Netherlands

Pediatrician Jeroen Bosch Ziekenhuis, ’s Hertogenbosch, the Netherlands

Pediatrician Private sector, Boston, USA

General Practicioner Huisartsenpraktijk, Budel, the Netherlands

Family Practice Doctor Private sector, Boston, USA

Daycare Location Manager Kinderopvang, Vught, the Netherlands

Consultation Office Nurse Consultatiebureau Boekel, ’s Hertogenbosch, the Netherlands

Table 6.2. An overview of the interviewed healthcare professionals. 
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“Some parents worry too much. More data is more to worry about. It is my goal to give them trust in 

themselves.” – Pediatrician, Boston Children’s Hospital, USA

 

“As babies cannot talk, physical examinations are important. Those measurements help me to assess 

the acuteness of the situation and decide to admit or not.” - Pediatrician, Máxima Medical Center, 

Netherlands

 

Approach
These interviews helped us in gaining an understanding of the design space but provided insufficient 

insight into what types of data our study could depart from. Hence, we decided to take an open and 

dynamic approach to the data collection and exploration. By letting both healthcare professionals and 

patients experience what home-collected data could mean in their interactions with each other, we 

hoped to provide a new frame of reference that would allow them to actively participate in the design 

process. Because of this we also saw a clear need for situated and experienceable explorations.

 

For our situated explorations, we invited three healthcare professionals from the Netherlands. As we  

wanted to add value across different levels of care, we invited (1) a consultation office nurse, who takes 

a preventative and informative role in screening the overall health and development of children, giving 

vaccinations and providing parenting strategies; (2) a general practitioner, who helps parents in solving  

common medical conditions or refers them to a specialist; and (3) a pediatrician operating in a hospital,  

who provides specialist for newborns and children growing up.

 

These three participants were each asked to recruit two families to participate in a five week study 

(see figure 6.3). Families involved in current treatment with the pediatrician were excluded, as we 

did not want to interfere with ongoing issues. The pediatrician had difficulty in recruiting families, 

and so started the study supervising only one. However, Family 4 was, coincidentally, referred to the 

pediatrician by the GP; hence, all healthcare professionals interacted with two families. From here 

onwards, ‘participants’ refers to both participating families as well as healthcare professionals. This 

setup was positively evaluated by both the Philips Internal Ethical Committee Board as well as the 

Dutch Medical Ethical Committee at the Máxima Medical Center (Máxima Medisch Centrum, 2018).

 

Part of our data-enabled design approach was to shape a data-enabled design canvas that allowed 

us to gain insights and to respond to these insights continuously. This meant that after two weeks the 

canvas could be entirely different. Our data-enabled design canvas comprised of (1) a family toolkit;  

(2) a healthcare professional dashboard and (3) a researcher dashboard.

Consultation 
O�ce Nurse Pediatrician

General
Practitioner

Family 1 Family 2 Family 3 Family 4 Family 5

• 5 weeks old • 3 weeks old • 5 months old • 3 months old • 6 weeks old

• No issues • Born light weight • Multiple hospitalizations • Crying • Re�ux

Figure 6.3. Overview of participating healthcare professionals and families with ages and care focus.
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Figure 6.4. The family toolkit consisting of four data loggers and the parent dashboard.

Figure 6.5. The physical data loggers, with functionality: (A) the push-button, saves when it is pressed - (B) the 

rotation-knob, saves when it is pressed and at what position (from 0 to 100) - (C) the video module, saves short 

videos (max. 5 mins) - (D) the text module, saves text messages.

A

C

B

D
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A data-enabled design canvas
The domain of parent-tracked baby data is densely populated with apps, screen interfaces and 

‘quantified self’ products. We aimed to enable participants to think freely about the possible benefits 

of sharing data with healthcare professionals, instead of discussing what the next great app could do.

(1) Family toolkit

By introducing a physical ‘family toolkit’ for parents, as part of our data-enabled design canvas,  

we aimed to position ourselves outside of the digital-only frame of reference. In addition, we hoped 

that the physicality of the data loggers would encourage everyone (e.g., mother, father, grandmother, 

sister, nanny) to keep track of things, instead of only those who had the app installed on their phone. 

Especially in the context of family care, where grandparents and daycare staff are also responsible  

for the care of the baby, it would be a missed opportunity not to include them in data collection.

The family toolkit (figure 6.4) can facilitate a dialogue between the parents and healthcare 

professionals through data collected at home. As there was little insight into which data may be 

relevant for parents to keep track of (let alone how this could be tracked), the toolkit did not define 

Figure 6.6. 
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this. Instead, it offered a multi-purpose and dynamic set of options for parents and healthcare 

professionals to use in a way they saw fit. The toolkit consisted of (a) a collection of physical data 

loggers and (b) a parent dashboard displayed on a touchscreen.

 

The physical data loggers were generic, internet-connected, manual trackers (see figure 6.5) that 

could be placed anywhere the parents wanted. Every data logger had its own input type to collect 

different types of data (see caption figure 6.5). Using the parent dashboard, parents could, together 

with their healthcare professional, define what the physical loggers would be used for. For example, 

if they decided it was valuable to keep track of how often a baby was being fed, they could use the 

parent dashboard to assign the label ‘feeding’ to the push button. From that point onwards, when 

the pushbutton was pressed, a new ‘feeding’ event would be recorded. The assigned labels could 

be altered at any point in time. All recorded events would be displayed on the parent and healthcare 

professional dashboard as a simple log (figure 6.6). In addition, a message center in all dashboards 

allowed communication between the parents, healthcare professionals and design researchers. 

  
It is important to note that the physical loggers were deliberately designed to be used for a single 

purpose. Hence, it would be impossible for parents to start logging everything; they had to make 

conscious decisions on which data was most relevant.

 

Not only did we make the physical trackers open-ended; we also designed the underlying technology 

in a way that would allow us to quickly design and introduce new physical data loggers. Both smaller 

cylindrical loggers (a, b) had the same hardware platform (i.e., ESP8266 (Espressif Systems IOT Team, 

2018) with a custom-designed printed circuit board). They were battery operated and could run for 

more than five weeks without a recharge. They were also wireless, enabling parents to place them 

at a convenient place associated with the event (e.g., putting a ‘wet diaper’ logger next to the diaper 

changing table). The video module and text module were built using Android phones and could be 

used wirelessly. They only had a battery lifespan of about a day but were rechargeable.

(2) Healthcare professional dashboard

In the system, each family was connected to their healthcare professional, who had access to that 

family’s data. As with the parent dashboard, the healthcare professional dashboard initially displayed 

the logbook (figure 6.6). The healthcare professional also had access to the messaging interface where 

they could communicate with the parent dashboard.

 

(3) Researcher dashboard

The design researchers had access to the data of all families and healthcare professionals. As well 

as duplicating the healthcare professional dashboard, the researcher dashboard contained more 

experimental data visualizations and some metadata (e.g., about when participants or healthcare 

professionals visited their dashboards and what the battery levels of the devices were) to gain insight 

into the current exploration. It could also be used to communicate with the participants and as a place 

to try out new features before going ‘live’. Besides, it provided an interface where design researchers 

could make notes about aspects of the situated explorations that stood out (figure 6.7).

 

Situated design explorations setup
The situated explorations were planned to run for five weeks for all participants. Participants were 

phased in at different times so that if any technical problems occurred, they could be addressed before 

they affected the other families. The study, therefore, ran for 9 weeks in total. We hereafter refer to 

week numbers in relation to the starting date of each group (e.g., week 1 for Family 1 is different than 

week 1 for Family 3).
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Figure 6.8. The family toolkit installed during the situated explorations.
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For families

During a one hour introductory meeting at the family’s home, we introduced the purpose of the study 

and the functionality of the toolkit (figure 6.8). To help them become acquainted with how to log data 

the parents were asked to label each data logger, based on what they thought could be useful to keep 

track of. In this way, we quickly learned about aspects that were (temporarily) relevant for them to 

discuss with their healthcare professionals. We explained that the toolkit allowed for quick updates, 

and so encouraged them to actively think and make suggestions that we could respond to.

 

In the second week, the design researchers again visited the family’s home. In an open-ended 

interview, parents were asked to share their first experiences. This was again a session of about one 

hour, in which both parents participated in most cases. In the weeks after that, there were only contact 

moments when specific issues arose (e.g., technical malfunctions or questions about the study).

 

In the fifth (i.e., final) week, we met with the families twice. The first meeting was in their homes to 

reflect on their experiences, and to discuss their perspective on the relevance of home-collected 

baby data for themselves and their healthcare professionals. The second was in a consultation which 

also involved the healthcare professional and design researchers, in which they shared and discussed 

experiences and asked any remaining questions (figure 6.9).

 

For healthcare professionals

In an introductory meeting at the healthcare professional’s office, the purpose and setup of the study 

were explained. Both the family toolkit and the healthcare professional dashboard were introduced.  

To give a better understanding of the potential opportunities of the family toolkit, the design 

researchers gave some hands-on demonstrations that showed how different types of data could 

be tracked. Once every week the design researchers visited to review the data collected through 

the healthcare professional dashboard, and to discuss new ideas (figure 6.10). We explained that we 

designed and explored ‘on-the-fly’, meaning that things would continuously change as their ideas  

and feedback were directly implemented.

Figure 6.9. Healthcare professional and parents discussing thie data gathering experiences.in the evaluation session.
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For design researchers

All results and insights from interviews and dashboard reviews were discussed during weekly design 

meetings. The topics ranged from participant quotes and study questions to technical difficulties or 

bug fixes. When participants sent messages using their dashboard message center, we responded 

within a couple of hours whenever possible. Based on these insights, the team would collectively 

brainstorm and decide which actions and designs had the highest priority. Any new design iterations 

were intended to balance the questions and ideas from the participants with those of the design team.

 

Situated design explorations results
Families cumulatively participated for 127 days, in a study that ran during nine weeks. During this 

period we collected 1372 data entries from the physical data loggers, which had 25 different assigned 

labels. The healthcare professionals sent 20 messages to families. We sat together with participants 

for a total of 36 hours, and continually made changes to the data-enabled design canvas.

In general, the system was very well received. Parents initially struggled to define the labels they 

assigned to physical loggers because the open nature of the system made it challenging to choose  

a starting point.

 

Figure 6.10. Healthcare professional 

reviews the dashboard with data and 

messages in the weekly interview.

Figure 6.11. Update in parent’s 

dashboard to manually add, adjust or 

delete data points.
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“What kind of information should I collect: about my questions of care or about everything I do? 

I would like to have answers to my questions but think it might also be interesting to have the 

healthcare professional access my routines. There might be aspects which I find normal but which 

they find striking or unusual.”  – Family 1, mother

 
After using the system for several days, and as a result of interactions with their healthcare 

professional, parents had a better idea of what to collect. From this point onwards, they 

enthusiastically collected extensive datasets.

 

Although very curious, the healthcare professionals were somewhat reluctant at first. It was not 

immediately clear to them how the data could help, as it was hard to imagine what the parents would 

use the data loggers for. This quickly changed once they received data from the parents. It gave them  

a better idea of what access to the data could mean for their interaction with the parents and 

forwarded ideas about the data collections.

Without direct involvement of design researcher, healthcare professionals together with the parents 

explored what data could be relevant to them, set guidelines for mutual understanding and forwarded 

design suggestions that informed the design explorations. In this section, we highlight two design 

narratives that describe the evolution of the situated explorations, as well as the rich and detailed 

stories that inspired them. Throughout the situated explorations we documented the insights we 

gained through the data dashboards and weekly interviews and design interventions deployed. At first 

sight, this seemed a large collection of separate insights. Upon closer analysis, we saw clear patterns of 

consecutive insights and design interventions. We refer to these as design narratives. From the multiple 

design narratives that we found, we selected the two that resulted in more concrete design concepts; 

the My Care Question concept and the Care Paths concept.

 

Below we present two distinct concept directions; My Care Questions and Care Paths. This is relevant 

because the insights from the general practitioner and pediatrician were mostly similar, yet were unlike 

the insights we gained from the consultation office nurse.

 

Design narrative featuring the ‘My Care Question’ concept - for the preventative 
care setting
Families started collecting data before having data-related interaction with their consultation office 

nurse. At this level of preventative care, issues are less urgent and the parents found it difficult to pin-

point which data to collect. They, therefore, began with the most commonly tracked data: feeding and 

sleeping. Parents were very dedicated to tracking this accurately, as they valued a complete overview. 

 

“Sometimes I click the button twice as I forgot to log the previous one. But having two breast pumping 

events just after each other doesn’t show the real situation.” – Family 2

 
We introduced the ability to manually add data points at a particular time (in the past) and to delete 

(wrong) data points (figure 6.11). To achieve this, we integrated a comment option for each data point. 

Parents could use the comment facility to record what was wrong with a given data point and what 

needed to be changed. This was visible to the design research team, who initially updated the data 

manually. 

“I am so pleased with the adaptation possibilities. When I forget it in the middle of the night and  

enter the data in the morning, it automatically ‘jumps’ to the right position on the timeline – so nice.”  

– Family 3
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Figure 6.12. An example of a question asked in the My Care Question module. At the top, the question is formulated (a). 

The relevant data types can then be selected, using a number of filters (b). A simple summary data visual is then shown (c), 

followed by all data points (d).
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After the first weeks, the consultation office nurse received extensive overviews of accurately-tracked 

data in the form of a timeline. There was so much data that it took her about 30 minutes to go through 

the data of one participant. At many points, she saw something she thought could be worth giving 

feedback about. However, she also did not want to worry parents about something that was not 

causing any problems.

 

“I am doubting. I see a lot of data that I could respond to, but I’m hesitant to do so as I do not want  

to create issues or concerns that are not there.” – Consultation office nurse

 

The nurse made a case for easier browsing through the data, as this could significantly speed up the 

task of reviewing it. We, therefore, implemented data filters so that irrelevant data could be hidden.

 

The parents continued to track the same data but also started using the comments facility. Although 

intended as a workaround for manual data adjustment, they also used comments to give more 

qualitative information about the data they collected. As the comments were previously only visible 

to the design research team, we quickly enabled the healthcare professional to see them as well, and 

also to add new comments.

 

“Baby went to sleep at 21:00, after a feed at 18:30 we took a shower, baby was awake in my arms.  

In his crib he cried a lot, fell asleep in my arms in the nursing room, then I put him to bed in the nursing 

room” – Family 1, mother

 
The comment above shows the ‘obvious’ first data tracked by the family becoming more detailed  

and nuanced through the addition of context and personal experiences. As the healthcare 

professional started to gain a better understanding of what the data might bring, she started asking  

for further details that could provide more contextual insight. Together, the healthcare professional 

and the family decided to start tracking the ‘ease of falling asleep’, using the rotation knob. After  

doing this for several days, based on whether the experience of ‘falling asleep peacefully’ matched 

what can be expected of a five-week-old baby, the healthcare professional discussed this with  

the parents.

 

Although the consultation office nurse was now equipped with a dashboard that allowed for easier 

data filtering, and had a better contextual understanding of the data through the comments from the 

parents, in the weekly interviews she still clearly struggled to gain relevant insights, due to the volume 

of data. In contrast to her normal approach, where parents ask questions and she tries to answer them, 

there now seemed to be an expectation for her to give advice without a clear question. She clearly 

appreciated when a concrete question appeared in one of the comments, and explained that she 

always used a question-based approach whereby parents explained what was on their mind and  

she would try to find a solution.

 

Inspired by this, we built the ‘My Care Question’ concept. This was a separate tab/window in the 

parent dashboard for posing questions and selecting related data points (new or historical). These 

data points helped the healthcare professional better understand the question the system created a 

simple data summary overview, and the healthcare professional received the list of questions together 

with associated data. 

 

The My Care Question module was introduced to Family 2 two weeks before the end of the situated 

explorations. It immediately demonstrated its relevance, as is illustrated next.
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The mother of family 2 used the new My Care Question module to ask how she could increase her 

breastfeeding supply by expressing breast milk (figure 6.12). She connected data about the duration 

and volume of expressing to the question. As this clearly illustrated a highly irregular routine during 

that time, the consultation office nurse advised her to pump gently, every two hours for two days. 

Unfortunately, that advice did not have the desired effect (also visible in the data).

 

“I have 29 years of experience, yet I have seldom experienced that breast milk amounts do not  

increase [after giving this advice].” – Consultation office nurse

 
The consultation office nurse reached out to a lactation consultant. She communicated the new advice  

through the MyCare Question module, and it had a positive effect. In the reflective session, both the  

mother and the consultation office nurse reported being very satisfied with the functionality of the module.

“Now I get much more information (...). Maybe, if you [mum] had seen me two weeks later, you might 

have already stopped expressing. You might have thought ‘this isn’t working out’ and switched to 

bottle feeding. [mum confirms]” – Consultation office nurse

Figure 6.13. Data 

visualization, 

first version. The 

color of the dots 

indicates the type 

of physical data 

logger used.

Figure 6.14. 

Exploring new 

data visualization 

approaches with 

the healthcare 

professional 

in one of the 

weekly visits.
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A design narrative featuring the ‘Care Paths concept’ (for the medical care setting)
When the parents received the toolkits, we encouraged them to start logging the data they expected 

to be relevant for them in interactions with their healthcare professional. Compared to the families 

communicating with the consultation office nurse, these families found it a little easier to define what 

their data loggers would collect as there was a more explicit health issue at play. They appreciated the 

fact that they were now able to keep track of a problem so that their healthcare professional would 

“see what our baby is going through” (Family 4).

 

After the first week, the data collected by the families was presented to the GP and pediatrician in  

the form of a logbook of events (figure 6.6). Both professionals struggled to make sense of the data,  

as an extensive amount had already been collected. We agreed that there was a need for an overview, 

as well as the possibility to examine the data from different angles. We, therefore, developed the first 

version of a timeline data visualization, for the healthcare professional dashboard (see figure 6.13).

 

The new visualization did not provide a solution to these issues. It was still difficult for the healthcare 

professionals to get an overview, and they felt that the parents collected way too much data. The GP 

also felt that, by tracking data, some parents might become so obsessed with it that it could potentially 

magnify the problem. As a result, the GP and pediatrician asked parents to keep track of specific things.

 

“I am a GP; I only want to see information related to the care question. Parents visit me because they 

have a problem, not to show videos of how cute their baby is.” – GP

 

“I want to stimulate the family to make videos of skin rash or unusual behavior; that is very valuable  

to me. We can stop with tracking full (poo) diapers, and replace it by wet diapers. I also want the 

family to track sleep.” – Pediatrician

 
On the one hand, healthcare professionals partly found a solution to data overload by helping parents 

focus on which data to collect. On the other hand, we started exploring with healthcare professionals 

what more usable data visualizations could look like. For example, in one of the weekly sessions with 

the consultation office nurse, we printed out the data of her patients. Together, we explored which 

overviews could provide relevant insights (see figure 6.14).

 

However, it was still challenging to design insightful data visualizations as the physical loggers 

could be used to keep track of any kind of data. Therefore, our visualizations needed to be abstract 

representations that were context-independent. For that reason we kept coming back to timeline 

visualizations, which stayed the same conceptually but became easier to interpret (see figure 6.15).

 

For the pediatrician and GP, it was clear what kind of data was needed in a specific case. In an ideal 

world, that data would be collected as accurately as possible. Manually-tracked data had definite 

advantages, as it was open and almost anything could be collected, but the healthcare professionals 

sometimes questioned its quality. For example, was there no record of a feeding taking place at a 

specific time because it didn’t happen, or because it wasn’t logged?

 

About halfway during the study, we introduced two new data loggers. The first was a two-state toggle 

button (figures 6.16 & 6.17) that was introduced in response to a request to track the sleeping duration 

of the baby. Whereas the other buttons only registered an event at a particular moment in time, this 

button logged the duration of events. The second was an audio module (figures 6.18 & 6.19), through 

which we aimed to explore the value of an automated data logger in addition to the manual loggers. 

The module could be freely placed and continuously kept track of ambient sound.
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Although the data was hard to interpret initially, the parents started exploring and came up with 

unexpected use cases and questions as to how the captured information could be relevant. For example:

 

"I wonder if he [my baby] makes a lot of noise during the night. Is he doing so constantly, or only  

15 minutes before he wants food?" – Family 2, father

 
Although both healthcare professionals expected to see a ‘universal truth’ from the automated data 

collectors, it became clear that, for both the manual and the automated loggers, it was important 

to build a shared understanding of what the data meant. Only after sharing the insights it became 

meaningful for both parties.

 

A good example of this was how Family 4 used the video module to annotate the rotation knob (figure 

6.20). Initially, the rotation knob was set to track ‘crying’. The knob’s minimum setting was manually 

Figure 6.15. A new data visualization. Different days are shown next to each other; icons represent labels.  

At the top, cumulative charts show how often events occur.
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Figure 6.16. The toggle button

Figure 6.17. Data visualisation of the toggle button 

in the dashboard timeline

Figure 6.18. The audio module

Figure 6.19. Data visualisation of the audio module 

in the dashboard timeline

defined as ‘whining’, and the maximum as ‘screaming’. Upon questions from the GP, the mother  

made two videos, one showing whining, and the other screaming. Immediately, the GP had a frame  

of reference for that data.

 

In short, we discovered that the general practitioner and pediatrician wanted to be in control and 

somehow regulate what was being kept track of, in order to prevent parents from worrying too much.

 

Building on this, we introduced ‘care paths’: problem-specific care modules. Healthcare professionals 

could start these modules when there was a clear indication of a problem, or when a diagnosis 

had already been made. Each problem-specific module pre-listed a set of data points that were 

important for the parents to keep track of. After the healthcare professional initialized a module, the 

request showed up on the parent dashboard. Upon acceptance, all the labels for the physical loggers 

automatically updated to those defined by the module. For example, the ‘allergies’ care module could 

ask parents to take a video of a skin condition, using the video module, every day. As the care path 

modules focused on more specific issues, they could also involve function-specific automated loggers 

(e.g., a connected baby bottle for feeding issues).

 

We implemented a care path ‘reflux module’ during the last week of the situated explorations. This 

was discussed in the final interviews. Although the healthcare professionals were enthusiastic about 

the concept, the parents were less convinced. They felt that what they considered valuable was not 

sufficiently integrated. This is evident in the following quotes:

 

“In this case, I just want to know when the baby is fed, when he brings up his food and when he cries.  

It is as simple as that.”  – GP

 

“If I only tracked feeds, regurgitations and crying, the GP would not have enough understanding  

of the situation. Sometimes my baby isn’t crying but is clearly uncomfortable.” – Family 5, mother
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Because the care paths pre-define the problem as well as the data that should be gathered, we were 

able to move away from generic timeline visualizations. This allowed us to create care-path-specific 

data visualizations that emphasized the contextual value of the data.

Figure 6.21 shows the first version of a care path-specific visualization for reflux. It maps the temporal 

relationship between feeding (in the center) and regurgitation (the green lines), compiled from data 

from the reflux module used by Family 5. From this visualization, it can be seen that, over a period of  

14 days, the baby never regurgitated within an hour after feeding. 

Figure 6.21. A care-path-specific data visualization for reflux, showing the time between feeding and regurgitation. All feeding 

moments from one family are aggregated and displayed in the center. The arcs show all events that happened in the 8 hours 

before and after those feeding events. The blue dots represent crying, the yellow dots other feeding moments and the green 

dots regurgitation moments. It, for example, shows that the baby never spits up within an hour after a feeding.

Figure 6.20. Snapshot of dashboard in which parents shared a short video of a 100% screaming cry.
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We presented this visualization to the GP, who quickly responded:

“There is no regurgitation directly after a feed, only before. That doesn’t seem to be a reflux problem...” 

– General Practitioner

 
The care-path-specific data visualization helped the GP gain insight into what might be causing  

the baby to regurgitate, and how she could best help the family to address the problem. In addition,  

it provided her with tools to monitor improvement.

We developed six Care Path modules (i.e. reflux, cow milk allergy, obstipation, respiratory symptoms, 

eczema, excessive crying) together with the healthcare professional and defined which data was 

relevant for each one. However, we also learned that the Care Path modules should be flexible enough 

to allow parents to track extra data points if they want. 

Case study reflection
In this case study, we carried out a data-enabled design exploration in which we explored, in-situ, 

how parent-tracked baby data could be valuable in the interaction between parents and healthcare 

professionals. We chose this approach because (1) we wanted to explore which data could be valuable, 

and (2) because we wanted to be able to rapidly translate our insights into designs that could be 

experienced, thus enabling us to explore how data could be relevant in these interactions.

 

Exploring which data is relevant 

By enabling parents and healthcare professionals to have a continuous dialogue about which data 

was relevant to them, they quickly went beyond the most commonly-tracked data (e.g., feeding, 

sleeping, diapers, milestones). The data loggers were set to track more detailed and nuanced activities 

that often added a more subjective view to the data. Assigned labels like ‘ease of falling asleep’, 

‘response to reflux’, and ‘crying intensity level’ are clear examples of this. The comments parents and 

healthcare professionals could provide on data points further enhanced this experiential perspective. 

For example, a mother’s comment on a regurgitation data point that her baby brought up “at least 

5 milliliters!” contained a (subjective) judgment that it was a lot of milk. We argue that, had we used 

existing baby apps such as uGrow instead of a dynamic data-enabled design canvas, it would have 

been more difficult to go beyond the commonly-tracked data.

 

The data collector labels were a clear reflection of the most relevant issues for families (e.g., my baby 

has difficulty falling asleep), and of how healthcare professionals could play a role in finding a solution. 

These labels became increasingly detailed and personal over time, reflecting the more specific 

questions posed by both parents and healthcare professionals. The wide variety of questions resulted 

in a diverse set of data labels. We were therefore pleased to have proposed a concept that was flexible 

enough to adapt to families’ real situations, rather than trying to predefine a comprehensive list of 

labels that was always unlikely to cover all (personal) situations.

 

In the My Care Question concept, parents were in control of which data was collected. This could 

be further refined through dialogue with their healthcare professional. In the Care Path concept, 

healthcare professionals defined which data would be relevant for each care question. Parents could 

expand on this in whatever ways they saw fit. This flexibility resonated well with parents, who all 

considered their baby to be unique; ‘general’ was hardly ever relevant. For example:

 

“My child doesn’t show his discomfort through crying. I see him stretching when he has a stomachache,  

and thus will start logging that.” – Family 5, mother

 

Figure 6.20. Snapshot of dashboard in which parents shared a short video of a 100% screaming cry.
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A critical note here is that, although we created more openness in which data was used than other 

case studies in this domain, the boundaries of what could be collected were not infinite. Through our 

toolkit, we created a frame of reference for the participants that clearly influenced their perspective 

(e.g., nobody asked for medical data such as pulse or lung capacity).

 

Although most data could also be gathered through screen-based tools like mobile apps, we 

deliberately chose a physical data collection set. In doing so, we aimed to position ourselves away 

from the digital-only world of parent-tracked baby data apps. Also, we hoped that the physicality of 

the loggers meant that anyone could collect data, rather than only those who had installed the app. 

That turned out to be a success as other family members actively contributed.

 

Another consequence was that we hardly received the kind of feature requests that were common 

when we worked with mobile apps. When requests did arrive, they were related to data experiences 

(e.g., “I would like a data overview; currently I can’t get a grip on the data we collect.” – Family 2, father).

 

In saying all this, the physicality of data tracking did not live up to all our expectations. For example, 

we expected parents to position data loggers at locations where data would be gathered easiest (e.g., 

the ‘diaper change button’ would be put on the baby dresser). But parents left the data loggers beside 

the toolkit. Afterward, they explained that they were too scared to lose or damage the data loggers by 

moving them around. Likewise, when a logger was used for a different purpose (e.g., ‘feeding moment’ 

instead of ‘sleeping moment’), then they felt altering its location could confuse other family members.

 

To summarize, we recognize the value in physical data gathering toolkits as a way of moving beyond 

a digital-only frame of reference, and of encouraging wider participation in data collection. However, 

we recommend creating a strategy for promoting greater openness (e.g., introducing new loggers) and 

further exploration of how the devices are actually used.

 

Exploring how data can be relevant

By extensively exploring the experiences of healthcare professionals and parents in relation to 

collecting and sharing data from the home setting, we discovered that it's not just about the data 

itself. Specific care-related data is required, which then has to be given meaning, so there is a shared 

understanding of subjective experiences associated with objective data points. The source of this 

subjective information can be very broad, varying from the choice of trackers and the formulation  

of labels to textual annotations with data points or self-reports via video or text.

 

In the section on situated explorations, we presented a variety of real-life use cases. For example,  

we saw the GP using manual feeding, regurgitation and crying data to gain insight into potential reflux-

related issues; the pediatrician using video to monitor allergic skin responses; and the consultation 

office nurse using breast pumping data to give advice on how to increase milk production. As a result, 

we were not only able to identify certain pitfalls but could also explore how to design around them. 

For example, the GP strongly argued for limiting the amount of data that was collected by the families, 

as it would only make them more worried and focused on the problem. Our response to this was to 

redesign Care Path modules so they could only carry out certain types of data collection for a fixed 

period (e.g., tracking crying data for a maximum of two weeks).

 

By selecting healthcare professionals who offer different levels of care, we were able to corroborate 

that each professional has their own data needs (Chung et al., 2015; Park et al., 2008). The general 

practitioner, for example, argued strongly against the logging of ‘see how cute my baby is’ videos (and 

manually removed almost all of them), while the pediatrician really appreciated these. He argued that 
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because he has no background knowledge of the family coming to the consultation, the videos helped 

him get a richer contextual picture (e.g., a chaotic household), and thereby allowed for more personal 

advice. In addition to the differences between types of professionals, the personality of individuals 

also played a role. All had developed their own way of working throughout their careers, and wanted 

the data to be tailored accordingly. Thereby, also on the healthcare professional side, the open nature 

of the data trackers proved very valuable in allowing them to be used in whatever way they saw fit.

 

Parents and healthcare professionals initially struggled to find a direction for data gathering during 

the situated explorations. However, regardless of their initial choices, the experience of gathering 

and reviewing data inspired a collaborative process between them of labeling and relabeling the 

data trackers. They started seeing possibilities and pitfalls in data that they would not necessarily 

have thought of before. For the same reason, we directly implemented new design ideas arising 

from the insights that emerged. And again, it was the experience of participants using the updated 

data-enabled design canvas that gave the most valuable insights to move forward. However, we 

acknowledge that the study participants, as well as the location and setup, had a definite impact  

on how the situated explorations developed. Hence, we find it prudent to treat the concepts as  

well-grounded starting points for future research rather than as fully-evaluated outcomes.

 

6.3 Follow-up business opportunities
This project presented short, mid and longer term opportunities Philips could further act upon.

 

On the short term, this project directly informed the development of new features of the uGrow app. 

For example, the open approach to data collection, that allowed parents to collect data that was 

relevant to them, was a relevant feature for the uGrow app. Next to the value for parents, that feature 

could provide Philips AVENT with a tool to gain insight into the topics that play a role in these families. 

 

On the mid-term, the ‘my care question’ and ‘my care path’ concept could provide relevant starting 

points to connect the uGrow consumer app to both the medical and preventative healthcare market. 

For example, for a technical point of view it would be a relatively small step to offer defined programs 

of data collection, for specific issues or questions. This would, however, require more validated 

programs, for which we laid the foundation. Although the uGrow team has started to target healthcare 

professionals in their marketing (Philips AVENT, 2018b), we have not yet seen app updates that are 

specific to this broadened scope. Next to this, a partnership with American Well (Philips, 2018e) has 

expanded on the telehealth opportunities of the platform. In some countries, parents can now use  

the app to set up an on-demand real-time video connection to a different healthcare professional.  

We also see the potential value of the two concepts from this project in that context.

 

On a longer term, we identified two opportunities. First, we recognized the value in a parent-led data 

collection platform that is valuable across different levels of care. It was the referral of family 4, from 

the General Practitioner to the Pediatrician, that showcased the value of having parent-tracked data 

to inform interactions with multiple professionals. While this evidently requires new research and 

development, it offers exciting new opportunities for using parent-tracked data to inform healthcare 

professionals along the continuum of care. The second opportunity follows from the extensive 

message-based interactions between the healthcare professionals and the parents. Even on the 

small scale of the study, we could see the same question being asked multiple times, by different 

participants. In would form a valuable addition for the healthcare professional, if a virtual assistant 

could pick up the simpler, more often occurring questions. This could provide a valuable means for 

healthcare professionals to focus their time on matters that require more personal attention.
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7.0 Chapter outline
This chapter uses insights from the uGrow+ Professional case study (chapter 6) to confirm and expand 

on the methodological framing of chapter 5. First, we use the design process lens to revisit our two-

step approach (section 7.1). We argue that it is more meaningful to label the individual situated design 

explorations as contextual or informed, rather than the full sequence of explorations in one study. 

As a result, we suggest a multi-step model, where each step introduces a new group of participants, 

but where it can also contain multiple contextual and informed situated design explorations. In the 

situated design approach lens (section 7.2) we discuss how our double-loop model proved especially 

valuable in designing for ecosystems. We expand our lens by giving extra attention to the role role 

design researchers and participants can have in explorations and discuss the implications of running 

situated design explorations in the medical domain. Through the role of data lens (section 7.3), we 

emphasize the qualities of manually tracked data. We discuss how this approach has both implications 

for the contextual, behavioral and experiential insights design researchers can gain as for the data that 

the solution can utilize. With the intelligent ecosystems lens (section 7.4), we address the ecosystem 

objectives of the uGrow+ Professional case and reflect on how different data collection approach  

can serve intelligent solutions in different manners. 

7.1 The design process
In chapter 5 we introduced a two-step model for data-enabled design. The first was a contextual  

step. It aimed to gain an understanding of the design space, with all of its richness and complexities. 

For this step, we utilized a combination of sensor data and qualitative data to gain detailed and 

nuanced insights in context, behaviors and experiences. The second, informed step aimed to explore 

and advance the design, while situated in everyday life. For this step, we argued for a crucial role of  

a data-enabled design canvas. This was defined as an open and malleable collection of physical and 

digital tools to facilitate remote and continuous situated design explorations. Where the contextual 

step emphasized the generation of new knowledge, the informed step built on that knowledge to 

design and develop new solutions.

In the uGrow+ Professional case study we set out to employ this two-step approach to investigate 

how it would accommodate a new design setting. Next to this, we introduced more specific challenges 

for this design process lens. We wanted to investigate how the remote and continuous character of 

the informed step could already be utilized in the contextual step. To do so, we needed to integrate 

the data-enabled design canvas in the contextual step. Besides, we aimed to investigate how our 

continuous and remote design approach could extend beyond merely digital solutions, by involving 

more physical artifacts in the intelligent ecosystem.

With respect to the challenges and change of design context, we discuss three important changes  

that we recognize in the uGrow+ Professional case study regarding the design process. First, we 

discuss the setup of the situated design explorations in relation to the earlier defined contextual and 

informed step. Second, we reflect on design narratives as a documentation format for these situated 

design explorations. Last, we reflect on the flexibility of the data-enabled design canvas and highlight 

the role of physical artifacts therein.

Contextual and informed situated design explorations
Our first challenge from this design process lens was to investigate how the two-step model could 

apply to a different case study. We use figure 7.1 to elaborate on the differences in the design process 

between the Connected Baby Bottle case study and the uGrow+ Professional case study. 
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In the Connected Baby Bottle case study, the first step consisted of one contextual exploration. 

Therefore, we referred to this step as ‘the contextual step’. In the second step, we ran multiple 

designerly explorations, which were informed by insights from the contextual step. Therefore, we 

referred to this second step as the ‘informed step’. These two steps were clearly separated in time,  

and the contextual and informed step involved different participants.

Figure 7.1 depicts that the uGrow+ Professional case study does not contain this clear distinction 

between two steps. Instead, it only presented one step, with one study, with one group of participants. 

Contextual explorations predominated at the start of this step, while we also initiated multiple 

informed explorations throughout the process. The different explorations can still be identified 

as contextual or informed ones, but it no longer makes sense to classify the entire step step as 

‘contextual’ or ‘informed’. Therefore, we rather identify the different situated design explorations 

themselves as either ‘contextual’ or ‘informed’, where the contextual explorations emphasize the 

generation of new knowledge and the informed explorations build on that knowledge to design and 

develop new solutions. We identify three differences between the Connected Baby Bottle project and 

the uGrow+ Professional project that influenced this shift in process setup.

(1) An unconcrete start of situated design explorations

The first influencing factor is related to the aim of the situated exploration, which was to understand 

which parent-tracked data could be relevant in the domain of infant health. Instead of pre-defining 

which data parents could collect, we took a more open approach to data gathering. As we did not yet 

know which data to expect, we used a dynamic data-enabled design canvas. From the first day, we 

could remotely collect data that gave insight into behavioral patterns and contextual and experiential 

aspects of parent-tracked baby data. Using these insights, we introduced new data trackers (i.e., new 

labels of existing trackers or new physical trackers) and changed the focus of the exploration. As 

parents, for example, wanted to track the duration of events, we introduced a new physical data logger 

(i.e., toggle switch). The ability to remotely gain insights and to be able to expand on these allowed for 

explorative iterations while the prototypes stayed in context. This was different from the contextual 

step of the Connected Baby Bottle study, where we only executed one exploration.

uGrow+ Professional 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8week

First Step  with multiple contextual and informed explorations interwoven

1 2 3 41 2week week

Contextual Step Informed Step

Connected Baby Bottle

Figure 7.1. A schematic overview of explorations in the design processes. The yellow blocks indicate contextual explorations. 

The blue blocks indicate informed explorations.
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(2) Participants respond to a ‘new reality’

At the very start of the project, we interviewed healthcare professionals about their future perspective 

of bringing parent-tracked data into their profession. In those interviews, these ‘experts of context’ 

provided a detailed view about their current practice. However, these professionals had difficulties 

imagining what and how parent-tracked baby data could be used in their everyday practice. They 

were experts of their context, but they did not (yet) have experience with parent-tracked baby data 

(Mattelmäki & Sleeswijk Visser, 2011). Therefore, we set out to provide participants with an experiential 

‘new reality’, from the start of the situated exploration. This was done by introducing a platform for 

parent-healthcare professional interaction with parent-tracked baby data. From our design research 

perspective, this platform was merely a way to support both parties in co-located meaning-making, 

to actively participate in interview sessions, to come up with new ideas and to challenge design 

decisions. We set out to start from a ‘clean’ contextual step that aimed to gain understanding of 

the design space and could identify which data could play a role in this. However, the fact that we 

introduced experiential prototypes caused participants to believe it was an actual solution. It is 

therefore not surprising that much of their feedback revolved around implementing the solution in their 

daily practice. These detailed insights made contextual explorations (e.g., which data can be relevant 

for crying issues and what story does this data tell?) intertwine with more informed ones (e.g., how  

can this crying data be visualized in an understandable manner for the healthcare professional?).

(3) Parallel explorations in broad design context

Last, we argued that this case study presented more of an ecosystem design challenge, with multiple 

stakeholders and a variety of aspects and design challenges. As a result, different explorations, 

about different aspects of the ecosystem, started to run in parallel. Where some already moved from 

contextual to informed explorations, other contextual explorations were just initiated based on new 

insights. For example, explorations about logging the right data for the parents, displaying the data 

in an understandable way for the healthcare professional, exploring new ways of interaction, and 

addressing privacy concerns all ran simultaneously. Therefore, the qualities of the contextual and 

informed explorations were both present, but they were no longer part of distinct steps. They started 

to run in parallel and spread throughout different phases of the design process.

Towards a multi-step approach, with both contextual and informed explorations
The combination of contextual and informed explorations, within one step, was made possible by  

the flexibility of the data-enabled design canvas. As new ideas were within reach of the data-enabled 

design canvas, we could easily transition from contextual to informed ones. We argue that including 

a large diversity of explorations in one step is a positive development, as it allows for simultaneous 

exploration of which data is relevant how. Besides, it allows for more explorations within one study.  

On the other hand, it is good to notice that the one-step approach, with combined contextual and 

informed explorations, had implications. At the start of the study, some participants struggled to 

understand how to use the system. Throughout the study, they discovered new opportunities, and 

in many cases, we responded to this by deploying new design interventions. After a few weeks, the 

system had developed significantly. As participants were taken along in this development journey,  

they still understood what was happening and saw its value, as the adaptations were often tailored  

to their personal context. By restricting the experiment to one group of participants, we ran the risk 

that a new group of participants would not understand the developed solutions (i.e., the results of the 

first explorations). At the same time, as we set out to develop highly personal solutions, we also kept 

our designs close to the people that were involved in the explorations. In contrast, having two separate 

steps in the case of the Connected Baby Bottle forced us to at least take a step to generalize insights 

from the first step, to be applicable for a new group of people in the second step.
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From these lessons, we conclude that combining contextual and informed explorations is useful 

to situated design explorations. Nevertheless, we believe that a multi-step approach is essential in 

developing solutions that resonate beyond a single group of participants. Therefore, we generally 

advocate a multi-step approach, where each step can contain contextual and informed explorations 

but involves a new group of participants.

Design narratives
We explained how multiple contextual and informed explorations started to run in parallel. This made 

the situated design explorations even more dynamic than we already envisioned. However, we found 

that established ways to format descriptions of research results are rather static. The study setup 

is described and after the study the results are outlined. This setup poorly showcases how insights 

have continuously inspired and informed new design interventions. Therefore, we introduced design 

narratives as our way of documenting our situated explorations (see chapter 6.2). 

 A design narrative describes a specific storyline that runs through the situated design 

explorations. It describes a sequence of consecutive insights and design actions. We use  

it as a format for documenting how the continuous situated design explorations unfolded. 

As these design narratives present detailed storylines, they provide a way to showcase rich and 

personal anecdotes. Thereby, this format emphasizes the individual uniqueness that we set out to 

address with our intelligent ecosystems. At the same time, it shows how the design evolves. Not only 

from a design researcher point of view, but it also shows how the intelligent solution can gain a more 

detailed and nuanced understanding and how it can learn over time.

We experienced that these design narratives naturally emerged during the design process. In figure 

7.2 we visualize the more prominent contextual and informed explorations. We plotted the sequence 

of explorations that relate to each other in different rows. The stories that these rows form is what we 

refer to as design narratives. Design narratives ranged from short explorations that were not followed 

up, to longer series of consecutive explorations around a topic. As explorations ran in parallel, design 

narratives started influencing each other. For example, the insights and concepts from the design 

narrative about ‘subjectivity’ became part of the ‘my care question’ design narrative. The design 

narratives are described from a design researcher point of view and integrate explorations across 

participants. Therefore, these design narratives do not accurately represent the timeline of one 

participant but describe how situated design explorations followed up on each other.

1 2 3 41 2week week

Contextual Step Informed Step

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8week
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Figure 7.2. Selection of situated design explorations visualized on the timeline. The blue items refer to contextual 

explorations, the yellow items refer to informed explorations. The different rows shows how situated design 

explorations followed up on each other to construct different design narratives (i.e., care paths, subjectivity,  

my care question, environmental noise and referrals).
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Explorative freedom within the scope of the data-enabled design canvas
The promise of the data-enabled design canvas was that it could facilitate a variety of on-the-

fly explorations, that could not be pre-defined. Therefore, we argued for an open and malleable 

collection of physical and digital tools. In the Connected Baby Bottle and uGrow+ Professional 

case, the data-enabled design canvas facilitated the majority of the explorations we came up with. 

However, in both cases, ideas for new explorations were relatively closely related to the capabilities 

of the data-enabled design canvas. In the uGrow+ Professional study, for example, the data trackers 

that were used to gain insight in which data was relevant, were also used in informed explorations, that 

explored how that data could become relevant. For example, the feature that allowed participants to 

‘label’ their data was initially incorporated to learn which type of data could be relevant for parents 

and healthcare professionals but was later also used as part of the ‘my care question’ concept.

The potential constraining effect of the data-enabled design canvas has two causes. First, participants 

responded to the prototypes that were provided by the data-enabled design canvas. Thereby, these 

prototypes directed and constrained their feedback and the insights we gathered. As new situated 

design explorations built on insights from earlier explorations, they were all influenced by these initial 

constraints. Second, the data-enabled design canvas could encourage an (unconscious) tunnel vision 

for the design researcher. It was easier to think within the scope of the data-enabled design canvas 

than outside of it. These are not necessarily issues, as long as we are aware of the impact of the 

data-enabled design canvas. This can be challenging, as it is easy to get caught up in the high-paced 

situated design explorations, and thereby to only focus on what is next. Therefore, it is essential to 

plan specific reflection moments and to strictly adhere to them. 

Clearly, the scope of the data-enabled design canvas determines the scope of the situated design 

explorations. Thus far, we showed how this can introduce constraints on these explorations. However, 

a more concrete scope can also help in guiding the situated design explorations. It can provide 

realistic boundaries, that the design researcher has to take into account to develop an intelligent eco-

system. Given the influential role of the data-enabled design canvas, it is important to have a basic 

understanding of the design space before designing it. This basic understanding can, for example,  

be gained from experts (as in the Connected Baby Bottle project) or from inquiry in the field (as in  

the uGrow+ Professional case study). The situated design explorations can then further deepen  

that understanding, within the constraints that are provided by of the data-enabled design canvas.  

If insights show that explorations should go beyond the constraints of the data-enabled design 

canvas, it is necessary to retrieve it from context and adapt it according to the needs. We already 

argued for a multi-step approach, to allow for new participant perspectives. The time in between  

steps can then be used to reconsider the design of the data-enabled design canvas.

Physical components of the data-enabled design canvas
Compared to the bottle case, the uGrow+ Professional case introduced a variety of physical artifacts 

to collect data. We valued the physicality of the toolkit to move beyond the existing digital frame 

of reference of participants. Although we updated the data-enabled design canvas in its physical 

format by introducing new (physical) data-loggers over the course of time and enabled participants 

to continuously change the role of these physical trackers by updating adapted their labels, these 

physical artifacts could not physically adapt themselves. For example, the physical action possibilities 

of the toggle switch did not change. The interactions that we changed remotely, through the data-

enabled canvas, were all digital interactions. Examples are new parent/healthcare professional/

researcher dashboard updates or updates of the software that was running on the data collectors. 

Concerning flexibility, it is worth to further explore how the data-enabled design canvas can also 

facilitate remote design explorations of more physical device interactions.
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7.2 A situated design approach
In chapter 5 we introduced data-enabled design as a situated design approach. In the contextual 

step, this meant gathering sensor data and qualitative data in-situ. In the informed step, this entailed 

situated design explorations where participants could experience designs in their everyday life. 

We argued for this situated design approach, that enabled us to make the richness, versatility and 

complexity of our design space part of our design explorations. To gain an understanding of the 

everyday situation, we also argued for a remote design approach. Through this, the activities in the 

design (research) studio process could run independently from the design explorations that were 

situated in the everyday life of participants. This allowed design researchers to disappear from the 

scene as data provided a means to remotely gain insight and allowed for remote design explorations.

 

In the uGrow+ Professional case study, we investigated whether the situated design approach could 

also be utilized in cases where the design space further increases in complexity, which followed 

from the challenge to investigate more complex ecosystems. We aimed to meet this challenge by 

introducing more products, services and people in it and by focusing on a broader range of topics. 

Besides that, we were inspired by the potential medical use cases from the Connected Baby Bottle 

and set out to investigate how data-enabled design could also be used in a medical-oriented context.

 

In this section, we first re-evaluate the value of our situated design approach. We discuss how it 

provided a comprehensive perspective and again allowed for remote design explorations. Second,  

we discuss different roles participants and designers can have in these situated explorations and  

how that defines the interaction between the design (research) studio and the everyday life. Last,  

we discuss how the involvement of healthcare professionals in the uGrow+ Professional case study 

has given insight into the implications that the medical domain has for data-enabled design. 

A situated design approach to design for intelligent ecosystems
The versatility and complexity of our intelligent ecosystems design challenge makes that the 

interactions in it are heavily context and person dependent. In both the Connected Connected Baby 

Bottle case study and uGrow+ Professional case study, our situated approach has been of value by 

providing a comprehensive perspective on a large variety of aspects. This perspective went beyond 

the most commonly considered aspects that, for example, surfaced through the initial interviews. In 

particular, the situated approach allowed us to go beyond individual points of interaction, by looking 

at different relationships inside and outside the ecosystem. For example, our primary objective 

was to investigate which data could be relevant in the interaction between parents and healthcare 

professionals. The family toolkits emphasized this aspect, but they also allowed us to investigate 

how this could become part of the everyday life of participants. By making our ideas experiential and 

placing them in everyday life we did not only address the core concepts (e.g., how a pediatrician could 

use the data to gain insight in regurgitation patterns), but we also gained insight into a large variety 

of aspects that made the experience (e.g., the healthcare professional can not spend more than 2 

minutes with the data, the parent should feel respected by their healthcare professional, or that the 

healthcare professional assistant could also play a valuable role in this ecosystem).

 

The ‘small data’ approach (see chapter 5.4) that we employed in both case studies also gave insight 

into highly personal needs. Instead of only focusing on the commonalities between the participants, 

we emphasized the idiosyncratic aspects. Doing so enabled us to design a solution that better fit 

into the everyday lives of these participants. All participants had their unique lives, with their own 

questions regarding care, their own healthcare professionals, and specific data that they found 

relevant. Running our situated explorations in an everyday context allowed us to investigate how  

our designs could be embedded and related to other aspects of everyday life. 
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Roles of participants and design researchers
In the contextual step of the Connected Baby Bottle project, participants contributed to the design 

process through the data they collected, and through the rich and detailed annotations that they 

provided on that data. In the informed step this contribution was extended. Participants also had the 

ability to communicate new ideas during the situated design explorations. These suggestions could 

then be implemented, to be explored further. The design team was in charge of guiding new design 

explorations and the (data of the) participants inspired and informed this process. Participants could 

actively contribute but were considered to be more subjects than partners (Sanders & Stappers, 2008).

 

In the uGrow+ Professional case study, participants (i.e., both the parents and the healthcare 

professionals) had a more active role than in the bottle case study. Without the direct involvement of 

design researchers, they explored together what data could be relevant in their interaction. Through 

this ongoing dialogue, they participated in a co-located participatory meaning-making process 

(Rutjes, Willemsen, van Kollenburg, Bogers & Ijsselstein, 2017) by which they created guidelines for 

mutual understanding of the data. The data that we collected about these interactions inspired and 

informed new designs. Based on how this process evolved, the role of the design team was to facilitate 

the explorations participants had in mind, while also translating them into concepts that could be 

implemented to trigger new discussions and gather new insights. Although participants were still 

treated as subjects in the majority of encounters, they also received a more active role as a partner in 

the process. This was especially the case for the healthcare professionals. In the weekly interviews, 

they were consulted about new ideas and in subsequent interviews, they were asked to reflect on 

prototypes we made of them.

 

No matter whether participants are considered subject or partner, we again stress the importance of 

involving participants as experts of experience. Insights from data-enabled design come from situated 

explorations and are thereby heavily embedded in the contextualized richness of everyday life. This 

embedding enables participants to contribute through their personal experiences instead of more 

generic opinions on what they already know or what they can imagine. Although we have repeatedly 

articulated the participant’s role of ‘expert of experience’, we would like to emphasize the design-

driven nature (Norman & Verganti, 2014) of these explorations. Participants contribute, either through 

their data or through more active participation, in the design process, but the design team is in charge 

of the design process (Mattelmäki & Sleeswijk Visser, 2011). The design team uses their design skills to 

position these insights the bigger picture, to decide which insights are most relevant to further expand 

on and to construct new design interventions from. As design researchers, we facilitate experiences 

and a dialogue around these. Participants cannot create these experiences by themselves (yet), as 

they have little affinity with data, lack the competences (e.g., coding) and tools to co-design with data 

are still in infancy (e.g., ‘small’ data visualization tools) (Lefeuvre et al., 2016; Braun, 2018; Dove, 2015).

 

In this new collaboration, the roles of both parties are clear. Participants contribute through their 

actions (and data) and are enabled to share their ideas, concerns, stories, questions, etc. Designers 

synthesize with the data that inspires and informs them about new opportunities for design 

interventions, which in turn continuously introduce new experiences. 

Situated design explorations in a medical domain
Core to data-enabled design is the ability to remotely explore designs, while they are situated in 

everyday life. Earlier, we already argued that our situatedness provides a more comprehensive view  

of a complex design space, such as the medical space. However, our situated design explorations  

are not naturally compatible with the proceduralized and rigid nature of medical experiments.  

These experiments often take place in controlled environments, with well-developed concepts.
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For the situated design exploration setup to meet the standards of medical ethical committee review, 

we had to find a balance between the level of situatedness and the explorative qualities of our study. 

In this case, it was worth giving up some the situatedness in return for a more explorative study setup. 

This meant that healthcare professionals recruited their own patients, but these families were not part 

of active treatment. Also, parents had to ask medical questions to their healthcare professional via 

traditional routes. Also, we delayed the data shared with the healthcare professional for a week.

 

As a consequence, the experiences for families were more closely embedded in their everyday life 

than for the healthcare professionals. Healthcare professionals experienced the system only during 

interview sessions and not in the setting of real consultations. Nevertheless, they could articulate in 

detail what the role of data could be in their everyday practice, as the issues that came up were real 

and timely. These insights were very different from the ones that we gained from the initial healthcare 

professional interviews, that stayed abstract and often superficial. In a follow-up study on this topic, 

less explorative freedom is required as there are now two clear conceptual directions. 
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Figure 7.3. The role of data visualized in the 8-shape model. (same as figure 5.3)
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7.3 The role of data
In chapter 5.4 we introduced how data played a different role at different stages of our 8-shape model 

(figure 7.3). We discussed how sensor data and qualitative data could be collected from prototypes 

deployed in everyday life (figure 7.3 A-B), how this data could be combined to yield contextual, 

behavioral and experiential insights (figure 7.3 C), how it could inspire and inform the design team 

(figure 7.3 D), how the contextual, behavioral and experiential insights could be made part of the 

solution by translating them into contextual, behavioral and experiential data, that could be used  

as creative design material (figure 7.3 E) to design new or adapt existing prototypes (figure 7.3 F).  

Last, we described how the ‘in everyday life loop’ (figure 7.3 G) and ‘in design (research) studio loop’ 

(figure 7.3 H) could run separately, but continuously interacted through the data.   

In the uGrow+ Professional case study, we aimed to employ the 8-shape model, with its defined 

process, roles of data and situated design approach, to reflect upon its value. Besides, we set out to 

further explore the integration of qualitative data, which was essential for the contextual, behavioral 

and experiential insights, in the modeled process. In the uGrow+ Professional case study we set  

out to remotely collect qualitative data and also to make this qualitative data more inherent part  

of the solution. 

Throughout the uGrow+ Professional project, we explored and expanded on these different roles of 

data. What changed is the data collection approach, which was more manual, and correspondingly 

what type of intelligent solution this resulted in. In this section, we first discuss the manual data 

collection activity and how it was used in the design process to gain contextual, behavioral and 

experiential insights (i.e., figure 7.3 B and C). Second, we discuss the utilization of data as creative 

design material (figure 7.3 E) for a solution that helps to gain insight into data irrespectively of the  

exact meaning or type of data (figure 7.3 F).

Manual data collection (B)
Like in the Connected Baby Bottle case, we first set out to determine which data could be valuable. 

In the Connected Baby Bottle case, we did so by introducing an abundance of sensors, to later 

qualitatively unravel which data triggered rich and detailed personal stories. As the scope of that 

exploration was relatively small (i.e., baby bottle feeding) this was a viable approach. The uGrow+  

Professional case study had a much broader scope (i.e., infant health). By using a number of 

automated sensors, we would probably only capture a minor part of context, behaviors and 

experiences. In other words, it was difficult to employ the sensor abundance strategy and 

subsequently narrow down the sensor set. Therefore, we introduced a manual data collection 

approach in which parents could, together with their healthcare professionals, explore which  

data could be relevant in their interaction. 

The manual data collection approach enabled a more open exploration of which data could be 

relevant. It allowed participants to capture a broad range of contextual, behavioral and experiential 

aspects of their everyday life. Our data logging toolkit facilitated this data collection and the dialogue 

around it. The openness of the manual data loggers, and the variety in the questions of care of 

families, resulted in a broad variety of topics that the data revolved around. These were unique per 

family, but were also frequently changed into increasingly specific labels. An example is where the 

label of the rotation knob was changed from ‘duration of sleep’ into ‘easiness of falling asleep’.  

The different labels helped us to gain an understanding of which data could be relevant in this design 

space and thereby for our intelligent solution. The interviews (with healthcare professionals and 

parents) still served as a valuable means to unravel the stories behind these labels.  
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Besides the differences in (the openness of) the approaches of the two case studies, also the resulting 

data had different qualities. Where the sensor data in the Connected Baby Bottle case gave detailed 

insight into the feeding moments themselves, the manual approach of the uGrow+ Professional case 

study only provided data about the existence of that feeding moment. Feeding tracking in uGrow+ 

Professional was limited to when there was a feeding and how much milk the baby drank, whereas 

the baby bottle data packed highly detailed stories. The manually collected data did provide a more 

nuanced and subjective view than the sensor data approach of the Connected Baby Bottle study did. 

This perspective was not only found in the qualitative annotations of the tracked events, but also in 

how parents labeled their data trackers, which trackers they used in which cases, the video reports 

they made, and the text messages they submitted. The manual data collection approach gave less 

detailed insight into what happened but gave nuanced insight into why it happened and how people’s 

personal perspectives influenced their behavior. For example, a parent made a video about how he 

fed his baby and explained what he thought about the session through a voice over.

Another difference is found in how conscious the participant are of which data is being collected. 

The sensor data was unobtrusively collected and yielded many insights that even the participants 

were unaware of. The manually collected data points themselves could only reflect aspects that 

the participant consciously logged. However, the insights from the aggregated dataset might still 

be new and surprising to the participant (e.g., trends over time). The sensor data approach was less 

intrusive and affected the behavior of the participants less than the manual approach. Thereby, it was 

especially suited when we set out to start from a ‘current reality’. In case of the manual trackers, the 

family routines were already affected in such a way that the tracking itself provided a ‘new reality’.  

The manual data collection approach did help in our challenge to sample experiences closer to the 

moment. The events that parents tracked, and the annotations they added to the data points, gave 

rich and nuanced insight into their lives. This also allowed us to ask questions about inspiring events 

when they were still fresh in the minds of the parents.

Because both data collection methods had their qualities and shortcomings, we want to use the next 

case study to investigate how the qualities of the manual data collection approach can be integrated 

with the qualities of the sensor data approach, so that we can utilize both the detailed and the 

nuanced perspective on context, behaviors and experiences.

 

Data as creative design material (E) to adapt designs (F)
The manual data collection approach of the uGrow+ Professional case study open exploration of 

which data could be relevant. Our initial objective was to identify one conclusive set of data, which 

contained the data that was most relevant for infant health. From this dataset, we planned to follow 

a similar approach as we did in the Connected Baby Bottle study, where we made the contextual, 

behavioral and experiential insights part of the solution data. However, we noticed that the value of 

collected data was not found in which specific data was collected, but in the openness, it provided 

for dynamic and personal data collection. As a result, we developed concepts that emphasized the 

qualities of this open approach.

 

Although we still employed data as a design material in the uGrow+ Professional case study, we did  

so in a different manner than in the Connected Baby Bottle case study. Previously, in the Connected 

Baby Bottle study, we used detailed patterns in the sensor data to inspire the process, but also 

made these insights in this data part of the solution. To do so, we argued for translating contextual, 

behavioral and experiential insights (figure 7.3 C) into contextual, behavioral and experiential data 

that the intelligent solution could utilize In uGrow+ Professional case we did not primarily focus on 
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designing our insights back into the data. This was a direct consequence of the fact that parents and 

healthcare professionals could decide which data was relevant to them. We gave less attention to the 

data points themselves, as it would be difficult for the intelligent ecosystem to understand what these 

open data points represented. Instead, we focussed on designing an ecosystem that could enable 

this open data collection approach. By exploring how different data trackers, different labels, and 

different ways of representing this data could become meaningful in the interaction between parents 

and healthcare professionals, we again employed the data as a creative design material. It inspired us, 

informed new design interventions and became an inherent part of the solution.  

 

Although the use of data as design material in the uGrow+ Professional case was different, the design 

of the care paths showed a similar approach as the one we used in the Connected Baby Bottle case. 

As the care paths prescribed what data was at least required, the solution could gain an understanding 

of that data. For example, by collecting data about feeding, regurgitation and crying, we could 

design a reflux-specific data visualization (figure 6.22). In this case, the intelligent ecosystem used its 

(contextual, behavioral and experiential) understanding of the data to adapt to the context and users. 

For the next case study, we set out to investigate how a combination of sensor data and qualitative 

data can be used could be appropriated as a creative design material.

7.4 Intelligent ecosystems
In chapter 5 we further elaborated on our challenge to design for intelligent ecosystems and  explained 

how the Connected Baby Bottle study mostly emphasized the intelligent solution part of this challenge.  

To provide a means for discussing these intelligent solutions, we introduced their ability to understand, 

adapt and learn. Through this, we addressed the ability that these solutions have to understand 

context as well as the behavior and experience of the user, to learn over time, and to adapt its content, 

interactions and role to provide a better fit to the situation. Although the Connected Baby Bottle case 

study did not limitedly address the ecosystem challenges, it provided some initial insights in what 

is required to design for more interconnected and networked solutions (i.e. with multiple products, 

services and people). To address these ecosystem challenges we used a theoretical characterization, 

that allowed us to discuss different characteristics (i.e. system, diversity, keystone species, coevolution 

and locality) of these ecosystems in more detail. 

For the uGrow+ Professional case study, we challenged ourselves to further increase the complexity 

and dynamic character of the ecosystem. We set out to investigate this by designing an ecosystem 

with more products, services and people, with a variety of roles. Additionally, we broadened the scope 

of our ecosystem (e.g., from baby bottle feeding to infant health). From an intelligent solutions point 

of view, we wondered how utilizing a multiplicity of ecosystem elements could help in gaining a richer 

understanding of the user and context. In addition, we set out to explore how the solution’s adaptivity 

could reach beyond the digital into the physical domain. Regarding the solution’s learning ability, we 

posed a challenge to bridge the gap between our wizard-of-oz approach and automated behavior 

governed by the intelligence of the solution. As a first step, we suggested a more structural use of 

(dynamic) user profiles.   

The uGrow+ Professional case study focussed on the ecosystem challenges. In this section, we discuss 

how the ecosystem expanded as it included more elements (e.g. products, services and people) and 

thereby a more complex web of relationships. Its scope also became broader as more topics of the 

infant health domain were included. Although we take most of the intelligent solution challenges onto 

the next case study, we discuss how different types of data, different approaches to collecting it, and 

the involvement of a variety of experts affected the solution’s understand, learn and adapt abilities. 
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An ecosystem of multiple products, services and people that revolves around 
personal topics
Our first challenge was to transition from designing a one-to-one connected solution (i.e. the 

Connected Baby Bottle), to an ecosystem of interconnected products, services in which multiple 

people interacted. Figure 7.4 presents a schematic overview of the uGrow+ ecosystem. Compared  

to the Connected Baby Bottle ‘ecosystem’, the uGrow+ ecosystem included more products, services 

and people, and thereby increased the number of relationships. The schematic illustrates how 

the multiple manual data trackers (figure 7.4 I), used by different people in the family (figure 7.4 II), 

all connected to a central device (i.e. the tablet in the family toolkit, figure 7.4 III). Here, data was 

aggregated and relationships between the data of the different data trackers were visualized. 

For example, spitting up was presented in relation to feeding moments. Parents were directly linked 

to their healthcare professional (figure 7.4 IV), as they had been in face-to-face consults before. The 

healthcare professionals could also use their dashboard to gain insight into the parent-tracked data 

(figure 7.4 V). Thereby, parents also had a relationship with their healthcare professionals through their 

digital interfaces and the other way around. For clarity reasons, we only visualized an ecosystem  

with one family. In reality, however, the healthcare professional was linked in a similar manner to 

multiple families.  

Relationships on a functional and a contextual level

In the uGrow+ Professional case study, we showed how parents dynamically switched between 

different topics (e.g. sleep or feeding), based on the infant health questions at hand. Although there 

was a confined set of data trackers (i.e., which elements were included in the ecosystem was fixed), 

they could be repurposed to address a broad variety of different topics. The fact that the ecosystem is 

rigid from a functional point of view, but dynamic in the way it can address a variety of different topics, 

shows that the system characteristic of Nardi & O’Day (1999) (i.e., description of close relationships and 

interdependencies between elements) can be discussed at different levels. We use figure 7.4 and 7.5  

to explain the difference between the relationships on a functional level (e.g., which elements share 

data and how users interact with elements) and relationships on a more abstract, contextual level  

(e.g., elements that are linked due to the topic of interest).

(I)

(III)

(V) (IV)

(II)

Figure 7.4. A schematic overview of the uGrow+ Professional 

ecosystem including (I) multiple data collectors, (II) 

family members, (III) family dashboard, (IV) healthcare 

professional, (V) healthcare professional dashboard.  

For the clarity of the figure, we grouped family members  

and data collectors. In reality, these are separate elements 

of the ecosystem with relationships amongst each other  

(e.g., family relationships).
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Figure 7.4 the functional relationships.The relationships between users and ecosystem elements 

are represented by the yellow arrows and the relationships between products and services are 

illustrated with blue arrows. An example of such a functional relationship is the relationship between 

the rotation knob and the family dashboard, that allowed for the display of crying intensity data.  

Note that the functional relationships are illustrative and do not describe the full technological setup 

of the ecosystem. 

In figure 7.5 we illustrate relationships in the uGrow+ Professional ecosystem on a more abstract and 

contextual level. We use this figure to show how the scope of the family ecosystems has dynamically 

changed over the course of the study. It presents an overview of topics that were addressed in data 

gathering and in the dialogues between parents and healthcare professionals (e.g., ranging from 

vaccinations to co-sleeping). The highlighted words were ‘active’ topics for the families at a specific 

moment in time. What topics were active had an effect on the contextual relationships between 

elements. For example, if the label of one tracker was changed to keep track of sleeping issues,  

it would start to relate more to a tracker that kept track of evening feeding sessions. Thereby, also  

on this contextual level, a change of topic can be felt throughout the ecosystem. 

With the distinction between relationships on a functional and a contextual level, we can illustrate  

that Nardi & O’Day’s (1999) system characteristic can be static and dynamic at the same time. From  

a diversity point of view, this can mean that no new ecosystem elements are introduced, but that  

the openness of the trackers allows the user to always find new niches in the topics that can be 

addressed. This way, the elements of the ecosystem can only co-evolve based on changes on a 

contextual level. Although different ecosystem elements can still be introduced over time, to facilitate 

new relationships on a functional level, this openness in topics also enables users to shape their 

ecosystem according to their personal needs. The distinction between these two perspectives is 

valuable for our work as the dynamic qualities of the ecosystem were only poorly reflected by the 

functional relationships.    

Closed, open and hybrid data tracking approaches
As the way in which data is collected heavily influences how meaning could be made in interactions 

within the ecosystem, we discuss three approaches to data gathering that we have utilized. 

A closed data collection approach

In chapter 5.6 we discussed how data could be utilized to gain a contextual, behavioral and 

experiential understanding, that could be used to adapt the solution and to learn over time. This was 

made possible by the baby bottle sleeve as it was composed of a fixed set of sensors and collected  

a defined set of qualitative input. Users could only gather data about topics that the sensing allowed 

for and could only answer a reoccurring, predefined, set of after-feeding questions. We refer to this  

as a closed data collection approach. 

 When a closed data collection approach is employed, the intelligent solution prescribes  

which data can be collected by the user. 

The consequence of this closed approach to data collection is that the boundaries of the solution’s 

scope are clear. The data defines which topics the solution can address and makes it clear what the 

data refers to (e.g., z-axis of the accelerometer representing the angle of the bottle which can tell 

something about the interruptions during a feed). Thereby, through algorithms, this data can be turned 

into understanding of the user and context. 
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An open data collection approach

The uGrow+ Professional study used an open-ended approach to data collection. The different data 

trackers had different action possibilities. This, for example, allowed users to track the existence of an 

event, where another tracker allowed users to track the sound levels in an environment. These open 

trackers could also be used to track different data. For example, the audio module could be used to 

keep track of environmental sounds in the kitchen, but also to track crying sounds in the nursing room. 

Within the boundaries of the trackers (e.g., audio module could not be placed in a room outside wifi 

range), families could decide what data they collected. They could do this by adjusting the labels of 

the data trackers, in dialogue with their healthcare professional. Thereby, the ecosystem left much 

room for integration of idiosyncratic values in its data collection.

 When an open data collection approach is employed, users are enabled to collect the data  

that they find interesting. Thereby, the intelligent solution leaves it up to the user to define  

what is relevant.  

Since the data trackers could be relabeled in any manner, the data points could refer to different topics. 

For example, the rotation knob could be used for tracking easiness of falling asleep as well as for 

tracking the volume of milk that was expressed. As a result, a rotation knob data point with value ‘83’ 

could depict ‘slept in easily’ as well as ‘83 cc of breastmilk’. From an intelligent solution point of view, 

this made it more difficult to understand the data, learn from it and adapt based on that. However, as 

an extension of the solution’s understanding, the uGrow+ Professional concepts built on the parents’ 

and healthcare professional’s intellect to gain this understanding. They interpreted the data, including 

the labels, and together with their understanding of the situation came to insights that seemed most 

relevant. This way, the open data collection approach could still be used as input for personalization 

because human interpretation extended the system’s capabilities to understand, adapt and learn. 

A hybrid data collection approach

Both the closed as the open approach have their pros and cons. The closed approach better suits the 

intelligent solution, as it makes it easier to gain a detailed and nuanced understanding of the data.  

The open approach allows the user to define what data is relevant and thereby provides more freedom 

to tailor the ecosystem to their personal needs. 

The ‘care paths’ concept in the uGrow+ Professional case study provides a first example of how these 

data collection approaches can be combined. At the core of a ‘care path’, the healthcare professional 

defined what data could be collected. For example, the ‘reflux’ care path prescribed the tracking of 

‘feeding’, ‘spitting up’ and ‘crying’. This emphasized the closed approach as an intelligent solution 

could easily gain an understanding of the relationships within this data. However, the ‘care path’ 

concept also allowed parents to expand on this predefined collection, with data that seemed relevant 

to them. Next to spitting up, they could, for example, keep track of when the baby was uncomfortably 

overstretching. This allowed parents to adapt the ecosystem to their needs. This example shows 

how the closed and open approach were combined to leverage the qualities of both. We refer to this 

combined approach as the hybrid approach. 

 When a hybrid data collection approach is employed by the intelligent solution, it combines  

a closed and open data collection approach. 

We challenge ourselves in the next case study to further elaborate on this hybrid approach, as it has 

the potential to result in intelligent ecosystems in which users can direct it towards what is relevant, 

while the intelligent ecosystem is still able to understand, adapt and learn based on that. To do so  
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we take two routes. First, we set out to push the open approach more towards the closed side.  

We aim to do so by constraining the open-ended data collectors where possible, to make it easier for 

the system to understand what they collect. Second, we aim to push from the closed to the open side, 

by building sensor-equipped devices that can be used in a variety of ways. 

Dynamic ecosystem elements, but not a dynamic ecosystem
So far we have discussed how we expanded the ecosystem, by including more products, services 

and people and by broadening the scope of the topics that can be address. We argued that this 

contributed to the systemic character of a ecosystem, as more complex relationships were formed. 

Next to this, we argued that the open approach positively affected the diversity of the ecosystem, but 

also the user’s ability to construct an ecosystem that was valuable to them (i.e. locality). Through these 

developments, we made significant steps toward meeting our ecosystem challenges. 

However, when reflecting on the keystone species and coevolution characteristic we also see that 

challenges remain. All the ecosystem elements depicted in figure 7.4 would qualify as keystone species 

(i.e., the ecosystem would break down in case one of them was removed). This makes the ecosystem 

as a whole rather static. However, many of the elements are dynamic in themselves and can easily 

adapt and evolve over time. We do value the dynamic character of these different elements, but also 

set out in the next case study to implement this dynamic character on an ecosystem level. This would 

allow for the emergence of new and unpredictable relationships on a functional level, that could be 

formed or removed while the ecosystem remains intact. This more dynamic character would facilitate  

a more complex web of relationships on a functional and a contextual level as it could develop over 

time based on the interests of the people in it. 
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Caring Home

Chapter 8

Designing for an intelligent personal health 

ecosystem

Parts of this chapter are based on: 

Sander Bogers, Janne van Kollenburg, Eva Deckers, Joep Frens, and Caroline Hummels. 2018. 

A Situated Exploration of Designing for Personal Health Ecosystems through Data-enabled Design. 

In Proceedings of the 2018 Designing Interactive Systems Conference (DIS ‘18). ACM, New York, NY, 

USA, pp. 109-120.
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8.0 Chapter outline
This chapter presents the Caring Home case study, aiming to design for intelligent ecosystems around 

personal health. The chapter first introduces the (complex) stakeholder landscape this project was 

situated in and recaps the methodological challenges, earlier formulated in chapter 7, we set out to 

address with it (section 8.1). After that, we present the two steps of the case study. In the first step 

(section 8.2), we introduced a small ecosystem of personal health products in the homes of families, 

that we expanded based on personal insights. From this, we identified three design opportunities, 

which we further elaborated on in the second step. In this second step (section 8.3), we designed for 

an open and dynamic personal health ecosystem. This allowed participants to adapt the ecosystem to 

themselves and their context. This step presents a novel combination of connected devices, open data 

trackers and a conversational user interface, which can leverage each other’s abilities to understand, 

learn and adapt. Again, we conclude with a reflection on how the results from this case study 

have contributed to Philips Businesses (section 8.4). This case study forms the basis for a renewed 

positioning of data-enabled design and intelligent ecosystems in chapter 9.

8.1 Initiation of the project
In recent years, most Philips business groups have started developing digital platforms to augment 

their hardware propositions. In chapter 6, for example, we showed how the Mother and Child Care 

business built the uGrow parenting platform as a digital counterpart to its physical products (e.g. 

bottles, pacifiers and breast pumps). Other Philips Personal Health businesses have taken similar 

measures. The Oral Healthcare business launched the connected Sonicare toothbrush, where an app 

provides detailed insight and advice about brushing behavior (Philips, 2018a. The Male Grooming 

business launched the Smart Shaver 7000, which offers style advice and tips for a healthier skin 

(Philips, 2018b). And Sleep and Respiratory Care launched DreamMapper, an app that offers tailored 

advice during professional sleep therapy (Philips, 2018f). The introduction of digital and digitally-

enhanced physical products clearly showcases Philips’ transition towards a more digital company 

(Philips, 2018d).  

 

Philips’ business groups operate in such a way that you could almost consider them to be individual 

companies, operating with a high degree of independence within the overall Philips organization. 

As a result, there is little integration between these digital platforms. Yet, closer integration could be 

beneficial from multiple perspectives. From a marketing point of view it would allow smooth transitions 

between Philips apps and products, from a technology perspective they could leverage the same 

underlying frameworks and technology stack, and from a brand point of view it could drive a ‘one 

Philips experience’. 

Earlier projects within Philips have approached this challenge, to bring multiple products and services 

together in an ecosystem, from a technology and business perspective. In this project, we explored 

what the added value of such an ecosystem could be from a user-experience point of view. If multiple 

products and services come together and can directly inform each other, how can the people that are 

part of the ecosystem benefit? What is the added value of a networked collection of products and 

digital counterparts over single connected devices? 

 

This is one of the few projects within Philips that explores future solutions which reach across multiple 

business groups. Although this project emphasizes the potential relevance of a personal health 

system for its users, it is important to note that it takes place in a rather complex climate, in which each 

business has its own roadmap and vision. 
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Project-specific research ambitions
The first objective of this Caring Home project is to apply our data-enabled design methodology, 

to see how we can confirm and expand on it. At the same time, we also want to make a new step 

towards our intelligent ecosystem ambitions. After having developed a one-to-one solution in 

the Connected Baby Bottle case study and a multiple-to-one solution in the uGrow+ Professional 

case study, this Caring Home project sets out to further increase the complexity. In this case study, 

we set out to combine the intelligent solution and ecosystem perspective. For this, we use the 

characterization of intelligent solutions, described by their ability to ‘understand, adapt and learn’, and 

the characterization of ecosystems, that build on Nardi and O’Day’s (1999) ‘system, diversity, keystone 

species, co-evolution and locality’ characteristics. The objective is to design an intelligent ecosystem 

that can be implemented to run autonomously and is therefore ready for a larger scale. To do so, we 

want to rely less heavily on human operators in our situated explorations, and more strongly build on 

the opportunities and limitations of today’s technologies. 

By designing this intelligent ecosystem we aim to investigate a hybrid data gathering approach.  

We set out to explore a more constrained qualitative data collection approach, but also a more open 

approach to collecting sensor data. With this, we hope to include data that can help to gain a more 

detailed and nuanced understanding about the user and context, and learn about their idiosyncrasies 

over time, so the interactions can adapt accordingly. At the same time, we see the potential in this 

approach in order to balance contextual, behavioral and experiential insights into the design process. 

Last, we set out to explore the value of a multi-step design process, with new participants in each  

step, where its situated design explorations can both contain contextual and informed explorations.

Project setup
In this project, we designed an ecosystem of personal health solutions which aimed to go beyond 

the value of a collection of one-to-one connected solutions or multiple-to-one connected solutions. 

Informed by our data-enabled design challenges, we took a multi-step approach in this project where 

we involved new participants in each step. This case study presents the first two steps. In the situated 

design explorations of the first step, we investigated what an ecosystem of personal health solutions 

could be comprised of and which data was relevant. As we had little idea what elements would be 

key, we decided to start with a small set of products that we, depending on our insights, could extend 

throughout the situated design explorations. These dynamic situated explorations brought us to three 

design opportunities for an ecosystem for personal health. These opportunities then became the 

starting point for the Caring Home study that was defined and refined in the second step.

8.2 The first step
In this section, we introduce our activities in setting up the first step of the project, the development  

of the data-enabled design canvas, the setup and execution of the situated design explorations, and 

the three design opportunities which resulted from these activities.

Approach
The aim of this first step is to gain an understanding of the design space, the possible relevant eco-

system elements, and the relationships that can emerge between these elements. As we still had little 

idea what elements a personal health ecosystem could be comprised of, let aside what data could 

be relevant in relationships between elements, we decided to start with a minimal set of artifacts that 

we could extend throughout the situated design explorations. This minimal set was informed by the 

business scope of the project. We developed a data-enabled design canvas that enabled us to gain 
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insight into the role of ecosystem elements and its relations, and could facilitate the evolution  

of the ecosystem throughout the exploration. 

For this situated design exploration, we invited four families from the Netherlands, each with four 

family members (i.e. father, mother, and two children). We sought diversity in terms of relationships, 

behaviors and experiences. The children, for example, ranged from toddlers to teenagers, while the 

parents had different backgrounds and interests. The number of families was kept relatively low so  

we could provide highly personal attention. We needed to keep the system up and running, analyze  

all the family data and build and introduce new artifacts on-the-fly. 

Figure 8.1 The initial family system setup in the bathroom.

Family Father Mother Oldest child Youngest child

Family 1 41 41 10 (female) 6 (female)

Family 2 51 52 18 (female) 16 (male)

Family 3 43 43 16 (male) 13 (female)

Family 4 35 34 3 (female) 1 (female)

Table 8.2 Study participants
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To facilitate this, and to allow for richer data-collection, we involved these families for 8 weeks.  

As we knew from earlier projects that most technical challenges would surface in the first weeks,  

we used a phased-in approach. New families started in consecutive weeks, as this would allow us to 

respond to issues quickly. Therefore, the study ran for 12 weeks in total. As it is one of the key settings 

in the personal health domain, we chose the bathroom environment as the starting point for this 

exploration. Family members needed to be familiar with electric tooth brushing and at least one male 

family member had to already use an electric shaver. We also preferred if they showed interest in using 

new (connected) products and if they were familiar with contemporary technology ( e.g. smartphones, 

apps and connected devices). Table 8.2 shows an overview of the selected families. This study setup 

was positively evaluated by the Philips internal ethical committee board. 

A data-enabled design canvas
The data-enabled design canvas contains all elements that facilitate our situated explorations. This 

comprises both the components placed in the families’ homes as well as the design research tools.

(1) The family ecosystem 

By equipping a series of devices that are used for personal health in the bathroom with sensors,  

we aimed to gain a better understanding of how these devices could play a role in our ecosystem. 

We selected a mix of different data collectors (see figure 8.1). First of all, we used device-specific data 

collectors that gave us more detailed insight into how people used them, also in relation to each other. 

Figure 8.3. The open data collectors.

Figure 8.4. The check-in screen, which is also the screensaver.
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Some of these devices were already sensor-equipped (i.e. the Philips Sonicare toothbrush); for others 

we had to create custom prototypes ourselves (i.e. the Philips Shaver 7000 and the Philips Visapure 

Advanced cleansing brush). Table 8.14 gives an overview of the data that these devices tracked. 

Secondly, we used open data collectors (figure 8.3). Participants could decide for themselves what 

they wanted these data collectors to keep track of. In this category, we had one automated data 

collector (a WiFi connected accelerometer module), and a manual data collector (a WiFi connected 

rotary knob that we earlier used in the uGrow+ Professional project). The accelerometer was activated 

when it moved and saved a continuous stream of data describing how it moved. The rotary knob could 

capture more subjective data. Participants could label what the knob represented themselves (using 

the tablet), after which it could be used to save a value between very low to very high. For example, 

the knob could be labeled ‘how well I slept’ with a minimum value of ‘very poorly’ and a maximum 

of ‘awesome’. The goal of these open data collectors was to allow participants to actively explore 

how data could play a valuable role in their personal health ecosystem. These trackers were shared 

amongst family members. Therefore, they had to agree on what the trackers would be used for. This 

setup was similar to the open data collection approach that we utilized in the uGrow+ Professional 

case study. 

Lastly, a dedicated iPad was installed in the bathroom, running a custom-built application. The app 

had different purposes. First, it facilitated the (technical) connection to all devices via Bluetooth. 

Therefore, it functioned as a gateway to the design researchers. Besides, it was used to display all of 

the connected devices and show their status, so participants could see if everything was still working. 

Also, there was a check-in/check-out button on the screen for each family member, so we could 

receive extra data about who was in the bathroom and for how long. (figure 8.4)

Moreover, it allowed the design researchers to ask questions in, or at least close to, the moment to 

which participants could type an answer. For example, it showed simple visualizations asking for a 

further explanation by the participant. The question was presented on the iPad, which display was 

always on. Participants could decide if and when they wanted to respond. This explanation, which  

is data of more subjective kind, generated additional insights into context, behavior and experiences. 

The ability to show information on-screen, such as motivational messages or data overviews, would 

help keep families engaged throughout the situated explorations (see figure 8.5).

(2) Design research tools

The design research tools consisted of two major parts; the researchers dashboard and the system 

composer.

Figure 8.5. Example of card with generic information for 

participants about costs of showering. 

Translation: During 10 minutes of showering you consume 

50 liters of water, for which you pay € 0,28 to € 0,37, 

depending on your heating system. Half an hour of 

showering thereby costs you € 0,84 to € 1,11. 
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The researchers dashboard displayed output from all data collectors, from all families, and allowed 

the design researchers to explore this data. This could be done on multiple levels. For example, a 

timeline view gives insight into routines during the day and changing patterns over time (see figure 

8.6). Additionally, a raw data view allowed a more detailed analysis of different data points. It could, 

for example, be used to compare how one participant brushes his/her teeth in the morning and the 

evening on a highly detailed level (see figure 8.7). This web-based dashboard allowed new data 

visualizations to be easily built for further exploring specific activities and experiences. As well as 

being able to look at incoming data, design researchers could use the researchers dashboard to  

send messages or questions to the participants’ iPads.

The system composer (see figure 8.8) was instrumental in facilitating the pace required for our 

explorative approach. This custom-built toolset could be used to quickly set up new families, connect 

specific devices to families or family members, and monitor their status. Devices could be prototypes 

(e.g. accelerometer modules, modified shavers) or off-the-shelf third-party devices. After a drag-and-

drop configuration (i.e. clustering which devices are being used by whom), all data management and 

organization was handled by the composer’s backend, regardless of the type of device added. This 

clustering allowed requests to be handled faster. For example, a design researcher could request ‘all 

data of family 1’, or ‘all toothbrush data’, or ‘all data from a specific user (e.g. toothbrush and shaver)’  

or ‘all shaver data from family 1’. 

Figure 8.6. Timeline of daily and weekly routines. 
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Figure 8.7. The raw data of three teeth-cleaning sessions involving a father (eindje) and daughter (danique)..

Figure 8.8. (left) The system composer showing the technical 

ecosystem setup for Family 1. The red icon represents  

a family account, which allows a family to securely login.  

The blue icons represent devices that are shared by the 

family. The green icons are sub clusters. A sub cluster (right) 

again uses the same structure. In this case, it connects  

a toothbrush and shaver to the cluster ‘Eindje’. Clusters  

can be infinitely combined.

Situated design explorations setup
During a 1,5 hour introductory meeting, at each family’s home, we shared the purpose of the study,  

set up the family system (see figure 8.9) and demonstrated its functionality. At least one team member 

with user-experience research expertise and one team member with prototyping expertise was 

present to do this. In the interview, we emphasized that this was an explorative study, not a validation 

of a new concept, and encouraged them to be actively involved. In the week after that, we had 1,5-

hour interviews with each family member, in which we explored bathroom routines and general health 

issues. To facilitate this, we developed a routine toolkit, that allowed participants to visualize their 

morning and evening routines. Based on this, we explained how the devices and data could help 

generate insights, which served to inspire their exploration of how the open data collectors could 

become relevant for them. This would also serve as a benchmark to better anticipate what kind of data 

could come in. We also told the participants that we would expect to return for interviews every week 

or two, based on the questions that would arise from both sides. The topics of these semi-structured 

interviews were not defined prior to the study, but were inspired by insights from the study.

All results and insights from interviews and researchers dashboard reviews were discussed in a weekly 

design research team meeting. Topics could range from participant quotes to technical difficulties or 

bug fixes. Based on these insights the team would collectively brainstorm and decide which actions 

had the highest priority (e.g. new researchers dashboard visualizations, building new connected 

devices or fixing bugs).

Familie 1
Caring Home

ACCELEROMETER
Bewegingssensor 1A

ROTARYBUTTON
Draaiknop Oranje

ROTARYBUTTON
Draaiknop Blauw

max (max)

kim (kim)

max (max)

ariana (ariana)

ACCELEROMETER
Bewegingssensor 1A
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Ethical committee

From an ethical point of view, this explorative approach brought some challenges of its own. As it was 

our intention to continuously expand personal health ecosystems based on situated insights, it was 

not possible to exactly define in advance what exactly would happen. In close collaboration with the 

Philips Ethical Committee, we employed a new submission format that better facilitated our approach. 

Figure 8.9. Ecosystem in context of one of the families.

Figure 8.10. Teeth-cleaning 

sessions plotted by duration 

(x-axis) and how much 

the brushing handle was 

moved. Each dot is one 

toothbrush session. The 

color of a dot represents 

one participant (nicknames 

are used). People from the 

same family have a similar 

color. The visualization 

suggests that participants 

within the same family have 

similar brushing behavior.  
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Figure 8.11. Daughter using the Visapure Advanced.

Instead of a fixed study setup, that defines a plan from start to finish, we framed our work as a series 

of studies. Building on the same common core (i.e. our approach), amendments for new explorations 

(e.g., the introduction of a new device) could easily be made and quickly evaluated. We previously 

described our phased-in approach that let participating families start in consecutive weeks. As this 

extended the period in which we could explore, it gave us a more time to follow the ethical procedures. 

Situated design explorations results
In this section, we present three design opportunities for a personal health ecosystem and highlight 

the use cases and insights of the situated explorations which were most influential in formulating  

these opportunities.

The situated design explorations, involving 16 participants over a period of eight weeks, resulted in 

about 900 days’ worth of data. In total, we collected entries from 48 data collectors, of which the 

toothbrush was by far the most frequently used. Based on insights from the data and from interviews, 

we extended the families’ ecosystems with 15 additional data collectors in total. These included five 

entirely new ones; a Beddit sleep tracker, Fitbit activity tracker, Netatmo weather station, Ubiquiti 

power socket and a Philips connected vacuum cleaner prototype (see table 8.2). Thereby we extended 

the ecosystem of solutions beyond the bathroom context. On average we visited families for 6 

interviews and discussed topics such as daily routines, health issues in the past, present and future, 

connected devices and family dynamics.
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Initially, participants struggled to find a purpose for the open data collectors, as it was unclear what to 

use them for and how that data could be valuable. Later, the purpose was found in a variety of ways. 

For example, keeping track of showering durations of different family members by placing an open 

data collector on the shower door; tracking candy consumption by attaching it to the cupboard where 

the candy was stored, or tracking diaper changing frequency through diaper drawer usage.

As design researchers, we struggled to find value for the personal health ecosystem in the routine  

data (gathered by devices as well as the open trackers). The timeline in the researchers dashboard 

gave an overview of when elements in the ecosystem were used, and for how long. By exploring data 

using different visualizations, we also found clear differences between family members and families. 

For example, figure 8.7 shows how teeth-cleaning sessions were different in one family. But when 

all sessions of all participants were displayed in one visualization, figure 8.10, we saw that families 

are more alike than we expected. Clusters of family members started to appear, which indicated that 

teeth-cleaning styles are similar in duration and motion within the same family.

The data from the devices provided insight in (a limited scope of) everyday routines and the interviews 

gave insight into the underlying experiences and context. The following two examples clearly illustrate 

how a better contextual and experiential understanding of the behavioral data provided a completely 

different perspective to the individual data collectors.

Fitbit use case

As family 3 was interested in being more active throughout the day, we extended their collection of 

devices with Fitbit activity trackers. In our researchers dashboard we could see when they were active 

and how active they were. In one of the weekly interviews the 13-year-old daughter explained:

   
“I’m interested in keeping track of my step count throughout the day because, at school, I have 

to carry a heavy backpack with books. I can use this [Fitbit data] to show my teachers that my 

complaining is justified.” – Family 3, daughter

 

To her, the Fitbit data had a more specific purpose. Daily step counts were not (directly) of interest. How 

many steps she took with her backpack, and how this affected her back, is what she was curious about.

Visapure use cases

The Visapure is an electronic face cleansing brush, which we introduced for the female participants in 

the study. In the researchers dashboard we could see that it was frequently used by family 1 and family 

2. In addition, we gained insights into how it was used (e.g. for how long, how the brush was moving 

and which brush head was used (the brush heads had NFC tags)). In family 1’s dataset, two Visapure 

sessions often appeared per day, with a time interval of about 15 minutes. During the interviews, the 

family elaborated that not only the mother but also the 10-year-old daughter were actively using the 

same brush. Together they developed a cleaning routine for the child’s first blackheads (figure 8.11). In 

family 2’s data we recognized surprisingly extensive Visapure usage; besides using it as a cleansing 

device, the mother found a different purpose:

“I frequently suffer from migraine. I found that the Visapure with massage head [originally intended 

to enhance blood circulation for a healthy-looking glow] provides great relief when applied on the 

pressure points in my neck and head.” – Family 2, mother

Without this understanding, the Visapure data would have only told us that the device was used 

frequently, in a number of different ways, for different lengths of time.
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Design opportunities
The situated explorations gave valuable insights into a broad range of personal health-related 

use cases and topics that were relevant to participants. Besides it give insight into how data from 

connected devices or services could start to play a meaningful role in that domain. The more ‘serious’ 

use cases (that we introduce in the design opportunities below) changed our perspective on what 

it means when a health ecosystem becomes personal. Where initially we looked for predominantly 

functional connections between different devices or data streams as the added value of the 

ecosystem approach, the insights from the situated exploration revealed relationships on a higher 

level of abstraction (e.g. brushing teeth can say something about day and night rhythms). In addition, 

these insights showed how heavily the meaning and relevance of the data is influenced by the highly 

personal context and idiosyncratic values. For example, a more extensive teeth cleaning routine can 

either find its origin in a teenager having her braces removed or an adult who starts taking medication 

that necessitates better oral health care. The three design opportunities are a direct response to this 

need for personalization. 

Figure 8.12. Sleep topics of participating families mapped on a three levels of care overview. This mapping was based 

on insights we gained from interviews and through the collected data.
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Levels of Care

This explorative study started with a focus on bathroom routines. For the first couple of weeks,  

with the first two families, we struggled to find a way in which a personal health ecosystem could  

be valuable within these routines. But, based on our introductory interview with family 3, we gained  

a markedly different perspective.

Our personal health focus had mainly revolved around relatively ‘small’ personal health topics (e.g. 

optimized morning routines). However, family 3 was and had been coping with much more serious 

problems. In the past, their now-16-year-old son had been diagnosed with cancer, and the family had 

been traveling to the hospital several times a week. Fortunately, the boy recovered, but the situation 

caused depression in the mother. To make matters worse, when our study started the father had also 

lost his job and was going through a difficult period.

 

These were only some of the issues we came across in the introductory interview. We felt that there 

was a stark contrast between the devices in our ecosystem (and our thinking in routines at the time) 

and the lives of these people. As we aimed to expand and develop the family ecosystems, based 

on what we would discover during these situated explorations, we challenged ourselves to see how 

the devices in our personal health ecosystem would develop within this new context. As a result, we 

introduced different ‘levels of caring’, as we argued that the ability of the system to understand the 

context of these issues was crucial if we wanted it to be valuable in apparently ‘simple’ routines as  

well as for more serious personal health topics.

Therefore, we introduced three levels of care: (1) I’m fine, (2) I’m worried, (3) I receive or need 

(professional) help (see figure 8.12). Depending on the level of care, the system could react differently. 

For instance, on the I’m fine level of teeth cleaning, the toothbrush could keep an eye on whether you 

brush regularly. In case you deviate too much it could occasionally nudge you (e.g. once a week or 

month). On the I’m worried level the user could have issues with gum health, and could, therefore, be 

more receptive to feedback. This would allow the system to be more present and give advice on how 

to best brush. On the I receive or need (professional) help level, issues have a more medical nature. 

Here, a dentist could, for example, provide a more intensive flossing schedule for a tooth implant.  

It is important to note here that this model can only be used to map individual topics. At the same 

time, for one user, different topics can live at different levels of care. For example, at some point there 

might be no active concerns related to toothbrushing (i.e. I’m fine), but there might be a more serious 

skin issue that requires medication (i.e. I have professional help). These levels of care also interact and 

influence each other. For example, the medication might require a more intensive brushing routine  

(I have professional help).

For this exploration, identifying which issues were positioned on which levels of care was done 

manually and was based on insights from the interviews, the empathic understanding and the 

Figure 8.13. Example of personal 

coaching card with tips about how to 

quit thumb-sucking. 

Translation: How to stop thumb sucking: 

In case you want to stop thumb-sucking, 

but find this difficult, you could try the 

following: Stick a band-aid on your 

thumb. The band-aid makes the thumb 

sucking less enjoyable. Pick a really cool 

band-aid. It might help you stop, but 

also makes you look really cool. 
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researchers dashboards. We found a diverse set of care topics. For example, on the ‘I’m fine’ level: 

snoring (family 1), migraine during menstruation (family 2), night lenses (family 3), vitamin intake for 

kids (family 4). On the ‘I’m worried’ level: hyperventilation (family 1), light sleeping (family 2), back pain 

(family 3) and stress (family 4). And on the ‘I receive or need professional help’ level: burn-out (family 3)  

and separation anxiety (family 4).

Caring when it matters

In the ‘Levels of Care’ section, we introduced the system’s ability to position issues on different levels 

of care, and to respect the distinct nature of such issues. However, we found that these issues often 

change rapidly, and realized that a personal health ecosystem should embrace this dynamic nature. 

Topics that are relevant today may no longer be relevant next week.

To get participants involved in the discussion of coaching in an ecosystem, we created personal 

coaching cards. These coaching cards initially intended to motivate participants in gathering data, were 

tailored to personal health topics identified in interviews. For example, it gave the 6-year-old daughter 

Device Functionality Fam 1 Fam 2 Fam 3 Fam 4

Philips Sonicare 
Toothbrush

XYZ–orientation, duration of use, time of use, 
pressure, brushing modes, brushing Intensity

1-8 1-8 1-8 1-8

Philips Shaver XYZ-orientation, duration of use, time of use 1-8 1-8 1-8 1-8

Philips Visapure XYZ-orientation, duration of use, time of use, 
head identification

1-8 1-8 1-8 1-8

iPad Check in, check out, (duration & who is in the 
bathroom)

1-8 1-8 1-8 1-8

Accelerometer XYZ-orientation, duration of use, time of use 1-8 1-8 1-8 1-8

Rotary Knob (manual input) between 0 and 10, time of use 1-8 1-8 1-8 1-8

Beddit Sleep 
Tracker

Sleep stages, environmental factors 
(temperature, humidity), heart rate, breathing  
rate   

4-8    

Fitbit Activity 
tracker

Activity levels, sleep stages, heart rate  3-6 4-8 7,8

Netatmo 
Weather station

Room temperature, humidity, CO2 levels, noise 
levels

6-8   5-8

Philips Vacuum 
Cleaner

XYZ-orientation, duration of use, time of use, 
noise levels, light, pressure, dust. 

 6   

Ubiquity Power 
Socket

Power consumption, duration of use, time of use. 5-8   3-8

Table 8.14. Overview of devices, functionality and in which week the devices were introduced.  

No number means the device was not introduced.
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of family 1 information about how she could quit sucking her thumb (figure 8.13). A health ecosystem 

that cares about you should be there for you when it matters most. Although we didn’t focus on 

translating our data into rules for automation, we see clear starting points as described below.

When the system is (actively) used for a longer period of time, the data from the data collectors started 

to show clear patterns. We referred to these in the Connected Baby Bottle case study as daily- and 

session-specific routines. We noticed that sudden changes within these patterns often relate to 

special events or issues, that we collected qualitatively. Sudden changes in teeth cleaning routines 

(e.g. exhaustive brushing) can, for example, indicate an upcoming dentist visit, the removal of a brace 

or a new brush head being used.

Although these examples presented insights that remain within the same category (i.e. an insight 

based on toothbrush data gives teeth cleaning advice), we also saw clear examples that managed 

to extend beyond their own category. For example, as already mentioned the father of family 3 lost 

his job at the beginning of our study. The interviews confirmed that this was a difficult time for him. 

A shaver, that was initially introduced to get more insight into shaving behavior, started showing less 

frequent use and thereby possibly diminished interest in personal care. The teeth cleaning routine, 

which was quite predictable before, now started deviating. It was more often at midday and midnight 

instead of morning and evening. Without having sleep-tracking devices, the toothbrush data indicated 

there might have been a sleeping routine shift.

The fact that individual ecosystem elements can utilize the understanding of other elements to 

gain a more detailed and nuanced understanding, shows the value of an ecosystem approach over 

a collection of one-to-one connected devices. Based on this more holistic understanding, these 

intelligent ecosystems can improve their adaptations in terms of their content, interaction and role. 

For the next step, we strongly argue for a common place where different devices can share their 

knowledge beyond their own domain.

We also realized that it cannot be only up to the system to decide what is relevant because the user 

should discover and define how things can be personally relevant. Insights can be strongly informed 

by data, but should always leave room for personal and subjective input. Otherwise the necessary 

contextual and experiential insights are always missing. In this study, we collected these mostly 

through the interviews, but see a clear need for a more subjective input layer to bring this perspective 

into a more automated version of this ecosystem in the future.

Personalized growth

We started this exploration with the intention to find a collection of devices that could together play 

a role in our health ecosystem. As it proved challenging to define the ecosystem elements from the 

drawing board, we decided to start with a limited set of devices, that we would extend with other 

devices based on situated insights.

Table 8.14 gives an overview of how the different family systems all grew in a different direction. For 

example, for family 1 we introduced Beddit sleep trackers based on (family) sleep-related questions. 

For family 3 we introduced Fitbit activity trackers based on interests in a more healthy and active 

lifestyle. And for family 4 we introduced Netatmo weather stations to address the issue of ventilation 

during sleeping. Other devices we introduced were a connected vacuum cleaner (prototype) and 

a connected power socket. Thus, the focus of the personal health ecosystem expanded from the 

bathroom context and tapped into physical activity, sleep, parenting and personal care (including 

domestic care).
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When reflecting on our insights from the previous two design opportunities, this growth is easily 

connected to the personal health topics that were at hand. Since our exploration produced such  

a variety in ecosystems – despite the fact that only four families were involved and all started with 

the same set of devices – we propose a model that allows for personalized growth. This is especially 

true if we think about how these ecosystems will evolve. It is highly unlikely that people will buy all 

connected products at once, but instead will buy new devices when the need or (personal) interest 

is there. An informed step should further explore how an automated ecosystem could facilitate 

personalized growth from a simple starting point.

8.3 The second step
This second step set out to give shape to the relatively open and abstract design opportunities and 

insights from the first step (i.e. addressing issues at different levels of care, caring when it matters and 

personalized growth). In this section, we describe how we built a first conceptual framework for a 

personal health ecosystem (named Caring Home) which informed the initial setup of the data-enabled 

design canvas. The situated design explorations that follow, provide insights into how we redesigned 

and re-purposed our data-enabled design canvas to facilitate the explorations. In this step, we invite 

four new families for four weeks. To give insight in these explorations and their results, we employ the 

design narrative format.  

Caring Home concept
Caring Home is an intelligent ecosystem which supports your personal health, when it matters  

most. In short, through various means of input (left side of figure 8.15), Caring Home aims to build  

a contextualized and detailed understanding of its user(s) and place. This understanding is captured 

in the interest profile. Based on this interest profile, different care modules can be activated. This 

logic and ability to learn represented by the Caring Home AI. Care modules are personal programs 

that contain issue-specific content and interactions. These care modules can be manifested through 

multiple output modalities (right side of figure 8.15). For users only the elements on the input and 

output side are visible; that is what they experience to be the ecosystem. The interest profile, Caring 

Home AI and care modules (i.e. the middle block), represents the intelligent ecosystem’s ability to 

understand, adapt and learn. This complexity is hidden from the user, but manifests itself in simple 

ways through the different interactions. However, from an intelligent ecosystem but also a design 

researcher point of view, this part is crucial as it is largely responsible for all interactions with and 

within the ecosystem. 
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Figure 8.15. A schematic overview of the Caring Home concept.
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The first step of the project had shown that a personal health ecosystem can focus on a diverse set  

of aspects ranging from vacuum cleaning to showering and can thereby revolve around many devices 

and care modules. To give some focus to the Caring Home concept, we together with our business 

stakeholders prioritized the domains of parenting, sleep and respiratory care, and personal care. 

The parenting domain encompasses parent and child related topics ranging from breastfeeding to 

child development and expressing breast milk. It is closely connected to the uGrow developments 

introduced earlier and relates to the Mother and Child Care business. The sleep and respiratory 

care domain entails a variety of sleep-related topics like snoring, circadian rhythms and basic sleep 

hygiene. This is related to the sleep and respiratory business group. The personal care domain, also 

contains a broad variety of topics, including from how to brush for whiter teeth, how to shave without 

skin irritation and how to best epilate your legs. This is related to the personal care business group  

with business such as Male Grooming, Beauty and Oral Healthcare.

The data-enabled design canvas
In this section, we introduce our data-enabled design canvas. We first give insight into the input and 

output components of the canvas that were developed for the participating families. After that, we 

share the components that enabled the design researcher to develop and explore the intelligent 

ecosystem and its abilities to understand, adapt and learn.

The data-enabled design canvas components deployed in the everyday lives of families

The participating families received three types of items of the Caring Home system that were 

responsible for the in and output of the intelligent ecosystem. (a) The app, which serves both an input 

and an output purpose. (b) The open data collectors, which only gather input and (c) the connected 

devices, which have both an input and output role. 

(a) The app for qualitative input and content output 

The situated design explorations of the first step showed how our qualitative methods helped 

Figure 8.16. Closed-answer style chatbot in multiple formats; text, image, video and data visualisation.  

The background color changed, depending on the domain that was being discussed. From left to right  

these domains are: personal care, sleep and general.
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to unravel relevant health-related topics and the context that surrounded them. As this level of 

understanding was essential for the intelligent ecosystem to become adaptive (see section 5.6),  

we set out to integrate qualitative data strategies in the input. 

We saw fit in developing a mobile application where users could manually enter qualitative 

information. However, manual data tracking is often a cumbersome and dull task that few people 

adhere to. Since it played such a crucial role in our intelligent ecosystem, we explored a new 

interaction style that intertwines output and input functionality. We chose for an application with 

a conversational interface (see figure 8.16) featuring a chatbot. Following constructs from human 

conversation, the chatbot could both ‘tell things’ (i.e. output) but also show interest by asking 

questions (i.e. input). This interaction style matched well with the ‘caring when it matters’ design 

opportunity that was identified earlier. People no longer had to browse through extensive collections 

of personal data. The chatbot is there when it is relevant and moves to the background when it is not. 

For the chatbot, we chose a ‘closed-answer style’ interface, as chatbots that allow open text entries 

still often misinterpret questions with incorrect responses as a result. By providing a number of options 

(multiple choice), we could better guide the conversations (e.g. users can’t ask what to feed their cat). 

This gave us more control over what was entered and discussed in the app, helping us stay away from 

intimate issues (privacy reasons) and issues on the highest level of care - I have or need (professional) 

help - for liability reasons. 

However, as we thought that initiation of topics by the system (i.e., initiation by design researchers 

as human operators) might limit our insights, we also wanted participants to be able to initiate 

conversations. We equipped the application with a menu where participants could share questions  

or feedback. The background color of the app could change, to give the user insight in which domain 

was being discussed by the chatbot (figure 8.16). 

    

Although we expected the chosen message types to provide enough explorative freedom, we also 

built in the option to remotely update the app if radical changes were required. 

    

(b) Open data collectors for sensor data input

The role of the app (and by extension the chatbot) was to manually collect (mostly subjective) data 

that could inform which health-related topics might be of interest to the user. Based on the uGrow+ 

Professional case study we had already concluded that an approach focussing solely on manually-

tracked data lacked detail. In addition to manual data in the application we, therefore, introduced  

more automated data trackers. 

Figure 8.17. The motion sensor (left) and the connected power socket (right).
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Connected devices as sleep sensors or connected toothbrushes (see next section) are the obvious 

candidates. However, we also challenged ourselves to design for an ecosystem that could grow and 

expand over time. It would be very unlikely for people to enter into this ecosystem and immediately 

buy multiple connected devices that could ‘potentially give feedback on issues yet to come’. We 

therefore also introduced open data trackers. These are data loggers that are not function-specific 

and can be snapped on to a range of different products. The ‘bugged’ device temporarily becomes 

connected, with limited sensing capabilities. This allowed the user to explore the potential benefit of 

different data tracking opportunities, while at the same time providing initial data to the Caring Home. 

These low-threshold alternatives to connected devices let users freely explore potential benefits 

without having to purchase new devices. The Caring Home could also utilize these open data trackers, 

to better inform one of the care modules with certain types of data. For example, the Caring Home 

could discover via the app that someone is interested in white teeth. Instead of immediately suggesting 

a connected toothbrush, it could offer an open data collector – a motion-sensor – as an alternative.

For open data collectors, we chose a connected (custom-built) motion sensor (i.e. a WiFi connected 

accelerometer) and a connected power plug (Ubiquiti Networks, 2018) (see figure 8.17). These allowed 

us to generate insights into a broad variety of different devices interactions which either involved 

motion (e.g, shaver, vacuum cleaner, drinking cup) or electronic devices (e.g., TV, blender, office light). 

All of the collected data was sent to the Philips server. There, the raw sensor data was analyzed and 

augmented with metadata (e.g., duration of use, the intensity of use, peak motion or peak current).  

As the system would be unaware of the context of use, the chatbot would ask the user to label the 

open trackers. Based on high interest for some topics, the chatbot could also occasionally ask the  

user to place the device somewhere specific to get a better understanding of a particular issue. 

Figure 8.18. Connected Baby Bottle sleeve (top left), 

Beddit sleep sensor (top right), the modified Philips 

Sonicare Toothbrush (left).
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(c) Connected devices 

The connected devices in the Caring Home ecosystem collect data about their usage in a highly 

detailed manner. These can be products from Philips or third parties. Next to their input for the Caring 

Home ecosystem, some connected devices can also play a role in the output layer. We envisioned 

these connected products to adjust their behavior and interaction based on the understanding of 

the user and context. Alongside the digital output of the app, we see this physical device interaction 

essential to be more present in the moment, instead of only as a reflective instrument. This way these 

connected devices are no longer the sensor-equipped version of their non-connected peers; they 

start to bring functionalities not earlier demonstrated.

In the first step, where the situated design explorations took 12 weeks, we built and introduced new 

devices on the fly. In this shorter, second step we made a selection of devices, that was prepared 

in advance, and could be introduced when we saw fit. There was one device for each of the three 

selected health domains: for parenting the Connected Baby Bottle, for personal care (a modified) 

connected toothbrush (Philips, 2018a), and for sleep the Beddit sleep monitor (Beddit, 2018) (see  

figure 8.18). The Connected Baby Bottle is a more robust version of the prototype used earlier. It keeps 

track of the time of the feeding, the duration, the number of interruptions, the milk temperature, 

and ambient sound and light levels. The Beddit is an unobtrusive textile sensor strip that can be 

placed underneath bed sheets. It keeps track of sleep quality, heart rate, breathing rate, snoring 

and environmental conditions. The sleep sensor is connected to the Beddit app, which collects and 

displays this data. We collected this data via the Beddit Cloud API. The connected toothbrush we used 

was a modified version of the Philips Sonicare Platinum connected. We modified it with a WiFi controller 

so that it allowed us to programmatically control all the modes (i.e, on/off, intensity levels, brush modes) 

while still being able to read data and device status. Through its connectivity to the system, it allows for 

the Caring Home AI to decide how the device should behave in different care modules. 

Figure 8.19. Interest Profile dashboard for researchers which could be used to review and manually control the interest 

items per participant.
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Figure 8.20. 

Researcher 

dashboard 

showing a timeline 

visualisation of 

a participant. 

Different days are 

displayed. Within 

each day, the 

different columns 

represent (from 

left to right), data 

of the father, 

mother, oldest 

child, youngest 

child. The y-axis 

refers to the time 

of the day. The 

dots refer to data 

from different 

devices.

Figure 8.21. 

Researcher 

dashboard 

with raw data 

visualisation that 

allows to select 

pieces of data to 

label those.

Figure 8.22 A 

screenshot of the 

conversational 

flows we build in 

Motion.ai. Each 

block contains 

either a message 

of an update of a 

device interaction. 

The lines between 

the blocks show 

how blocks follow 

up on eachother in 

the conversation 

flow.
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The data-enabled design canvas components located at the design studio

The design researchers were equipped with a collection of tools to build and use (d) the interest 

profile, (e) Caring Home AI and (f) care modules (see figure 8.15). 

To explore the interest profile, care modules and Caring Home AI in the situated design explorations 

we chose for a wizard-of-oz approach for two reasons. First, we wanted to use the situated design 

explorations to probe different topics and intelligent ecosystem interactions. Therefore, instead of 

preprogramming the behavior of the intelligent ecosystem, we decided for a wizard-of-oz approach 

that was more flexible. Second, as the Caring Home ecosystem could operate in a broad variety of 

topics (within the domain of parenting, sleep, respiratory and personal care) it was hard to anticipate 

what the small group of participants would be interested in. Developing all care modules and all 

content would be very time-consuming. Yet, informed by the Connected Baby Bottle case study, we 

did not want to rely on human interpretation only but set out to more carefully consider the technical 

opportunities and limitations. As a result, we developed a data-enabled design canvas that would 

allow to gradually scale from a system depending on human operators to a system that could operate 

independently. The most important items of the data-enabled design canvas for the design researcher 

to build the functional interest profile, care modules and AI were the researchers dashboard and the 

conversational flow creator named Motion.ai (2018). 

(I) The interest profile 

The interest profile is the place where Caring Home continuously constructed a dynamic overview of 

what the user might be interested in (see figure 8.19). The ranking of these interests could be positioned 

on different levels of care. In this study, we decided to focus on the levels of ‘I’m fine’ and ‘I’m worried’ 

and left out the level of ‘I receive or need professional help’. From the uGrow+ Professional study we 

learned that this professional perspective would give a very different focus to the ecosystem that we saw 

best explored in a dedicated situated design exploration. Next to the levels of care, the interest profile 

contained different levels of abstraction (e.g. ‘I want whiter teeth’ or ‘I want to be more confident’). 

Such a user model (van Velsen et al., 2008) was informed by the subjective and manual input entered 

during the conversations with the chatbot, together with analyzed sensor data from the open data 

collectors and connected devices. The profile contained a dynamically created list of ‘interests’ that 

were dynamically ranked to indicate how likely a person would be to receive feedback on them. 

In the situated design exploration, we constructed and updated the interest profile on-the-fly  

through four approaches. 

First, we started the exploration with manual interpretation of the data and manual construction  

of the interest profile. For this we used the researcher dashboard with a timeline visualization (figure 

8.20), a raw data visualization (figure 8.21) and the interest profile interface (figure 8.19). The timeline 

visualization of events proved valuable in comparing daily routines, identifying deviating use cases 

and getting to grip with how everything was working from a technical viewpoint. The raw data 

visualization, displaying detailed sensor data collected during usage events as line charts, allowed  

for a more detailed understanding of how people use the products. Insights here informed what items 

could be interesting for the interest profile. For example, the potential interest in oral healthcare was 

adjusted when visual inspection showed that brushing routines were irregular. 

As a second approach, we made a small set of algorithms for how sensor data from connected devices 

can be fed directly into the interest profile. For example, switching on the ‘white teeth’-mode on the 

toothbrush would directly increase the interest in ‘white teeth’. 
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Third, we built triggers in the conversational flows to adjust interest profile items. For example, when 

participants answered ‘I brush my teeth to prevent cavities’ in the dialogue with the application, the 

interest in ‘cavities’ automatically increased. 

In the fourth, and least developed approach, we set out to create algorithms for data interpretation 

and interest profile creation throughout the situated design explorations. By manually tagging and 

annotating data points and data patterns we trained an artificial agent. When the agent would have 

had enough training it could automatically highlight the relevant patterns. These patterns could then 

inform items of the interest profile. 

(II) Care modules

Care modules are topic-specific programs that run over a certain time period. When a module is 

activated, output interactions (e.g. the content provided through the chatbot or different device 

behaviors) and the input (e.g. different questions, different suggestions for the open trackers) become 

specific towards the topic at hand. For example, a ‘white teeth’ care module could start with education 

about nutrition that affect the color teeth (in the chatbot) and then suggest to change the mode of 

the toothbrush. After a week Caring Home could reach out again to check the progress and give extra 

suggestions for what brush head and toothpaste best fit the user. 

In the situated design explorations, we remotely build new care modules on the fly with use of 

the Motion.ai (Motion.ai, 2018) platform (see figure 8.22). In Motion.ai we could create and adapt 

conversational flows and could set the interaction characteristics of the connected toothbrush  

(e.g., brushing intensity). These flowcharts typically describe which question the chatbot asks and  

how it responds to different answers to that question. By building a custom connection to our own 

data-enabled design canvas, we could read and write data to the interest profile, and activated or 

drove care modules. 

To keep track of all ongoing conversations we created a dashboard that showed user interactions  

with the app, in real time. On a large TV screen in our design lab we could continuously monitor  

all participant app screens (figure 8.23).

Figure 8.23. 

Data dashboard 

screens.
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(III) Caring Home Artificial Intelligence 

The Caring Home AI situated in between the interest profile and care modules handles all of the logic 

that is encompassed in the intelligent ecosystem. It decides which interest profile attributes activate 

which care modules at which moment in time. 

The Caring Home AI was prototyped using both the interest profile of the design research dashboard 

and Motion.ai. Each care module and concurrent conversations in Motion.ai were programmed 

with interest profile requirements. For example, the care module ‘white teeth’ was programmed to 

be activated when the interest score for ‘white teeth’ was 20. Since changes in the platform were 

automatically available for all users we extended our Caring Home AI with the development of 

each new care module. In the situated design explorations, these values would be adjusted based 

on empirical insights. For the study and the small population, we set out to do this manually. In the 

intelligent ecosystem, reinforcement learning techniques could be used to unravel how these scores 

could be meaningfully mapped. 

In case the Caring Home AI was not yet sufficiently working or when we had to act quickly, we also 

allowed for manual activation of care modules. Yet, this approach was less preferred since manual 

activation did not contribute to the development of an autonomous Caring Home AI. 

Situated design explorations setup
The situated design explorations of this second step were planned to run for 4 weeks for 4 

participating families. Again we used a phased-in approach, resulting in a study duration of seven 

weeks. Because parenting was one of our focus health domains, we recruited families with young 

children who already used Philips Avent Natural baby bottles. We chose a diverse group of Dutch 

people and excluded families containing family members undergoing medical treatment.  

Table 8.24 shows an overview of the selected families.

Family Father Mother Oldest child Youngest child

Family 1 28 26 8 months (female)

Family 2 32 30 3 (male) 14 months. (male)

Family 3 36 33 8 months (female) 8 months (male)

Family 4 29 30 9 months (male)

Table 8.24. Participants of the informed step study

An important aspect of this exploration was that the design researchers (who were facilitating the 

wizard-of-oz setup) did not meet the participants. Earlier we have seen that home visits reveal many 

rich contextual insights. These insights influence the data inspection after. For the wizard-of-oz setup 

to be only informed by the data an intelligent ecosystem would gather, we asked a colleague from 

outside the design research team to facilitate the introductions at the participants’ homes.

At the start of the explorations, both parents received the Caring Home app, either on their own 

iPhone or on an iPhone provided by us. When we provided the iPhone the participants agreed to 

use it as their primary phone for the duration of the study. They also received both open trackers; 

the motion module and the power socket. The concept of a Caring Home was introduced, and it was 

explained that we were exploring that concept rather than evaluating it. We did not plan intermediate 

visits with the participants except for technical solving technical flaws. We only conducted a closing, 

semi-structured, interview at their home after. 
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Ethical committee

For the first step, we employed the ‘series’ study format, which allowed us to quickly make 

modifications and updates to the study plan. These amendments generally involved adding new 

devices (i.e. prototypes) or services. As the goal and scope of this second exploration was different 

from the first (i.e. exploring new design interventions versus gaining insights into current routines and 

health issues) we submitted a new plan; again for a series study. This resulted in new guidelines for 

implementation. For example, we limited the content for care modules to existing validated sources of 

information (either Philips internal sources or external sources with references) to avoid negative advice 

being given. We also added new items to the device list (e.g. a connected baby bottle), updated existing 

ones (e.g. a toothbrush with new electronic components) and added external services (e.g. Motion.ai). 

For each addition, we carefully considered ethical implications, privacy and security concerns, and risks. 

This study setup was positively evaluated by the Philips internal ethical committee board. 

Open trackers Connected devices Care modules

Motion 
sensor

Connected 
power 
socket

Smart 
bottle

Beddit Tooth-
brush

Family 1 
father

1-4 1-4 2-4

2-4
sleep: falling asleep
parenting: average length & 
weight of a 9-month-old

Family 1 
mother

parenting: teething, feeding 
routine for a 9-month-old

Family 2 
father

1-4 1-4

sleep: family sleep

Family 2 
mother

personal care: kitchen 
organisation

Family 3 
father

1-4 1-4 2-4

3-4

sleep: sleep general, 
television, dreams
parenting: baby growth and 
development, solid food, 
baby’s stool
personal care: safety gate 
usage

Family 3 
mother

3-4

parenting: baby feeding, 
eating and sleep routine of 
an 8-month-old
personal care: cavities

Family 4 
father

1-4 1-4

2-4 3-4
personal care: sport injuries

Family 4 
mother

2-4

sleep: sleeping through the 
night
parenting: sleep 
development

Table 8.25. Overview of devices and care modules introduced per participant. The numbers refer to the weeks the devices 

were in the homes of these families. No number means no device was introduced.
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Situated design explorations results
In this section, we present how we further developed and detailed our Caring Home concept in the 

situated design explorations. Four families participated for four weeks in these explorations, which 

equated to approximately 200 days of individual participation. Cumulatively, we collected 220 data 

entries from the open trackers, of which the power socket accounted for the majority (191 data entries). 

Based on the interest profile we introduced 8 connected devices (see table 8.25) and built 21 care 

modules (e.g. development and growth of a 9-month-old, sports injuries, teething, dreaming). In total, 

the chatbot sent around 2000 messages (including educational messages, personalized tips, data 

visualizations, data insights, product suggestions, errors information and questions). 

The flexibility and openness of the data-enabled design canvas was instrumental in both managing 

the technical setup of the study (e.g. quickly replacing malfunctioning devices with new ones), quickly 

introducing new devices or remotely updating deployed ones (e.g. the connected baby bottle and the 

connected toothbrush) and building the interest profile and care modules on the fly. We provide more 

examples of this later throughout the design narratives.

As a consequence of our rapid pace and the use of early-stage prototypes, elements regularly 

stopped functioning properly. The motion sensor suffered most from this (with issues in its power 

supply, charging mechanism and microchip sleep modes). The toothbrush could only be taken from 

the charger when necessary; it could no longer be charged if it completely ran out of power. Although 

far from ideal, we managed to deal with these challenges by creating simple workarounds (e.g. putting 

the toothbrush back on the charger after brushing), being transparent in what did not work, and 

shifting focus to other devices or interactions when one stopped functioning properly. This way, the 

system could remain experiential for participants at all times. 

Although we made it clear that this was not a product evaluation experiment during the introductory 

interview, this didn’t seem to come across clearly. Most participants thought of Caring Home as a 

market-ready product. So they criticized the slow response time of the chatbot and the frequency of 

elements malfunctioning. Besides they complained that the app missed basic functionalities such as 

push notifications. Only after they had remarked on the imperfections of the ecosystem were we able 

to discuss its potential in greater detail. Participants were generally enthusiastic about the potential 

benefit the Caring Home could offer.

“It is a sort of Google which you can ask questions to. But it is more personal as the products have 

specific information about you.” – Family 1, mother

“This app can help us to keep track our family life and reaches out to us with valuable information.”  

– Family 2, mother

The participants were initially not told that chatbot responses were partly manual instead of fully 

automated. In the evaluation interviews, we asked them to explain what characterized the chatbot.

“The information which I received was professional, not something my neighbour could advise.  

What type of person could this be? Maybe a general practitioner’s assistant. Not the general 

practitioner herself. Someone who takes care of your general health.” – Family 2, father

“I think it is just Philips. When you develop new products you need domain knowledge, so I think  

it makes sense that you [as a company] provide tips and tricks.” – Family 4, mother
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“We have the Philips Airfryer and via the Facebook group I receive tips and recipes. I see the Caring 

Home also combining products and information, but this is a more personal version.” – Family 2, mother

We chose to use a conversational user interface (chatbot) for the app, as this seemed to match well 

with the identified ‘Caring when it matters’ opportunity. This worked especially well because the 

systemic nature of Caring Home often resulted in insights that were connected to multiple domains. 

For example, a care module about ‘sleep’ could be highly related to data in the domain of parenting  

as waking up at night had all to do with feeding a baby.

During the evaluation interviews, we discussed with all families how they experienced the chatbot 

attempts to get to know them. Participants reported positively. Most even reported they would have 

liked to enter more information, as they recognized that the messages became more personal and 

tailored to their context as a result. They also felt Caring Home was able to make sense of abstract 

patterns and introduce relevant care topics they were not yet aware of.

Design narratives
As in the uGrow+ Professional case study, we again use design narratives to describe the rich and 

detailed stories that illustrate how our insights have continuously informed new design interventions, 

that have consecutively led to new insights in their place. Note that design narratives are abstractions 

over different participants, insights and interventions. Thereby, multiple design narratives have run 

in parallel and influenced each other. The design narratives we present here are the ones that best 

illustrate our process and insights.  

In describing design narratives we value detailed descriptions of situations where we gained insight 

or where we explored new design interventions. Therefore we utilize snapshots of the chatbot 

conversations. For readability, we sometimes summarize the chatbot’s messages. We also show the 

answer possibilities the messages had and underline the participant’s choice. 

Figure 8.26. Sleep-related Caring Home screens
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Design narrative 1: Building relationships across domains

This design narrative describes how we employed the Caring Home AI to discover prominent personal 

health-related interests which updated the interest profile, and how this finally led to the introduction 

of new connected devices with issue specific care modules.   

Parents received two open data collectors plus the Caring Home app at the start of the exploration. 

The unconventional user interface of the app (chatbot) and the open trackers with no predefined 

purpose were both outside the participants’ current frame of reference. This made them doubt the 

value of the system. To investigate what the Caring Home could offer, most participants started 

browsing the application and, in doing so, came across many different topics without necessarily 

having a specific goal. This browsing behavior already formed their interest profile. Subsequently,  

this profile contained a simple listing of all ‘interests’ with accompanied rankings. Seeing how rapidly 

this populated, we decided to organize these interests more hierarchically. For example, if a participant 

was interested in baby feeding routines, this would also mean increased interest in parenting in 

general. This reordering of interest topics allowed us to act based on their individual interests as 

well as on more general interest areas. However, from the small snippets of interests, we could not 

understand all the contextual variables and nuances. Therefore, before care modules were activated, 

we decided to always verify the interest in dialogue with the user. 

As an example, the browsing behavior of the mother in family 4 revealed an interest in sleep.

In this case, the chatbot asked if she was interested in receiving sleep-related advice. When she 

responded positively, Caring Home activated the relevant care module. 

‘What is it that you would like to know more about?’

Snoring – Bedroom – Falling asleep – Waking up – Naps – Sleeping Through the Night –  

Dreams – Restless legs – Tiredness – Family sleep

In addition to gaining insights from the chatbot conversational flows and browsing activities, we also 

collected data from the open trackers. On beforehand, we expected that the label of what the open 

tracker was used for would give insight into what parents would be interested in. Yet, the labels were   

and did only reveal what was tracked, not why that was chosen. In response, we built a conversation 

flow in which users could indicate why they chose that product and what they wanted to gain from  

this. Interesting is that the same product (i.e., the TV) was added by multiple participants, but each  

had their own underlying reasons for adding it to their Caring Home ecosystem. The father in family 2, 

for example, said:

“We use the TV as an easy entertainment tool for our children [1 and 3 years old], for temporary 

serenity, but actually we also find ourselves using it too often. We thought it would be interesting  

to gain insight into the frequency of use.” – Family 2, father

For the mother in family 4 the reason to add the TV to her ecosystem had to do with her sleep interest. 

In other words, her interest profile now showed a combination of ‘sleeping through the night’ and ‘TV 

usage’. Again, instead of acting immediately on this insight, the chatbot first brought this up to prevent 

offering any unwanted advice. 

‘Recently you mentioned that the power socket has been attached to your television. Watching 

a lot of TV can sometimes have a negative impact on your sleep. Would you like to learn more 

about sleep in relation to your TV watching routines?’ 

I’d like to find out more – No I’m not interested
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What followed in the caremodule of ‘TV and sleep’ was some generic information about the 

combination of the two (see figure 8.26a). As design researchers we had a closer look at the data 

visualizations from her power socket (see figure 8.26b), which showed that the TV was turned on late  

at night and early in the morning. To be able to better interpret this data the chatbot asked:

‘Caring Home would like to know a little more, to better understand your data. Do you  

watch TV just before going to bed and when waking up? If so, would you say the time in 

between those two gives a good representation of how long you sleep?’ 

Yes – No

From that point onwards we could use the data from the power socket to give some rough estimates 

about sleeping patterns. This was interesting from an ecosystem perspective in which the product 

made a link to another domain. 

As her TV was not turned on in the middle of the night, there was no means for the system to know  

the magnitude of her sleep problem. To be able to better help her we saw an opportunity for 

introducing a connected sleep device (see figure 8.26c). 

‘To get more insight in your sleeping patterns Caring Home suggests the Beddit Smart sleep 

tracker. [explanation of device]. Are you interested in subscribing?’

Subscribe to the Beddit Smart sleep tracker – No thank you

When delivering the new devices we could use our system composer to link the device into their 

ecosystem and ensure that all data transfers were well taken care off. In other words, the devices were 

ready for use immediately after unpacking. However, when father of family 3 received his new device 

we received the question of installation.

“Do I have to inform the Caring Home that the sleep mat is installed now?” – Family 3, father

Recognizing these expectations, we quickly built a chat dialogue about setting up new devices.  

Users could indicate what device they were adding to their ecosystem and to which domain it is 

related. From that point onwards the Caring Home intelligent ecosystem could further extend its 

possibilities to understand, adapt and learn.

In this design narrative, we showed how data from an open tracker assigned to a certain category, 

together with chatbot input, helped to give insight into cross-category health issues. This resulted in 

the introduction of an issue-specific connected device that could provide more detailed feedback. 

The fact that the participants received these new devices for free evidently negatively impacted 

the validity of our findings. However, the evaluation interviews gave deeper insight as participants 

indicated that they valued the recommendation of the device.

From this, we noticed that there is a thin line between marketing and suggesting extensions of the 

ecosystems that matter. Multiple perspectives arose:

“The system just presents new products based on how they can be valuable for me. It is up to me  

to decide whether I buy it or not.” – Family 4, mother 

“For me it would be better to receive a list of possibly interesting connected devices that includes  

both Philips products as well as products other brands. That would make it more trustworthy.” – 

Family 1, father 
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Figure 8.27. The 

motion tracker 

connected to the 

baby gate

Figure 8.28. 

Exploratory 

visualisation of 

motion tracker 

placed at baby 

gate (Family 3) 

suggesting the 

pattern of use: a 

two-way opening 

motion and 

default position 

which sometimes 

prevents quick 

opening (i.e., 

10,18,21,22,23).
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Design narrative 2: Caring Home unraveling the value of data

This design narrative describes how we utilized the chatbot, together with the open data collectors, 

to provide insight into behavioral patterns. It shows how the chatbot was employed to collect more 

subjective data, on broad variety of topics, as well as how we considered integrating this into a 

scalable solution.  

During the contextual exploration, we learned that most participants initially struggled to find a 

meaningful purpose for their open data collectors, whose open-ended nature introduced a certain 

degree of uncertainty. However, they soon started exploring and discovering the potential benefit  

of these devices.

To help overcome this initial hurdle we added domain-specific examples, for each open tracker, in the 

chatbot’s conversation flows. This, for instance, showed how the motion tracker could be connected to 

toys in the parenting domain, a vacuum cleaner in the personal care domain or a bedroom light switch 

in the sleep domain. Participants could also choose to adapt these examples, assigning labels like 

‘diaper drawer’, ‘kitchenette’ and ‘safety gate’ to the motion sensor. When they did this, the labels  

of the trackers plus the interest profile were updated.

Interpreting labels was never a challenge in the current wizard-of-oz set up as human operators 

interpret the answers. Yet we saw many spelling mistakes (e.g.‘diapertrawer’ which obviously should 

have been ‘diaper drawer’) that made us realize that the system would have difficulty in interpreting 

these labels, as they were entered in open text fields. In response, we developed a conversation flow 

to address this. Once a label was entered, the chatbot replied with a list of related options to choose 

from. If the participant found none of the options suitable, they were invited to enter a new word; the 

process would then start again. In this way we could maintain a certain level of control.

We expected these labels to be relatively self-explanatory. However, as soon as we started to review 

the data, a number of questions popped up. For example, what is the location and function of a ‘safety 

gate’? What items are located in the ‘kitchenette’ or what is normal usage of the ‘diaper drawer’?

Figure 8.29. An overview of the safety 

gate data as displayed in the app
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We visualized the data in different ways to look for patterns that might answer some of these questions 

(see figure 8.28). But we soon realized that we needed participants’ explanations to make sense of the 

data. It was also important to understand what they wanted to learn. With this in mind, we introduced 

four questions that followed the assignment of a new label to a data collector. 

Caring Home started a dialogue as an inventory of (1) context of use (2) time frame of use (3) events 

related to use and (4) participants’ care question. The answers below in bold were given by Family 2, 

who attached the motion sensor to the ‘baby gate’ (figure 8.27).

‘Recently you set the motion tracker to ‘safety gate’. To interpret the data and formulate 

personalized advice, it would be good to know more about the location of the motion tracker. 

Which spaces does the safety gate divide? (you can select multiple options)’

Living room - kitchen - children’s corner - hallway - pets corner - garden - staircase - 

front door - other [open text field]

‘How many times a day do you think the safety gate will capture motion?’

Less than 1 time - 1-3 times - 4-6 times - 7-10 times - more than 10 times

‘What are the reasons for using the safety gate? Please specify as many reasons as 

possible.’

[open text field] When my children in the living room and I have to make food or bottles, 

use the toilet or get a washcloth, was my hands, throw away a dirty diaper. Get bath filled, 

put dirty clothes in the washing machine.

‘Thank you for the input!

This will show Caring Home what your routines are and will keep you updated with insights.

Tip: when you do have a specific question or worry in mind related to the motion tracker you 

can use the +menu to zoom into this.’

[open text field] What is the latest time in the evening/at night the safety gate is in use?

‘Thank you for the question. Note that answering personal questions can take a little while. 

Caring Home will get back to you.’

Even with this additional contextual information it proved difficult to generate a nuanced 

understanding of the data, as it was so context- and person dependent. Did the gate have 360° 

motion? Did it open upwards? In what orientation was the motion sensor attached? Despite all this,  

we created a simple timeline visualization of gate usage in the app (see figure 8.29). Surprisingly, 

although this felt somewhat random and incomplete for us, it was received quite positively by the 

participants, because it helped them put their own data in perspective. A mother, for example, 

commented:

“Which part of the study I liked best? The motion tracker moment. I received a movie with 

detailed data insights illustrating a few days of the week in which we used it less frequently, or later, 

than on other days. Those were the days when I was at work. The data shows that I’m pretty strict,  

like it’s two o’clock so they [kids] go to bed, and he [partner] is less strict. So there was a pattern,  

which I maybe could have expected, but was not aware of. I found that very informative to learn  

how we actually take care of our children. Interesting!” – Family 3, Mother
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Although this narrative does not conclude with concrete solutions to the issues that arose, it shows 

how we explored ways for the system to gain an understanding. We also observed how the system  

can still act on this richness without necessarily having to model or understand it. That same model 

was employed by the chatbot, to have a dialogue with family 2 about the use of their motion tracker. 

This way, the chatbot unraveled that it was attached to the kitchen door and thereafter unraveled  

what was behind that door. This way it gained an understanding of what the data represented. 

In addition, it shows how we still employed our wizard-of-oz approach while strategically considering 

how aspects of this exploration could be applied on a wider scale. Although we designed elements to 

support scalability, we also remain faithful to our data-enabled design approach that allows high-

paced design explorations without the need to develop all the required technology.

Design narrative 3: Personalized care modules and adapting interactions

This design narrative shows how all the different elements in the ecosystem are closely interrelated.  

It gives insight into how we designed interactions between the chatbot and the connected devices,  

to provide highly personal content and interaction, in dialogue with the participant. 

In design narrative 1 we highlighted that participants struggled to understand what the ecosystem was 

capable of. As a response, we programmed the chatbot to occasionally raise new, unexplored topics 

that might be of interest to the user, simply because the topic had not yet been discussed before. 

“I am happy with the app raising new topics that might be interesting for us, because sometimes there 

are things that you don’t think about or don’t notice because they go the way they go. I can just tell 

the app whether I’m interested or not, which doesn’t make it annoying.” – Family 3, father

As none of the participants had come across topics relating to oral healthcare so far, the chatbot asked 

them after the second week whether it was an area of interest.

‘Caring Home is interested in discussing a new topic: oral healthcare. Are you interested?’

Ok, let’s start – Oral healthcare is not my topic

While some participants indicated this was not relevant for them (with a decreased ranking in the 

interest profile as result), the mother in Family 3 wanted to know more. She was then asked a couple  

of questions to create a better picture of who she was, her levels of care and to personalize the  

chat further.

‘How do you brush?’

Manual brush – Electric brush

‘On average, how many times a day to you brush your teeth?’

Less than 1 – 1 time – twice a day – three times a day – more than 3 times a day

The user was then asked to select issues that played a role in the past and still do today. By providing 

options we gave an idea of what the system could or couldn’t help with. We also asked whether 

healthcare professionals were involved to clarify the level of care required.

‘Which of these dental issues are on your mind?’

bad breath - braces - yellow teeth - bruxism - mouth sores - tooth erosion - gum problems - 

implants - sensitive teeth - crown - cavities - wisdom teeth issues - denture - none
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‘Do you have any professional help regarding your oral healthcare’?

Open field: Dentist

Based on this input the ‘cavities’ care module was introduced. This meant we quickly had to develop 

content. As no specific data was present on this topic, we provided some general educational content 

around teeth cleaning routines and cavities. In this newly-created dialogue, Caring Home tried to 

better define how it could be of value.

‘Which of the following questions would you like to dive into?’

Do I brush well? – How to optimize brushing when I am in a hurry? – Which brush is best  

for me? – How to start brushing my tongue – Other (open field)

Again, the necessary dialogue had not yet been programmed, so we provided some educational 

content on the subject of cleaning teeth in a hurry. This also helped prevent the dialogue from feeling 

like an interrogation. The chatbot then explained that by using a connected toothbrush it would be 

easier to understand brushing behavior and thereby provide tailored advice – not only through the 

app but also through personalized cleaning routines on the device itself.

‘Are you interested in subscribing to a connected toothbrush?’

Yes – No 

The connected devices were introduced based on the interest profiles and related care modules.  

If a care module would benefit from more detailed behavioral data or a more direct interaction style 

we would try to introduce a device related to that interest. To emphasize that our explorations were  

not a sales tactic in disguise, we gave the participants examples of how the connected device could 

help them more than its non-connected counterpart. They were then free to make up their minds 

whether to subscribe to the device service or not.

Figure 8.30. The deployed version of the modified connected toothbrush
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After the optimum brushing option was selected, the design research team started prototyping and 

exploring behaviors of the toothbrush that could be remotely controlled and changed. Meanwhile, the 

connected toothbrush was delivered to the participant’s home (figure 8.30). The chatbot responded:

‘During the first couple of sessions your toothbrush will analyze your brushing behavior  

and asks some questions to evaluate your experiences. It will look at the results and will 

get back to you soon’ 

Three teeth cleaning sessions later we manually analyzed the data through the researcher’s dashboard 

and translated this into a new chatbot dialogue. 

‘Based on shorter morning brushes and longer evening brushes we have optimized the 

toothbrush behavior. In the morning it will use a more intensive brushing setting, aiming  

for a shorter ‘power clean’. In the evening it will use a calmer and slightly longer program 

that also puts focus on the gums and tongue.’  

Although the toothbrush was configured to optimize the result in the time available, these personalized 

recommendations were not met. The mother was still not reaching the set goals of two minutes 

cleaning per session. As already explained in the contextual step, we strongly believe that the 

user should be left in charge. In any case, data never tells the full story (e.g. maybe she was using 

a combination of manual and electric cleaning and therefore was hitting the two-minute target). 

However, participants were always able to receive more help from the system should they wanted. 

Therefore we asked:

‘ We still see it is challenging to reach a 2 minutes brush. How can I help?’

Toothbrush should not help me in reaching 2 minutes – Toothbrush can gently remind me to 

reach 2 minutes – Toothbrush can push me to reach 2 minutes

While asking the question, we explored how the toothbrush could react, ranging from ‘softly/

annoyingly’ buzzing when the goal was not reached to ‘forcefully’ turning itself back on. As the option 

selected by the participant was the most extreme one, the brush was programmed accordingly. It was 

thereby impossible to turn the toothbrush off before the 2 minutes were reached. 

Over time, the chatbot would reactivate the dialogue to see if the initial preferences were still valid.  

In the evaluation interview we discussed this with the participant. Although she did not experience  

it fully due to technical problems, she argued that because she told the system that it would be okay  

to be pushy, she expected the system to behave that way. She would have found it very annoying if 

the system had decided to do so of its own accord.

Although the dialogues with the chatbot were strongly influenced by sensor data, this design narrative 

showed that utilizing subjective experiential and contextual data helped create more personal device 

interactions. The Caring Home overview (figure 8.15) shows how the focus in the ecosystem quickly and 

seamlessly jumps between the different elements. Starting from ‘are you interested in oral healthcare?’ 

(digital output, subjective input), to updating the interest profile (figure 8.15d) with this answer. Thereby 

triggering enough interest to follow up (figure 8.15e) with a care module about general tooth health 

(figure 8.15f). That adapted the context, interaction and role of the devices. In this example, we went 

through this loop multiple times, where the issue became more concrete each time. This way, the 

intelligent ecosystem could adapt to it. This demonstrates the close interplay between the different 

elements of the Caring Home ecosystem.
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8.4 Case study reflection
Through this case study, we presented a data-enabled design project that explored and designed 

a personal health ecosystem of connected products, in-situ. From the first step we identified three 

opportunities (i.e. levels of care, caring when it matters and open for growth), which informed the 

second step. In this new series of situated design explorations we built towards our concept of Caring 

Home; a personal health ecosystem. By using a combination of subjective and experiential data, 

manually collected through the chatbot, and more behavioral data, collected by sensors, connected 

devices and open trackers, we discovered and addressed personal health-related issues relevant to 

the participants. Here we reflect upon the three design opportunities earlier identified.

Levels of care
In the first step, interviews were the main method of positioning issues on different levels of care. In 

the second step we gained this understanding based on the (manual and device) data present in the 

intelligent ecosystem. Over the four weeks of the second step, we successfully gained insights into 

multiple health topics that were relevant to the participants. These topics could either be positioned 

on the ‘I’m fine’ (e.g., baby’s teething, feeding routines and stool) or ‘I’m worried’ level (e.g., sport 

injuries, sleeping through the night and cavities). 

In the situated design explorations, we learned that it is challenging for the intelligent ecosystem to 

determine what topics could be of interest. Like in the Connected Baby Bottle project we decided not 

to be normative and therefore did not want to define what the user ‘should be worried about’. Instead, 

we invited the user to respond to the data insights. They were in charge to direct what they wanted 

help for and what they were satisfied with. Thus, instead of automating the interest profile directly 

and pushing care modules, we first presented the data observation before changing the profile. For 

example, when we saw varying data patterns if sleep we presented the data and asked of and how 

Caring Home could help accordingly. Depending on the answer the interest profile was adapted which 

then informed the Caring Home AI to activate care modules.

Caring when it matters
We identified the importance of an intelligent ecosystem which engaged with the participant when it 

mattered. Interesting is that we learned that ‘caring when it matters’ is not only about the identification 

of a topic of interest but also learning what is not relevant anymore. Only then topics can disappear 

into the background. Instead of constantly asking the user to review the care module we used changes 

in the data to trigger such a reflection moment. Although our explorations only took place over a 

limited period of time, we saw strong potential value in this dynamic approach.

For example, during the second week the father in family 1 questioned ‘how to fall asleep more easily’. 

This triggered the ‘falling asleep’ care module, which led to the introduction of the Beddit Smart sleep 

sensor. In the fourth week, the Beddit data showed that he fell asleep much quicker than before. In 

his conversation with the chatbot we asked him whether this observation was correct, after which he 

confirmed. Hence, the interest profile changed and the topic became less prominent. 

Personalized growth
Our model for personalized growth not only allowed us to tailor digital content, but also to introduce 

new connected devices based on care modules that were activated. Extending the ecosystem with  

a connected device helped either to collect more detailed behavioral data, or provided feedback in 

the moment. The open trackers helped identify which connected devices could be relevant to the user. 

Although we had also envisioned participants using them as hybrids to find out what the value of new 

connected devices may be, we did not explore this.
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We wanted to approximate real-life situations as closely as possible, yet the fact that the families  

were participating in a study clearly influenced their perspective on personalized growth. Where 

normally the introduction of new devices would provide a higher barrier (e.g. costs), they now gladly 

took the opportunity to try them out. Suggesting a new device was therefore arguably more like 

offering a present. We already explored alternative ways of suggesting new features and devices, 

although a more real-life setting is required in which to test how effective this would be.

8.5 Responses and follow-up business opportunities 
The Caring Home project was presented to all related businesses. People highlighted the value of  

the integration of businesses, the novel interaction between devices and the chatbot, the value of  

the levels of care framework and the shift from always being there to caring when it matters. 

Currently, businesses were challenged to position their products and services at different points in the 

care continuum (e.g. in healthy living, prevention, diagnosis, treatment and home care – see figure 1.2, 

chapter 1). The levels of care framework we presented was received as a practical framework to think 

about the care continuum and more importantly how their products and services could dynamically 

transition between stages of that model. Others in the audience were intrigued by the value and 

natural dialogue from cross-domain conversations. 

As people were excited about the potential of the design, discussions after the presentations mostly 

revolved around business strategies. Business experts discussed whether Caring Home should be a 

proposition in itself, or whether it would better as an add-on to existing devices or services. Besides, 

people noticed that the interaction styles we used at different points in the ecosystem were diverse. 

Exploring how these would relate was seen as an interesting challenge in bringing one Philips brand 

experience. Also, the business experts thought about strategies to encourage Philips businesses 

to invest in an ecosystem. For example, in developing a next generation of toothbrushes, raw data 

transfer might not be needed for their own service delivery but might be needed for other domain  

to leverage the data insights (e.g. sleep). As current key performance indicators are set per business  

the motivation to invest for the benefit of another business is missing.

The novelty of the Caring Home framework, and the interaction between the different elements, was 

also recognized by the intellectual property department. Together, we filed a patent application that 

described how the different elements in the ecosystem can work together (van Kollenburg, Bogers, 

Elderman, Verburg and Buil, 2018). In this, we gave special attention to the interaction between the 

interest profile and the care modules. Next to this, we also filed a patent that described a way that 

allowed users to train their own machine learning models (van Kollenburg and Bogers, 2018). This 

technique could be used to gain a more personal understanding, as users could teach the intelligent 

solution what certain patterns in the data meant for them. 

Different businesses have indicated to have picked up concepts and insights from the Caring Home 

project and integrated these in their running programs. The Caring Home project was funded to 

continue as a joint effort between Philips Research, the Personal Care business and Philips Design. 

In this follow up project, we set out to further detail the Caring Home framework, to further refine 

the different user interactions, to critically review the balance of privacy and benefit, to develop the 

algorithms for a scalable solution and to create viable business strategies.
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9.0 Chapter outline
This chapter uses insights from the Caring Home case study (chapter 8) to confirm and expand on 

the methodological framing of chapter 5 and 7. We first address our insights from the intelligent 

ecosystems lens (section 9.1), as the design of the Caring Home study integrated intelligent solutions 

in ecosystems. We explain how this integration facilitated for dynamic contextual and functional 

relationships and how it allowed different intelligent solutions in the ecosystem to utilize each others 

understand-learn and adapt abilities. Subsequently, we explain how data-enabled design’s situated 

design approach allowed for the investigation of the complex relationships in the ecosystem (section 

9.2), which gave insight in how data reflected the personality of people. We explain how the wizard-

of-oz approach was instrumental in this, but also how this role had to change to be able to design 

intelligent ecosystems that can run without a human operator. Through the role of data lens (section 

9.3), we discuss how different types of data served both detailed as holistic insights. Additionally, we 

show how manually collected qualitative data has become solution data and how that allowed for it 

to be used as creative design material. Last, we use the design process lens to compare the design 

processes of the different case studies (section 9.4). We highlight the value of a multi-step approach 

and conclude on the instrumental role of the data-enabled design canvas. 

9.1 Intelligent ecosystems
In chapter 1 we introduced intelligent ecosystems. In chapter 5, we introduced an the understand, learn 

and adapt ability of intelligent solutions and build on Nardi’s ecosystem definitions to characterize 

ecosystems. The Connected Baby Bottle case study focused on designing for intelligent solutions, 

whereas the uGrow+ Professional case study focussed on designing for ecosystems. 

The Caring Home case study set out to combine these two in our quest to design for intelligent 

ecosystems. First, we challenged ourselves to design a more dynamic ecosystem. We aimed to 

do so by finding a balance between keystone species and non-keystone species, which could be 

dynamically added or removed. Second, we aimed to design intelligent solutions that combined a 

closed and open data collection approach. This way, we wanted to provide users with the freedom 

to collect the data they deemed relevant while making sure that the intelligent solution could gain 

an understanding of this. Last, we set out to investigate how we could design more bi-directional 

relationships between ecosystem elements. To do so, we wanted to investigate how physical devices 

could also adapt based on the understanding of the intelligent ecosystem.     

In the Caring Home case study, our ecosystem and intelligent solution objectives intertwined to such 

an extent that both could continuously leverage each other’s qualities. In this section, we address 

the intelligent solution and ecosystem challenge separately, to explain how the Caring Home study 

contributed to our knowledge to both characterizations. Throughout these discussions, we highlight 

how these challenges have informed each other.

Ecosystems
We again use the 5 earlier introduced ecosystem characteristics to discuss how the Caring Home 

ecosystem has advanced our understanding of ecosystems. 

System

The system characteristic was introduced to articulate the complexity of relationships in the eco-

system. In chapter 7.4 we further elaborated on this by introducing a difference between functional 

and contextual relationships. We discuss the Caring Home ecosystem in the light of both of these 

relationships. 
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Building functional and contextual relationships 

The Caring Home ecosystem set out to ‘be there when it mattered’. To facilitate this, it needed to 

have a detailed and nuanced understanding of the user in the context it was situated in. This was 

challenging, as different people had widely different needs and discomforts. Therefore, the intelligent 

ecosystem needed to be flexible enough to accommodate a broad diversity of topics. This meant 

that it had to able to continuously build new contextual relationships. Figure 9.1 gives insight into the 

different topics that were addressed with the different trackers, which gives insight into how flexible 

different trackers were in building contextual relationships. 

The generic trackers (i.e., the motion tracker and the power socket) utilized similar levels of flexibility  

as the open data trackers of the uGrow+ Professional case study. Participants could continuously 

re-label these trackers according to their own needs. This re-labeling process was easy and thereby 

enabled the participants to quickly switch between different topics. These generic trackers only 

provided flexibility in terms of input, as could not be used as generic output devices. 

The chatbot provided even more flexibility in building contextual relationships, as users could 

easily switch between topics in their conversations. In contrast to the generic trackers, the chatbot 

also served as a flexible output as it could adapt its content, interaction and role according to its 

understanding of the user. 

The flexibility of the connected devices was limited. They had a limited scope in terms of the topics 

they could address, but had some freedom within that scope. For example, the connected toothbrush 

mostly focussed on Oral Health topics, but could be used to address issues ranging from cavities, 

to braces, to taking care of a tooth implant. Although less flexible, the connected devices could gain 

a very detailed understanding as its dedicated set of sensors could track specific actions in a very 

precise manner.  
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Figure 9.1. Schematic illustration of personal health topics and the data collection elements related to these. It shows a 

connected device (e.g., toothbrush, in green) that can cover a small amount of topics, an open tracker (e.g., motion tracker, 

purple) that can cover different topics and a digital interface (e.g., Caring Home application, blue) that is extremely flexible 

and can cover many topics.
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Figure 9.2. Snapshot of 

‘active’ personal health topics 

indicating the contextual 

relationships next to a 

snapshot of the ecosystem 

composition highlighting 

functional relationships 

(yellow and blue). 

Snapshot of family 4.

Snapshot of family 3
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Different from the uGrow+ Professional ecosystem, the intelligent ecosystem of Caring Home set out to 

gain a detailed and nuanced understanding by itself. This meant that it had to unravel these contextual 

relationships by itself. The chatbot proved instrumental in this, as it allowed for a dialogue with the 

user about which data was collected and what it meant for them. For example, when a user attached 

the connected power socket to his bedlight, to indicate that he experienced ‘difficulties falling asleep’, 

the chatbot asked to which topic this tracker was related and what the data represented. The personal 

‘interest profile’ provided a valuable format for capturing this understanding. As this ‘interest profile’ 

was a shared resource in the ecosystem, different elements could contribute to it and utilize it to adapt. 

These newly formed contextual relationships directly interacted with functional relationships. For 

example, the chatbot could present different strategies to fall asleep easily, based on the bedlight 

setup. In case these strategies were not sufficient, the user could be offered the opportunity to expand 

his ecosystem with a dedicated sleep sensor (e.g., the Beddit sleep sensor). This solution could then 

offer more detailed sleep advice. This example shows how a new contextual relationship (i.e. the focus 

on a sleep problem) also triggered a new functional relationship (i.e. a new device).

In figure 9.2 we highlight how the Caring Home intelligent ecosystem has coped with dynamically 

changing relationships, both on a functional level as well as on a contextual level. It presents two 

ecosystem snapshots, both of a different family. The top side of each figure shows the contextual 

relationships. The bottom side presents the functional ones. The figures on top show the contextual 

relationships, where the figures on the bottom show how affected the functional relationships. 

Diversity

From a diversity point of view, the dynamic approach to contextual and functional relationships 

is valuable as it allows people to explore new niches. For example, in the Caring Home study, we 

showed how a family used the open (motion) tracker to instrument their baby gate, to gain insight in 

sleeping and playing behavior of the child. Allowing for this diversity proved especially relevant for our 

objective, as we emphasized the uniqueness of how people make meaning in interaction.  

Keystone specie

It is considerably more difficult to identify keystone species in the Caring Home ecosystem than it was 

for the uGrow+ Professional ecosystem, as it at each point in time contained different elements with 

the ability to understand, adapt and learn. For example, the ‘brushing when in a hurry’ design narrative 

(see chapter 8.4) showed how the interaction at one point revolved around the toothbrush and the 

chatbot. The toothbrush did not only function as a means to understand behavior but could also  

adapt its interaction (e.g. the way in which it showed ‘frustration’ when turned off). In this scenario, 

both were keystone species. In a different case, e.g., of the sleeping problem, the keystone species 

were the power socket, chatbot and sleep sensor. In both cases, the elements that were not discussed 

were less ‘key’, but still contributed to the interest profile (e.g. the toothbrush could give additional 

insight in evening routines). We see the presence of non-keystone species as a positive development, 

as it positively affects the diversity of the ecosystem and thereby its ability to coevolve. 

Coevolution

In the uGrow+ Professional ecosystem coevolution mostly happened within the individual elements. 

The tablet could, for example, adapt its visualizations based on a renewed understanding of the 

situation. The Caring Home study shows how the composition of elements can also evolve over 

time. In the first step we, for example, showed how we expanded the ecosystems of the families with 

new connected devices that were in line with their specific interests. The earlier discussed dynamic 

character of the contextual and functional relationships emphasizes this ability to coevolve. 
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Locality

We used the locality characteristic to discuss how people make meaning in the interaction with 

intelligent ecosystems. Although this is discussed in more detail in the intelligent solutions section, 

the ecosystem perspective also affected this. As the relationships between elements in the uGrow+ 

Professional ecosystem were more static, the solution was often interpreted by participants as a 

collection of different solutions. In case of the Caring Home, these relationships were more dynamic 

and were often somehow affected by the intelligence of the ecosystem. As a consequence, different 

elements were perceived as part of the collective, rather than a collection of independent solutions.  

Intelligent solutions
In this section, we discuss how the intelligent Caring Home ecosystem has contributed to the earlier 

introduced understand, adapt and learn abilities of intelligent solutions.    

Understand

The more dynamic character of the ecosystem also had implications for the way in which it developed 

its understanding. We already explained how the intelligent solution should come to understand the 

changing contextual relationship, to be able to act accordingly. Besides understanding which new 

topic was addressed, it also needed to be able to gain a detailed and nuanced understanding related 

to that topic. To facilitate this, we utilized data trackers with different levels of flexibility and collected 

data about context, behavior and experience. 

Data trackers with different levels of flexibility 

In chapter 7.4 we introduced the concept of open, closed and hybrid data collection approaches 

The closed approach made it easier for the intelligent solution to gain a detailed and nuanced 

understanding of the data, as it was clear on beforehand what data would be collected and what that 

meant. The open approach allowed the user to define what data was relevant and thereby provided 

more openness to adapt the ecosystem to their personal needs. With the hybrid approach, we set  

out to combine the qualities of the two. 

In the Caring Home case study we introduced sensor-equipped but open-ended data trackers (i.e., 

the generic trackers) to explore this hybrid approach. Participants could define what these sensor-

data trackers were used for, while the intelligent ecosystem used the chatbot to gain a nuanced 

understanding of what the data could mean for participants. This way, the generic data trackers 

present an example of how sensor-equipped prototypes, that were originally employed for the closed 

data collection approach, can adopt qualities from the open data collection approach. This way, the 

generic data trackers have presented a way in which the qualities of the open and the closed data 

collection approach can be combined.

Additionally, we also explored how the open data collection approach could adopt qualities from 

the closed approach so that the intelligent solution could gain an understanding based on the data 

it collected. In the earlier studies the qualitative data could be entered in any format (e.g., notes of 

parents in the uGrow+ Professional family dashboard). The chatbot in the Caring Home ecosystem 

provided users with the freedom to address the topics they found relevant, but these conversations 

also provided boundaries, so the intelligent solution could understand the content what was entered. 

Because of our ecosystem approach, the combination between open and closed approaches was not 

always found within the same ecosystem element. It could also be facilitated by interacting with other 

elements. For example, the data collected by the connected toothbrush was defined by the sensors 

the toothbrush contained (i.e., a closed data collection approach). However, through interactions 
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with the chatbot, people could provide their own perspectives on this data. They could, for example, 

indicate how a brushing session went, or what oral health issues they would like to receive help with 

(i.e., making it more open). As both the open and the closed approach have their apparent qualities, 

we argue for more hybrid data collection approaches. This allows the solution to gain a detailed 

understanding while it is flexible enough to be used for unique personal questions and use cases.

Data about context, behavior and experience

In chapter 5, we explained how an understanding of context, behavior and experience was relevant 

for design researchers as well as for intelligent solutions. These three different perspectives on the 

user and the context of interaction together help in understanding how users make meaning in 

interaction. In the Caring Home study, different ecosystem elements emphasized different types of 

data. The Netatmo weather station, for example, mostly collected contextual data. The shaver and 

toothbrush mostly collected behavioral data and the chatbot predominantly focused on experiential 

data. Although some individual ecosystem elements, such as the Connected Baby Bottle, could 

utilize multiple types of data, we showed how gaining an understanding in these three can also be a 

networked endeavor. As the ecosystem elements can utilize each others’ contextual, behavioral and 

experiential data, they can build their understanding based on a richer collection of data. This shows 

how the intelligent solution’s ability to understand is strengthened by its presence in an ecosystem.

Adapt

In chapter 5.6 we introduced how intelligent solutions could adapt their content, interaction and role. 

In this section, we discuss how the care modules facilitated different ways of adapting, how physical 

devices can adapt their interaction, and how the ecosystem approach affected our view on adaptivity.  

Care modules

In the Caring Home study, we introduced our ‘care modules’ concept. A care module was a health 

program that focussed on a specific topic and described how the different elements in the ecosystem 

could adapt their content, interaction and role to facilitate this. When activated, the different elements 

in the ecosystem adapted, which was further personalized based on the understanding of the user 

and context. Next to this, the care modules also described how the intelligent ecosystem should adapt 

their content, interactions and role at different moments in time. For example, care modules could 

come to the foreground and move to the background over time, which shows how the role can be 

dynamically adapted based on the understanding the intelligent ecosystem has. From an ecosystem 

perspective, these care modules could be considered as services that utilize the understanding of 

different devices, to control the way others should adapt. As the care module concept has shown to 

enable dynamic adaptations of content, interaction and role, it provides a valuable framework for 

designing adaptivity in intelligent ecosystems.  

 

Adaptivity of physical devices

The intelligent ecosystem used the care modules to figure out when and how to adapt different 

ecosystem elements. However, this adaptivity required a certain amount of flexibility in the output 

capabilities of these elements. In the earlier case studies adaptations were therefore mostly limited to 

screen-based interactions. In the Caring Home study, we showed how adaptation could also become 

part of physical (device) interactions. The connected toothbrush of the second step exemplifies this. 

We adjusted the software layer of the toothbrush in such a way that it could be controlled by the 

intelligent ecosystem. It could, for example, adapt its interactions by adjusting its brushing mode or 

by adjusting the ‘frustration’ it showed when it was prematurely turned off. As a result, ecosystem 

elements could now build bi-directional relationships with physical devices, where these physical 

devices previously mostly served as data trackers. 
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Adaptivity in the ecosystem 

From an ecosystem point of view, the presence of adaptive physical devices meant that a broader 

variety of output mediums became available. This allowed for interaction at multiple points, which also 

raised the question which ecosystem elements should provide which interactions. The adaptivity of 

the toothbrush, for example, proved most suitable for interacting in the moment. The chatbot, on the 

other hand, showed more potential for interactions after the moment, to review and contemplate. 

Learn

In this section, we elaborate on how the solution’s learning ability makes it possible to enhance both 

its understand and adapt ability over time. We use figure 9.3, the extended version of figure 5.6, to 

discuss both ‘learning to understand’ and ‘learning to adapt’. 

Learning to understand

In the Connected Baby Bottle case study the learning to understand ability of the intelligent solution 

was mostly mimicked by the human operators. In the Caring Home study we set out to investigate how 

this learning ability could become part of our intelligent ecosystem (prototype). The interest profile of 

the Caring Home was a response to this (i.e. figure 9.3.b), as it provided the intelligent ecosystem with 

a way to learn about context, behavior and experience beyond a single moment of interaction. For 

example, a toothbrush could learn over time that the user had a structured brushing routine. When 

a short session was logged, it could understand that this was an exception rather than the standard. 

The design of the profile emphasized that people are unique and that their uniqueness influences the 

way they interact. Instead of dividing users into segments, the interest profiles contained a rich and 

varied set of interests that set out to reflect the uniqueness of that person. The interest profile could be 

updated through sensor data, which shows how the unique behavior of the individual could contribute 

to this personal interest profile. Next to this, qualitative data could be used to update this profile. For 

example, conversations with the chatbot updated the interest of the user and was also used to capture 

how users experienced their interactions with the intelligent ecosystem. Thereby, we showed how an 

interest profile can be used to develop a highly personal understanding over time.

(a) understand 
context, 
behavior 
and experience

(b) from 
understanding
to interest pro�le

(c) from
interest pro�le

to care modules

(d) adapt 
content,

interactions 
and role

learning to
adapt 
content
interactions
role

learning to
understand

context
behavior

experience

Figure 9.3. An updated version of figure 5.6, presenting more details on how the Caring Home intelligent 

ecosystem’s learning ability affects its ability to understand and adapt. 
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The use of the interest profile was the most prominent example of how the ability to learn could enrich 

the solution’s understanding over time. However, through point (a) in figure 9.3 we emphasize how a 

self-learning ability can also be employed to further advance the understanding in the moment. 

In the case of the Connected Baby Bottle, it was clear which data was collected and how different 

algorithms could be used to gain an understanding from that data. In the Caring Home study, we 

showed how this became less straightforward with the introduction of open and hybrid data collection 

approaches. Manual user input was often required to ‘educate’ the intelligent ecosystem about what 

the data it was collecting meant. Initially, all that the intelligent ecosystem could understand were 

aspects such as when it moved, how long it moved or how fast it moved. Once the user used the 

chatbot to explain what it was attached to, the intelligent solution started to develop a more nuanced 

understanding of the data. It asked simple questions as what it was used for and what different 

parameters in the data meant in their specific use case. This way, the intelligent ecosystem learned what 

the data meant and could go into further detail on that. This example shows exciting new opportunities, 

as it is no longer up to the design researcher to define what data means. People can educate the 

solution in such a way that its understanding fits well to themselves and their context. This subjective 

labeling of data to train AI is a novel approach we patented (Bogers & van Kollenburg, 2018).

Learning to adapt 

In the Caring Home study we used the care modules to drive adaptations of content, interaction and 

role. The learning ability helped in deciding which care module was activated when (figure 9.3.c), but 

was also used to further adapt the content and interaction within these care modules (figure 9.3.d). 

The first challenge for the intelligent ecosystem was when to activate and deactivate a care module 

(figure 9.3 c). To do so, the Caring Home had to learn which parts of the interest profile could trigger 

which care module. At the start of the study, we hard-coded these triggers and the thresholds that 

were required to activate them. As we had little idea about what thresholds would make sense, or how  

we could make meaningful combinations of interest profile items, we continuously adjusted these 

triggers. Although we did this mostly manually, an intelligent solution could learn in a similar way.  

The chatbot provided a valuable feedback loop for this learning mechanism. For example, in case 

the ‘white teeth’ care module was suggested at an interest value of 60, but was not found valuable 

by the user, the intelligent solution could increase its threshold for new interactions. Although we 

did not investigate this in detail, it is easy to imagine how this self-learning capability can be used to 

further improve the activation of care modules. Recent advances in the field of reinforcement learning 

techniques could, for example, be used to do this (Ng & Russell, 2000). As long as the boundaries of 

what the intelligent ecosystem is allowed to experiment with are clearly defined, the AI algorithm can 

optimize its adaptations over time. The strategies, that could be employed to activate care modules, 

were documented as part of a patent (van Kollenburg, Bogers, Elderman, Verburg, and Buil, 2018). 

 

Next to learning when to activate and deactivate care modules, we argued for adapting the content 

and interaction within these care modules (figure 9.3 d). Throughout the situated design explorations, 

we found that there were multiple feedback mechanisms that the intelligent solutions could make use 

of, to learn which adaptations best fit the context and user. The intelligent solution could learn from the 

interaction in the moment. For example, when the intelligent solution adjusted the brushing intensity 

of the connected toothbrush, but the user chooses to overrule this program by lowering the intensity, 

it could learn about the preferences of the user, to adjust future interactions accordingly. Additionally, 

intelligent solutions could employ trend analytics on contextual, behavioral and experiential data to 

learn about the impact of certain ways of adapting. This could, for example, mean that it would use  

the toothbrush duration as a means to learn about the effects of a personalized care module. 
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9.2 A situated design approach
In chapter 5 we introduced our situated design approach and argued for a double-loop model.  

The ‘everyday life’ loop enabled participants to experience a ‘new reality’ in their daily life. The 

‘design (research) studio’ loop enabled design researchers to remotely gain insight, to run high paced 

explorations, and to remotely deploy new design interventions. Both loops could run independently 

but would continuously interact through data. In chapter 7, we confirmed on the value of this model 

and expanded on the different roles of participants and design researchers. We also showed how the 

situated approach could be valuable for ecosystem challenges and described how it was affected by  

a medical context.

The Caring Home study set out to investigate how the situated design approach would uphold when 

designing for intelligent ecosystems. To do so, we set out to investigate how it could be employed to 

design for highly personal solutions, that were still scalable. 

In this section, we discuss the implications that of our focus on intelligent ecosystems had on our 

situated design approach. First, we discuss how the design of an intelligent ecosystem has challenged 

us to focus on designing relationships, instead of on designing the individual elements. Next, we 

discuss how our situated design approach has helped in understanding people’s idiosyncrasies, which 

was essential in understanding how people formed new relationships in the ecosystem. We conclude 

with a discussion on the balance between immersing into context and the ability to design scalable 

solutions through a (remote) wizard-of-oz approach. 

Exploring ecosystem relationships in-situ
In the ecosystem section (chapter 9.1), we showed how the complexity of ecosystems lies in the way 

they dynamically form new relationships. As a consequence, our focus shifted from designing for a 

single-element to designing for relationships between elements. 

In the first step of the Caring Home project, we investigated these relationships in what we referred to 

as the participants’ ‘current reality’. To do so, we introduced a variety of sensor-equipped devices that 

we combined with qualitative techniques, to gain detailed and nuanced insight into the relationships 

that existed in participants’ personal health ecosystems. In this investigation, we expanded the 

personal health ecosystems of the participants based on insights we gained from the data. This gave 

us insight in how the compositions of these ecosystems could develop in a highly personal manner. 

In the second step, we introduced new experiential elements that disrupted the participants’ everyday 

experiences. In this ‘new reality’, participants were forced to construct new relationships. They, 

for example, started to reconsider TV watching behavior in relation to bedtime routines based on 

interactions with the chatbot. These relationships quickly evolved over time. From a design point of 

view, it was important to facilitate this continuous evolution, so that people could keep creating or 

breaking relationships when they saw fit. This enabled us to study how relationships were formed and 

how our designs could come to facilitate that.  

Additionally, our situated design approach did not only give insight into the relationships that existed 

within the Caring Home ecosystem. It also showed how that ecosystem related to other aspects of 

everyday life. For example, participants did not only relate the toothbrush to the domain of sleep (both 

part of the Caring Home intelligent ecosystem), but also related toothbrushing to all types of personal 

care products and services that were part of their morning routine. This way, our situated design 

approach allowed us to study the role that these intelligent ecosystems obtain in everyday life.  
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Personal perspectives on ecosystem relationships
To investigate and exploit the personal character of intelligent ecosystems, we utilized a combination 

of qualitative data and sensor data. For example, the sensor data of the visapure device showed 

different usage patterns for a participating mother suffering from a migraine, than for a young girl 

spotting her first blackhead. From that insight, we further elaborated on the relationships that this 

visapure had to other items. The mother explained how chores were more difficult when she suffers 

from a migraine. Especially using the vacuum cleaner was problematic due to the noise. By sharing this 

experience, she highlighted the (temporary) relationships she created between a visapure and home 

cleaning elements. For the young girl, on the other hand, the visapure was related to the cleansing 

foam she used in the same morning beauty routine. This shows how personal perspectives result in 

completely different ways in which meaning is made in interaction with the ecosystem. The levels of 

care framework and the interest profile of the Caring Home study both aimed to encompass these 

personal and idiosyncratic perspectives, to be able to act accordingly.  

To make these interpersonal differences part of our design explorations, we again stress the value 

of involving a small but diverse group of participants. This setup allows us to gain an in-depth 

understanding of individual uniqueness and shows how this can be encompassed in the data,  

so that the solution can also gain an understanding of it. Although we did not experiment with this,  

we envision next steps in the data-enabled design process to involve increasingly more participants.  

This way, we set out to incrementally scale up our intelligent ecosystems.

A wizard-of-oz approach
In this section we first address how the role of design researcher, acting as the wizard-of-oz changed 

in order to provide realistic boundaries for exploration. Second, we discuss how a combination of a 

wizard-of-oz approach and a (dynamic) intelligent prototype is required to provide an experiential 

intelligent ecosystem for participants. 

The changing role of the design researcher 

Our wizard-of-oz approach to design for intelligent ecosystems allowed us to quickly explore, without 

being too constrained by technical limitations. It also allowed us to employ a more empathic approach, 

that gave a human touch to our intelligent solutions. However, we also argued that our wizard-of-oz 

role would be difficult to replace by an autonomous system. A large part of our actions were driven by 

the data we saw in the researcher dashboard, that could potentially be replaced by an autonomous 

solution. However, we also acted based on our empathic understanding of the families. We (often 

unconsciously) responded differently based on which parents we were addressing. Much of our 

understanding was gained through home visits and interviews with these parents. Such understanding 

is beyond what currently available technologies can do autonomously. Therefore, in the second Caring 

Home study, we decided to separate the human operators from the researchers that were visiting 

families. This way, the human operators could only gain insights through the data from the chatbot and 

the sensors, which by definition the solution could also have an understanding of. Although this does 

not directly imply that we could develop the intelligent ecosystem up to the same level as the human 

operators could facilitate were able to do, at least both started from the same input.   

This has implications for the data-enabled design schematic illustration we drafted in chapter 5 (see 

figure 5.2). The straight grey arrow from the design (research) studio to everyday life suggested that 

design researchers frequently went in-situ to gain qualitative data. We do not suggest that this activity 

should be discontinued, as it is a valuable approach to gain rich qualitative insights. However, it also 

has implications for the human operator. It is easy for the visiting design researchers to unconsciously 

pick up aspects that the intelligent ecosystem cannot have an understanding of, thereby allowing 
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solutions to be designed and explored that are nearly impossible to implement later. Therefore, we 

argue for a split between the design researchers going in-situ and the design researchers are human 

operators. In general, this does not affect the role that the participants play in this process and also 

not how the design researchers are involved. The role of the participant still continuously switches 

between subject and partner and design researchers use research-oriented contextual explorations 

and design-oriented informed explorations to continuously learn and advance the design. However, 

we have now shown how these roles have to be filled in by different people in the team, in order to 

develop designs that can be distributed al scale while remaining personal.  

Combining a wizard-of-oz approach with an intelligent prototype to provide an experiential 

intelligent ecosystem

Besides replacing the wizard-of-oz for an intelligent solution, to develop scalable solutions, the 

scalability of our data-enabled design explorations is worthy of discussion. In the previous case 

studies a few human operators could relatively easily manually facilitate the envisioned experiences 

for participants. The Caring Home case study presented far more experiential elements, because of its 

ecosystem approach. As a result, our human operators had to manually control many different aspects 

of the design (e.g. building new care modules, looking through data visualizations to find patterns, 

updating the interest profiles) for multiple participants at the same time. This became undoable, 

especially because many of these activities had to happen on short notice to provide the envisioned 

experience (e.g. receiving a tooth brushing summary 2 days later was not an option). At the same time, 

we also argued for a ‘minimal viable experience’ on all ecosystem elements, for the ecosystem to be 

still perceived as that ecosystem by participants. This meant that some of the elements used in early 

explorations, that we envisioned to become part of the ecosystem interaction, needed to remain 

present throughout the whole study. As these elements were initially provided manually, they needed 

to be translated into their autonomous counterparts, to allow human operators to focus on new 

explorations instead of managing existing ones. This shows how these explorations should balance 

the role of a human operator and an intelligent solution. This allows for the development of scalable 

solutions, but also facilitates ongoing explorations while prototypes remain experiential. 

9.3 The role of data
Earlier, we outlined how data plays a role in different stages of our 8-shape model (figure 5.3). We 

emphasized how design researchers can use a combination of sensor data and qualitative data to 

remotely gain insight (i.e. to transition from the top to the bottom of the model), and how data could be 

used as creative design material and to remotely adapt design interventions (i.e. to transition from the 

bottom to the top). Next to this, we highlighted the difference between research data and solution data 

and showed how qualitative data, that is commonly only regarded as research data, can also become 

solution data. In the Connected Baby Bottle we showed a dominantly sensor data oriented approach, 

where the uGrow+ Professional case study presented a more manual data collection approach. 

In the Caring Home project, we aimed to investigate how the qualities of a manual data collection 

approach could be integrated with the qualities of a sensor data approach. This way, we set out to 

encompass both a detailed as well as a nuanced perspective on context, behavior and experience. 

Besides, we wanted to further explore how the combination of sensor data and qualitative data could 

be utilized as a creative design material, so that both could become part of the intelligent ecosystem.

In this section, we first address how the intelligent ecosystem objective of the Caring Home has 

affected the way in which we used data to remotely gain insight. We explain how we used a combination 

of sensor data and manually collected data to gain insights on both a holistic and a detailed level. 
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Additionally, we discuss the qualities of different datasets and explain how they can be designed to 

encompass parts of the richness of everyday life. Second, we discuss how the Caring Home study 

gives insight in how qualitative data and sensor data can both become solution data and how 

designers can then employ it as creative design material. 

   

Collecting data for contextual, behavioral and experiential insights 
Our earlier case studies focused on a particular product (baby bottle) or a particular domain (baby 

health). The data that was collected, and concurrently the insights that were gained, revolved around 

that product or domain. The Caring Home study had a larger scope, as it focussed on personal health 

in general. This enlarged scope required a more holistic approach. Here, we present the implications 

that had for the types of insights we focussed on, and, how the data collection was designed to 

encompass this holistic perspective. 

Starting from both detailed and holistic insights

In the Connected Baby Bottle and uGrow+ Professional case studies data was used to provide 

a detailed perspective. It highlighted unique behavior, which we used to enrich our qualitative 

investigation. These then developed hand in hand to gain contextual, behavioral and experiential 

insights. The first step of the Caring Home case study started in a similar manner. Although a much 

broader variety of data was collected, this data still encompassed a detailed perspective. Initially, we 

struggled to find valuable relationships. Because the scope was so broad, the collection of detailed 

insights was difficult to translate into a more holistic perspective. The data insights were snippets 

that could highlight some valuable relationships, but could not provide an overall picture. The early 

toothbrush data, for example, gave interesting insights in differences between family members and 

highlighted the relation between brushing and sleeping patterns, however, it did not provide a way  

to position these within the bigger picture of the context of the family.

Therefore, we switched to a more qualitative and experiential perspective. This shift in perspective 

is reflected by the large number of interview sessions held throughout the first step. These sessions 

helped in building an understanding of who these families were, so we were able to better understand 

the relationships in their ecosystem. This provided the holistic perspective, that we could then use as 

a framework to position the more detailed insights onto. The best example of this is how we used the 

qualitative means to find out that one of the fathers lost his job and then used the sensor data to gain 

insight in how his behavior was affected by this (e.g., dramatic change in day-night rhythm). 

The combination of the detailed sensor data and the qualitative perspective proved instrumental in 

designing for ecosystems. On the one hand, it facilitated explorations that started from sensor data 

and detailed insights, which were used to evoke discussions about more holistic perspectives. On  

the other hand, qualitative techniques were instrumental in gaining a more holistic perspective, which 

could be used to gain a more nuanced understanding of the detailed events present in the sensor data.

The richness encompassed in the dataset

In the previous studies, we emphasized the value of a deep understanding through our detailed data. 

However, with the Caring Home’s more holistic ecosystem approach we struggled to pay the same 

level of attention to these details. There was a much broader variety of devices and thereby a much 

more versatile collection of data. As a result, we only touched upon some of the detailed aspects in 

the data, and never had the means to go into the same level of depth as in the earlier cases. 

Also, the data itself had quite different qualities. Where the data collection with the bottle sleeve 

quickly resulted in a vast amount of sessions, the data collected in the Caring Home study was 

often associated with interactions that were less frequent. e.g., In the Connected Baby Bottle study, 
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there was an average of 5 feeding sessions a day, per participant (i.e. a total of 45 feedings per day), 

whereas in the Caring Home study the Visapure was only used about 30 times in total. Although 

we earlier argued for a ‘small data’ approach, with large attention to personal detail, we here see a 

minimal data size is needed to achieve meaningful insights. The minimal amount of data required also 

depends on the product, activity or topic that is tracked. If one usage session contains a lot of detail 

(e.g., toothbrush motion, orientation, pressure, mouth section) it becomes easier to find patterns than 

when less detail is available (e.g., diaper changed at 10.42 AM). Also, the extent to which sessions are 

similar influences how much data is needed. For example, in the case of the Connected Baby Bottle, 

we collected about one week of data, which was enough because feeding sessions were similar. In 

the case of the baby safety gate even a hundred sessions did not provide the same level of insight. 

Especially for these types of data, which we have no benchmarks for, it is valuable to have more data, 

so it can be used for (visual) pattern recognition. Therefore, there should be ‘enough’ data to allow 

for comparison between participants and also between sessions of one participant, to find inspiring 

patterns and deviations that can inform future design explorations. Only when patterns become visible 

in the data, the recurring patterns and deviations start to contain personal stories. 

Data as creative design material to adapt designs
To design for intelligent solutions, we introduced the use of data as a creative design material. We 

argued for a data-enabled approach in which the design researcher’s understanding of data could 

develop hand-in-hand with the solution’s understanding of the data. In chapter 7, we presented a step 

towards utilizing qualitative data as solution data, as it allowed the intelligent solution to have a more 

nuanced and rich understanding of the user and context.

Compared to the Connected Baby Bottle and uGrow+ Professional cases, the Caring Home case 

study made more fundamental use of the qualitative data as a creative design material. The manually 

tracked data was employed as a full-fledged design material. The design of the chatbot provides a 

good example of this. Based on the insights that we gained from the chatbot dialogues, we redesigned 

the dialogues and thereby the data they collected. This way, we used the qualitative data to gain 

insight, but also used these insights to enrich this qualitative data. 

9.4 The design process
In chapter 5, we introduced a two-step model for data-enabled design. The first step was a research-

oriented contextual step. The second step was a design-oriented informed step. In chapter 7, we 

revised this model based on insights from the uGrow+ Professional case. We argued for a multi-step 

model, where each step introduced a new group of participants, but also argued that each step 

could contain a mixture of contextual and informed explorations. Early steps were likely to be more 

contextually oriented, where laterones would predominantly focus on informed explorations.  

The first challenge for the Caring Home case study was to investigate how this multi-step approach, 

with both contextual and informed explorations, could uphold when designing for intelligent eco-

systems. Therefore, we designed a two-step study, with new participants in each step. In each of these 

steps, we aimed to have both contextual and informed explorations. In addition, we set out to further 

investigate how our data-enabled design canvas could be further developed to facilitate ongoing 

explorations of intelligent ecosystems. 

In this section, we discuss the steps of the Caring Home case study and focus on the composition of 

the different types of explorations. We end by reflecting on our multi-step approach and discuss how 

the data-enabled design canvas had to change to facilitate explorations for an intelligent ecosystem. 
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uGrow+ Professional 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8week

First Step  with multiple contextual and informed explorations interwoven

1 2 3 41 2week week

Contextual Step Informed Step

Connected Baby Bottle

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8week

Caring Home 

First Step  with multiple contextual explorations and a few informed explorations

Second Step  with multiple informed explorations and a few contextual explorations

1 2 3 4week

Figure 9.4. Simplified graphic representation model of project processes with blue indicating contextual explorations 

and yellow indicating informed explorations

A two-step approach
We use figure 9.4 to give an overview of how contextual and informed explorations can be identified 

in different studies. The figure shows how the first step of the Caring Home study contained 8 weeks 

of situated design explorations. This step started from multiple contextual explorations. Over the 

weeks, multiple informed explorations were introduced that followed up on the contextual insights. 

In the second step, the focus shifted from contextual to informed explorations. Although this mostly 

contained informed explorations, there were also contextual explorations. Next, we reflect on the 

qualities of the situated design explorations within each step and how the two steps relate.
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Situated design explorations in the first step

Figure 9.4 shows how the first step of the Caring Home project had a dynamic and continuous 

character. At the start, it mostly shows contextual explorations. In these explorations we used sensor-

equipped prototypes and qualitative techniques to gain an understanding of the everyday life setting 

and the relationships between different elements in the intelligent ecosystems. We focussed on the 

‘current reality’ of the participants, as we set out to intervene as little as possible. Towards the end 

of the first step, we initiated some informed explorations. Some cards were sent to the participants’ 

iPads, to give them insight into the data they collected. This way, the explorations started to contain 

experiential elements and thereby shaped a ‘new reality’ for the participants. This allowed us to gain 

first insights into how people would respond to first ideas we had for the intelligent ecosystem. These 

insights thereby continuously informed new contextual or informed explorations. 

Situated design explorations are labeled as contextual or informed, based on the intention that the 

design researcher has with this exploration. If the goal is to gain generic, contextual insights we speak 

of contextual explorations. If the explorations are directly connected to new design interventions, 

or set out to gain insight in those interventions, we speak of informed explorations. In the uGrow+ 

Professional project, we noticed that the participants’ perception of the character of some explorations 

may, however, deviate from their intended character. In particular, some explorations we intended as 

contextual, were perceived as informed by participants. To cope with this, we clearly communicated 

the purpose of a situated design exploration to participants, before starting it. This allowed them 

to better frame their role. In most cases this strategy was effective. However, when participants 

received new devices they often expressed their general impression of these products. For example, 

they commented on the sonic brushing style of the toothbrush (a topic that was not in scope for this 

project), where we were more interested in the context, behavior and experience. 

Figure 9.4 also emphasizes the longer duration of the first step of the Caring Home study. Multiple 

reasons for this can be identified. The ecosystem challenge was larger (i.e. more elements, more 

relationships) more complex and versatile, less prior knowledge was available about the relationships 

between personal health topics and the project was less concretely scoped. We simply needed more 

time to gain an understanding of the different elements and relationships. We briefed participants that 

the study could take up to ten weeks so we could run it as long as we deemed it to be relevant. 

Situated design exploration in the second step

The shift in focus between the first and second step can easily be explained when the end of the 

first step is compared with the start of the second step. In between, the focus shifted and contextual 

explorations made way for more informed ones. Although the second step mainly focused on 

informed explorations, we still conducted a variety of contextual explorations. Since the domain 

of personal health ecosystems was so broad, it would always be possible to discover unexplored 

new niches. By allowing for new contextual explorations, we enabled the discovery of new design 

opportunities that were not directly connected to the (informed) design interventions. 

For the second step, we earlier introduced design narratives as a format to document our situated 

design explorations (see chapter 7.1). Through this case study, we have again shown how it proved to 

be a valuable tool for synthesizing and documenting the these situated design explorations. Insights 

and consecutive design interventions were made explicit while maintaining a high level of detail and 

nuance in the description. This way, the narratives gave insight into how contextual and informed 

explorations related. Thereby, they did not only give insight into the results of a study but also in the 

design process. In hindsight, we also see potential for using the design narratives format to document 

explorations in the first step, as that one has also become more dynamic. 
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Although the duration of the first step was longer in comparison to earlier case studies, the second 

step was not. Following Bødker and Klokmose (2011), who argued for a more longitudinal approach 

to studying artifact ecologies, we argue that these four weeks were relatively short. Especially our 

Caring when it matters approach would have benefitted from a longer-term exploration in which care 

modules could disappear and come back. We were forced to limit the second step to four weeks due 

to constraints in time and budget. 

A multi-step process  

In reflections on earlier cases, we argued for a multi-step approach. In consecutive steps, new 

participants would be involved. We argued for this approach to prevent the creation of bespoke or 

incomprehensible designs. In the Caring Home study, we employed this multi-step approach. There 

was a time gap between the first and second step and the second step introduced a new group of 

participants. As we invited new participants for the second step, we were forced to abstract and 

generalize the personal insights from the first step. Given our highly personal focus, it would be unlikely 

for participants to have the same health issues. The design opportunities we presented after the first 

step showcase how we translated these highly personal insights into more abstract and generalizable 

concepts for delivering personal experiences. These could then be used to design for similar personal 

experiences beyond this small group. The second step shows how these more abstract opportunities 

were translated into concrete designs. The time period (of 3 months) between the two situated design 

explorations was instrumental for making this translation. It allowed us to critically reflect on our 

insights, which was difficult throughout the high-paced and often chaotic explorations. As there were 

no in-situ ecosystems to maintain during the interval between the two steps, it was also easier to  

make more rigorous changes to the data-enabled design canvas. 

Although the Caring Home project included only two steps, enough challenges remain for follow-

up steps. The mechanisms of the interest profile, the chatbot and the content of the care modules 

could be further explored and designed based on situated insights. Following steps would contain 

increasingly production-like qualities, and at some point, prototyping elements would be replaced 

with production-ready versions. Although this makes elements of the ecosystem increasingly fixed, we 

do argue for making an effort to preserve the possibility to keep initiating new contextual and informed 

explorations, even after launch. This makes it possible to continuously learn and evolve the design, 

which is especially relevant since the ecosystems also evolve.  

The role of the data-enabled design canvas
The data-enabled design canvas was introduced as a project-specific, open and malleable collection 

of tools, that could facilitate a variety of (remote) design explorations. For the Caring Home study this 

meant that it had to facilitate for continuous explorations of intelligent ecosystems. As this challenge 

was only vaguely scoped, the data-enabled design canvas had to allow for a broad variety of high-

paced explorations. For example, if a participant indicated to be interested in losing weight, we wanted 

to be able to introduce a connected weight scale. To facilitate this, we designed it so that a large 

variety of connected products could be integrated. Next to this, we utilized off-the-shelf prototypes 

modules to rapidly build custom sensor-equipped prototypes (e.g., the vacuum cleaner). 

Next to providing the ability to easily collect different types of data, the data-enabled design canvas 

also had to provide the means to gain insight in this data. We prepared different data management 

components that enabled us to rapidly build data-visualizations, which could be used to explore 

different data and different relationships in the ecosystems. 
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10.0 Chapter outline
In this chapter Janne reviews her user-experience oriented perspective on designing for intelligent 

ecosystems. For each combination of the participants’ role (i.e., as subject or partner) and design 

researchers’ aim (i.e., research-led or design-led) (i.e. 4 quadrants) she contributes with an explanation 

of how data-enabled design breaks with or contributes to existing methods (section 10.1). Based on 

this, she gives insight into how data-enabled design has managed to do so by integrating different 

disciplines in one team (chapter 10.2). This chapter concludes with a discussion on how data-enabled 

design contributes to the user-experience research community and how (design) researchers in this 

community can leverage data-enabled design in their everyday work (chapter 10.3).     

10.1 The role of users and design researchers in designing for 
intelligent ecosystems
In the positioning of my user-experience oriented perspective, I used the design research topology 

of Sanders and Stappers (2008; Sanders, 2006) as a stepping stone to introduce related work on the 

different roles users and design researchers can play in the design process (figure 10.1). The horizontal 

axis of the design research topology is used to describe methods and techniques that involved 

participants as ‘subjects’ or ‘partners’. The vertical axis describes a ‘research-led’ approach (bottom) 

versus a ‘design-led’ (top) approach.

 

In this section, I first discuss the research-led side of the topology. Data-enabled design’s contextual 

explorations can be positioned on this side, as they aim to gain insight in context, behavior and 

experience. For the user-as-subject quadrant (i.e., the left-bottom quadrant) I discuss the role of 

sensor-equipped prototypes as a means for remote observation. For the user-as-partner quadrant 

(i.e., right-bottom quadrant) I discuss how qualitative techniques have been used to enrich the sensor 

based insights, but also how they were used to gain more nuanced insight in context, behavior  

and experience.

 

After that, I switch to the design-led side of the topology. As the informed explorations aim to 

continuously confirm and expand on the situated design, they advocate data-enabled design’s 

contribution to the design-led side of the topology. For the user-as-subject quadrant (i.e., the left-

top quadrant) I discuss the role of experiential prototypes and data-enabled design’s wizard-of-oz 

approach. For the user-as-partner quadrant, I discuss how co-create sessions with participants were 

used to develop meaningful, intelligent ecosystems.

 

I conclude this section with a discussion on how these different quadrants integrate into the data-

enabled design process.

A research-led approach with users involved as subjects
The left-bottom quadrant of the topology outlined methods and techniques that were research- 

led and involved participants as subjects. This combination was often used in evaluative practices  

as human factors and ergonomics (Albras et al., 2002), usability testing (Preece et al., 2002) and data-

driven design (King et al., 2017). In chapter 2.3, I argued that this quadrant was not of much interest 

for my perspective, as I was more interested in explorative than evaluative practices. However, in 

hindsight, essential aspects of data-enabled design are positioned in this quadrant. The contextual 

explorations used sensor-equipped prototypes, positioned in everyday life, to gain insight in context, 

behavior and experience. This way, participants were remotely observed by which they contributed  

to the design process in a subject role. 
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An explorative approach to involving users as subjects in research-led studies

In contrast to the techniques that were earlier presented in this quadrant, these contextual 

explorations had an explorative instead of an evaluative character. The aim of data collection was 

to get surprised and inspired by actions that people undertake in everyday life. For example, in the 

Connected Baby Bottle case study, sensor data was collected to gain insight in when parents fed their 

child. This gave unexpected insights about daily routines and behaviors (e.g., that all participating 

babies drank their bottle faster than what NHS guidelines recommended), which increased the general 

understanding of bottle feeding routines. We repeatedly elaborated on this explorative role of data in 

the ‘role of data’ lens, especially in the transition from collecting data (part (B)) to gaining to insight in 

context, behavior and experience (part (C)) in the 8-shaped model of data-enabled design (figure 5.3).

The value of longitudinal remote observations

The sensor data facilitated remote observation, which did not require the presence of a design 

researcher. The observation of multiple people in their everyday setting promoted comparison of 

behavioral patterns within and amongst participants. These behavioral patterns would have been 

very different when executed in a mimicked setting such as an experience lab. The gathering of data 

through sensors allowed to gain insight into what people really do. Especially the automated data 

collection did not require input from participants (e.g., data collectors would be automatically switched 

on and off) and thereby could fade into the background. As a result, this approach elicited insight 

into the everyday life of people in a very detailed manner, beyond what these people were aware of 

themselves. This was further enhanced by the ability to ‘observe’ beyond a single use case as it gave 

insight into how the behavior of participants changed over time. This is something that the sensor data 

was particularly good at, as these changes are often difficult to identify by the participant and even by 

a human observer.  

Research-Led

Expert
Mindset

users
seen as

subjects

Participatory
Mindset
users
seen as 
partners

Design-Led

(1)

(2) (3)

Figure 10.1. Design research topography adopted from Sanders (2006) as an underlay for plotting three  

data-enabled design paths.
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Exploring which data is relevant

In the uGrow+ Professional and Caring Home case study the value of this sensor data was further 

underlined as different data trackers were used to gain broad yet detailed insight into the design 

domain. Some of these trackers had closed data collection abilities while others were open for 

different types of data. This means that, on the one hand, the design team could predefine what  

data would be collected (i.e., trackers with closed data collection approach), while, on the other  

hand, they could leave it up to the participant to define what to collect (i.e., trackers with open data 

collection approach). 

Each type of data trackers came with its own qualities. For example, the ‘closed’ connected toothbrush 

could capture brushing pressure values that were highly detailed and could not be gained with an 

‘open’ tracker. However, the tracker could only gain insight into that specific topic. The ‘open’ motion 

tracker, which could be attached to an object and allowed for ‘detailed observation’ of actions related 

to that object (e.g., attached to a kettle it could give insight into the serving moments). However, the 

motion tracker was only valuable when attached to objects that moved. The ‘open’ toggle switch 

could log the duration of any event, ranging from concrete actions to data gathering of feelings or 

thoughts. However, this tracker did only capture that an event happened and for how long, but not 

allow to capture details within that event. This way, data-enabled design has presented a new way 

in which a combination of trackers with a closed and open data collection approach can be utilized 

by participants to compose a personal data collection. Thereby it gave insight in which data could 

be valuable in the intelligent ecosystem, but also showed that which data is relevant depends on the 

user and context. Hence, this openness and flexibility, originating from the research-led approaches, 

became an essential feature for the design of intelligent ecosystems that aim to encompass 

idiosyncrasies and personal perspectives.

Using solution data for evaluation 

Although data-enabled design emphasizes the use of data for exploratory purposes, this does not 

mean that its evaluative qualities can no longer be utilized. I see opportunities for the data to also 

serve an evaluative purpose in steps after the first steps that we focussed on in this dissertation.  

For example, it could be used to evaluate the impact of certain design interventions, or it could be 

used for usability evaluations. The Connected Baby Bottle study provided a first example of this, as  

it showed how the data could be used to evaluate the behavioral implications of design interventions. 

For example, it showed how people changed the environment they were feeding in based on an 

insight card about the relationship between environmental noise and the number of interruptions). 

For future research, it would be interesting to do a further investigation into how data of intelligent 

ecosystems can also be used to evaluate experiences after market launch. This shows how solution 

data, collected on a large scale, can also be used as research data to study the societal implications  

of design interventions. For example, if the Connected Baby Bottle gets used on a large scale, data 

about the number of interruptions can be used to study the health benefits of a certain insight card.  

Contribution

Looking back, data-enabled design has shown how sensor data, collected in everyday life for longer 

periods of time and without the presence of a design researcher, allows for detailed insights that can 

go beyond what people are aware of. Besides it has highlighted that an exploration of which data 

could be relevant in a particular domain can be facilitated by a combination of ‘closed’ and ‘open’ data 

trackers. With that, data-enabled design has shown that this quadrant of the design research topology 

can also be used for exploratory purposes, next to the earlier defined evaluative purposes that were 

positioned in these.
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A research-led approach with users involved as partners
The right-bottom part of the topology depicted methods and techniques that were research-led and 

involved participants as partners. In this partner role, participants were regarded as active co-creators 

in the design process (Mattelmäki & Sleeswijk Visser, 2011; Sanders & Stappers, 2014). In this quadrant, 

research on Participatory Design (Ehn,1988; Spinuzzi, 2005) and ‘Scandinavian design’ (Ehn, 1992) 

were positioned.

 

In chapter 2.3, I indicated that it was often difficult for participants to join the research process for 

intelligent solutions. Participants could hardly imagine what the relevance of data could be, let alone 

that they could contribute as partners in the research process. The initial interviews of the Connected 

Baby Bottle and uGrow+ Professional project confirmed this, as they showed how it was difficult for 

participants to imagine what their experiences would be in this ‘new reality’. 

Figure 10.2. Families 

and healthcare 

professional 

in the uGrow+ 

Professional project 

in a data-enabled 

interview.

Figure 10.3. A data-

enabled interview 

in the first step of 

the Caring Home 

study.
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Involving participants as partners to gain contextual, behavioral and experiential insights 

In the previous section, I showed how data-enabled design valued sensor data as a way to remotely 

gain insight. However, it was a struggle for design researchers to gain insight purely from the sensor 

data, as it was not immediately clear what the data represented. Besides, the point of view of the 

participant was needed to unravel what the relevance of the data could be. Therefore, data-enabled 

design argued for the involvement of participants in this meaning-making process. Participants 

were invited to share their experiences about the design domain (e.g., baby bottle feeding) and were 

encouraged to tell stories about the events they recognized in the data. The data-enabled design 

interviews (figure 10.2 and 10.3) exemplify a technique in which participants were involved as partners to 

do so. In these interviews, simple data visualizations of the participants’ personal data were presented, 

to which they could respond. This interview was a dialogue between the user-experience researcher 

and the participant as they both had different insights that enriched each other. The user-experience 

researcher had marked deviating patterns that served as inspiration for discussion. For example, in the 

Connected Baby Bottle case study the long session with a lot of random movement, that turned out 

to be a car ride, was used as a conversation starter for deviating events that did not look like feedings. 

Participants were initially not that excited about the visualizations, as they were difficult to understand. 

Once the user-experience researchers explained (e.g., by acting out) what the data represented they 

could connect the patterns to their everyday life they started to share rich and detailed stories. This 

resulted in a much more detailed and nuanced understanding of the data, as it could now be used to 

gain insight in context, behavior and experience. The empathic skills and the user-experience oriented 

approach of the user-experience researchers were key in these sessions. Participants needed to feel 

comfortable to review data and to share these detailed stories about their personal lives. The richer 

and more personal these stories were, the more insight they gave in the uniqueness and idiosyncrasies 

of these people, which was something that our designs could come to encompass.  

Home visits or visiting the design (research) studio

To preserve high levels of ecological validity, data-enabled design argued for a remote approach  

in which the everyday life was affected as little as possible. Design researchers stayed in the design 

(research) studio, while participants remained in their everyday life context. Yet, for the participatory 

sessions where participants were involved as partners, this separation could no longer uphold. Either 

the design researcher stepped out of the design (research) studio for qualitative sessions in the 

everyday life of participants (e.g., data-enabled interviews, contextual inquiries) or participants were 

invited into the design (research) studio to actively think along (e.g., the co-reflective final interviews 

of the Connected Baby Bottle study). In the majority of the case studies, these qualitative sessions 

happened at the participant’s home. This was the preferred option for one-on-one sessions, as  

the home visits helped in gaining an understanding of who these people were and allowed them  

to explain quirks of their life (e.g., my child gets distracted from feeding when the dog barks). In case 

we wanted to facilitate group discussions participants visited the design (research) studio. This setup 

was less suitable to discuss personal uniqueness, but helped in stimulating their creativity and to 

think beyond themselves (e.g., how their insights could be relevant for others). The value of these 

participatory sessions is advocated in the data-enabled design model (figure 5.2) by the straight 

arrows up and down, indicating how design research and participants can jump sides on a short 

session basis. 

Contribution

Data-enabled design contributes to this quadrant by providing a new way for participants to actively 

think along in discussions that revolve around data and intelligent ecosystems. By using personal data 

visualizations, participants are enabled to contribute with rich stories that together give detailed and 

nuanced insight in context, behavior and experience. 
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A design-led approach with users involved as subjects
The left-top part of the topology represents methods and techniques that are design-led and involve 

participants as subjects. In this quadrant, a rich variety of probing techniques (Boehner et al., 2007) are 

positioned, together with design-inclusive user-experience research methods (Vermeeren et al., 2016) 

and research on design and emotion (Koskinen et al., 2003).  

Experiential prototypes to shape an experiential ‘new reality’ for participants

Data-enabled design’s informed explorations were design-led and set out to create a ‘new reality’  

for participants to experience. From a user-experience research point of view, this was valuable as 

the ability to change experiences is widely regarded as an effective way to study experiences (Reason 

& Bradbury, 2007; Hassenzahl & Tractinsky, 2006). To be able to do this, we introduced experiential 

prototypes, which participants could use in their everyday life setting. These contained a significant 

part of the functionality and qualities of the designs they prototyped. As these prototypes were 

also sensor equipped (see the first section), they could be used to remotely reflect on how people 

interacted with these designs and how they created meaning in interaction. 

Continuous design explorations as a means to understand new experiences

Next to this, experiential prototypes were open and malleable, as they were part of the data-enabled 

design canvas. This data-enabled design canvas proved to be a valuable tool for remotely gaining 

insight, but also for adapting the designs. The continuous character of data-enabled design is an 

important contribution to the user-experience research community as it allows user-experience 

design researchers to continuously adapt the design to create new experiences. Data can be collected 

about these new experiences, which can again inspire and inform new design explorations. These 

designs serve to elicit new responses, which is how these insights can be continuously deepened as 

well as broadened. For example, the connected toothbrush data in the Caring Home study showed 

how a daughter used different modes in one long session and another moment just brushed for 

one minute. In the weekly interview, this data became an interesting topic to explore the domain of 

oral healthcare from a teenager perspective (e.g., the topics of braces and self-esteem). At the same 

time, the data from the connected toothbrush gave insight into whether specific care modules were 

successful in increasing the brushing time. This allowed the team to continuously deploy new design 

interventions, based on situated insights. This could mean that on the one hand certain insights were 

further emphasized, e.g., by collecting more specific data around that topic, while on the other hand 

the scope of these explorations was expanded. 

Using personal insights to design personal intelligent solutions

From a research-led point of view, data could be used to gain insight into personal perspectives.  

The design-led point of view was essential in making this personal understanding part of the 

intelligent solution. The wizard-of-oz approach was instrumental in these explorations, as it allowed 

for the empathic user-experience research perspective to become part of the design explorations.  

For example, the Connected Baby Bottle study showed how the empathic approach helped to create  

a richer variety of insight cards that went beyond the aspects that could be improved. And in the 

Caring Home case study the wizard-of-oz approach helped in unraveling which care modules could 

be of interest to the user and how they could be further personalized according to their interest 

profile. Next to this, the wizard-of-oz approach helped in designing for intelligent solutions that 

took technological feasibility into account. The Caring Home study showed a setup in which human 

operators (often with user-experience research or design background) could not directly use their 

traditionally qualitative oriented techniques. Instead, they had to build an understanding of the 

participant through its data as if they were an intelligent system. Besides, this approach benefitted 

from a separation of design researchers that have personal contact with the participants, and, design 
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researchers that act as human operators. This way, the human operators had access to the same  

data as the intelligent solution had.  As a result, design researchers had to find new means for  

gaining a personal understanding (e.g., the chatbot dialogues). The techniques that were used to 

achieve this were closer to what intelligent ecosystems could do and thereby provided a realistic 

framework for exploration. 

Contribution

Data-enabled design utilizes experiential prototypes, which allows users to be involved as subjects  

in design-led experiments. Data-enabled design contributes to the established work in this quadrant 

by presenting a dynamic way in which designs can be continuously and remotely updated, to offer 

new experiences, that can also be studied remotely. This explorative approach has shown to be 

valuable as the experiential prototypes were necessary for participants to experience intelligent 

ecosystems, that were far outside their frame of reference. The situated design approach was 

instrumental in involving the versatility and complexity of everyday context in these explorations, 

which allowed design researchers to study how people create meaning in their everyday interactions. 

The wizard-of-oz approach was instrumental in facilitating these explorations and has shown to result 

in intelligent ecosystems that emphasize personal uniqueness. 

A design-led approach with users involved as partners
The right-top part of the topology constitutes methods and techniques that are design-led and involve 

participants as partners. This quadrant is mostly represented by a variety of co-design (Sanders & 

Stappers, 2014), co-create (Sanders & Stappers, 2008) and co-reflection techniques (Tomico et al., 

2009) that originate from research on participatory design (Ehn,1988; Spinuzzi, 2005).   

Co-creating intelligent ecosystems

This is a quadrant that has received less attention in the data-enabled design explorations. Other 

research in this area shows how participants can actively co-create when provided with the right  

tools (Dove et al., 2017). Examples are of participatory design sessions where factory workers  

co-create their working environment (Ehn, 1988) or different stakeholders discuss refugee problems 

through interactive discussion tables (Jaasma, 2018). However, the design of intelligent solutions  

is more complex and there are few tools available that enable users to explore (Lefeuvre et al., 2016; 

Dove et al., 2017). At different points in the cases studies different tools were explored that could 

enable this active co-creating role. For example, the attempt to create data visualizations together  

with participants in the uGrow+ Professional case study and the construction of new ideas for  

valuable care modules through the use of an icon set in the Caring Home case study. Although  

these sessions gave valuable insights (i.e., in the bottom-right quadrant), it was hard to succeed in 

enabling participants to actively co-create on solutions. The design challenges were too complex, 

or too far outside their current frame of reference, and the tools did not help them to cover this gap. 

However, over time participants have become increasingly capable of thinking along in this design 

space. More intelligent solutions and ecosystems have found a way into daily life. Thereby, it has 

become easier for participants to imagine what these types of solutions should understand and  

how they can learn and adapt. 

Contribution

Although the case studies have only brought forward initial examples of how participants can be 

involved as partners in design-led explorations, I see new opportunities now that participants are 

becoming more familiar with intelligent solutions that use data. However, new tools need to be 

developed to facilitate co-creation with data.
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The integration of topology quadrants
So far, I have addressed how data-enabled design has contributed to the different quadrants of 

Sanders and Stappers’ design research topology (Sanders & Stappers, 2008). I did so to discuss the 

different roles of users in relation to design and research. In explaining how data-enabled design has 

contributed to the different quadrants, I emphasized how our methodology combines values from 

these different quadrants in a more dynamic manner than the ones that were already depicted in the 

topology. The depicted techniques and methods were all given a specific position and scope. As a 

result, some are clearly located in one of the quadrants (e.g., probes and human factors), where others 

are positioned on the boundaries between quadrants (e.g., design and emotion, contextual inquiry). 

Positioning data-enabled design in one of these quadrants, or even in one place in the topology, 

would diminish its ability to dynamically employ different roles.

For example, path 1 in figure 10.1 illustrates how these roles dynamically switched in the uGrow+ 

Professional case study. The study started by having discussions with healthcare professionals  

about the potential role of parent-tracked data in their daily practice (right-bottom quadrant). After 

that, prototypes were created that allowed healthcare professionals and parents to experience a ‘new 

reality’ (left-top quadrant). The data collected about their interactions in the ecosystem were used to 

gain a more detailed and nuanced understanding of the design space (left-bottom quadrant). Next 

to this, the collected data facilitated the co-create sessions with healthcare professionals to come up 

with new data visualization formats (right-top quadrant). Although these examples cover only a small 

subset of the situated explorations of that study, they show how data-enabled design dynamically 

adopted different roles for the participant and design researcher in the same process. This shows the 

value of being able to take different positions inside the topology. However, it is not only a matter of 

being able to switch positions. Data-enabled design’s strength lies in the ability to combine these 

different perspectives. The data-enabled interviews, for example, showcase the value of a data-

enabled ethnographic approach (left-bottom quadrant) in combination with a qualitative dialogue 

around the meaning of this data (right-bottom quadrant). This is advocated by path 2 in figure 10.1. 

 

The same holds for being able to switch between design-led and research-led perspectives. In the 

data-enabled design process, contextual and informed explorations can run in parallel and therefore 

combinations of design-led and research-led perspectives intertwine. Path 3 in figure 10.1 for example 

shows how the Caring Home study introduced sensor-equipped devices for contextual explorations 

(left-bottom quadrant), which also became part of first informed explorations (left-top quadrant).

This dynamic role within the situated design explorations was important for design researchers and 

user-experience researchers, as it allowed them to employ techniques and methods that were most 

relevant at that point in the design process. However, this also introduced challenges for participants. 

It was sometimes not clear what was expected from them, as they were asked to actively co-create 

in one moment, where they were asked to ‘just be themselves and act like they normally would’ at 

another moment. 

This is where the topology provides a valuable framework for reflection. By positioning the intentions 

of a situated design exploration in this topology, it both becomes concrete whether an exploration 

is a contextual or an informed one and whether the user is involved as a subject or a partner. This is 

instrumental in communicating to the participants what is expected from them, which allows them  

to contribute in the best possible manner.
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10.2 The integration of disciplines to facilitate situated design 
explorations
So far, I showed how data-enabled design facilitates continuous shifts in perspective throughout 

different situated design explorations. Next to this more dynamic approach, data-enabled design  

also allows for a more open approach. There were often only some high-level hypotheses to start 

from, but these got defined and redefined throughout the process. At the same time, the challenge  

to design for intelligent ecosystems has become increasingly multi-faceted and therefore started  

to involve a variety of disciplines. For example, it required explorations of artificial intelligence while 

collecting domain relevant content. As a consequence of these challenges, different disciplines had  

to work more closely together, to jointly define the direction of explorations.

 

Prototyping skills (including hardware engineering, software engineering and data science), user-

experience research, design, project management and domain expertise were combined in the 

different case studies. The project charters at the start of each case study showed how these different 

disciplines were involved throughout the process. The integration of these competencies in one 

data-enabled design process has posed implications for all of them. For example, data scientists 

needed to find ways of dealing with small data (Buharali, 2016; Lovei, 2016), engineers had to build 

prototypes of which its specifications were constantly changing (van Kollenburg et al., 2017b), domain 

experts were asked to position their knowledge in a broader ecosystem perspective, and, project 

management needed to become more open for the flexibility, uncertainty and dynamic character  

of these processes.

 

To facilitate this close collaboration, the involved disciplines had to better understand each others’ 

strengths and weaknesses. Working together at the same table was a fundament for this (figure 10.4).  

It allowed for a continuous dialogue about future directions, instead of independent ‘swim lanes’  

or ‘development tracks’ that did only rarely interact. For example, the data scientist had to work 

together with the engineer to figure out what data could be relevant to track. This was a dialogue 

between what was possible from the engineering point of view, but also what could be valuable  

from a data science point of view. As it was not clear which patterns could be encompassed by the 

data, the user-experience researcher also had an important role in this. For this specific challenge,  

they worked together to define what data could be relevant and feasible to collect. This articulates 

how each discipline had its own challenges and opportunities, which could in this way become part  

of the discussion.

 

In chapter 2, I argued for the integration of user-experience research and design to aid in designing 

more personal solutions. The bottom loop of the 8-shape model (figure 5.3) clearly illustrates this 

integration. In the transition from the everyday life to the design studio (i.e., from figure 5.3 (part B 

to part C)) user-experience research plays a dominant role. In this phase, design researchers were 

responsible for gaining a rich variety of insights that depict how context, behavior and experience are 

personal. In the next phase (i.e., figure 5.3 part D) these insights could become part of the intelligent 

solution. Design researchers played a dominant role in this phase, to make sure that the personal 

uniqueness could be emphasized by the design. Additionally, involvement in this phase also enabled 

the design researcher to adapt the design with the intention to gain new insights. In the Connected 

Baby Bottle study, for example, the user-experience research results argued for the integration of  

more contextual sensors. 

Following these arguments, I have shown how the integration of different disciplines is essential for 

the success of data-enabled design and its situated design explorations. However, these explorations 

would benefit from an even broader variety of perspectives to make follow up steps easier. The case 
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studies that were presented in this thesis, for example, often lacked a clear business perspective.  

On the other hand, different disciplines also brought in different and sometimes conflicting 

perspectives, which did not always positively impacted the pace of the explorations. Therefore, 

more is not necessarily better. A small and committed core team (user-experience research, design, 

prototyping and domain experts) that is involved in setting up a first step in the data-enabled design 

process (as shown in the Connected Baby Bottle study) seemed to work best. In the following steps, 

this team can be expanded with people for other disciplines, depending on the scope of those steps. 

As some knowledge is difficult to document and is therefore embodied in the design researcher, I argue 

for a core team that remains the same across different steps of the process. To preserve the focus 

on designing personal intelligent ecosystems, that are meaningful for people, I have shown how a 

combination of design and user-experience research disciplines should be at the core of this team.

10.3 A personal approach to designing for intelligent ecosystems
In chapter 2 I explained how I set out to utilize my user-experience perspective, to design for intelligent 

ecosystems which could better understand and adapt to personal needs. Following my role as a 

people researcher, my original emphasis was on how more detailed and nuanced insights could 

Figure 10.4. Multidisciplinary team of the Connected Baby Bottle project working together on a daily basis.
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better inform the design of these personal solutions. This perspective is encompassed in the different 

techniques and methods that we developed to remotely gain insight (e.g., the data-enabled interviews, 

the small data approach, or the remote experience sampling techniques). However, my objective was 

not only to develop methods and techniques to gain higher quality insights, but also to investigate 

ways in which these insights can inform the design process. With data-enabled design, we have shown 

two ways in which these contextual, behavioral and experiential insights could be leveraged in the 

design process.

 

The first way is found in how contextual, behavioral and experiential insights from contextual or 

informed explorations continuously inform new situated design explorations. This way, the insights 

give direction to the design process and thereby to the solution. The fact that this emphasis on insights 

has become an inherent part of the design process, instead of only being involved in certain phases, 

had as a result that the user-experience perspective was well represented at all times.

 

The second way is found in how this emphasis on personal context, behavior and experience is 

reflected in the framing of intelligent ecosystems. In the discussions on intelligent solutions their  

ability to understand, adapt and learn was highlighted. This characterization emphasized the need  

for the solution to gain a more personal understanding of the users’ context, behavior and experience, 

so that the content, interaction and role of the solution could adapt accordingly. In this process 

data-enabled design valued insights into people’s idiosyncrasies, which articulated the ambition 

to make these intelligent solutions truly personal. To facilitate this personal understanding, some 

of the techniques that are regularly used by user-experience researchers inspired the design of the 

solution. For example, the personas (Pruitt & Adlin, 2010; Miaskiewicz & Kozar, 2011) technique, in 

which characteristics of a user group are captured, inspired the creation of interest profiles, which set 

out to capture the characteristics of the individual user. This allowed these solutions to gain this more 

personal understanding without the need for a human operator. This way, these intelligent solutions 

could be implemented on a large scale, without losing their attention to personal uniqueness.

 

Next to this, my emphasis on human uniqueness is also reflected in the ambition we had with 

ecosystems. In each of the discussions on the ecosystem characteristics, this emphasis is visible. 

For example, the system characteristic argued that relationships between ecosystem elements were 

highly personal, the coevolution characteristic argued for personal growth (which was shown in the 

Caring Home study), the diversity characteristic elaborated on the ecosystems could develop to adapt 

to people’s idiosyncrasies and the locality characteristic emphasized how personal meaning making 

again affects all of these interactions in the ecosystem. 

10.4 A user-experience oriented perspective on data-enabled design
In conclusion, I have shown how my user-experience oriented perspective has contributed to data-

enabled design through its qualitative and empathic focus. In terms of methodology, this is reflected 

in the emphasis on high levels of personal attention (i.e., ‘small data’ approach), which resulted in 

more detailed and nuanced insight in personal context, behavior and experience. By making user-

experience research activities an inherent part of the design process, I have not only shown how it 

can be used to gain insight, but also how this perspective can be valuable in design activities. As a 

result, intelligent ecosystems can understand, learn and adapt to people’s idiosyncrasies by also using 

qualitative techniques to enrich their understanding of context, behavior and experience. Thereby 

I have shown how a detailed and nuanced understanding of context, behavior and experience is 

no longer only user-experience research, but that intelligent ecosystems can leverage a similar 

understanding to be able to adapt their actions to the uniqueness of the user.
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11.0 Chapter outline
In this chapter Sander reviews how his experimental, prototype-centric perspective (chapter 3)  

on designing for intelligent ecosystems. First, he explains how data-enabled design has used proto-

types in situated design explorations as a means of inquiry (section 11.1). Based on that, he discusses 

the different qualities that prototypes need to have to facilitate explorations with data. Second, he 

discusses how the activity of prototyping is used as a vehicle for inquiry in data-enabled design 

(section 11.2). In this discussion, he outlines how data has become design material and how a different 

mindset to prototyping is instrumental in facilitating that. To conclude, he shows how both parts of his 

perspective have started to intertwine in data-enabled design and that the largest contribution of his 

perspective is found in that integration (section 11.3). 

11.1 Experiential prototypes to study design interventions in 
everyday life
This first part of my perspective addresses how experiential prototypes can be utilized to study the 

effects of design interventions in everyday life. In chapter 3, I explained how this part of my perspective 

is based on earlier endeavors in Experimental Design Research (EDR; Brandt & Binder, 2007) and my 

prior involvement in research on Experiential Design Landscapes (EDLs; Peeters & Megens, 2014). 

These design research approaches strongly advocate running design studies in everyday life, so as to 

investigate the ‘real-world’ implications of new designs. Through this in-situ character, these methods 

set out to increase the ecological validity of experiments while maintaining some level of experimental 

control (Peeters et al., 2013). 

In this first part of my perspective, I discuss the value of design studies in an everyday life setting, the 

different roles (experiential) prototypes can play in that, and what qualities these prototypes should 

have to facilitate these studies. 

Design interventions in an everyday life setting
Intelligent ecosystems are versatile and complex networks of products and services, in which multiple 

users can interact. This complexity makes it difficult (if not impossible) for design researchers to predict 

how design interventions can manifest themselves in everyday life. Therefore, data-enabled design 

advocates a situated design approach in which experiential prototypes are deployed in participants’ 

everyday environments. This allows participants to build relationships with the design, in the richness 

of their everyday lives. By studying how these relationships emerge, design researchers are enabled  

to gain insight into the impact of the design interventions.    

Initially, I argued for this situated design approach to provide means for understanding the implications 

of design interventions. The Wearable Team Coach and Social Stairs project, that I presented in 

chapter 3, advocate this more evaluative character. The first in-situ study, in the Connected Baby 

Bottle project, showed how prototypes can also be used to gain a more detailed understanding of the 

design space (figure 11.1). Instead of using in-situ studies to evaluate the impact of design interventions, 

this study brought forward a rich collection of insights that inspired and informed the design process. 

These so-called contextual explorations show the value of more exploratory in-situ studies. Although 

they do not introduce experiential prototypes for participants, they introduce prototypes that are used 

as instruments to gain a more detailed and nuanced understanding of the design space. 

To remotely gain insight, I argued for the use of sensor data. I did so as I had previously experienced 

that this type of data could provide detailed insight into behavior, while highlighting behaviors that 

participants were often even unaware of themselves. These qualities of sensor data were confirmed 
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Figure 11.1. The Connected Baby Bottle prototype used in its everyday setting
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throughout the case studies, as these studies, for example, showed how sensor data could be used  

to gain detailed insight in bottle feeding routines or morning routines in the bathroom. Next to this, the 

contextual explorations showed how a more qualitative perspective could be valuable, as it provided 

a more nuanced perspective. The sensor data gave insight into what happened, while the qualitative 

data told the story of why it happened and what it meant. A ‘small data’ approach proved valuable  

to combine these types of data, as it allowed for an in-depth understanding of what made a user  

and context unique. 

The informed explorations did introduce experiential prototypes but did not focus on an evaluation 

of the impact of these design interventions. Instead, these explorations emphasized the role that the 

intelligent ecosystem (prototype) played in the everyday lives of participants. The different situated 

design explorations further explored how the intelligent ecosystem could be developed to facilitate 

these different roles. In this process, the contextual insights were valuable, as they informed the design  

researcher about what made a user or context unique. This understanding could become part of the  

intelligent ecosystem (prototype), which allowed participants to experience how an intelligent eco-

system that had a more detailed and nuanced understanding, could adapt in a more personal manner. 

Where other methods (e.g. Experimental Design Research (Brandt & Binder, 2007)) that value in-situ 

design studies often introduce a prototype that does not change over the course of the study, data-

enabled design argued for an open and flexible collection of prototypes. These prototypes could be 

remotely updated based on situated insights, so that they could iteratively advance over the course  

of the study. This is a direct consequence of the fact that these in-situ studies were more explorative 

than evaluative. 

Contribution

Data-enabled design contributes to established work that utilizes in-situ studies by showing how 

these studies can become more dynamic and explorative. As a consequence, these studies can be 

seen as situated design explorations rather than in-situ evaluations. This means that they are more 

generative and aid the continuous development of intelligent ecosystems. (Experiential) prototypes 

play an instrumental role in this process, as they serve both as instruments to gain insight and as 

experiential versions of intelligent ecosystems. 

What do data-enabled design prototypes prototype?
In chapter 3, I introduced Houde & Hill’s (1997) influential work on what prototypes prototype, 

to emphasize how prototypes can be used to explore the ‘role’, the ‘look and feel’ and the 

‘implementation’ of the design. I showed how most early work on prototyping focussed on one 

of these aspects, where later work combines these and brings them together (Houde & Hill, 1997; 

McCurdy et al., 2006). 

Towards a dynamic and personal definition of the ‘role’

The research presented in this thesis focused on how intelligent ecosystems could become part of  

the everyday lives of people. Thereby, data-enabled design prototypes emphasized the ‘role’ aspect 

of Houde & Hill (i.e., the position of an artifact in the life of the users; how it becomes relevant to them). 

The Connected Baby Bottle prototype, for example, focused on how a connected baby bottle could 

play a relevant role in the daily routines of parents. 

Both the contextual and informed explorations emphasized the exploration of this ‘role’. The 

contextual explorations aimed to gain an understanding of the design space and, thereby, explored 

in which parts of that design space an intelligent ecosystem could play a role. Next to this, these 
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explorations also set out to gain an understanding of how the uniqueness of the user and the context 

could influence this role. In the informed explorations, experiential prototypes were deployed in the 

everyday lives of participants. Because participants interacted with these prototypes on a daily basis, 

they explored which role the design could play in their everyday lives. As design researchers, we could 

use the (remotely) collected data to gain insight in this newly acquired role. In series of situated design 

explorations, design researchers explored how new designs could become relevant for participants, 

which again emphasized that the prototypes were used to explore the role of the design in an 

everyday life setting.

However, intelligent ecosystems emphasize that this ‘role’ is not one static description that is the 

same for everybody. People are unique and as a consequence, they make meaning in interaction in 

different ways. Over time, their needs and interests also change, which affects the role designs play in 

their everyday life. Chapter 5.6 introduced the intelligent ecosystem’s ability to adapt this role based 

on a detailed and nuanced understanding of the user and context. Therefore, the prototypes of these 

intelligent ecosystems also needed to become more dynamic, to allow for the exploration of how 

different people assign different roles in different ways. Data-enabled design’s ‘small data’ approach 

played an instrumental role in facilitating an in-depth understanding of this is done differently by 

different people. 

‘Look and feel’ and ‘implementation’ should not be overlooked

Although our case studies primarily focused on an exploration of the ‘role’ of the design, we also 

addressed the ‘look and feel’ and ‘implementation’ in our prototypes as they were also needed to 

provide a realistic experience. For example, in many cases (e.g. the Connected Baby Bottle sleeve, 

uGrow+ Professional data trackers, Caring Home motion sensor) we had to develop a low energy 

consumption ‘implementation’, as a wired solution or the need for hourly charge moments would 

destroy the envisioned experience. The uGrow+ Professional study, for example, also showed 

how the ‘look and feel’ of prototypes was important as the look and feel of the data trackers (i.e., 

wooden toolkit) influenced where people positioned them in their homes. This shows how both the 

‘implementation’ and ‘look and feel’ should be considered when designing experiential prototypes.  

All aspects contribute to the experience and therefore influence the role it gains in everyday life. 

In our studies, we have shown how we often struggled to find this balance. Sometimes a part of the 

look and feel that seemed irrelevant at first had a much larger impact than anticipated. For example, 

the lights of the Connected Baby Bottle sleeve lid up when the sleeve was put on the charger. This  

light was so bright that parents could not sleep next to the charger and had to place it in another room. 

As a result, they had to get out of bed before being able to feed their child. 

Probes and prototypes

In this thesis, the term ‘prototypes’ was used to refer to all designed artifacts. However, the prototypes 

in the contextual explorations clearly played a different role than the prototypes in the informed 

explorations. Therefore, they also had different qualities. In this thesis, we did not make a distinction 

between probes and prototypes, as we used the character of the situated design exploration they 

were part of to describe the purpose of the artifact. Nevertheless, parallels can easily be drawn with 

work on probes and prototyping. 

The artifacts of the contextual explorations show more similarities with the way in which probes are 

used, as they are used to traverse the design space, aim to inspire (Gaver et al., 1999) and inform 

(Boehner et al., 2007) the design process. They are not solutions in themselves, but serve as design 

research tools. The sensor-equipped bottle sleeve, for example, show similarities with how Hutchinson 
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et al. (2003), described Technology Probes , and the iPad app that was used in the first step of the 

Caring Home study shows similarities with how Hulkko et al.’s describe Mobiles Probes (Hulkko et 

al., 2004). The artifacts of the informed explorations are prototypes. They implement (part of) the 

envisioned functionality and aim to provide new experiences for participants. Therefore, we also 

referred to them as experiential prototypes (Buchenau & Suri, 2000). 

The reason why the distinction between probes and prototypes was not articulated throughout 

the thesis lies in the fact that these two roles have started to intertwine in the data-enabled design 

process and through the focus on intelligent ecosystems, up to a point where they can not be 

meaningfully separated. The artifacts of the contextual explorations (i.e., which were more like probes) 

often gradually evolved into artifacts that were used in informed explorations (i.e., experiential 

prototypes), as it became more clear what the potential value was of the data they captured. The 

sensor-equipped baby bottle sleeve, which was designed to gain insight into the design space, for 

example, evolved into a Connected Baby Bottle concept. The design process visualizations of each 

case study (figure 9.4) also show that multiple contextual and informed explorations have started 

to run in parallel. This meant that at any point, prototypes, as well as probes, were deployed in the 

everyday life setting. Some artifacts in the ecosystem served contextual explorations where others 

simultaneously served informed explorations. For example, in the uGrow+ Professional case study, the 

audio level sensor (i.e., a contextual exploration) was introduced while the push button was used to 

provide the healthcare professional with insight in a regurgitation issue (i.e., an informed exploration).

Because artifacts of contextual explorations often gradually evolved into artifacts for informed 

explorations, and because of these contextual and informed explorations mix as they are used to 

investigate different parts of the ecosystem, we choose not to make this distinction. However, the 

values of each are still advocated by the intentions of the contextual and informed explorations. 

Contribution

I have shown how data-enabled design prototypes balance different purposes of a prototype. Data-

enabled design prototypes primarily focus on explorations of the ‘role’ of the design in everyday life,  

but also pay attention to the ‘look and feel’ and ‘implementation’, as these have shown to significantly 

influence the ‘role’. Next to this, I have articulated how the exploration of the ‘role’ should be 

reconsidered, now the intelligent ecosystems can adapt their role. Last, I positioned the prototypes 

of the contextual and informed explorations in the discussion on probes and prototypes. Based on 

this, I concluded that their difference is not so clear in data-enabled design explorations and therefore 

explained why we do not make this distinction. Instead, we use the different types of explorations (i.e., 

contextual or informed explorations) to identify the objective of these prototypes. 

Fidelity of prototypes
In chapter 3, I discussed the different levels of fidelity that prototypes can have and the necessity  

to fit the fidelity level to the purpose of these prototypes (Hengeveld et al., 2016; Sanders, 2006;  

Sauer & Sonderegger, 2009). 

Data-enabled design prototypes are often regarded as high-fidelity prototypes, as they bring together 

a myriad of functionality. They are sensor-equipped; are able to share their data with other elements 

in the ecosystem; are able to share their data with design researchers; can run algorithms to process 

the data they collect; can adapt in different ways; are robust and can be used for a longer period of 

time; can be operated without the intervention of a technician; can be remotely updated by the design 

researchers, etc. Many of these aspects are required to facilitate continuous and remote situated 

design explorations. 
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These prototypes come together in the data-enabled design canvas, that enables design researchers 

to rapidly and remotely adapt these prototypes. The aspects of this data-enabled design canvas that 

are developed to a high degree of fidelity are the aspects that are placed in everyday life and the parts 

that are essential to facilitate our data-enabled design approach. They need to be robust so that they 

can provide realistic experiences for the duration of the situated design explorations. The family toolkit 

of the uGrow+ Professional case study and the sensor-equipped bottle sleeve of the Connected Baby 

Bottle study exemplify this level of fidelity. 

The primary objective of this data-enabled design canvas is to enable design researchers to explore 

and prototype intelligent ecosystems. Although many aspects of the intelligent ecosystem need to 

be high fidelity, the case studies showed how the exploration of intelligent behavior can be done at 

different levels of fidelity. All case studies utilized different combinations of a wizard-of-oz approach 

and technically implemented algorithms. The wizard-of-oz approach allowed for low-fidelity 

explorations of intelligent behavior. The design researcher could use the researcher dashboard to gain 

an understanding of the data, learn about it over time, to manually adapt the content, interactions 

and role of the intelligent ecosystem. For example, in the second step of the Caring Home study, we 

presented the motion tracker. Participants could use this tracker to collect data they expected to be 

relevant for them. This data was displayed on the researcher dashboard. It was interpreted by the 

design researcher, who explored how this data could be utilized to give insights into the topics these 

participants were interested in. One family, for example, attached the motion sensor to the baby 

gate to gain insight in when their baby was sleeping. This data was used to manually create a data 

visualization, that was sent to provide insight into the daily routines of the family (see figure 8.29). This 

low-fidelity approach enabled design researchers to explore how the intelligent ecosystem could 

understand, adapt and learn, without having to technically implement it first. Although it was a low-

fidelity prototyping approach, it provided participants with ‘high-fidelity experiences’. 

Next to this, the data-enabled design canvas allowed for high-fidelity implementations of aspects  

of this intelligence. For example, the Connected Baby Bottle study showed how session analytics were 

implemented to automatically generate metadata of, for example, the drinking duration or the number 

of interruptions. Besides this, different scripts were implemented that were used to automate some  

of the personalized insights cards. The Caring Home study shows how the different elements in 

the data-enabled design canvas could also facilitate more high-fidelity explorations of intelligent 

behavior. By utilizing the motion.ai software, design researchers could create high-fidelity prototypes 

of chatbot experiences. 

This enabled design researchers to create prototypes of intelligent solutions with different degrees  

of fidelity. Thereby, the could select the fidelity that was appropriate for the purpose of the exploration. 

If it was a first exploration of how the intelligent ecosystem could act if a toothbrush was not cleaned 

after the session, this could be done in low-fidelity. In case the experience required a more real-time 

interaction, as for example the chatbot did, design researchers were also enabled to deliver that quality. 

Contribution

A data-enabled design canvas needs to contain a variety of high-fidelity elements, as prerequisites to 

facilitate experiential design explorations. When these are in place, the data-enabled design canvas 

can be used to prototype intelligent solutions. The contribution to established work is found in the 

fact that the data-enabled design canvas enabled design researchers to create low-fidelity and high-

fidelity prototypes of (aspects of) intelligent ecosystems. 
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11.2 Prototyping as a vehicle for design exploration
The second part of my perspective describes how the activity of prototyping can be utilized to 

facilitate design explorations. Matthews & Wensveen referred to this as “prototyping as a vehicle  

for inquiry” (Matthews & Wensveen, 2014, p. 296). As such, this part focuses more on the value of the 

activity of prototyping than on the value of the prototypes themselves. In chapter 3, I outlined how 

most of the work that falls into this category can be framed in Research through Design (Frayling, 1993; 

Gaver, 2012; Zimmerman et al., 2010; Zimmerman & Forlizzi, 2014), which strongly argues for a hands-

on approach. As a result, this second part of my perspective was introduced as more formative and 

explorative, where the first part introduced prototypes in everyday life for more evaluative purposes. 

Data-enabled design builds on this exploratory mindset, in which design (research) questions are 

constantly challenged throughout hands-on prototyping activities. The bottom part of the 8-shape 

model (figure 5.3) clearly emphasizes the value of these hands-on design explorations, that take place 

in the design (research) studio. The most important contribution of data-enabled design, to this body 

of related work, is found in the way it allows for designerly explorations with data. In this section, I 

discuss how data has become a design material and what role tools played to facilitate designerly 

explorations with data. 

A dialogue with data as a design material
In chapter 3.3, I outlined how others have argued for a more exploratory role for prototypes and 

prototyping, to serve as a vehicle for inquiry (Lim et al., 2008; Houde & Hill, 1997; Buxton, 2007; 

Sennett, 2008). Buxton (2007) introduced this exploratory role as ‘sketching’, by which he referred to 

the openness and fluency of exploring with materials. Others argued along similar lines, as they stated 

that prototyping offers designers new ways to think and have a dialogue with design materials (Schön, 

1983; Bødker & Christiansen, 2004). The focus on design materials originated from the paradigm 

of creating physical forms, but others have started to apply the same material-based approach to 

increasingly digital and technological designs. (Wiberg, 2014; Vallgårda & Redström, 2007; Tholander  

et al., 2012). 

The methodological discussion chapters of this thesis (chapters 5, 7, and 9) have used the ‘role of 

data’ lens to further elaborate on the use of data as a design material. These chapters discussed how 

the case studies have started to employ sensor data and qualitative data as one of the main building 

blocks of intelligent ecosystems. Which data was used and how it was treated (i.e. by the human 

operators or by the algorithms) defined how the intelligent solution could understand, adapt and learn. 

Which data was shared by the different elements of the ecosystem also affected how they could share 

their understanding and their ability to adapt. 

It is challenging to theoretically argue how data (consisting of both sensor data and qualitative data) 

qualifies as a design material, as the general concept of material is an ill-defined one, even in the field 

of material science (Vallgårda & Redström, 2007). Therefore, I use Vallgårda and Redström’s abstract 

definition of material as “a substance with no specific form, which can be shaped and proportioned 

in volumes according to needs” (ibid., p. 514). In this discussion, I describe how it can be treated as a 

material at different stages in the design process. To do so, I first discuss (1) how the ‘raw’ material is 

collected and how that affects the qualities of the data. After that, I explain (2) how design researchers 

can play with this data and how they can reshape it, by which it becomes data that encompasses an 

understanding of context, behavior and experience. Based on that, I show (3) how this understanding 

can be used to identify new design opportunities and (4) how this can be shaped to be appropriated 

by intelligent ecosystems.
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(1) Collecting the raw material

The first part of Vallgårda and Redström’s definition of material highlights that material is “a substance 

with no specific form” (ibid., p.514). When it is collected, it is a ‘raw’ material that can be appropriated in 

different ways. In different case studies, different types of data with different qualities were collected. 

For example, the data points that were logged by the buttons in the uGrow+ Professional case 

study were small, as they for example only contained a timestamp of when a feeding was logged. In 

contrast, a data point that was collected by the Connected Baby Bottle was large, as it contained a 

high-frequency log of different sensors. In this dissertation different types of data were introduced, 

that could be collected in different ways. Each had its own qualities and shortcomings. Sensor data, for 

example, could give insight into unaware behavioral patterns, but could not include a more nuanced 

experiential perspective. The manually collected data could contains more experiential aspects but 

did not give detailed insight into behavior. This shows that data as ‘raw’ material can come in different 

forms, depending on which data is collected and how. Additionally, the ‘shape’ of this dataset is also 

heavily influenced by the people who are collecting it, as it represents aspects of their everyday life. 

(2) Exploring the qualities of the material

The different case studies show how design researchers played with data as a material, to explore 

which opportunities and limitations it had. Similar to how a craftsman would try to bend a piece 

of wood to assess its flexibility, to see how it can be reshaped, we build different exploratory data 

visualizations to explore which aspects of the data could be useful for our design. The timeline and 

sensor data visualization of the Caring Home study are examples of this. Participants were also often 

involved in this process, as they could be considered as experts of the material. They could explain 

the situation in which the data was gathered, to elicit stories that were captured by the data. In this 

process, the material was continuously reshaped as it became more clear what the qualities of the 

material could be. Irrelevant data points were removed and metadata was generated that transformed 

the ‘raw’ data into contextual, behavioral and experiential data.  

(3) Identifying design opportunities 

The previous activity gave insight into the qualities of the material. In this activity, new opportunities 

with this material are identified. For example, in the data-enabled interviews data was brought along 

and was used to discuss its relevance with participants. This way, the opportunities that were identified 

by the design research team combined with the ideas from the participants, which together became 

a starting point for the design of an intelligent solution. For example, when parents in the Connected 

Baby Bottle project saw their own data, they showed interest in some behavioral patterns they were 

unaware of. This inspired the creation of an intelligent baby bottle feeding solution.

(4) Shaping the design 

In the second part of their material definition, Vallgårda and Redström (2007) state that material “can 

be shaped and proportioned in volumes according to needs” (ibid., p.514). This could mean that data is 

reshaped by an algorithm, by which it starts to contain a more personal understanding of the user so 

that the intelligent solution can adapt its interactions accordingly. The Connected Baby Bottle study, 

for example, showed how an algorithm was built to extract the number of interruptions from the sensor 

data, which was then used to send insight cards about ‘feeding distractions’. In this case, the quality of 

the data and the way in which the data was used by the algorithm determined the quality of the insight 

(e.g., how personally relevant it was).  

In this process, the designer has a continuous dialogue with the material. He explores how it can 

be shaped to form the design, but also how the design has to be changed to accommodate for the 

qualities and limitations provided by the material. As a result, these four activities are not static but 
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designers continuously switch back and forth between them. This could mean that the designer starts 

looking for different data (1) that can, for example, say more about the context of a bottle feeding (2), 

which can then also become part of the design.  

Contribution

Prototyping is about having a dialogue with the design material. In this section, I have shown how 

data-enabled design contributes to the ‘X as design material’ discussion, by showing how data can be 

treated as a new design material when designing for intelligent ecosystems. This material perspective 

is valuable, as it emphasizes that data is a material that can be shaped and appropriated in different 

ways. This sets the stage for more prominent attention to data, as it plays such a crucial role in the 

design for intelligent ecosystems. 

The role of new tools to prototype with data
Next to utilizing data as a design material, I argued for the essence of new tools, and a different 

perspective on these tools, to allow for an exploratory prototyping approach to intelligent ecosystems. 

In chapter 3.3, I introduced the paper on designerly handles (Stienstra, Bogers & Frens, 2015), which 

also introduced the double loop of exploration. Designerly handles argued for custom, project-specific 

tools that facilitated designerly exploration. The double loop of exploration model emphasized that 

these project specific tools should develop hand in hand with the solution. 

Designerly handles

In Chapter 5 the concept of the data-enabled design canvas was introduced as an open and malleable 

collection of physical and digital tools. This data-enabled design canvas provided project-specific 

tools (i.e., designerly handles), that gave designers the means to execute various design explorations 

within the scope of the project. For example, the data-enabled design canvas of the Connected Baby 

Bottle study (figure 11.2) allowed designer researchers to explore which types of insight cards could 

be relevant for parents. Besides providing project-specific tools (i.e., designerly handles), the data-

enabled design canvas also provided an open and flexible collection of tools that could develop 

hand-in-hand with the intelligent ecosystem (i.e., it allowed for a double loop of exploration). This 

proved especially relevant in the context of intelligent ecosystems, as these were highly personal and 

dynamically adjusted their scope of time.    

The Caring Home study, for example, showed how the data-enabled design canvas allowed design 

researchers to design ecosystems that evolved based on personal interests. To facilitate this, the data-

enabled design canvas has to be open for the on-the-fly introduction of new products and services. 

 

Components for building a data-enabled design canvas

In chapter 3, I explained how project-specific tools are usually built on top of more generic tools 

and components. Arduinos (Arduino, 2018) or Raspberry Pis (Raspberry Pi, 2018) are, for example, 

commonly used by the interaction design community to prototype interactive experiences. These 

generic tools have often been developed for or by these communities, or have at least been 

appropriated for them. Tools that facilitate designing with data are more scarce. More generic tools  

are required to make it easier to develop project-specific data-enabled design canvases. For that 

reason, we have also developed our own library of generic components over the course of these 

projects. For example, the electronics in the baby bottle sleeve were similar to the one in the motion 

sensor that we introduced in the first step in the Caring Home project. The motion sensor of the 

second step of the Caring Home study was more similar to the hardware that was used for the uGrow+ 

Professional buttons. Not only in terms of hardware did we reuse elements, but also the software that 

runs on these modules was made more generic and reusable. For example, an Arduino library was 
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built, which made data collection and communication with the data-enabled design server simpler. 

Also on the server side, we reused components that, for example, take care of authentication, data 

storage, and study management. We bundled these components in a larger library, so they can be 

reused and repurposed across projects. This library of physical and digital components provided  

a valuable foundation for developing project-specific data-enabled design canvasses.

Contribution

The data-enabled design canvas has proven to be an essential enabler of the data-enabled design 

methodology. Thereby, this data-enabled design canvas contributes to earlier work on prototyping  

by showing which tools are needed to facilitate designerly explorations with data. Next to this 

theoretical contribution, the data-enabled design canvasses of the case studies provide a more 

practical contribution as they examplify how data-enabled design canvasses can be designed and 

which off-the-shelf tools can be used to build them.

Figure 11.2 The 

elements that 

were part of the 

data-enabled 

design canvas of 

the Connected 

Baby Bottle 

project. (left) 

the researcher 

dashboard 

(middle) the 

participant 

app (right) the 

connected baby 

bottle sleeve. 

Figure 11.3. The 

prototypes that 

were part of the 

data-enabled 

design canvas of 

the Caring Home 

study. These 

products could 

be dynamically 

added to 

the personal 

ecosystem 

of different 

participants. 
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11.3 Integrating the experimental and the prototyping part  
So far I have discussed the two different parts that I identified for my perspective and how data-

enabled design contributed to the research communities underlying them. 

Although the two parts started of as two individual endeavors, they have come together in data-

enabled design. As a result, the most valuable contribution of my perspective is not found within 

one of these two parts, but how data-enabled design manages to unite in-situ design studies with 

the explorative character of design (research) studio approaches. The 8-shape model (in figure 5.3) 

advocates this relationship. The top side of the model represents the first part of my perspective,  

as it argues for a prominent role of design explorations in everyday life. The bottom side of the 

model represents the second part of my perspective, as it shows how design researchers can use 

data to remotely gain a detailed and nuanced understanding and can use data as a design material 

to facilitate exploration when designing for intelligent ecosystems. (Experiential) sensor-equipped 

prototypes, that came together in the data-enabled design canvas, play an essential role in this. They 

enable design researchers to remotely gain insight (i.e., the transition from the top to the bottom loop) 

and facilitate remote design explorations (i.e., the transition from the bottom loop to the top loop). 

This combination of parts has contributed to the research underlying both parts. It contributed to 

the design approaches that utilize in-situ design studies (i.e., the first part), by presenting new ways 

in which design researchers can continuously and remotely gain insight. As they are also enabled to 

act based on these insights remotely, the in-situ studies become situated design explorations. This 

allows design researchers to continuously explore new ways in which the intelligent ecosystem can 

understand, adapt and learn, while gaining an understand of how this manifests itself in an everyday 

life setting. The combination of parts also contributes to the work underlying the second part of my 

perspective, by showing how design explorations can be situated in an everyday life setting. This 

allows design researchers to use their design skills, to facilitate high paced explorations, while also 

being able to understand how these ideas could become parts of the everyday lives of people. This 

provides a valuable feedback mechanism for design researchers, as their explorations can be guided 

by continuous situated insights. 

11.4 An experimental, prototype-centric perspective on data-
enabled design
In short, I have explained how my experimental, prototype-centric perspective has contributed to the 

data-enabled design methodology by assigning a prominent role to creating (experiential) prototypes 

and to situating design explorations in an everyday life setting. This is reflected by the crucial role 

prototypes play in different phases of the design-enabled design process, as they both serve as 

instruments to gain insight and as a way to create an experiential ‘new reality’ for participants. Next 

to this, I have shown how new tools (i.e., the data-enabled design canvas) were needed to facilitate 

designerly explorations with data, through which data could be employed as a design material in 

designing for intelligent ecosystems. This way, I have shown how an explorative and hands-on design 

approach could merge with an approach that situates experiential prototypes in everyday life to study 

how people make meaning in their interaction with intelligent ecosystems. As a result, I gave insight 

into how both parts of my perspective contributed to the continuous, remote and situated design 

approach that is core to the data-enabled design methodology.         
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12.0 Chapter outline
This last chapter returns to the research question we introduced in chapter 1 that asked ‘How can 

data, that is a crucial part of intelligent ecosystems, be utilized when designing for these intelligent 

ecosystems?’ In section 12.1 we integrate the insights from the different lenses in a framework for data- 

enabled design and intelligent ecosystems. To do so, we describe the relationships between the 

different lenses and capture the most important insights for each of the lenses individually. Besides 

presenting this theoretical framework, we highlight the implications this has for design practice. 

After that, we reflect on how our Constructive Design Research approach as we discuss how the 

case studies, and our role in these case studies, have affected our findings. Lastly, we present future 

directions and opportunities for data-enabled design and intelligent ecosystems (section 12.3).  

12.1 Data-enabled design for intelligent ecosystems 
In this dissertation, we addressed the research question: How can data, that is a crucial part of 

intelligent ecosystems, be utilized when designing for these intelligent ecosystems? Thereby, our 

research objective was twofold. 

 Our first objective was to present a new generation of networked and intelligent 
solutions that we referred to as intelligent ecosystems.

These intelligent ecosystems consist of a combination of intelligent solutions and ecosystems. 

Intelligent solutions were described as products or services that could gain an understanding of 

its context and user, could develop this understanding over time, and could adapt accordingly. 

Ecosystems were described as dynamic compositions of interrelated products and services, in which 

multiple people could interact. This integration allows intelligent solutions to share their abilities across 

different elements in the ecosystem, by which we set out to deliver highly personal interactions that 

are suitable for that context. 

 Our second and main objective was to develop a data-enabled design methodology  
that could be employed when designing for intelligent ecosystems. 

We showed that data plays a crucial role in these intelligent ecosystems and argued that the design 

processes employed for them should assign a similarly prominent role to this data. We argued that the 

openness and complexity associated with designing for intelligent ecosystems requires a creative and 

generative approach rather than an analytical one. Therefore, we aimed to develop a methodology 

that is explorative and uses data as a creative design material. This way, we set out to provide an 

alternative to the mostly evaluative and analytical ways in which data is currently used in design  

(e.g. in data-driven and data-informed design (King et al., 2017)).  

These two challenges were expected to continuously inform each other, as a renewed understanding 

of what to design for had implications for the methodology, while new methodological insights would 

also affect what could be designed with it. For this reason, we chose to investigate and discuss our 

findings on both of these challenges in parallel, while we also capitalized on their relationship.

In this dissertation, we used a Constructive Design Research approach to iteratively develop data-

enabled design and our characterization of intelligent ecosystems. This allowed us to use case  

studies (chapter 4, 6 and 8), executed in design practice, as vehicles for investigation. Although the 

discussion chapters (chapter 5, 7 and 9) iteratively advanced the data-enabled design framework 

through a further articulation of the four lenses, they also addressed case-specific challenges.  
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More specifically, chapter 5 gave insight into designing for an intelligent solution. Chapter 7 addressed 

designing for an ecosystem, and chapter 9 focused on designing for intelligent ecosystems. As a result, 

the case study of chapter 8 and the methodological discussion of chapter 9 should not be regarded as 

a final way of looking at data-enabled design.  

In this conclusion, we bring together the insights and models that we have introduced for the individual 

lenses and explain how these lenses integrate into our data-enabled design framework. We use figure 

12.1 to guide this discussion. Firstly, we address how intelligent ecosystems are dynamic, interrelated 

networks of products and services in which people interact and create meaning. We explain how 

these ecosystems can become intelligent as they obtain the ability to understand, adapt and learn. 

After that, we explain how data-enabled design argues for a situated design approach. In doing so, 

we make the complexity and versatility of the everyday life setting of these intelligent ecosystems 

part of the design process. In the role of data section, we explain how data plays an essential role in 

this process. It serves both as a way to gain contextual, behavioral and experiential insights, but also 

enables design researchers to remotely deploy new design interventions in which data is used as a 

creative design material. In the design process section, we argue for a continuous approach in which 

different situated design explorations run in parallel and continuously follow up on each other. There, 

we also make an argument for the role of the data-enabled design canvas, which has proved to be an 

essential asset in facilitating ongoing situated design explorations.  

Intelligent ecosystems
Figure 12.1 .I depicts a model of intelligent ecosystems. It shows how these intelligent ecosystems are 

a combination of ecosystems (i.e., the part of the visualization that shows the relationships between 

products, services and people) and intelligent solutions (i.e., the dotted line that shows how the 

ecosystem can understand, adapt and learn over time about these). With this focus on intelligent 

ecosystems we set out to design a new generation of networked solutions that can have a more 

detailed and nuanced understanding of the user and context, so they can adapt in ways that are  

more personal. 

Intelligent solutions

An intelligent solution is a product or service, or a fixed combination of the two, that uses data and 

artificial intelligence to gain a detailed and nuanced understanding of its context and user. It can 

develop this understanding over time and adapt its interactions accordingly. 

An intelligent solution can utilize different types of data to gain an understanding. The use of sensor 

data is valuable as it allows for a detailed perspective into behavioral patterns and daily routines. 

This data can be unobtrusively and continuously collected, and can thereby even generate insight 

into behaviors that users are (yet) unaware of. Although sensor data is commonly used by intelligent 

solutions, our work contributes by showing how qualitative data can also become solution data.  

This type of data often provides a more nuanced perspective on the context and experience. It can  

be collected manually, in which case the user is conscious of its actions (e.g., a user has to press a 

button when he/she feels sad), but can also be collected in a relative naturally way (e.g., when the 

chatbot initiates a short conversation with the user). 

Although intelligent solutions can gain a detailed and nuanced understanding, we emphasize that 

this understanding is never all-encompassing (and does not need to be). The data that the intelligent 

solution utilizes to build this understanding only captures a limited part of the richness, versatility 

and complexity of the everyday context and personality of the user. Intelligent solutions should be 

designed in such a way that they respect this, and thereby leave room for interpretation by the user.  
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By facilitating a dialogue with the user, it can learn and change its understanding over time. In this thesis, 

we, for example, showed how a chatbot could be used to facilitate this dialogue (chapter 8.3), but other 

techniques can also be used for this (e.g., through voice interactions or embodied interactions).  

Based on this personal and contextual understanding, intelligent solutions can adapt the content they 

deliver, their interactions with users and the role they play in users’ everyday lives. The way in which 

the Connected Baby Bottle (chapter 4.3) sends out personal data insights is an example of how an 

intelligent solution can adapt its content. Adapting interaction is exemplified by how the connected 

toothbrush of the Caring Home study modified its brushing modes based on personal data and a 

dialogue with the user (chapter 8.3). Lastly, the adaptation of role is demonstrated by the uGrow+ 

Professional case study, in which the solution could take a facilitating or directing role. (chapter 6.2).    

We articulate the value of learning for both the ability to understand and the ability to adapt.

This allows the intelligent solution to develop its understanding over time, and to learn about the 

effects of its adaptations. 

Ecosystems

As products and services are increasingly connected, they become part of larger networks in which 

multiple users interact. We refer to these as ecosystems. In line with Nardi & O’Day’s characterization 

(1999) we see ecosystems characterized by strong interrelationships and dependencies (i.e., system 

characteristic) between a diversity of elements. These elements co-evolve over time. Depending 

on the locality (i.e., what is valuable for users) of the ecosystem, some elements are essential to its 

existence (i.e., they are keystone species). 

Ecosystems are dynamic, as the different elements in the ecosystem can continuously construct 

new relationships with other elements. These relationships can be on a functional level (e.g., when 

a connected toothbrush becomes part of a personal health ecosystem it starts sharing its data with 

a connected bathroom mirror), but we also argued how these should be considered on a contextual 

level (e.g., if a data tracker used to keep track of sleep patterns gets repurposed to keep track of 

sports activities, it starts to relate to different elements in the ecosystem). Through such relationships, 

individual ecosystem elements can leverage the qualities of other elements in the ecosystem.   

These ecosystems can be designed in such a way that they allow for continuous co-evolution.  

The everyday setting of the user is far from static, and as the ecosystem sets out to be relevant in  

that setting it has to be open for change. This means it should be possible to dynamically introduce 

new ecosystem elements while existing ones should be able to shift focus to a certain extent.  

This allows users to modify their personal ecosystem to their evolving needs and preferences.   

Intelligent ecosystems

When combined, the intelligent solutions and ecosystem opportunities strengthened each other.  

We refer to this combined entity as intelligent ecosystems. 

Instead of being limited by the ability of one product or service to generate insights, intelligent 

ecosystems can use multiple products and services to gain a detailed and nuanced understanding  

of the user and context. This means that different perspectives can be combined to form a more 

holistic understanding. For example, an intelligent ecosystem can use the data from a Connected  

Baby Bottle in combination with weather information to understand how feeding patterns are 

influenced by outside air temperature. This allows products and services to share their understanding, 

so they can use each others’ understanding for their own benefit. 
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Figure 12.1. The data-enabled design framework
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The ecosystem perspective also provides new opportunities in terms of how the intelligent ecosystem 

can adapt. In intelligent solutions, the ability to understand and adapt was encapsulated in a product, 

service or a fixed combination of the two. When these ecosystem elements become connected, they 

can also share their adaptation possibilities. This enables the intelligent ecosystem to adapt in the 

most relevant way for the user. For example, in the Caring Home study, we showed how the intelligent 

ecosystem could use the chatbot to send teeth cleaning content during the day, while it could adapt 

the interaction of the toothbrush while the user was brushing. 

To conclude, intelligent ecosystems can combine the understanding of different elements in the 

ecosystem to gain a holistic as well as a detailed and nuanced understanding of context, behavior 

and experience. Because of this distributed character, the intelligent ecosystem can modify different 

elements to provide interactions that are relevant at that place and time. These intelligent ecosystems 

can, therefore, adapt based on their understanding, thus making them even more personal and 

suitable for the context they are in. 

A situated design approach
In the previous section, we showed how intelligent ecosystems can evolve and adapt in different 

ways, based on an understanding of their users and context. We argued that this understanding 

strongly depends on how people create meaning to their interaction, which is personal and context-

dependent. Therefore, data-enabled design argues for a situated design approach, in which intelligent 

ecosystems are designed and studied in everyday life. By doing so, we provide a way in which 

the versatility and complexity of everyday life can become part of the design process. Hence, the 

uniqueness of the user and context is in the spotlight, which challenges design researchers to design 

for intelligent ecosystems that respond to this. The fact that these intelligent ecosystems are part of 

people’s everyday life is visualized in figure 12.1 by the transition from 12.1.I to 12.1.II. 

We value the richness of this everyday life setting and do not want to drastically confine it in exchange 

for more experimental control. Therefore, we developed a situated design approach that enables 

design researchers to remotely gain insight and to remotely deploy design interventions. 

The model of figure 12.1.II illustrates this split between activities that happen in the design (research) 

studio (bottom) and in everyday life (top). We built this model to capitalize on both the qualities of 

design (research) studio approaches and approaches that run design experiments in everyday life  

(see chapter 5.3). We valued the design (research) studio-oriented approaches for allowing high-paced 

explorations and inclusion of designerly skills. At the same time, we valued in-situ design explorations 

as a means to make the richness, versatility and complexity of everyday life part of our design process. 

Prototypes play an essential role in this process. They are deployed in the everyday lives of the 

participants, for a longer period of time, and are used as a means to gain insight. Additionally, they 

also serve as experiential prototypes that create an experiential ‘new reality.’ This allows participants 

to build a relationship with the design, which design researchers can study. By enabling these new 

experiences, participants are empowered to actively participate in discussions with design researchers 

about designs that were previously far outside their frame of reference. 

Data plays an instrumental role in facilitating a continuous interplay between both sides of the model, 

which enables a remote design approach. In this way, the prototype can remain in everyday life (i.e., 

the top of the 8-shape) while design researchers can remotely gain insight and adapt the prototype  

to facilitate new experiences (i.e., the bottom of the 8-shape). This allows design researchers to utilize
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their designerly skills in facilitating high-paced explorations of intelligent ecosystems, in combination 

with prototypes placed in the everyday life of participants. As a result, our in-situ experiments are very 

different from established ones. They are more dynamic, as design researchers can continuously follow 

up on situated insights, and contain much of the explorative character of the design (research) studio 

approaches. The fact that data-enabled design provides a way to run design explorations in-situ is a 

differentiating characteristic compared to established approaches. To articulate this novel approach, 

we introduced the concept of situated design explorations (chapter 5.3). 

This situated and remote design approach enables design researchers to disappear from the scene, 

while still being able to gain insight and to introduce new design interventions. This makes experiences 

more realistic for participants, which increases the ecological validity of design explorations. At some 

points in the process design researchers or participants can still ‘cross sides’ (e.g., for an introductory 

interview or an evaluative intervention). Participants then temporarily become partners in the design 

process. This only happens on a short session basis, which is visualized in figure 12.1.b by the straight 

arrows pointing up and down. 

 

This also affects the role of the design researcher. Data-enabled design argues for a wizard-of-

oz approach to prototyping intelligent ecosystems, as that allows design researchers to create 

experiential prototypes of an intelligent ecosystem without always having to technically implement 

the necessary algorithms. In this setup, design researchers use researcher dashboards to remotely 

gain insight through data, but also to remotely control and adapt the intelligent ecosystem. For these 

explorations, the design researchers temporarily act as part of the solution. This enables them to 

use their empathic skills to explore how these intelligent ecosystems can become truly personal. 

The situated design approach is instrumental in understanding how the uniqueness of the user and 

context affects interactions in the intelligent ecosystems and, therefore, how it should evolve over time. 

This allows for manual explorations of algorithms, within realistic boundaries, that can gradually be 

developed into algorithms that intelligent ecosystems can utilize. 

     

The role of data
In the previous section, we explained how data plays an essential role in facilitating a situated and 

remote design approach. In this section, we elaborate on how the role of data changes in different 

parts of the model. These are represented by the various characters in figure 12.1.II.  

(A) Everyday life

The top of the model emphasizes that (experiential) prototypes are situated in everyday life.  

This allows participants to experience a ‘new reality’, which allows them to explore how designs  

can become valuable in their everyday setting. 

(B) Sensor data and qualitative data

Part B of the loop represents the different types of data that can be collected, which contribute to 

the understanding of the design researchers (part C), but also to the understanding of the intelligent 

ecosystem (part G). In the first case, we refer to this data as research data. In the second case, this 

data is referred to as solution data. In general, data can be collected by sensor-equipped prototypes 

(i.e., sensor data) but can also be manually collected qualitative data. The combination of these two is 

essential, as the sensor data provides very detailed insights that people are sometimes even unaware 

of themselves, while the qualitative data provides a more nuanced perspective on why things happen 

or what they mean. We have shown how both types of data can be used as research data, but also 

how subjective and qualitative data can be used as solution data. 
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(C) Insight in context, behavior and experience

Data-enabled design presents a new way in which sensor data and qualitative data can be combined 

to enrich each other (chapter 5.4). The qualitative data helps in interpreting the sensor data, and 

the stories that participants can tell based on the sensor data enrich the qualitative data. Once the 

sensor data and qualitative data merge, and can be interpreted by the design researcher, they can 

yield contextual, behavioral and experiential insights. In most cases, the sensor data is predominantly 

responsible for the behavioral insights, while the qualitative data provides more nuanced insight into 

context and experience. Our data-enabled interview techniques (chapter 4.2) give an example of how 

this can be approached. In addition to these data-enabled interview techniques, we also developed 

remote techniques that allow for this interplay. For example, manual data collection techniques can  

be used to enable participants to annotate data and share personal experiences. 

This valuable interplay between sensor data and qualitative data is made possible by our ‘small 

data’ approach. This allows for personal attention, which enables design researchers to gain a highly 

detailed and nuanced personal understanding. Doing these studies with a heterogeneous group of 

participants highlights the interpersonal differences and thereby puts the spotlight on how the data 

can encompass the uniqueness of the user and context. Exploratory data visualization techniques can 

be used to explore which unique patterns and deviations are present in the data. When applying these 

techniques, it is important to have highly detailed and nuanced data from at least of few participants, 

as this allows for comparison across participants. This is instrumental in determining what makes a 

person or context unique and how data can encompass that uniqueness. As soon as these patterns 

become clearer, algorithms can be developed to automatically detect them, so they can be explored  

in more detail. 

(D) Design synthesis

This intermediate part is crucial, as we emphasize the essential role of the design researcher’s 

synthesis skills in this process. The data or insights do not directly drive or direct the process. Instead, 

the contextual, behavioral and experiential insights are used to inspire and inform the design 

researchers. The data enables them to design for intelligent ecosystems. As a consequence, data-

enabled design is not an analytical methodology. It values the (creative) skills and knowledge of the 

design researchers to give direction to complex design challenges, by providing a broader perspective 

than the data can provide. This way, this part is also used to position the ongoing explorations in the 

larger business or societal context.    

(E) Data as a creative design material

So far, we have explained how data from the top loop can be used in the bottom loop. This setup 

enables design researchers to remotely gain insight in context, behavior and experience. In this case, 

the collected data is treated as research data. We also explained how the same data can also be seen 

as solution data, as it is used by the intelligent ecosystem (part G) to gain an understanding of its 

users and context (i.e., in the top loop). Following this, data can be considered as one of the primary 

materials of these intelligent solutions. Which data is used affects the understanding that the intelligent 

ecosystem can gain. How this data is used determines how the intelligent ecosystems adapts. 

Therefore, we argue that data should be treated as a design material. Reshaping it – for example  

by changing which data is collected, in which way it is collected or at what frequency it is sampled – 

changes the qualities of the material. Treating the data as a design material allows for a dialogue with 

the material that shows designers what the qualities and limitations are and how it can be reshaped  

as the material of intelligent ecosystems. On top of this, algorithms can be used to reshape the data.  

For example, metadata can be generated, which means the data starts to encompass different qualities. 
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A wizard-of-oz approach can be used to facilitate these explorations, without necessarily having  

to implement advanced algorithms. This way, the collected data (part B) becomes more than sensor 

data or qualitative data, as it becomes enriched and starts to encompass a contextual, behavioral and 

experiential understanding. We refer to this enriched data as contextual, behavioral and experiential 

data, which the intelligent ecosystem can use to understand, adapt and learn. 

The results of these design explorations (part E), where data is utilized as a creative design material, 

can serve to gain new contextual, behavioral and experiential insights (part C) and can be used to 

update the situated intelligent ecosystem (F). 

(F) (Remotely) adapting the situated prototypes 

This part shows two ways in which the intelligent ecosystem can be adapted. 

The first way is found in how the design researchers can adapt the intelligent ecosystem. This can 

be done by redesigning the data (e.g., by integrating new algorithms (part E)), which provides the 

intelligent ecosystem with new ways to understand, adapt and learn. This is valuable as it allows 

design researchers to continuously adapt the design, to be able to explore their ideas in an everyday 

setting. An open and malleable collection of physical and digital prototyping tools is instrumental in 

facilitating these remote design explorations, as we set out to make changes without retrieving the 

intelligent ecosystem. As this explorative toolkit is such an essential part of the methodology, we refer 

to it as the data-enabled design canvas. 

The second way describes how the intelligent ecosystem can develop itself (i.e., the top loop). As it  

can learn over time, it can come to adapt in different ways. In addition, the interests of the user change 

over time, which results in a different understanding and thereby also in triggers new responses. 

Conclusions

The 8-shape emphasizes that the ‘everyday life’ loop and ‘design research studio’ loop utilize data 

to continuously interact. The different parts of the 8-shape show how data plays a valuable role in 

different stages and shows how it can be used to remotely gain insight and to facilitate remote design 

interventions. Although different situated design explorations can emphasize different parts of the 

8-shape model, the continuity it provides is essential to facilitate explorations that continuously 

advance. 

  

The design process
The transition from figure 12.1.II towards figure 12.1.III shows how different situated design explorations 

come together in the design process. One situated design exploration, represented by one block in  

the design process model, can contain multiple cycles through the 8-shape model (figure 12.1.III).  

Contextual and informed situated design explorations

We make a distinction between contextual situated design explorations (i.e., the dark grey blocks)  

and informed situated design explorations (i.e., the light grey blocks). In short, these are referred  

to as contextual explorations and informed explorations. Contextual explorations aim to gain  

a contextualized understanding of people’s ‘current reality’ (e.g., their ‘unchanged’ everyday life 

setting). These explorations are mostly research-oriented, and value insights over design output  

(i.e., the transition from part B to C over the transition from part E to F in the model of figure 12.1.II).  

The informed explorations are more design-oriented and focus on developing the intelligent eco-

system. They utilize the data-enabled design canvas to deploy different design interventions and 

explore how the intelligent ecosystem can understand, adapt and learn. Thereby, these explorations 
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emphasize part E and F of the model over part B and C (i.e., the transition from the design (research) 

studio into everyday life instead of the other way round). This categorization is helpful, as different 

types of explorations require a different role of participants and design researchers. Identifying  

the intentions of an exploration, therefore, helps in clearly communicating what is expected from  

the participant and what the intentions of the design researcher are. 

The way in which situated design explorations follow up on each other does not conform to a 

predefined plan of action. The first explorations are prepared before the start of the study, but 

subsequent explorations build (on-the-fly) on situated insights. As a result, these situated design 

explorations are dynamic orchestrations of multiple contextual and informed explorations, that  

can run in parallel and quickly follow up on each other. 

A multi-step approach

Although the setup of these situated design explorations allowed for the continuous initiation of 

new explorations, we still argue for a multi-step approach. Each step is a new series of explorations, 

in which new participants (with fresh perspectives) are introduced. This forces design researchers to 

think about how personal insights gained in one step can be abstracted to see how they can apply 

to participants in the following step. This prevents the development of solutions that are bespoke or 

can only be understood by the participants as they are taken along in the development journey. First 

steps are likely to contain more contextual explorations, while they gradually grow into steps with more 

informed explorations. However, we argue that contextual explorations always remain relevant, even 

after the intelligent ecosystem is already introduced on the market. It allows design researchers to 

continuously find new niches for intelligent ecosystem. These can be used to inspire and inform  

new designs, which allows the intelligent ecosystem to co-evolve. 

A way to document situated design explorations

We found that traditional formats of documenting on study results tend to focus on the end results 

and pay little attention to the value of the process and, in our case, its dynamic character. Therefore, 

we introduced the design narrative concept. A design narrative describes a sequence of consecutive 

insights and design actions as a storyline through the situated design explorations. This format allows 

for rich documentation as it emphasizes how the design process unfolded and how the intelligent 

ecosystems came to understand, adapt and learn.   

A data-enabled design canvas as an essential tool to facilitate continuous situated design 

explorations

In the previous section, we described how the data-enabled design canvas plays an essential role 

in facilitating remote design explorations. Thereby, it also plays a crucial role in facilitating a flexible 

process that allows for design researchers to respond to emerging situated insights. This means that 

insights from situated design explorations can be used to inspire and inform new situated design 

explorations. To be able to do this, the data-enabled canvas needs to provide explorative freedom, 

while remaining within the boundaries of the project.  

Implications for design
In this section, we presented our data-enabled design framework. We described how the four 

lenses contribute to the methodology and how they integrate to facilitate ongoing situated design 

explorations of intelligent ecosystems. This way, we present a framework that provides handles for 

a new and novel way of working to come to a new generation of solutions. The consequences for 

designers (and design researchers) are apparent, as many of these methodological changes require  

a shift in mindset, skills, tools or ways of working. 
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The situated design approach means that designers are more closely related to the context they are 

designing for. This forces them to think about the everyday implications of their designs and there is no 

way around taking the richness that is introduced by this setting into account. As data is continuously 

collected, and functions as the bridge between the everyday setting and the design (research) studio, 

designers are empowered to continuously learn. They can learn about the context, the user and the 

relevance of data (i.e. the contextual explorations), and can learn about the consequences of their 

intelligent ecosystem concepts on everyday life (i.e. the informed explorations). Through the feedback 

loop provided by the data, designers are continuously forced to reflect on their own ideas. 

Evidently, this situated design approach also introduces new ethical challenges as it argues for 

designerly exploration in an everyday setting. In the case studies, we highlighted how we addressed 

these ethical challenges and thereby showed how designers can organize these situated design 

explorations in such a manner that the values of participants are respected. A more in-depth 

discussion of the ethical considerations of our data-enabled design methodology is provided  

in the ‘ethical considerations’ section (p. 275).  

The dynamic character of intelligent ecosystems, together with our multi-step approach, stresses 

the need for dynamic designs that can evolve over time. Following this, designers are never ‘finished’ 

designing. Contextual and informed explorations remain relevant, even after the intelligent ecosystems 

appear on the market. It allows designers to find new niches, which can be used to further expand the 

intelligent ecosystems. As a consequence, the mindset has to shift from designing ‘finished’ solutions 

to designing intelligent ecosystems that can dynamically evolve over time. Subsequently, this also 

means that designers have to play a more prominent role after solutions are introduced on the market, 

instead of being mostly involved in phases up to that point. 

The focus on intelligent ecosystems also has consequences for the skills of designers and design 

researchers. We showed how data has become the material of these intelligent solutions and how 

treating it as a design material forces designers to think about which data is collected, how it is 

collected, and how it is used by the intelligent ecosystem. This means that designers need to develop 

new skills, as they have to become more data savvy and have to be able to play with the data to mold 

and appropriate it in different manners. This allows designers to discover new qualities and stories in 

the data which are otherwise hard to find. 

Designing for intelligent ecosystems also comes with its own ethical challenges. Designers need 

to carefully consider how the values of the user are respected and how the intelligent ecosystems 

introduce a moral stance that (unawarely) affects how people look at the world. A more in-depth 

discussion of the ethical considerations that relate to designing for intelligent ecosystems is provided 

in the ‘ethical considerations’ section (p. 275).  

These changes do not only have implications for designers. The challenges acquainted with designing 

for intelligent ecosystems are apparent for different fields and disciplines (e.g. computer science, 

engineering, psychology, medical experts). However, we showed how the major challenges are often 

not within these fields but at the intersection of these fields. This means that a closer collaboration 

between these disciplines is necessary to address these challenges. We valued our situated design 

explorations for this, as it forced the get together of different elements from different disciplines 

in ongoing explorations. This meant that different disciplines had to start sharing tools (e.g., the 

data-enabled design canvas) and project timelines, to develop towards a common goal; intelligent 

ecosystems that are personal but can be implemented at scale. 
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12.2 Reflection on research setup
In this section, we first reflect on how our case studies served as vehicles for exploration and reflection. 

After that, we discuss the implications of doing Constructive Design Research in design practice. 

Design case studies as vehicles for exploration and reflection
In chapter 1.4 we concluded that current methods and techniques that involve data in the design 

process are mostly used for evaluative purposes. We set out to use data as a creative design material 

for more explorative purposes. As this was an uncharted area, we decided to start with a case study,  

to provide new means for reflection. As our individual perspectives strongly affected this case study, 

we first elaborated on these. To elevate the framing of these perspectives beyond our personal skills 

and interests, we embedded them in related work.      

The Connected Baby Bottle case study (chapter 4) showed how a practice-based design case 

served as a way to explore and draft a new data-enabled design methodology. In this case study, 

we explored how qualities of different established tools and techniques could merge to provide new 

means for involving data as creative design material in the design process. Using our design skills we, 

for example, came to new techniques (e.g., the data-enabled interviews (chapter 4.2)), new tools (e.g., 

the data-enabled design canvas (chapter 5.5)), new mindsets towards data (e.g., small data (chapter 

5.4) and new ways of working (e.g., situated design explorations (chapter 5.3)). Many of these findings 

emerged at the intersection of our perspectives and we believe they would not have emerged without 

our extensive collaboration in these hands-on case studies. They were the result of continuous 

discussions, through which we developed our understanding of data-enabled design, that was then 

explored to be discussed again. 

Although we framed our personal perspectives in related work, these case studies still heavily built on 

our individual skills, interest and interpretation. As a result, the discussion of these case studies, and 

their consecutive framing in related work, introduced a certain level of subjectivity. Among other things, 

this could have as a consequence that the developed methodology would become difficult to adopt 

by design researchers that do not have the exact same skills or even the combination of our skills. Over 

the case studies, we further reduced the impact of this subjectivity by involving different people in our 

teams and by the extensive embedding of our findings in related work. This way, we investigated how 

data-enabled design could be adopted by others and how their perspectives and skills would affect 

our conclusions. The question remains  how data-enabled design will be employed in design projects 

without our involvement. 

Starting off with a design exploration, without an extensive underlying theoretical framework, was also 

liberating. It emphasized the value of designerly skills and our trust in the fact that our explorations 

could result in novel ways to design with data. At the same time, a less developed theoretical framing 

made it challenging to assess what was novel and what was not. For this reason, we choose to run 

various case studies, which enabled us to iteratively frame our insights into related work, to establish 

its novelty. This sometimes meant that we were reinventing the wheel, but the pace in which case 

studies followed up on each other made sure that this was reflected upon at proper intervals. Based 

on these reflections we then iteratively adjusted the direction of our research. This ‘drift’ (Krogh et 

al., 2015) is exemplified by how reflections identify new challenges that following case studies then 

set out to address. As we did not define the end goal upfront and developed our understanding of 

intelligent ecosystems hand-in-hand with our methodology, the concept of drift was essential to be 

able to arrive at relevant and high-quality work (ibid.). This way, we have exemplified how Constructive 

Design Research offered a valuable approach for constructing a new design methodology, while 

simultaneously developing an understanding of what it can be used for. 
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Design research in design practice
We investigated and developed our data-enabled design methodology through practice-based case 

studies, so that the challenges of that setting could become part of the methodology. This setting 

offered us a variety of opportunities. The practice-based projects often had a different scale then 

is common in research projects. This allowed us to work in larger teams, that involved experts from 

various fields, which enabled us to design, prototype and explore larger ecosystems, in situated design 

explorations that ran for a longer period of time. 

This get-together of design research and design practice also introduced some challenges. Design 

practice is an essential part of Constructive Design Research, but balancing both is a delicate act. 

Koskinen and Krogh argue that: “When research comes too close to design practice it may create 

confusion between what is research and what is practice. (...) The paradox of Constructive Design 

Research is that the closer its practitioners get to design practice, the more they need to find ways  

to keep some distance from it.” (Koskinen & Krogh, 2015, p. 125). This challenge was also present in  

our work as we were leading the case studies, but were also the ones to construct the methodology. 

This way, we both fulfilled a design practitioner role as well as and design researcher role. 

Switching between (sometimes conflicting) roles

In these case studies, we continuously switched between roles, as these studies addressed both 

methodological and ‘practical’ challenges. On the one hand, this was valuable as it provided us with 

a way to quickly iterate on our own ideas, to thereby rapidly advance our methodology. For example, 

in the Connected Baby Bottle case study showed how we decided ad-hoc to bring the printed data 

visualizations to the interviews, which gave surprising new insights. On the other hand, this sometimes 

meant that we had to make decisions that would only benefit one of the two. For example, in the 

Connected Baby Bottle case study we choose to focus on app-based interactions, and not on other 

forms of interaction, as we knew it would not have the same impact within the Philips businesses. 

The challenge of finding balance was a direct consequence of the fact that these were practice-

based case studies, that often involved a large network of stakeholders with other interests than the 

methodological ones. In our Ph.D. setup, in which not all of our time investment had to directly benefit 

the project outcome, we were given some space to explore methodological aspects that were out  

of scope for stakeholders but essential for data-enabled design to move forward.  

Broader design challenges

Instead of singling out a particular aspect of the methodological challenge, we presented different 

lenses and explained how they interacted. However, this broader perspective often made it 

troublesome to decide what should be explored in depth and what can be explained in a more 

general sense. In the theoretical embedding of our work we often struggled to find this balance, as 

a theoretical embedding at least requires an in-depth understanding before it can even be ‘loosely’ 

introduced as a relevant area of research. As a result, this thesis has elaborated on an extensive 

variety of topics and explained how these contributed or related to data-enabled design. This broader 

perspective was also a consequence of our ambition to develop a methodology that was relevant for 

design practice, as it is less interested in “an in-depth understanding of a particular aspect”, but more 

concerned with “balancing numerous concerns in a heterogeneous and occasionally paradoxical 

product” (ibid., p.121). We showed how using data as creative design material had implications for 

many other aspects of the design process, but also on ways of working and the mindset of the design 

research team. We deliberately choose not to develop a specific action plan, in which designers are 

expected to follow a specific procedure. The framework provided by the lenses should provide others 

with the necessary means to get started with data-enabled design, while it also allows them to make 

their own ideas and skills part of these data-enabled projects. 
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12.3 Future work
In this section, we describe the opportunities we see for future work on data-enabled design and 

intelligent ecosystems. We divide these opportunities into three parts, dissemination, evaluation  

and extension of research findings. 

Dissemination of research
We are excited to see that our data-enabled design methodology is now being adopted at Philips 

Design and also at the Department of Industrial Design at Eindhoven University of Technology.  

At Philips Design, our work has been instrumental in the formation of a currently 15 people data-

enabled design team. At the university, there is now a master elective data-enabled design available 

for students. Although we are excited about the next steps here, our goal is also to further disseminate 

our work into the academic community and design practice community. With this dissertation, we set 

out to inspire and guide others that want to start using data-enabled design in their work. We hope 

that active community members report back on findings so that their work can be used to gain an 

understanding of what other challenges data-enabled design might be suitable for and how it could 

apply in different settings.

Although the sharing and framing of our methodology provides a first (major) step in disseminating 

our data-enabled design work, we have experienced first hand that it is difficult to start without the 

proper skills and tools. In this dissertation we shared our perspective on how tools should be designed 

to facilitate situated design explorations, and, used the case studies to give insight in the activities 

that play a role in these processes. To lower the threshold for designers and design researchers that 

want to start using data-enabled design, these tools should be further developed and shared within 

the community. With our university course, we make a first step in developing a training program for 

designers and design researchers that want to get started with data-enabled design. Hereby, we  

hope to inspire a new generation of designers to start designing with data, for intelligent ecosystems. 

Evaluation of data-enabled design and its results
The case studies through which we developed the data-enabled design framework, including the 

three case studies presented in this dissertation, have forwarded a set of examples, insights and 

tools from a methodological stance. Yet, the project outcomes are still in their early phases (i.e. have 

just entered the market, others are still in development) and have not been confronted to large user 

groups. The theoretical characterization of these results show differences between the outcomes 

of the earlier case studies (e.g., Connected Baby Bottle as intelligent solutions) and the last one 

(i.e. Caring Home as an intelligent ecosystem). However, it is not evaluated how these intelligent 

ecosystems are superior in terms of user experience or business potential. An evaluation of these 

solutions would allow for a justification of the data-enabled design methodology and thereby 

contribute to the value of dissemination.

Extending data-enabled design
We are interested in further exploring how data-enabled design can apply to different design 

challenges of our own. In this dissertation, we have presented examples from the personal health 

domain. Given Philips’ clinical presence, we are also interested in how data-enabled design can 

be employed in the more medical domain. This introduces new challenges, as at first sight, the 

proceduralized character of that domain seems to conflict with data-enabled design’s explorative 

character (see chapter 7.4). Nevertheless, we believe that, once we manage solving these issues,  

the situated and explorative character of data-enabled design also could facilitate a more  

detailed and nuanced understanding of the highly sensitive design space, to design personal  

and intelligent ecosystems.  
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We find another challenge in investigating how data-enabled design can be valuable after the first 

phases of a project. In this thesis, we argued for a multi-step design approach, where each step 

contained multiple (parallel) contextual and informed explorations. We envision these steps to 

continue after the exploration phases, all the way to aftermarket launch. This way, we hope to preserve 

the qualities of our first explorations, while also continuously learning new things that can help the 

intelligent ecosystems to evolve. This is not a small step. Normally design processes stop when the 

concept is finished, but now we have to revise our way of working and deliver upon a continuous 

process. For this need to, among other things, develop ways how data-enabled design can involve 

larger groups of participants, how it can involve more evaluative ‘explorations’, how different expertise 

(with their own ways of working) can integrate in this dynamic process, and, how we can move from 

prototypes to production grade intelligent ecosystems that still allow for freedom to evolve. At the time 

of writing, we are running a project that follows up on the Caring Home study (chapter 8). This project 

already provides first handles to investigate how a third or fourth step can be different from a first  

or second step. 

While we were doing this research, the technological landscape around us has changed significantly. 

Our research thrived on a recent wave of big data and internet of things, which we have seen evolve 

into increasing interest in artificial intelligence (AI). This offers exciting new opportunities with regard to 

designing for intelligent ecosystems. On the one hand, it provides designers with new tools to explore 

data and can help in yielding interesting patterns or can highlight unexpected events. This way, AI can 

become a partner in the design process. On the other hand, it offers the potential to further elaborate 

on how we make intelligent ecosystems more personal. New algorithms and AI techniques can play an 

instrumental role in how intelligent ecosystems can understand, adapt and learn. However, next to the 

opportunities, one of the challenges here is to design AI in such a way that it becomes transparent and 

that it becomes explainable to the people using it. 

We are aware that this comes with great new responsibilities for designers. Therefore, we recognize  

the need for design methodologies that cater to these new opportunities and responsibilities. 

Although it is a first step, with our data-enabled design methodology we have laid a foundation for 

involving data, that is the fuel for AI and the material of intelligent ecosystems, in a designerly manner 

in the design process.
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Ethical considerations
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Throughout the case studies, we have both explicitly as implicitly addressed ethical considerations. 

We have mostly given insight into the ethical questions that are related to our methodology but  

also gave insight into the ethics that should be considered when designing for intelligent eco-

systems. In these cases, these insights were mostly practical. In this additional section, we present 

a more extensive and holistic discussion of the ethical considerations of our data-enabled design 

methodology and the ethical considerations for intelligent ecosystems. 

Ethical considerations for data-enabled design 
The open and explorative character of data-enabled design had multiple ethical implications. In 

this section we further elaborate on (1) how we were repeatedly challenged to justify the use of the 

methodology, (2) the mismatch between the open and explorative character of data-enabled design 

and established ethical procedures, (3) how we addressed the privacy of our participants in our 

situated design explorations, and (4) the implications of our population bias. 

Justification of the applied methodology 
From an ethical point of view, it is important to be able to justify why a specific methodology is the 

most suitable one for the objective of the research (World Medical Association, 2018). In our early case 

studies, it was often challenging to justify the use of our data-enabled design methodology toward 

ethical boards. It was difficult to argue why it would be more suitable than another method, since it was 

not yet crystallized what its qualities were. This justification was especially necessary as data-enabled 

design studies suggested a relatively invasive setup for participants, as they would collect highly 

personal data for a longer period of time. For these early case studies, we could justify the use of  

this methodology by making the methodological investigation part of the study objective. 

Once we ran more case studies, that gave insight into the qualities of data-enabled design, it became 

easier to articulate the qualities of the methodology. The uGrow+ Professional case study, for example, 

clearly showed the differences in what insights were gained in the initial interview sessions with 

healthcare professionals and the insights that were gained through the situated design explorations. 

The situated design exploration yielded more detailed and nuanced insights, allowed participants to 

experience a ‘new reality’, and allowed design researchers to continuously develop the design based 

on situated insights. However, also the burden for participants was higher. They were asked to invest 

more time and to give up more of their privacy. 

Being able to articulate the benefit and the burden of this methodology helps in assessing whether 

it is a suitable methodology to apply. Through the theoretical embedding and practical examples in 

this dissertation, we have provided means for others to assess the burden and benefit of applying 

the data-enabled design methodology in their context. This way, we enable design researchers to 

articulate when and why data-enabled design is a suitable methodology to employ. 

Ethical implications of an open and explorative approach
The strength of data-enabled design lies in the situated design explorations that can dynamically 

evolve over time. These situated design explorations yield new insights, that inspire and inform  

new explorations based on those insights. This results in sequences of explorations that can not  

be planned up front and continuously shift focus. 

For data-enabled design projects, the general objective of the study can be described, but these 

objectives and hypothesis are presented as open and dynamic statements. This openness is in sheer 

contrast with how studies are currently ethically evaluated. Procedures of Institutional Review Boards 
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(IRB) are developed based on (medical) approaches that have a more evaluative character (Munteanu 

et al., 2015). These boards demand a clearly stated objective and the proposed study setup should 

describe in detail how the study is going to address the stated hypothesis (Bruckman, 2014). This 

contrast of approaches and mindsets makes that data-enabled design proposals were often judged  

as vague or woolly. For example, we often received the question if we could justify whether the data 

we were going to collect was the ‘right data’, where the exploration of what data was relevant was 

often an objective of a contextual exploration. Besides, as it is not clear up front what is going to come 

out, it becomes more challenging to assess the implications from an ethical point of view.

To mitigate this challenge, we argue that the ethical implications of data-enabled design projects 

should not only be considered at the start of the study. Instead, each individual situated design 

exploration should be evaluated before it is deployed. The Caring Home study presented a first 

example of thi. In this study, we opted for a ‘series of studies’ protocol. This protocol required a general 

outline document, that described the objectives of the overall study. In our case, we described our 

objective to design a personal health ecosystem, the starting point we would take and articulated the 

boundaries of these studies. Within this study, multiple (smaller) sub-studies could be executed. For 

example, we used this setup to evaluate new devices (e.g., the Beddit sleep sensor) before they were 

added to the family ecosystems. This example clearly shows the need for alignment of the data-

enabled design and IRB process, to facilitate situated design explorations. Together with these IRBs, 

we should develop new ways to facilitate this, while ensuring that the IRB can still operate and judge 

the ethical implications independently. At the same time, we are aware that these discussions are 

context dependent. Different countries have different regulations and also different cultures (e.g.,  

a discussion on data privacy in the Netherlands are different from those in China or the USA). Although 

our insights can provide a valuable starting point for setting up a successful alignment, these cultural 

and regulatory differences articulate the need for local implementations. 

Involving human subjects and placing prototypes in everyday life (of which some focus on a certain 

change) means that the implications of these studies should be carefully considered. However, no 

matter how carefully this happens, unanticipated events will always come by. To carefully spot and 

address these adverse events, we argue for the continuous monitoring of situated design explorations 

and their ethical consequences. In this process, multiple disciplines should be involved as each of 

them introduces their own implications. In our cases studies, we have made a start in this by running 

periodic ethical evaluations (e.g., before a new participant started and after 2 weeks of participation) 

within the team meetings. In these sessions, we discussed the burden-benefit ratio for participants 

and addressed smaller issues on-the-fly. However, we realize that a more formalized procedure (also 

in documentation) is required to safeguard the ethical evaluations and to facilitate ongoing ethical 

reflections within the data-enabled design team.

Respecting privacy
Throughout the different case studies, we showed how data was used to gain highly detailed and 

nuanced insight into the context, behaviors and experiences of participants. From our design research 

perspective, this level of detail and nuance was valuable as it provided us with a way to understand 

how people were unique and how our designs could emphasize that. To safeguard the privacy of our 

participants we carefully coded, and where possible de-identified, their data (Hintze, 2018) before 

disseminating the findings. However, we also found it valuable to present highly personal details 

(in de-identified format) as they were so instrumental for how our situated design explorations 

progressed. The design narratives in chapter 6.3 and 8.3 exemplify this. Coding and de-identifying data 

was especially challenging in an ecosystem context as we also had to consider how a combination of 

data sources in the ecosystem could still unravel the participants’ identity. 
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Besides protecting the privacy of the participants in the dissemination of our study results, we 

wanted to respect the privacy of the participants towards the design researchers. This was sometimes 

challenging, as the design researchers had access to a large amount of personal data and it was often 

difficult to explain up front what this data could reveal. In the Connected Baby Bottle case study we, for 

example, found that the accelerometer data gave insight into ‘interruptions’. This could say something 

about how well a feeding went, but was not something we clearly communicated up front. Although 

this will remain a quirk of our approach, we did explore ways to address this. We choose to only give  

a limited number of design researchers access to the personal data and agreed with participants to  

be transparent about what we found in their data. Their data could always be removed at their request 

and we always gave participants the option to withdraw from the study at any point.

Population bias
To gain detailed and nuanced insight in context, behavior and experience we argued for an integration 

of sensor data and qualitative data, that lead to our ‘small data’ approach. We valued a thorough 

understanding of a few people over a more superficial understanding on a larger scale. However,  

this ‘small data’ approach does introduce significant bias into our studies. For example, in the Caring 

Home case study, we present a ‘levels of care’ model that was heavily inspired by the health issues 

of one participant. As in for example cultural probes, the insights from this small group are clearly 

incomplete, biassed and unclear (Gaver et al., 2004a). They should therefore also be treated as such.  

In our approach, they serve to inspire and inform the first steps of the design process. In later steps, 

new participants are involved to see how the designs that result from these insights resonate with  

a new group. This need for fresh perspectives is catered for through our multi-step approach. 

At the same time, we argue that once concepts become more clear, larger and more diverse groups 

should be involved. By continuously expanding on the diversity that can be encompassed by the 

intelligent ecosystem, we set out to design solutions that can stay personal, even on a larger scale and 

for people with diverse backgrounds, perspectives, interests etc. Although these small explorations are 

biassed, they showed to be valuable means to emphasize human uniqueness and thereby served as  

a valuable starting point to design more inclusive solutions. 

Ethical considerations for intelligent ecosystems 
The discussions in this section focus on the ethical implications of designing for intelligent ecosystems. 

We give special attention to the personal data that is required to gain an understanding and to learn 

over time. After that, we discuss how these intelligent ecosystems introduce a moral stance through 

how they adapt, and discuss how that interacts with the morals of the people using it.

Personal data and privacy in intelligent ecosystems
We argued that data plays a crucial part in intelligent ecosystems. It is the means to understand 

context, behavior and experience and thereby also plays a crucial role in how the intelligent 

ecosystems can adapt. From an intelligent ecosystem point of view, collecting more data, therefore, 

means that there is more material to gain insight from. However, collecting data always comes at a cost. 

It can, for example, mean that users have to give away some of their privacy to enable the intelligent 

ecosystem to gain a better understanding, or, it can require more effort and time from the user. This  

is especially the case with manual data collectors, but also for sensor data collectors. For this reason, 

designers of intelligent ecosystems need to carefully weigh which data is collected by the intelligent 

ecosystem, how that data is collected (i.e., the cost), and in what way it can become relevant (the 

benefit). The closed and open data collection approach (chapter 7.4) provide two ways of looking  

at this. 
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Privacy considerations for a closed data collection approach

In case a closed data collection approach is utilized, the intelligent ecosystem defines which data can 

be collected by the user. In this case, we rely on the design process to unravel which data is relevant  

for which person. For example, in the Connected Baby Bottle case study we explored which data could 

be collected by the sensor-equipped bottle sleeve and could be relevant in interaction with parents. 

However, the resulting design contained a specific collection of sensors and there was no means 

for the user to change what data was being collected. The advantage of this closed data collection 

approach is that it is clear up front what the solution can keep track of. This enables it to become fully 

transparent about this to the user, to ask for explicit consent. However, we have also shown how these 

intelligent solutions are constantly evolving. New algorithms can be introduced, that can gain different 

insights from the same data. Therefore, next to being transparent about what data is being collected, 

we argue for a model that also involves transparency in, and consent for, how the intelligent solution 

utilizes this data. In the Caring Home case study, we did some initial explorations on how this can be 

done in dialogue with a chatbot. Before using care module specific analytics, the chatbot explained 

to users what benefits could be expected and thereafter asked permission to review their data in that 

manner. For example, the chatbot could ask “You indicated an interest in cavities. Do you allow the 

connected toothbrush to capture the locations of brushing, so it can reach out to you when spots  

are missed?” These first explorations offer interesting opportunities for follow up research.

Privacy considerations for an open data collection approach

The intelligent ecosystem of the uGrow+ Professional and Caring Home project employed open data 

collection approaches. This meant that the intelligent ecosystem provided options for data collection, 

but users could decide which data was relevant for them to keep track of. For example, in the uGrow+ 

Professional ecosystem, parents could indicate their question of care and indicate which data they 

wanted to collect and share with their healthcare professional. This way, which data was collected 

was not predefined and could be used in unexpected ways. The consent and transparency challenge, 

that was also a challenge for the closed data collection approach, was much less eminent here. 

Users consciously decided what they wanted to keep track of and thereby what they wanted to share 

with the intelligent ecosystem. However, this freedom also introduces risks. Designers can no longer 

provide ethical boundaries, as users are in the driving set. Thereby, users can also decide to utilize the 

intelligent ecosystem in unintended ways and thereby potentially harm themselves or others. 

So far, we argued that transparency and explicit consent is required to give users authority over their 

own data. Although this seems like a relatively simple thing, it gets more complex in the intelligent 

ecosystem context. From an ecosystem point of view, data from different sources can be combined to 

yield new insights. Besides asking for consent to use the data of the individual ecosystem elements, 

the intelligent ecosystem would need to ask for consent for each of the many combinations. 

Additionally, we also see challenges in the longitudinal engagement strategies we proposed, as we 

showed how intelligent solutions can understand when they are relevant to be in the foreground and 

when they are not. With the ‘caring when it matters’ concept of the Caring Home study, we showed, 

how data from a connected toothbrush could be used to present ‘care modules’ when it mattered 

most. However, this implies that this data is always being collected and analyzed even at moments 

when it is not directly relevant. This can often make it challenging for users and the designers of 

these intelligent ecosystems to decide whether it is worth giving up this data. This also depends on 

personal preferences and should thereby be encompassed and respected by intelligent ecosystems. 

We are currently exploring techniques that can help in making more transparent what giving access to 

this personal data can mean for a user, also on the longer term. We acknowledge that this will be an 

ongoing and complex challenge, as it is impossible to predict what data that is collected now can be 

used for in the future. 
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Intelligent ecosystems shaping moral landscapes
As these intelligent ecosystems become part of everyday life, they play a part in shaping a ‘new 

reality’. This means that the morals of the user start interacting with the morals of the intelligent 

ecosystem. Verbeek describes this interweaving of morals through his theory on technological 

mediation (Verbeek, 2006; Verbeek, 2015). His work describes how new morale is created between 

the user and technological artifact (i.e., in the interaction), instead of only residing in one of the two 

(Verbeek, 2014). The technological artifact affects the way in which the user looks at the world and 

by doing so he builds a new relationship with that artifact. This is also clearly reflected in our work. 

For example, the Connected Baby Bottle solution (see chapter 4) could use data to generate insights, 

which it deemed interesting. As it was designed to do so, it also embodied the morals of the designers. 

Parents used the intelligent feeding solution in their everyday lives and used the insight cards to review 

their baby feeding activities. This way, the intelligent solution directly shaped the experience and 

practices of taking care of a newborn. For example, we have seen how it created new ways of caregiver 

communication, how it affected bottle preparations or the environment of a feeding. 

This shows how new morale emerges in the interaction between the human, the technological artifacts 

and the world. As both of the morales influence this, it is the designers responsibility to carefully 

consider the morals that they introduce. To address this, we designed intelligent ecosystems in such 

a way that they provided significant room for interpretation. This allowed users to make meaning 

in interaction, that was still heavily influenced by the morals of the intelligent ecosystems, but not 

dominantly directed by it. 

By having a dialogue about what is relevant for users and what is not, the intelligent ecosystem can 

gain an understanding of the users’ morals and thereby start to encompass them. However, we are 

also aware that these simple interaction and dialogues also affect this moral. Even when the user does 

not allow the ecosystem to adapt its content, interaction or role, it has been offered the option to do  

so and has thereby been forced to take a conscious decision. For example, probing users to follow  

a program about mental health, means that they have to make a (moral) decision on whether or not 

they think the topic is relevant for them. In case it is completely off, they might still be worried for 

no reason. Although we have given more agency to the user by providing room for personal sense-

making, this is still something that needs to be carefully considered by designers. 

Data-enabled design utilized a wizard-of-oz approach (Dow et al., 2005), together with the qualitative 

techniques (e.g. home visits, interviews, diaries), to consciously give shape to the morals introduced 

by the intelligent ecosystem. The engagement between users and design researchers from the project 

team, through the experiential artifacts, enhanced reflection of the moralities (Sengers et al., 2005). 

In line with Asaro’s (2000) argument, we have seen how the collaborative process stimulated critical 

awareness. The prototypes became part of the participant’s everyday life, which confronted us with 

their personal perspectives. Based on this experiential ‘new reality’, participants were empowered 

to reflect on their own morals and how they sometimes conflicted with the introduced designs. For 

example, in the Connected Baby Bottle study we presented a visual overview that compared the 

feeding duration of different caregivers. The participant responded with how this reflected on her 

morals: “To me, this evokes a competition amongst caregivers. It discomforts me. We all do our very 

best to take care of [name child].” – family 2, mother. We followed up on with explorations of insight 

cards that more subtly addressed differences between caregivers, to explore if it would help to convey 

the same message in a different manner. 

Reflective design practice suggests designers to be conscious of how their personal preconceptions 

shape their approach to design (Sengers, 2005). For this reason, we involved multiple human 
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operators, with various backgrounds, so that the intelligent solution did not only build on one 

perspective. With our personal approach and the emphasis on encompassing human uniqueness  

in the designs, we set out to design for more inclusive intelligent ecosystems. Over time, the situated 

design explorations should come to involve a broader variety of participants and human operators,  

so that this can be further improved.

In short, intelligent ecosystems inevitably introduce a moral stance of their own, which interacts  

with the morals of the people involved in it. Instead of assigning a dominant role to the technology, 

we empower people to create their own meaning and morals in this interaction. This still means that 

designers should reflect on the morals they introduce in these intelligent ecosystems. Data-enabled 

design’s wizard-of-oz approach has provided valuable means, for designers and users, to reflect on 

how people build relationships in intelligent ecosystems and how this affects their everyday life. 
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Situated design explorations
A situated design exploration is an explorative design (research) activity that is situated in the everyday 

life of participants. It allows design researchers to remotely gain insight and to remotely adapt designs, 

in a continuous manner. This way, situated design explorations combine the explorative qualities of 

design (research) studio approaches with the situatedness of field approaches. 

Design narrative
A design narrative describes a specific storyline that runs through the situated design explorations. 

It describes a sequence of consecutive insights and design actions. We use it as a format for 

documenting how the continuous situated design explorations unfolded. 

A new reality
With ‘new reality’, as opposed to ‘current reality’, we refer to a new state where design has shaped new 

experiences and thereby changed how people give meaning to (part of) their lives. 

Data-enabled design canvas
A data-enabled design canvas is an open and malleable collection of physical and digital tools that 

allow for exploration with data within the design space. Some of these tools are situated in everyday 

life, some in at the design (research) studio. The data-enabled design canvas allows the designer to 

continuously and remotely collect insights, but also to continuously explore and deploy new design 

interventions based on them.  

Research data
Research data is an additional layer of data added to a solution, for the sole purpose of answering  

a research question posed by a design research team. 

Solution data
Solution data is data that is an integral part of the solution; it drives interactions in the intelligent 

ecosystem. Removing or changing it would directly affect interactions.

Contextual, behavioral and experiential data
Contextual, behavioral and experiential data is an additional layer of metadata on top of the sensor 

data or qualitative data that the solution can use to gain a detailed and nuanced understanding.  

It is generated by algorithms that are developed based on earlier gained contextual, behavioral  

and experiential insights. 

A closed data collection approach
When a closed data collection approach is employed, the intelligent solution prescribes which data 

can be collected by the user. 

A hybrid data collection approach
When a hybrid data collection approach is employed by the intelligent solution, it combines a closed 

and open data collection approach. 

An open data collection approach
When an open data collection approach is employed, users are enabled to collect the data that they 

find interesting. Thereby, the intelligent solution leaves it up to the user to define what is relevant.  
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Intelligent solution
An intelligent solution is a product or service, or a combination of these, that uses data and artificial 

intelligence and algorithms to gain a detailed and nuanced understanding of its context and user. It 

can develop this understanding over time and can adapt to personalize its interactions and services.

Ecosystems
Ecosystems are compositions of interrelated products, services and people. The relationships between 

these products, services and people are dynamically formed and evolve over time. 

Ecosystem elements
With elements of ecosystems, we refer to the individual entities or nodes that are part of ecosystems. 

An element can be a product, a service or a person. 

Intelligent ecosystems
With intelligent ecosystems we refer to dynamic compositions of interrelated products, services 

and people. These products and services can use data and artificial intelligence to gain a detailed 

and nuanced understanding of its context and user. An intelligent ecosystems can develop this 

understanding over time and can adapt to personalize its interactions. 
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as a lecturer and coach at Industrial Design (TU/e), lectured an exchange course ‘Data-enabled Design 

in Experiential Design Landscapes’ in Zhenzijng China, and was Demo chair of the 10th conference 

on Tangible, Embedded, and Embodied Interaction (TEI’16). Currently, Sander is employed at Philips 

Design Eindhoven, in the Data-enabled Design team, where he drives the further development of the 

data-enabled design methodology and leads projects that employ this methodology.
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DATA-ENABLED DESIGN
JANNE VAN KOLLENBURG & SANDER BOGERS

An increasing amount of interactive products and services, that people 

interact with on a daily basis, collect data about how they are being 

used. This enables these products to gain a detailed and nuanced 

understanding of their user(s) and the context they are situated in, 

based on which they can adapt their behavior and interaction. Next  

to this, the increased connectivity of these products and services  

makes that they become part of larger ecosystems in which multiple 

users, products and services interact. We refer to this new generation  

of intelligent and connected products as intelligent ecosystems.

Our research investigates how data, that is a crucial part of 

intelligent ecosystems, can be utilized when designing for them.

This dissertation starts by presenting a user-experience oriented 

perspective and an experimental prototype-centric perspective. These 

perspectives are used as the main building blocks for the data-enabled 

design methodology that we set out to develop. After that, we present 

three design case studies that explore how data can be employed to 

design for intelligent ecosystems, in the context of baby feeding, baby 

health and personal health. These case studies, that were executed at 

Philips Design, are used to iteratively advance the data-enabled design 

methodology and our understanding of intelligent ecosystems.

Where well-known approaches, that use data in design assign a more 

evaluative and directive role to data, data-enabled design argues for 

more explorative and creative situated design explorations. To guide 

design researchers and practitioners in the setup and execution of  

the methodology we present a framework for data-enabled design.  

This framework presents a situated design approach, provides clear 

handles on the role data plays in situated design explorations, and 

explains how different explorations can be orchestrated in the design 

process to design for intelligent ecosystems.

››

JANNE VAN KOLLENBURG & SANDER BOGERS

A situated design approach that  
uses data as creative material when 
designing for intelligent ecosystems
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